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>ŝƐƚ�ŽĨ�ŝŵƉŽƌƚĂŶƚ�ĂďďƌĞǀŝĂƚŝŽŶƐ�
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ƌĞŵĂŝŶ�ŽďƐĐƵƌĞ�ĂŶĚ�ĂƌĞ�ĂŵŽŶŐ�ƚŚĞ�ĐĞŶƚƌĂů�ƋƵĞƐƚŝŽŶƐ�ŽĨ�ƉůĂŶƚ�ĞǀŽůƵƚŝŽŶĂƌǇ�ƌĞƐĞĂƌĐŚ͘�KŶĞ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ĂůůͲ

ƚŝŵĞ�ŐĞŶĞƌĂů�ŝŶƚĞƌĞƐƚ�ƋƵĞƐƚŝŽŶƐ�ŝƐ͗�ǁŚǇ�ĚŝĚ�ƉůĂŶƚ�ƚĞƌƌĞƐƚƌŝĂůŝǌĂƚŝŽŶ�ŚĂƉƉĞŶ�ŽŶůǇ�ŽŶĐĞ�ŝŶ�ƚŚĞ�ĞǀŽůƵƚŝŽŶ�

ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ŐƌĞĞŶ�ůŝŶĞĂŐĞ͍�KŶĞ�ĂƚƚĞŵƉƚ�ƚŽ�ĂŶƐǁĞƌ�ƚŚŝƐ�ƋƵĞƐƚŝŽŶ�ŝƐ�ƚŽ�ƚĂŬĞ�Ă�ĐůŽƐĞƌ�ůŽŽŬ�Ăƚ�ƚŚĞ�ĨĂĐƚŽƌƐ�ƚŚĂƚ�

ŵŝŐŚƚ�ŚĂǀĞ�ĞŶĂďůĞĚ�ƚŚŝƐ�ĞǀĞŶƚ͘��

dŚĞ�ĞĂƌůŝĞƐƚ�ůĂŶĚ�ƉůĂŶƚƐ�ůŝŬĞůǇ�ŚĂĚ�ƚŽ�ŽǀĞƌĐŽŵĞ�Ă�ďĂƌƌĂŐĞ�ŽĨ�ĞŶǀŝƌŽŶŵĞŶƚĂů�ĐŚĂůůĞŶŐĞƐ�ƚŽ�ƚŚƌŝǀĞ�

ŝŶ� ƚŚĞ� ƚĞƌƌĞƐƚƌŝĂů� ŚĂďŝƚĂƚ͘� dŽ� ĚŽ� ƐŽ͕� ƚŚĞǇ� ŚĂĚ� ƚŽ� ƉŽƐƐĞƐƐ� ƚŚĞ� ŵŽůĞĐƵůĂƌ� ƚŽŽůŬŝƚ� ĨŽƌ� ƌĞƐƉŽŶĚŝŶŐ� ƚŽ�

ƚĞƌƌĞƐƚƌŝĂů�ƐƚƌĞƐƐŽƌƐ�ĞĨĨĞĐƚŝǀĞůǇ͘�hŶĚĞƌƐƚĂŶĚŝŶŐ�ĨĂĐĞƚƐ�ŽĨ�ƚŚŝƐ�ŵŽůĞĐƵůĂƌ�ĐŽƌĞͲƚŽŽůŬŝƚ�ǁĂƐ�ƚŚĞƌĞĨŽƌĞ�ƚŚĞ�

Ăŝŵ�ŽĨ�ƚŚŝƐ�ƚŚĞƐŝƐ͘�/�ĐŽŵƉĂƌĞĚ�Ă�ƐĞƚ�ŽĨ�ŵŽůĞĐƵůĂƌ�ƚƌĂŝƚƐ�ƐŚĂƌĞĚ�ďǇ�ůĂŶĚ�ƉůĂŶƚƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƚŚĞŝƌ�ĐůŽƐĞƐƚ�ĂůŐĂů�

ƌĞůĂƚŝǀĞƐ͕�ƚŚĞ�ƐƚƌĞƉƚŽƉŚǇƚĞ�ĂůŐĂĞ͕�ƚŽ�ŝŶĨĞƌ�ƚŚĞ�ƚƌĂŝƚ�ƌĞƉĞƌƚŽŝƌĞ�ƚŚĂƚ�ƚŚĞ�ůĂƐƚ�ĐŽŵŵŽŶ�ĂŶĐĞƐƚŽƌ�ŽĨ�ůĂŶĚ�

ƉůĂŶƚƐ�ĂŶĚ�ƐƚƌĞƉƚŽƉŚǇƚĞ�ĂůŐĂĞ�ƉŽƐƐĞƐƐĞĚ͘�dŚŝƐ�ŝŶĨĞƌĞŶĐĞ�ĐĂŶ�ŐŝǀĞ�ĂŶ�ŝĚĞĂ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ŵŽůĞĐƵůĂƌ�ƚƌĂŝƚ�ƐĞƚƵƉ�

ŽĨ� ƚŚĞ�ĞĂƌůŝĞƐƚ� ůĂŶĚ�ƉůĂŶƚƐ͘� /Ŷ� ƚŚŝƐ� ƚŚĞƐŝƐ͕� ƚŚĞ� ĨŽĐƵƐ�ǁĂƐ�ŽŶ� ƐƚƌĞƐƐͲƌĞƐƉŽŶƐŝǀĞ� ƚƌĂŝƚƐ� ƚŚƌŽƵŐŚŽƵƚ� ƚŚĞ�

ƉĂƌĂƉŚǇůƵŵ�ŽĨ�ƐƚƌĞƉƚŽƉŚǇƚĞ�ĂůŐĂĞ͕�ǁŝƚŚ�Ă�ƉĂƌƚŝĐƵůĂƌ�ĨŽĐƵƐ�ŽŶ�ƚŚĞ�ĐůĂƐƐ�ŽĨ��ǇŐŶĞŵĂƚŽƉŚǇĐĞĂĞͶƚŚĞ�

ƉŚǇůŽŐĞŶĞƚŝĐĂůůǇ�ĐůŽƐĞƐƚ�ƐƚƌĞƉƚŽƉŚǇƚĞ�ĂůŐĂů�ƌĞůĂƚŝǀĞƐ�ƚŽ�ůĂŶĚ�ƉůĂŶƚƐ͘�dŚĞ�ĂůŐĂů�ƉƌŽŐĞŶŝƚŽƌƐ�ŽĨ�ůĂŶĚ�ƉůĂŶƚƐ�

ǁĞƌĞ� ůŝŬĞůǇ� ƉƌĞͲĂĚĂƉƚĞĚ� ƚŽ� ƚĞƌƌĞƐƚƌŝĂů� ĞŶǀŝƌŽŶŵĞŶƚƐ͘� /ŶĚĞĞĚ͕� Ă� ŵŽƐĂŝĐ� ŽĨ� ĐŽƌĞͲƐƚƌĞƐƐ� ƌĞƐƉŽŶƐĞ�

ŵĞĐŚĂŶŝƐŵƐ�ƚŚĂƚ�ĂƌĞ�ǁĞůů�ƐƚƵĚŝĞĚ�ŝŶ�ůĂŶĚ�ƉůĂŶƚƐ�ĐĂŶ�ďĞ�ĨŽƵŶĚ�ŝŶ�ƚŚĞ�ƐƚƌĞƉƚŽƉŚǇƚĞ�ĂůŐĂů�ůŝŶĞĂŐĞ�ĂƐ�ǁĞůů�

ĂŶĚ�ƐŽŵĞ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞŵ�ǁĞƌĞ�ƐƚƵĚŝĞĚ�ŝŶ�ĚĞƚĂŝů�ŝŶ�ƚŚŝƐ�ƚŚĞƐŝƐ�ƵƐŝŶŐ�Ă�ĐŽŵƉĂƌĂƚŝǀĞ�ĂƉƉƌŽĂĐŚ͘��

��ƐƵĐĐĞƐƐĨƵů�ƌĞƐƉŽŶƐĞ�ƚŽ�ƐƚƌĞƐƐ� ŝƐ�ĐƌƵĐŝĂů� ĨŽƌ�ƉůĂŶƚ�ƐƵƌǀŝǀĂů�ĂŶĚ� ŝŶǀŽůǀĞƐ�ƐĞŶƐŝŶŐ͕� ĨŝŶĞͲƚƵŶĞĚ�

ƐŝŐŶĂůŝŶŐ�ĂŶĚ�ƌĞƐƉŽŶĚŝŶŐ�ďǇ�ƚŚĞ�ƉƌŽĚƵĐƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ƐƵŝƚĞĚ�ĐŽŵƉŽƵŶĚƐ͘�/Ŷ�ƚŚĞ�ƉůĂŶƚ�ĐĞůů�Ăůů�ƚŚĞƐĞ�ƉƌŽĐĞƐƐĞƐ�

ĂƌĞ� ĐŽŶŶĞĐƚĞĚ� ƚŽ� ƚŚĞ� ƉůĂƐƚŝĚ͘� dŚŝƐ� ƚŚĞƐŝƐ� ƐŚŽǁĞĚ� ƚŚĂƚ� ƉůĂƐƚŝĚͲĚĞƌŝǀĞĚ� ƐŝŐŶĂůƐ� ĂƌĞ� Ăƚ� ƚŚĞ� ŚĞĂƌƚ� ŽĨ�

ƐƚƌĞƉƚŽƉŚǇƚĞ� ĂůŐĂů� ƐƚƌĞƐƐ� ƌĞƐƉŽŶƐĞ� ĂƐ� ǁĞůůͶĂŶĚ� ŵŽĚƵůĂƚĞ� ĂůŐĂů� ƉŚǇƐŝŽůŽŐǇ� ƵŶĚĞƌ� ĞŶǀŝƌŽŶŵĞŶƚĂů�

ĐŚĂůůĞŶŐĞƐ͘� dŚƌĞĞ� ƌĞƉƌĞƐĞŶƚĂƚŝǀĞƐ� ŽĨ� ƚŚĞ� �ǇŐŶĞŵĂƚŽƉŚǇĐĞĂĞ� ƐƚŽŽĚ� ŝŶ� ƚŚĞ� ĨŽĐƵƐ� ŽĨ� ƚŚŝƐ� ƚŚĞƐŝƐ͘�

hŶĚĞƌůǇŝŶŐ�ŵŽůĞĐƵůĂƌ�ĐŽͲĞǆƉƌĞƐƐŝŽŶ�ŶĞƚǁŽƌŬƐ�ŝŶƚĞƌƚǁŝŶĞĚ�ǁŝƚŚ�ƉůĂƐƚŝĚͲƐŝŐŶĂůŝŶŐ�ĐĂƐĐĂĚĞƐ�ƐƚŽŽĚ�ŽƵƚ�

ŝŶ�ƚǁŽ�ƐƉĞĐŝĞƐ�;Mesotaenium�ĂŶĚ�ZygnemaͿ�ĂŶĚ�ǁĞƌĞ�ŚŝŶƚĞĚ�Ăƚ�ŝŶ�ƚŚĞ�ĨŝůĂŵĞŶƚŽƵƐ��ǇŐŶĞŵĂƚŽƉŚǇĐĞĂĞ�

Mougeotia͘�dŚƵƐ͕�ƚŚĞƐĞ�ĐŽŶƐĞƌǀĞĚ�ƉůĂŶƚ�ŵŽůĞĐƵůĂƌ�ƉƌŽŐƌĂŵƐ�ƚŚĂƚ�ƚŚĞƐĞ�ĂůŐĂĞ�ƐŚĂƌĞ�ǁŝƚŚ�ůĂŶĚ�ƉůĂŶƚƐ�

ŵŝŐŚƚ�ŚĂǀĞ�ĂůƐŽ�ƉůĂǇĞĚ�Ă�ƌŽůĞ�ĚƵƌŝŶŐ�ƉůĂŶƚ�ƚĞƌƌĞƐƚƌŝĂůŝǌĂƚŝŽŶ͘��



dŚĞ� ĐŽŵƉĂƌĂƚŝǀĞ� ĂƉƉƌŽĂĐŚ� ŝƐ� Ăƚ� ƚŚĞ� ŚĞĂƌƚ� ŽĨ� ƚŚŝƐ� ƚŚĞƐŝƐ͘� /Ŷ� ƚŚĞ� ĐŽŶƚĞǆƚ� ŽĨ� ƉůĂŶƚ�

ƚĞƌƌĞƐƚƌŝĂůŝǌĂƚŝŽŶͲ�ƌĞůĂƚĞĚ�ƋƵĞƐƚŝŽŶƐ�ƚŚĞ�ĂƉƉůŝĐĂƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�ĐŽŵƉĂƌĂƚŝǀĞ�ŐĞŶŽŵŝĐƐ�ĐĂŶ�ďĞ�ĞǆƚƌĞŵĞůǇ�ƵƐĞĨƵů͘�

KŶĞ�ĐŚĂƌĂĐƚĞƌŝƐƚŝĐ�ŽĨ�ůĂŶĚ�ƉůĂŶƚ�ƐƚƌĞƐƐ�ƌĞƐƉŽŶƐĞ�ƚŚĂƚ�ŵŝŐŚƚ�ŚĂǀĞ�ĂŝĚĞĚ�ƚŚĞ�ĞĂƌůŝĞƐƚ�ůĂŶĚ�ƉůĂŶƚƐ�ŝŶ�ƚŚĞŝƌ�

ĐŽŶƋƵĞƐƚ�ŝƐ�ƚŚĞ�ƉƌŽĚƵĐƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ�Ă�ĚŝǀĞƌƐĞ�ƐĞƚ�ŽĨ�ƐƉĞĐŝĂůŝǌĞĚ�ŵĞƚĂďŽůŝƚĞƐ͘�,ĞƌĞ͕�ƚŚĞ�ƉůĂƐƚŝĚ�ŝƐ�ĂůƐŽ�ĚĞĞƉůǇ�

ŝŶǀŽůǀĞĚ�ĂƐ�ƉĂƚŚǁĂǇƐ� ŝŶǀŽůǀĞĚ� ŝŶ� ƐƉĞĐŝĂů�ŵĞƚĂďŽůŝƚĞ�ƉƌŽĚƵĐƚŝŽŶ͕� ůŝŬĞ� ƚŚĞ� ƐŚŝŬŝŵĂƚĞ�Žƌ� ƐĂůŝĐǇůŝĐ�ĂĐŝĚ�

ƉĂƚŚǁĂǇ͕�ĂƌĞ�ƉůĂƐƚŝĚͲůŽĐĂƚĞĚ�ĂŶĚ�ƉƌĞĐƵƌƐŽƌƐ�ĨŽƌ�ƐƉĞĐŝĂůŝǌĞĚ�ĐǇƚŽƐŽůŝĐ�ƉĂƚŚǁĂǇƐ�ƐƚĞŵ�ĨƌŽŵ�ƚŚĞ�ƉůĂƐƚŝĚ͘�

�ŽŵƉĂƌĂƚŝǀĞ�ƉŚǇůŽŐĞŶŽŵŝĐƐ�ƉĞƌĨŽƌŵĞĚ�ĂƐ�ƉĂƌƚ�ŽĨ�ƚŚŝƐ�ƚŚĞƐŝƐ�ƐŚĞĚ� ůŝŐŚƚ�ŽŶ�ƚŚĞ�ĞǀŽůƵƚŝŽŶ�ŽĨ� ŽŶĞ�ŽĨ�

ƚŚŽƐĞ� ƉĂƚŚǁĂǇƐ� ƉƌŽĚƵĐŝŶŐ� ƐƉĞĐŝĂůŝǌĞĚ�ŵĞƚĂďŽůŝƚĞƐ͕� ƚŚĞ� ƉŚĞŶǇůƉƌŽƉĂŶŽŝĚ� ƉĂƚŚǁĂǇ͘� dŚĞ� ƵŶĚĞƌůǇŝŶŐ�

ĐŚĂƐƐŝƐ�ŽĨ�ĞŶǌǇŵĞƐ�ŽĨ�ƚŚŝƐ�ŚĂůůŵĂƌŬ�ůĂŶĚ�ƉĂƚŚǁĂǇ�ďƌŝŶŐƐ�ĨŽƌƚŚ�Ă�ĚŝǀĞƌƐĞ�ƐĞƚ�ŽĨ�ƐƉĞĐŝĂůŝǌĞĚ�ĐŽŵƉŽƵŶĚƐ�

ĂŶĚ�ŝƐ�ƐŚĂƉĞĚ�ďǇ�ĞŶǀŝƌŽŶŵĞŶƚĂů�ĐŽŶĚŝƚŝŽŶƐ͘�dŚĞ�ĞŶǌǇŵĞ�ĨĂŵŝůŝĞƐ�ƚŚĂƚ�ŵĂŬĞ�ƵƉ�ƚŚŝƐ�ƉĂƚŚǁĂǇ�ĐĂŶ�ďĞ�

ŚŝŐŚůǇ� ƉƌŽŵŝƐĐƵŽƵƐ� ĂŶĚ� ĞǆƉĞƌŝĞŶĐĞĚ� ƉƌŽŶŽƵŶĐĞĚ� ƌĂĚŝĂƚŝŽŶƐ� ƚŚƌŽƵŐŚ� ƚŚĞ� ĞǀŽůƵƚŝŽŶ� ŽĨ� ƚŚĞ� ŐƌĞĞŶ�

ůŝŶĞĂŐĞ͘�/ŶƚƌŝŐƵŝŶŐůǇ͕�ƐŝƐƚĞƌ�ƚŽ�ƚŚĞƐĞ�ŐĞŶĞ�ĨĂŵŝůŝĞƐ�ĂƌĞ�ĞŶǌǇŵĞ�ĐĂŶĚŝĚĂƚĞƐ�ŝŶ�ƐƚƌĞƉƚŽƉŚǇƚĞ�ĂůŐĂĞ͕�ŚŝŶƚŝŶŐ�

Ăƚ�Ă�ƉŽƐƐŝďůĞ�ŝŶǀŽůǀĞŵĞŶƚ�ĚƵƌŝŶŐ�ƉůĂŶƚ�ƚĞƌƌĞƐƚƌŝĂůŝǌĂƚŝŽŶ͘�>ĂƐƚůǇ͕�ƚŚŝƐ�ƚŚĞƐŝƐ�ƐŚŽǁĞĚ�ƚŚĂƚ�ĐŽŵƉĂƌĂƚŝǀĞ�

ŐĞŶŽŵŝĐƐ�ĐĂŶ�ĂůƐŽ�ĐŽŶƚƌŝďƵƚĞ�ƚŽ�ƐŽůǀŝŶŐ�ƐƚƌĞƉƚŽƉŚǇƚĞ�ĂůŐĂĞ�ĚŝǀĞƌƐŝƚǇ͕�Ă�ƚŽƉŝĐ�ƚŚĂƚ�ŝƐ�Ͷ�ĨŽƌ�ƐŽŵĞ�ĐůĂƐƐĞƐ�

ŽĨ�ƚŚŝƐ�ŐƌĂĚĞ�Ͷ�Ɛƚŝůů�ďĂƌĞůǇ�ŝŶǀĞƐƚŝŐĂƚĞĚ͘�,ŽǁĞǀĞƌ͕�ƵŶƌĂǀĞůŝŶŐ�ƐƚƌĞƉƚŽƉŚǇƚĞ�ĂůŐĂů�ĚŝǀĞƌƐŝƚǇ�ŝƐ�ŝŵƉŽƌƚĂŶƚ�

ĨŽƌ�ŵĂĐƌŽĞǀŽůƵƚŝŽŶĂƌǇ�ƐƚƵĚŝĞƐ�ƚŚĂƚ�Ăŝŵ�ƚŽ�ƵŶĚĞƌƐƚĂŶĚ�ĐŚĂƌĂĐƚĞƌŝƐƚŝĐƐ�ŽĨ�ƚŚĞ�ƐƚƌĞƉƚŽƉŚǇƚĞ�ĂŶĐĞƐƚŽƌ͘��

�ůƚŽŐĞƚŚĞƌ͕�ŝŶ�ƚŚŝƐ�ƚŚĞƐŝƐ�Ă�ďƌŽĂĚ�ŵŽůĞĐƵůĂƌ�ĞǀŽůƵƚŝŽŶĂƌǇ�ĂƉƉƌŽĂĐŚ�ŝƐ�ƉƵƌƐƵĞĚ͘�dŚŝƐ�ĂƉƉƌŽĂĐŚ�

ŝƐ� Ă� ĐŽŵďŝŶĂƚŝŽŶ� ŽĨ� ƐƚƌĞƐƐ� ƌĞƐƉŽŶƐĞ� ĂŶĂůǇƐĞƐ� ĂŶĚ� ƉŚǇůŽŐĞŶŽŵŝĐƐ� ǁŝƚŚ� ƚŚĞ� ŐŽĂů� ƚŽ� ƐŚĞĚ� ůŝŐŚƚ� ŽŶ�

ĐŽŶƐĞƌǀĞĚ�ŵĞĐŚĂŶŝƐŵƐ�ƚŚĂƚ�ĨĂĐŝůŝƚĂƚĞĚ�ƉůĂŶƚ�ƚĞƌƌĞƐƚƌŝĂůŝǌĂƚŝŽŶ͘��
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Two major events in plant history 

Photosynthesis shaped the face of the earth as we know it today. This essential mechanism in plants 

is only possible because of the endosymbiotic engulfment of a cyanobacterium by a heterotrophic 

eukaryote at least 1.2 billion years ago (Parfrey et al., 2011). There are still many open questions 

regarding this event. For starters, it is still debated whether this cyanobacterial progenitor of the first 

plastids was a fresh-water or marine living organism (de Vries and Archibald, 2018, Ponce-Toledo 

2017, Helmchen et al., 1995). While many aspects of this event remain unknown, what we know is 

that this primary endosymbiosis event led to the first photosynthetically active eukaryotes: the 

Archeaplastida (Archibald 2015, Martin et al. 2015, de Vries and Gould, 2018). During the evolution of 

the Archeaplastida the genes from the cyanobacterial endosymbiont were mostly lost while the 

nuclear genome of the host became more complex. This transfer of genes is dubbed endosymbiotic 

gene transfer (EGT) (Martin and Herrmann 1998, Timmis et al., 2004). Only a few relevant genes were 

retained in the plastid genome. This can be explained by the CoRR-hypothesis (co-location of redox

regulation) which describes a redox-reaction based gene regulation which allows the optimal adaption

to changing environmental conditions (Allen et al., 2015).  

The monophyletic group of the Archeaplastida eventually split again into three major lineages: 

the Chloroplastida, the Rhodophyta and the Glaucophyta (Roudríguez-Ezpeleta et al., 2005). The 

emergence of the Chloroplastida set the stage for the second major event in plant history: the global 

conquest of land by the green lineage, also dubbed as plant terrestrialization. Roughly a billion years 

ago the Chloroplastida split into the Chlorophyta and the Streptophyta (Morris et al., 2018). Only from 

a single clade within the streptophyte lineage, the Embryophyta that will be henceforth called land 

plants in this thesis, eventually emerged in a singular event that happened approximately 550 million 

years ago (Morris et al., 2018, Harris et al., 2022); this led to the enormous and diverse macroflora we 

know today and facilitated the present-day atmospheric oxygen levels (Lenton et al., 2016).  

Certain characteristics made the ancestor of the earliest land plant already pre-adapted to the 

terrestrial environment. These characteristics are of morphological, physiological, and biochemical 

nature (Becker and Marin 2009). Additionally, the environment in which this ancestor dwelled; moist 

habitats that frequently encountered wet to dry periods fostered an environment for the emergence 

of adaptions to the terrestrial habitat.  
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Even if the factors mentioned above are considered to have played major roles during plant 

terrestrialization there are still many unsolved mysteries surrounding this singular event. To solve 

some of those mysteries and shed light which traits enabled the success of land plants one must turn 

to their closest algal relatives: the streptophyte algae. The following section will give an insight on the 

characteristics of these land plant relatives.  

1.2 Streptophyte Algae: the closest algal relatives to embryophytes 

The Viridiplantae are subdivided into two major divisions: Chlorophyta and Streptophyta. The 

Chlorophyta includes prominent core chlorophytes like the model organism Chlamydomonas 

reinhardtii. The Streptophyta are the sister clade to Chlorophyta and encompass the streptophyte 

algae and the monophyletic Embryophyta. The paraphyletic streptophyte algae compromise six 

classes: Mesostigmatophyceae, Chlorokybophyceae, Klebsormidiophyceae, Charophyceae, 

Coleochaetophyceae, and the next closest algal relatives to the Embryophyta: The Zygnematophyceae 

(Figure 2). Streptophyte algae were already pre-adapted to terrestrial conditions (Becker and Marin, 

2009). Living in diverse environments like fresh water as well as terrestrial habitats is hereby only one 

intriguing feature (Lewis and McCourt, 2004). The following paragraph will give a brief insight into the 

characteristics of the six currently recognized classes of streptophyte algae and examples of stress-

responsive properties that help them fight against environmental stressors. 

Figure 2: Phylogenetic relationships of Streptophyta and their habitats. The clade Chloroplastida consists of
the core green algae (Chlorophyta) and the monophylum Streptophyta which encompasses the monophyletic 
Embryophyta (land plants) and the paraphyletic streptophyte algae. Streptophyte algae consist of six different 
classes which can be divided into two different grades: the basal-branching Mesostigmatophyceae, 
Chlorokybophyceae, and Klebsormidiophyceae compose the KCM grade. The Charaphyceae, 
Coleochaetophyceae, and the Zygnematophyceae make up the ZCC grade and form the phragmoplast bearing 
Phragmoplastophyta in a monophylum together with the Embryophyta. Different habitats are shown as dots 
with corresponding colors (modified from Publication I, Chlorokybophyceae habitat is updated according to
Publication VIII).
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At the current state of knowledge, the class Mesostigmatophyceae encompasses two species. 

The most prominent is Mesostigma viride, a fresh water dwelling unicellular flagellate (Marin and 

Melkonian, 1999), for which the genome was sequenced in 2020 (Wang et al., 2020) is one of them. 

Interestingly, these recent genome analyses suggest that the ancestor of M.viride lost molecular traits 

that have been associated with subaerial/terrestrial environments, possibly due to its fresh water 

habitat (Wang et al., 2020). 

Sister group to Mesostigmatophyceae are the Chlorokybophyceae. This rare basal line of 

streptophyte algae is distributed exclusively in terrestrial habitats and originally included only one 

species: Chlorokybus atmophyticus. An in-depth phylogenomic analysis of all available strains in public 

culture collections world-wide demonstrated that there are at least five species (C. atmophyticus, C. 

melkonianii, C. bremeri, C. riethii, C.cerfii) forming a cryptic species complex with the genus 

Chlorokybus (Publication VIII). Opposite to Mesostigma, Chlorokybus inhabits subaerial habitats like

soil or rock surfaces (Geitler 1942). Chlorokybus forms sarcinoid cell packages, with each cell having 

its own cell wall (Publication VIII, Wang et al., 2020).

Klebsormidiophyceae form the KCM grade with the two priorly discussed streptophyte algal 

classes. The class of Klebsormidiophyceae is widely distributed and compromises at least 5 different 

genera: Klebsormidium, Interfilum, Entransia, Hormidiella and Streptosarcina (Mikahailyuk et al., 

2018, Mikahailyuk et al., 2008). Klebsormidiophyceae exhibit unicellular as well as filamentous growth 

and are found in almost all non-marine habitats across the planet (Mikahailyuk et al., 2015), living in 

terrestrial as well as fresh-water habitats. In 2014, Hori et al. set a milestone by publishing the first 

genome of a streptophyte alga, the genome of Klebsormidium nitens (at the time erroneously called 

Klebsormidium flaccidum; Hori et al., 2014). Studies on various Klebsormidiophyceae species reveal 

remarkable features that aid them in facing different abiotic stressors. Hartmann et al. (2020) found 

mycosporine-like amino acids (MAAs) in the genera Interfilum and Klebsormidium that have a 

photoprotective function under UV radiation (see more details on MAAs in section 1.3.1) (Hartmann 

et al., 2020). Furthermore, Klebsormidiophyceae show an exceptional desiccation tolerance owning 

to different attributes like their modified cell walls but also due to the formation of biological soil 

crusts (BSCs) that protect against water loss and high irradiance (Holzinger and Karsten 2013, 

Herburger and Holzinger 2015, Holzinger et al., 2011).  

The higher branching ZCC grade encompasses the classes Charophyceae, Coleochaetophyceae 

and the Zygnematophyceae. The latter are the closest algal relatives to land plants based on 

phylogenetic analyses (Leebens-Mack et al., 2019, Wickett et al., 2014). Together, the ZCC grade and 

the Embryophyta form the monophylum Phragmoplastophyta (Lecointre and Le Guyader, 2006).  
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As the name suggests, the algae in this clade encompasses plants that form a phragmoplast, a plant 

cell-specific structure during late cytokinesis which helps in the formation of a cell plate that later 

builds up to the cell wall (Buschmann and Zachgo 2016, see also discussions in Nishiyama et al., 2018). 

Charophyceae (as well as Coleochaetephyceae) were considered for a long time to be the algal 

ancestors of embryophytes because of their complex reproductive stages (Karol et al., 2001, 

Pringsheim 1862, van den Hoek et al., 1995). This algal class consists of six genera: Chara, Nitella, 

Tolypella, Nitellopsis, Lychnothamnus and Lamprothamnion (Krause 1997, Hall and McCourt, 2017). 

The best-studied species from this class is Chara braunii, for which the genome has been available 

since 2018 and was the second published streptophyte algal genome after Klebsormidium (Nishiyama 

et al., 2018). The genome revealed many land plant-like features that likely aided the algal ancestor 

in its conquest of land, like a genetic repertoire for retrograde signaling or LsyM (lysin motif) receptor-

like kinases (RLKs) involved in plant signaling with symbionts or pathogens (Nishiyama et al., 2018). 

 
Table 1: An overview of all sequenced streptophyte algal genomes so far. 

 

 

 The class Coleochaetephyceae consists of the two genera Coleochaete and 

Chaetosphaeridium (Cook et al., 2017). Some algae from the genus Coleochaete exhibit a very complex 

morphology by forming parenchymatous thalli (Graham 1984). These traits however differ along the 

diversity of Coleochaete spp. with the required perpendicular cell division limited to a clade within the 

genus Coleochaete (Delwiche et al., 2002). Coleochaetephyceae  are the only streptophyte alga class 

for which, as of today, no genome is available (Szövényi et al., 2021), even though a genome would 

help greatly in uncovering underlying molecular traits as Coleochaete displays intriguing features like 

the production of a lignin-like compound (Sørensen et al., 2011, see also section 1.4.1 of this thesis). 

 The Zygnematophyceae are the algal sister lineage to embyrophytes and the most diverse 

streptophyte alga class with over 4000 described species (Guiry and Guiry, 2021). They compromise 

of at least 45 genera (Hall and McCourt, 2017).  
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For a simpler overview Hess et al. (2022) recently divided them into a five-order system based on 

phylogenomic analyses: the Desimidiales, the Spirogyrales, the Zygnematales, the new order 

Serritaeniales and the Spirogloeales (Hess et al., 2022). Most of the Zygnematophyceae are unicellular 

(Hall and McCourt, 2017) which is intriguing because sister to Zygnematophyceae and land plants are 

the Coleochaetophyceae that show a much more complex, often multicellular morphology; and sister 

to these are the Charophyceae such as the macroscopic Chara (see also Wickett et al., 2014). The 

assumption that the degree of morphological complexity increases the closer a streptophyte algal 

class is to land plants is therefore a notion that is too simplistic. Nevertheless, there are also 

filamentous growing algae belonging to the Zygnematophyceae and interestingly filamentous growth 

in this class likely emerged at least five times independently (Hess et al., 2022). Zygnematophyceae 

are also known as conjugating green algae due to their class-specific ability to reproduce sexually via 

conjugation (Wodniok et al., 2011, Engler 1892). Finally, yet importantly, the Penium margaritaceum 

genome (Jiao et al., 2020) underpinned the findings that Penium possesses a complex land plant-like 

cell wall, making it an interesting species for cell wall studies in streptophyte algae (Domozych et al.; 

2007; Sørensen et al., 2011).  

 The focus of this thesis was on three representatives of the Zygnematophyceae: first and 

foremost, Mesotaenium endlicherianum (Strain no.: SAG 12.97), Mougeotia (Strain no.: SAG 164.80 

and MZCH240) and Zygnema (Strain no.: SAG 698-1b, UTEX 1559 and UTEX 1560). Mougeotia and 

Zygnema belong to the order of the Zygnematales, while Mesotaenium endlicherianum belongs to the 

novel order of the Serritaeniales (Hess et al., 2022). Starting with Mesotaenium, this unicellular alga 

dwells in freshwater as well as subaerial habitats (Cheng et al., 2019). It has one or two plate-shaped 

axial plastids with two pyrenoids and a single nucleus in the middle of the cell (Nägeli 1849). 

Interestingly, for closely related genus Serritaenia the formation of an extracellular UV-protective 

mucilage has been reported (see also section 1.3.1 on UV radiation), a feature that is unusual for 

microalgae since they tend to produce intracellular sunscreens instead (Busch and Hess, 2021; 

Hoffmann 1989). In Mesotaenium the formation of mucilage upon environmental stress is barely 

investigated but has been reported before (Fučíková et al., 2008).  

 Compared to Mesotaenium the genome of the filamentous alga Mougeotia has not been 

sequenced yet. Mougeotia has unbranched filaments and an axial located plastid which can turn based 

on light availably (Kadlubowska 1984). Recently, Permann et al. (2021) investigated the underlying 

structural morphology of zygospore formation via conjugation in Mougeotia using Raman imaging and 

found a combination of lipids, aromatic components and carbohydrate material that speaks of 

algaenan or sporopollenin-like material (Permann et al., 2021).   
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Both materials are highly resistant with sporopollenin being the material that constitutes the outer 

walls of spores and pollen (see also Montgomery et al., 2016).  

 

 
Figure 3: Diverse morphology of three Zygnematophyceae. A) the unicellular alga Mesotaenium endlicherianum 
SAG 12.97, B) the filamentous alga Zygnema circumcarinatum SAG 698-1b and C) the filamentous alga 
Mougeotia sp. SAG 11.96, with plastid reorientation shown (arrow). Pictures are taken with an Olympus BX-60 
microscope. Scale bars are shown at the bottom. 

 

 The filamentous alga Zygnema is a very intriguing streptophyte algal genus as it is broadly 

talented regarding the response to different stresses (see also de Vries et al., 2018; Rippin et al., 2017). 

Therefore having the genomes of Zygnema circumcarinatum and Zygnema cf. cylindricum now at hand 

is a huge advantage (Publication VII). The genus Zygnema has unbranched filaments, enclosed by a 

mucilage shield and two stellate chloroplasts per cell with central pyrenoid each. The nucleus lies in 

between these two plastids, connected by a cytoplasmic bridge (Figure 3, Kadlubowska, 1984). There 

have been multiple reports on the robustness of Zygnema against diverse abiotic stressors. Zygnema 

has a striking tolerance to desiccation as photo-physiological and transcriptomic data on Zygnema 

circumcarinatum exposed to desiccation stress suggest (Rippin et al., 2017). Furthermore, 

photoprotective UV-absorbing phenolic compounds have been found in Arctic and Antarctic strains of 

Zygnema upon exposure to UV-radiation (Pichrtová et al., 2013; Holzinger et al., 2018). Next to UV-

radiation these polar dwelling species are exposed to a combination of stressors with mutual 

dependencies, such as, freezing, desiccation and osmotic stress. To preserve when facing this cocktail 

of stressors, they can produce pre-akinetes which contain accumulating lipid bodies and can stay in 

this stadium for months (Pichrtová et al., 2016; Pichrtová et al., 2013).  

 This short account of stress-relevant features across the small sub-sample of the biodiversity 

of streptophyte algae already illustrates specific and environment-adapted mechanisms.  
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The next section will provide a closer look a) against which terrestrial stressors some of these 

mechanisms are effective against and b) how well conserved they are across the green lineage, 

possibly providing a means to infer their role in plant terrestrialization.  

1.3 Stress responses in light of streptophyte Evolution 

To reconstruct plant terrestrialization events is a difficult nearly impossible task. Yet, there are studies 

that aim to infer specific aspects of this fateful event and the factors that played into it. What can be 

assumed is that the first land plants had to face rapid changes in the environment — of abiotic and 

biotic nature — that had to be overcome. The diverse embryophytic flora we see today is testament 

to that. Comparative analyses of the last years revealed that the algal progenitors of land plants 

featured some of the molecular tools, that are known to be active under specific environmental 

conditions in embryophytes (Publications III; V; VII; Cheng et al., 2019; Nishiyama et al., 2018; Hori et 

al., 2014). Therefore, we can assume that they have acted upon adverse conditions during plant 

terrestrialization. The following section will highlight some of the conserved stress response 

mechanisms that aid algae and land plants in warding off abiotic as well as biotic stressors. 

 

1.3.1 Examples of successful abiotic stress response throughout the green lineage 

A successful stress response in the plant involves always (i) sensing, (ii) fine-tuned signaling and (iii) 

responding by production of suited compounds. The plastid plays a major role in all three processes, 

but especially the first by acting as an environmental sensor in a process termed retrograde signaling 

(see also review Chan et al., 2016). Retrograde signaling involves the communication of the plastid 

with the nucleus which allows nuclear gene expression to be adjusted according to the sensed 

environmental conditions by the plastid (Koussevitzky et al., 2007; Susek et al., 1993; Pfannschmidt 

2003; Kleine et al., 2021; Richter et al., 2022; de Vries et al., 2016). Many genes involved in land-plant 

retrograde signaling in processes responding to irradiance or cold stress could also be detected in the 

ZCC-grade of streptophyte algae (Publication III; Nishiyama et al., 2018; Zhao et al., 2019; de Vries et 

al., 2018). The retrograde signaling cascade is involved in various stress responses besides irradiance 

and cold response. Some of those responses will be discussed in the sections below.  

 

Irradiance 

High irradiance (also defined as PAR; Photosynthetically active radiation, with a spectral range from 

400 – 700 nm) as well as UV radiation, have a direct effect on the plastid.  
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As the organelle that senses and processes radiation through the photosynthetic machinery, the 

plastid holds a vital role the plant. One of the main targets of high irradiances is Photosystem II (PSII). 

The PSII core protein D1 is the protein with the highest turn-over rates in the plastid (Weinbaum et 

al., 1979). A defect D1 protein can contribute to the forming of reactive oxygen species (short: ROS) 

by transferring photon energy to chlorophylls and generating reactive triplet chlorophyll (3Chl*) (see 

Figure 4, Müller et al., 2001). While a low level of ROS is important in plant signaling and development 

(e.g., Dunand et al., 2007, Tsukagoshi et al., 2010), high levels of ROS can cause oxidative damage to 

DNA, lipids and proteins and can therefore lead to the disintegration of the photosynthetic apparatus 

(Mittler, 2002). Thus, most stress responses are intertwined with responding to an imbalance on the 

ROS homeostasis.  

 There are different photoprotective mechanisms to prevent ROS formation. One well-

conserved mechanism is the quenching of excess photon energy through heat in a process called non-

photochemical quenching (NPQ) (Müller et al., 2001). This process includes different stages that differ 

in their reaction times. The fasted component is qE (energy-dependent quenching) which is a pH-

dependent mechanism and involves the pH-sensing proteins LHCSR (light harvesting-like protein 

Stress Related) and PSBS (photosystem II subunit S) (Jahns and Holzwarth 2012; Gerotto and 

Morosinotto, 2013).PSBS manages the reorganization of the light-harvesting antennas of the 

photosystems to an energy-dissipating state while LhcSR binds pigments and can dissipate energy 

actively as heat (Betterle et al., 2009; Bonente et al., 2011). It was long thought that LHCSR is only 

present in chlorophytes and that PSBS is mainly active in embryophytes (Bonente et al., 2011; Li et al., 

2000). Surprisingly, PSBS could be detected in the chlorophyte Chlamydomonas reinhardtii as well 

(Correa-Galvis et al., 2016). In the moss Physcomitrium patens both proteins are present and active 

during NPQ responses suggesting a co-existence during streptophyte evolution (Alboresia et al., 2010; 

Gerotto et al., 2012). In streptophyte algae evidence for a PSBS-dependent NPQ-response could be 

detected as well: Interestingly, this PSBS-mechanism could only be detected in the ZCC grade whether 

(only) an LHCSR-dependent mechanism was found in the more basal-branching algae (Gerotto and 

Morosinotto, 2013). 

 Another NPQ mechanism involves the reorganization of the light-harvesting complexes (LHCs) 

and is dubbed qT (state-transition quenching) (Mullineaux and Allen, 1986). qT is a very prominent 

quenching mechanism in green algae like Chlamydomonas were 80% of the light-harvesting 

complexes of photosystem II (LHCII) can be translocated along the thylakoid membrane upon high 

irradiance, therefore reducing light harvesting capacity (Delosme et al., 1996). During this process 

LHCIIs are reversibly phosphorylated by the chloroplast protein kinase: STT7 in chlorophytes and STN7 

in embryophytes (Grieco et al., 2016).  
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 The reorganization of light-harvesting complexes involves also early light induced proteins 

(ELIPs) which are bound to chlorophyll a and b in the LHCs and are very conserved in algae and 

embryophytes (Heddad and Adamska, 2002). ELIPs have a photoprotective function by relocating 

chlorophylls in the LHCs and even influence their biosynthesis when the photosynthetic machinery 

faces excess photon energy (Hutin et al., 2003; Tzvetkova-Chevolleau et al., 2007). ELIPs are not only 

active during elevated irradiances but also in response to diverse stressors and phytohormone 

signaling like the cascade mounted by abscisic acid (ABA) in land plants as well as in streptophyte algae 

(Bartels et al., 1992; Zhuo et al., 2013). Interestingly, their corresponding genes could be detected in 

the transcriptomes under different environmental conditions apart from high irradiance or desiccation 

in streptophyte algae that are also relevant for this thesis like Mesotaenium (see Publication III; Cheng 

et al., 2019), Mougeotia (Publication II; de Vries et al., 2020) or Zygnema (Publication VII; de Vries et 

al., 2018).  

 

 
Figure 4: Examples of conserved photoprotective mechanisms in planta. An overview of conserved responses 
to elevated irradiance (on the top right), which can damage Photosystem II (PSII) core-protein D1 which leads to 
ROS accumulation. Downstream oxidative damage is then the result. Photoprotective mechanisms that get 
activated here are for example the NPQ mechanism (on the lower right), the reorganization of light-harvesting 
complexes of the PSII (LHCIIs), in which early light-harvesting proteins (ELIPs) are involved, and the removal of 
damaged D1 protein by the FtsH protease.  
 
 Since the PSII core-protein D1 is considerably involved in ROS formation (Kato et al., 2009), 

plants have a fast-responding mechanism to remove damaged D1 and replace it with new D1. Here 

the FtsH-protease is involved (filamentous temperature sensitive H), a zinc-metalloprotease that has 

a quality control function in the plastid by removing damaged D1 and replacing it with a newly 

synthesized D1 (Bailey et al., 2002; Kato et al., 2009).  
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 Although the evolution of FtsH is complicated (see de Vries et al., 2016), it is intriguing that the plastid-

specific ftsH gene is plastid-encoded in most chlorophyte as well as in streptophyte algae Zygnema 

circumcarinatum and Chara vulgaris while in land plants it is purely nuclear-encoded (de Vries et al., 

2013).  

 The photoprotection of the light-sensitive PSII is also facilitated through Carotenoids. They 

can directly counteract photooxidative damage by quenching reactive oxygen (1O2*) or triplet 

Chlorophyll (3Chl*) through thermal dissipation of excess light energy (see e.g., Young and Frank, 

1996). The deactivation of 1O2* is directly facilitated through ß-carotene (Telfer et al., 2002). By-

products of ROS-quenching through carotenoids are apocarotenoids, which play a central role in 

embryophyte stress response by being involved in e.g. phytohormone-mediated- and/or retrograde 

signaling, also in response to high irradiances (see also Publication IV; Zheng et al., 2021). Other 

carotenoids like xanthophylls are also involved in NPQ-processes and can deactivate triplet 

chlorophylls. The NPQ-state qZ (zeaxanthin-dependent quenching) involves the reversible conversion 

of violaxanthin to the excess-energy-quenching zeaxanthin in the violaxanthin cycle (Jahns and 

Holzwarth, 2012; Niyogi et al., 1997). In streptophyte algae, carotenoid profiles are currently barely 

investigated. Stamenković and colleagues provide a first insight in pigment characteristics of the 

Zygnematophyceae Cosmarium crenatum under high irradiance conditions (Stamenković et al., 2014). 

Interestingly, in C. crenatum antheraxanthin actively participated in the NPQ-process under high 

irradiance, displaying an incomplete violaxanthin cycle, an observation that was not seen in other 

Cosmarium strains (Stamenković et al., 2014).  

 All in all, core-photoprotective measures against high irradiances appear to be rather 

conserved throughout the streptophyte lineage and involve a fine-tuned molecular adjustment of the 

photosynthetic machinery.  

 
UV-radiation (UVR) 

Next to high irradiance in the visible spectrum solar ultraviolet radiation (UVR), containing mainly 

ultraviolet A (UV-A, 315 – 400 nm) and ultraviolet B (UV-B, 280-315 nm) is also considered to be a 

notable terrestrial stressor. Like high PAR intensities, UV radiation (UVR) can greatly impair the 

photosynthetic apparatus in the plant cell and therefore promotes the production of ROS (Pattison 

and Davies 2006; Hargreaves et al., 2007). Chlorophyll biogenesis is affected, protein-folding 

processes are disrupted, and DNA-strand breaks can occur (e.g., Salama et al., 2011; Rastogi et al., 

2010).  
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In the green lineage, the UVR8-mediated (UV RESISTANCE LOCUS8) signaling cascade is a key UV 

response (Han et al., 2019). In Arabidopsis thaliana, the UVR8-COP1 (COP1: CONSTITUTIVELY 

PHOTOMORPHOGENIC1) signaling pathway counteracts visible light-induced photomorphogenesis in 

response to low UVB levels (Rizzini et al. 2011; Oravecz et al., 2006). In Arabidopsis, upon UV-B 

exposure UVR8 accumulates in the nucleus and interacts with the E3 ubiquitin ligase COP1 (Rizzini et 

al., 2011). COP1 here acts as a positive regulator for UVB response by promoting the expression of 

HY5 (HY5: ELONGATED HYPOCOTYL5) which in turn promotes flavonoid accumulation by facilitating 

the expression of UVB responsive genes (Oravecz et al., 2006; Jenkins et al., 2001).  

 Another conserved UV-response hypothesized to have played a significant role during plant 

terrestrialization is the production of UV-absorbing compounds. One famous example for UV-

absorption are mycosporine-like amino acids (MAAs). They occur across the green lineage (for an 

overview see Rozema et al., 2002) and their biosynthesis was inherited by plastid-bearing organisms 

through their cyanobacterial ancestor via primary endosymbiosis (Whatley, 1981). MAAs can be 

induced upon UV-B radiation (Xiong et al., 1997), but there are also UV-A-induced MAAs (Sinha et al, 

1999). MAAs are passive shielding molecules and can directly absorb UVR and dissipate it as heat 

(Bandaranayke, 1998). In streptophyte algae, the best characterized MAAs up to date are the MAAs 

in the Klebsormidiophyceae (Hartmann et al., 2020). Two UV-absorbing MAAs dubbed klebsormidin A 

and klebsormidin B that absorb at maxima of 324 nm could be successfully isolated from various 

species of the genera Interfilum and Klebsormidium and characterized by HPLC (High-performance 

liquid chromatography) and NMR (Nuclear magnetic resonance) (Hartmann et al., 2020). 

 UV-absorbing phenolic-compounds are often found in the intracellularly in green algae 

(Remias et al., 2012a; Remias et al., 2012b). Interestingly terrestrial zygnematophycean species, 

Serritaenia, a sister species to Mesotaenium SAG 12.97, can produce extracellular mucilage that 

contain UV-absorbing phenolics (Busch and Hess, 2021). This mechanism resembles what is known in 

terrestrial cyanobacteria, which produce extracellular pigments, like the UV-protectant Scytonemin 

which possesses phenolic subunits (Proteau et al., 1993). A last interesting example of phenolic 

compound production under UVR exposure was found in different species from Zygnema dwelling in 

Arctic and Antarctic environments (Holzinger et al., 2018). Here vegetative cells and pre-akinetes were 

exposed to a combination of UV-A and UV-B radiation. Surprisingly, against the authors hypothesis, 

vegetative cells showed a better recovery of the photosynthetic quantum yield and a higher 

accumulation of phenolic compounds than pre-akinetes (Holzinger et al., 2018).  
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An important source of phenolic compounds that ward off UV could be the phenylpropanoid 

biosynthesis pathway, but more on this in 1.4. 

 
Desiccation  
Thinking about the transition from water to land, the first stress that comes to mind is dehydration 

stress, followed by desiccation stress. Low water capacities are reasonable in an environment that is 

more prone to dry out from time to time due to exposition to irradiance and high temperature. 

Therefore, desiccation tolerance is another key feature for plant terrestrialization. Here it is important 

to keep in mind that streptophyte algae have no mechanism for active maintenance of water 

homeostasis. They are poikilohydric and, as such, their water status adjusts passively to that of their 

environment.  

 When water content in the plant cells decreases, photosynthesis is directly blocked. 

Additionally, photosystems, especially PSII, where oxidation of water occurs, and sites for ATP 

generation- and carbon assimilation, are sensitive to desiccation (Allakhverdiev et al., 2008). As carbon 

fixation processes are affected as well, stress-responsive repair mechanisms like the replacement of 

damaged proteins like D1 are impaired, leading to more ROS production (Müller et al., 2001). 

Therefore, managing water content actively through stomata is a significant survival advantage of land 

plants. Stomata were likely present in the last common ancestor of land plants, but there were also 

secondary losses in some mosses and liverworts (Publication VI, Harris et al., 2020).  

 Even though streptophyte algae do not possess stomata the underlying core signal cascade is 

still there. In embryophytes the phytohormone abscisic acid (ABA) is involved in stomata closure. This 

phytohormone is a major player in various phytohormone-based stress responses and has also been 

found in Chlorophytes and streptophyte algae (Publication IV; Shinozaki and Yamaguchi-Shinozaki 

2003; Yoshida et al., 2014). The ABA core signaling pathway involves a negative regulation cascade: 

ABA binds to a receptor of the PYR/PYR-1LIKE/RCAR (PYRABACTIN RESISTANCE1/PYR1-

LIKE/REGULATORY COMPONENTS OF ABA RECEPTOR) family. Without the presence of ABA, these 

receptors inhibit the PP2C (PHOSPHATASE 2C) which in turn prevent the activity of the SnRKs 

(SUCROSE NONFERMENTING 1-RELATED PROTEIN KINASEs). When  

ABA is bound to the proteins of the PYR/PYR-1LIKE/RCAR family, these inhibit the PP2Cs that thus no 

longer inhibit the SnRKs. When SnRKs get activated in the presence of ABA they can in turn activate 

downstream transcription factors like bZIP (basic Leucine zipper) and ion channels like SLAC (S-type 

anion channels), (for an overview see also Publication IV; Cutler et al., 2010; Lind et al., 2015).   
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Homologs for this ABA core signaling cascade are found in streptophyte algae with the PP2C/SnRK2 

interaction likely emerging in Klebsormidiophyceae while the interaction with the PYL-receptor 

emerged at the base of Zygnematophyceae and embryophytes (Sun et al., 2019; Sun et al., 2020) To 

investigate the role of the zygnematophycean PYLs functional studies were performed on a 

homologous PYL in Zygnema circumcarinatum (ZcPYL), revealing that this PYL candidate does interact 

with PP2C, but this interaction is not dependent on the presence of ABA (Sun et al., 2019). This 

however does not exclude the possibility that this cascade is involved in stress responses in 

Zygnematopyhceae.  

 There are other preventive mechanisms to reduce water-loss and some streptophyte algae 

are shining examples. First and foremost, the class Klebsormidiophyceae stands out with a range of 

species being extremely tolerant to desiccation stress. The mechanisms that underpin this tolerance 

are diverse and on the molecular level largely obscure. Their secret can be a flexible cell wall with an 

alteration of the actin cytoskeleton leading to regulated cell shrinkage under desiccation stress like in 

Klebsormidium crenulatum (Holzinger et al., 2011). Karsten and colleagues further showed that 

species from the genera Interfilum can protect their photosynthetic machinery under desiccation 

quite efficiently: in their hands, effective photosynthetic quantum yield fully recovered after 

rehydration (Karsten et al., 2014). Similar studies were performed on the alga Klebsormidium 

dissectum which inhabits biological soil crusts in high alpine areas. Although photosynthetic 

performance did not recover fully after rehydration, this species was able to survive for three weeks 

under desiccating conditions (Karsten and Holzinger 2012). 

 
Temperature fluctuations 
In terrestrial habitats, temperature fluctuates more swiftly than in aquatic habitats. An alternation of 

membrane fluidity is one of the first effects fluctuations in temperature cause in a plant. Here the fluid 

state of the membrane influences the expression of downstream genes for cold- or heat-inducible 

genes, like, for example, heat-inducible genes (Horváth et al., 1998). These genes in turn can facilitate 

the expression of heat shock proteins (HSPs), ROS scavengers that can also act as chaperon proteins 

to counteract protein degradation under heat conditions (e.g., Kotak et al., 2007). The underlying 

genetic landscape of HSPs is a target for heat-stress-responsive transcription factors (HSFs) (Ohama et 

al., 2017). The HSF – HSP network is a highly conserved molecular mechanism in prokaryotic and 

eukaryotic kingdoms (e.g., Richter et al., 2010). In plants this process is also connected to other 

stresses like oxidative or high irradiance stresses, involving plastid-derived signals (for an overview see 

Sun and Guo, 2016). An example for plastid-derived thermotolerance could be shown by Monte and 

colleagues (2020).   
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Here, the plastid-synthetized jasmonic acid precursors OPDA and dn-OPDA (dinor-12-oxo-10,15(Z)-

phytodienoic acid) were found to also play a role in the regulation of thermotolerance genes during 

heat stress in land plants like Arabidopsis and Marchantia but also in Klebsormidium nitens (Monte et 

al., 2020).  

 Besides the molecular toolkit, morphological features can also play a role in temperature 

tolerance. Here again the filamentous Klebsormidium is an exceptional example in stress tolerance in 

streptophyte algae. Borchhardt and Gründling-Pfaff (2020) investigated 20 Klebsormidium strains 

from Arctic and Antarctic environments and characterized those strains as psychrotolerant because 

of their extremophilic ability to grow in low temperatures (Borchhardt and Gründling-Pfaff, 2020). 

Here a defining feature is also the formation of biological soil crusts (BSCs) which protect the 

filamentous algae against multiple stressors (see also Karsten and Holzinger, 2012).  

 
A few words on multifactorial stressors 

In terrestrial habitats various environmental stressors can affect plant growth and survival 

simultaneously. The molecular ramifications of such combined stressors can have even more 

deleterious effects on the plant. This also holds true for temperature stress: high irradiance/ UV 

radiation can come in combination with heat stress, enhancing ROS production in the plastid even 

more. Desiccation stress can go hand in hand with freezing or with heat stress (evaporation). 

Additionally, heat stress combined with biotic stress can enhance the negative effects on the plant 

drastically, since pathogens often thrive under warmer temperatures (for an excellent overview, see 

also Desaint et al., 2021). A fine-tuned, fast-responsive acclimation to a combined set of stressors is 

therefore crucial for the plant. One way to achieve this is through specialized metabolism.  

 

1.4 Specialized plant metabolism in streptophyte algae  

1.4.1 The Phenylpropanoid Pathway: The evolution of a hallmark land plant pathway for 

specialized metabolites 

Land plant constantly adjust to fluctuating environmental conditions. One important aspect of the 

required responses is the production of specialized metabolites. This feature is one of the reasons why 

embryophytes successfully survived on land (Weng and Joseph, 2013). One of the main sources for 

specialized metabolism is the phenylpropanoid pathway. This pathway brings forth a diverse set of 

specialized metabolites which in turn can be further chemically modified (Vogt, 2010).   
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Phenylpropanoid-derived compounds play an important role in land-plant response to abiotic as well 

as biotic stressors including high irradiance, UV-radiation, fluctuations in temperature or salinity as 

well as pathogen attack (Dixon and Paiva, 1995; Carella et al., 2019; König et al., 2014; Dong and Lin, 

2021). Here, phenylpropanoids, as well as metabolites from the phenylpropanoid-derived flavonoid 

pathway, can provide photoprotective functions while other phenylpropanoid-derived compounds 

like the hydrophobic polymer lignin provide structure and mechanical protection to the plant. Lignin 

is a hallmark land plant compound that defines vascular plant structure and growth and plays a role 

in a variety of stress response mechanisms like e.g., desiccation or biotic stress response (Alvarez et 

al., 2008; Carella, et al., 2019). The list of stress response mechanisms in which the phenylpropanoid 

pathway is directly or indirectly involved in embryophytes is long (Dixon and Paiva, 1995; Vogt, 2010).  

 All embryophytes make use of the pathway but the compound landscape in the embryophyte 

lineage in response to stressors can be highly diverse, shaped by the environment, and lineage-

specific. This is also owed to the enzymatic promiscuity of the phenylpropanoid pathway, which will 

be further scrutinized in the discussion section of this thesis. Nevertheless, there are stress responses 

involving the phenylpropanoid pathway that are conserved across all embryophytes. These include 

the production of flavonoids when faced with UVR (Clayton et al., 2018) and the activation of the 

pathway upon pathogen attack in the moss Physcomitrium (Wolf et al., 2010), the liverwort 

Marchantia (Carella et al., 2019,) in gymnosperms (Oliva et al., 2015) and angiosperms (Dixon and 

Paiva 1995; Kaur et al., 2010).  

 Interestingly, these conserved stress response strategies are likely not restricted to just land 

plants. Various examples in different classes of streptophyte and chlorophyte algae suggest an 

involvement of compounds that are conceivably phenylpropanoid-associated or -derived. Mass 

spectrometry-based investigations carried out during the genome project for the unicellular 

Zygnematophyceae Penium margaritaceum revealed the production of different flavonoids (Jiao et 

al., 2020); phenolic compounds have also been detected in filamentous Zygnematophyceae, including 

diverse species of Zygnema (Holzinger et al., 2018, Pichrtová et al., 2013). Goiris and colleagues 

screened several core-chlorophytes via HPLC and could detect flavonoids like Narignenin or Kampferol 

(Goiris et al., 2014). Lastly, a lignin-like compound was also found in three species of the 

Coleochaetephyceae through GC-MS as well as immunocytochemical analysis (Sørensen et al., 2011).  

   Large enzyme-coding gene families often are responsible for land-plant characteristic 

biosynthetic pathways (Nelson and Werck-Reichnart, 2011; Renault et al., 2017), and the underlying 

enzymatic setup of the phenylpropanoid pathway is no different (Vogt, 2010; Hamberger et al., 2007).   
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Recent comparative transcriptomic and genomic analyses show that the genetic repertoire coding for 

the core-pathway enzymes is already present in streptophyte alga classes (Figure 5, Publication IV; 

Publication V; de Vries et al., 2017). In the following the focus will be therefore on enzymes of the 

core-pathway.  

 The first synthesis step leading into the phenylpropanoid pathway is the conversion of 

Phenylalanine to cinnamate by the Phenylalanine-ammonia lyase (PAL) via non-oxidative deamination 

(Lois et al., 1989). The enzyme is bifunctional and can also convert tyrosine (Tyrosin-ammonia lyase, 

PTAL) to p-coumaric acid and is a rare example that a single amino acid exchange can lead to a different 

substrate specificity (Watts et al., 2006; Vogt, 2010). PALs/PTALs were long thought to have been 

gained via lateral gene transfer at the base of the embryophyte clade (Emiliani et al., 2009). But a PAL-

like enzyme could also be identified in Klesormidium nitens (Publication V; de Vries et al., 2017).  

 

 
Figure 5: Schematic overview of the phenylpropanoid pathway. Structures of compounds are shown together 
with the corresponding enzymes. The phylogenetic evidence for these enzymes is shown by a presence/absence 
color code that corresponds to the lineage. A white circle means that there is no phylogenetic evidence for this 
enzyme in this plant lineage. Question marks indicate that the presence/absence is inconclusive (Modified from 
Publication IV).  
 
 After cinnamate is synthetized, it gets converted to p-coumerate by the cinnamate 4-

hydroxylase (C4H) (Czichi and Kindl, 1977). For this enzyme, no clear ortholog could be found in 

streptophyte algae (Publication V; de Vries et al., 2017).  
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It is however hypothetized that streptophyte algae and chlorophytes might share an C4H independent 

route that leads to p-coumerate as this compound could be already detected in chlorophytes (Goiris 

et al., 2014). The conversion of p-coumerate to p-coumeryl CoA through the AMP-forming 

synthase/ligase 4CL (Shockey et al., 2003) is one of the key steps in the pathway. p-coumaryl CoA is a 

central compound from which diverse other pathway-derived compounds like coumarins, (Iso)-

flavonoids, aurones, stilbenes and lignans can emerge (Vogt 2010; Vanholme et al., 2012).  

 

1.4.2 The evolutionary conservation of lipid droplet formation  

Lipid droplets (LDs) are cytosolic compartments that can form under various stress conditions and are 

present throughout the eukaryotic kingdom. Yet their evolution throughout the green lineage and 

their role during changing environmental conditions, especially regarding terrestrialization events still 

needs further investigation. Cytosolic lipid droplets form at the endoplasmic reticulum, consist mainly 

of neutral lipids like triacylglycerols (TAGs) and sterol esters (SE) and are surrounded by a phospholipid 

monolayer (Pyc et al., 2017b). LD formation has been excessively studied in seeds, where they act as 

storage reservoirs (Gasulla et al., 2013). The flowering plant Arabidopsis thaliana has been used as a 

model to study LD formation and their differential accumulation. Here, LD abundance was found to 

increase in connection to abiotic stressors like heat -, cold- and drought stress (Higashi et al., 2015; 

Gasulla et al., 2013). 

 Especially drought stress and nitrogen-deficient environments are major triggers for LD 

formation not just in land plants (e.g., Coulon et al., 2020) but in algae as well (Breuer et al., 2012; Jia 

et al., 2015). In the last decade, there has been considerable interest in lipid-producing chlorophytes, 

especially owing to promising biotechnological applications. In this context, many analyses involve 

nitrogen starvation to enhance TAG synthesis and use it for biofuel production (Yang et al., 2013; 

Valledor et al., 2014). In the model chlorophyte alga Chlamydomonas, LD formation was even 

investigated in iron-deficient environments (Devadasu and Subramanyam, 2021). There it was shown 

that nitrogen starvation and iron deficiency both trigger a remodeling of the chloroplast membrane 

lipids to form TAG (Devadasu and Subramanyam, 2021; Yang and Benning, 2018). Yet, chlorophyte 

algae lack many of the genes that code for the protein chassis that makes up the LDs of land plants. 

This begs the question of when the embryophytic chassis for LD formation emerged. Here, 

streptophyte algae will harbor important information. 

 Even though there are fewer reports on this molecular response in streptophyte algae 

compared to the biotechnological promising chlorophytes, it has been shown that the genetic 

repertoire for some hallmark Lipid droplet related proteins is already present in different classes of 

streptophyte algae (de Vries and Ischebeck, 2020). Among those are gene homologs coding for 
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proteins like LDAP (LD ASSOCIATED PROTEIN), CAS (CYCLOARTENOL SYNTHASE), OLE 7 (OLEOSIN) or 

HSD1 (STEROLEOSIN). These proteins are involved in lipid droplet formation in Arabidopsis (Pyc et al., 

2017a, see also Ischebeck et al., 2020). The studies discussed in this thesis provide further insights into 

the underlying lipid-droplet protein-coding genetic landscape in Zygnematophyceae (Publication II, 

Publication III, Preprint VII).  

 Morphologically lipid droplet like structures have often been observed in different classes of 

streptophyte algae, often dubbed as “storage granules” or “lipid bodies” (e.g., Holzinger et al., 2011; 

Holzinger et al., 2018). But what is often lacking is the confirmation that the morphological structures 

observed are indeed land plant-like lipid droplets, characterized by their associated proteome (Lipid-

droplet associated proteins) (Brocard et al., 2017), as well as their neutral lipid content. Summing up, 

lipid droplet formation is a promising feature of conserved stress response which opens up intriguing 

questions about a potential role during plant terrestrialization and deserves further investigation in 

streptophyte algae.  
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2 Aim of this Thesis  
As much as plant terrestrialization is one of the most important events in the evolution of the green 

lineage, there are still many mysteries surrounding this event. The overall looming question that is 

frequently asked in that context is: why was plant terrestrialization a singular event? One attempt to 

answer this question is to look at the environmental challenges that the first land plants likely faced 

and how they overcame different stress conditions. This boils down to a new question: what molecular 

traits aided the first land plants in their conquest of land? To understand this, we need to compare 

the molecular chassis for stress responses of land plants and their algal relatives (Figure 6). In this 

thesis this approach is pursued through the investigation of streptophyte algal stress response. The 

goal is to unravel parts of the evolutionary conserved, fine-tuned stress responsive toolkit that aided 

the earliest land plants in the adaption to their new environment — a core toolkit that is shared by 

streptophyte algae and land plants. 

 
Figure 6: Reconstructing the biology of the earliest land plant. A comparison of traits of the last common 
ancestor of land plants and algae (yellow dot) and the last common ancestor of land plants (red dot) might shed 
light on the traits of the earliest land plant. Adaptions that were gained on land must be subtracted. (Modified 
from Publication I).  
 
 This thesis is based on two approaches (Figure 7). The first approach, covered in Chapter I (i) 

is to look at abiotic stress response in streptophyte algae on a broader scale. Compared to information 

on land plant stress response, there is still a lot unknown about the molecular stress response kit in 

streptophyte algae. Providing a broader overview of which stress response mechanisms are present 

is therefore more reasonable. Here a treatment with abiotic stressors was chosen which were applied 

to different species of the Zygnematophyceae (Mougeotia sp., Mesotaenium endlicherianum). These 

algae were then analyzed based on morphology and photophysiology.   
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The overall focus here however was on the landscape of their transcriptomic response. This was done 

using untargeted analyses that aim to find shared core-stress mechanisms through comparative 

transcriptomics.  

 
Figure 7: Two different approaches to investigate the hypothesized core-stress responsive toolkit 
streptophyte algae and land plants share. The first approach on the left (i) compromises untargeted abiotic 
stress response analyses. The second approach on the right (ii) describes comparative genome-/phylogenetic 
analyses. Both approaches are top-down approaches. To be able to infer a shared molecular toolkit it is for both 
approaches crucial to always compare with already known land plant data. Note that both approaches fall under 
the category of fundamental research and therefore it is the aim to advance knowledge on this still narrowly 
researched topic of streptophyte algae stress response.  
 

 The second approach, covered in Chapter II (ii), focuses on comparative and evolutionary 

genomics. In recent years the unraveling of streptophyte alga genomes steadily advanced (see Table 

1). Providing de-novo assembled genomes can help greatly with in-depth transcriptomic stress 

response analyses on promising streptophyte alga species. Furthermore, a phylogenetic approach can 

shed light on whole gene-families that are well studied in land plants and are involved in a variety of 

stress response mechanisms inside the plant cell but are barely known in streptophyte algae. This 

approach can help to reconstruct when certain traits emerged during streptophyte evolution and if 

those molecular traits possibly aided in terrestrialization. Both approaches can eventually pave the 

way for in-depth analyses of specific stress response mechanisms in streptophyte algae. 
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3 Chapter I: A broad view of abiotic stress response in streptophyte 
algae 

3.1 Publication I: Evo-physio: on stress responses and the earliest land plants 

 
This review paper was published online in the Journal “Journal of Experimental Botany” in January 

2020. The full article can also be found online:  

https://doi.org/10.1093/jxb/eraa007 
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Abstract

Embryophytes (land plants) can be found in almost any habitat on the Earth’s surface. All of this ecologically diverse 

embryophytic flora arose from algae through a singular evolutionary event. Traits that were, by their nature, indispens-

able for the singular conquest of land by plants were those that are key for overcoming terrestrial stressors. Not sur-

prisingly, the biology of land plant cells is shaped by a core signaling network that connects environmental cues, such 

as stressors, to the appropriate responses—which, thus, modulate growth and physiology. When did this network 

emerge? Was it already present when plant terrestrialization was in its infancy? A comparative approach between 

land plants and their algal relatives, the streptophyte algae, allows us to tackle such questions and resolve parts of 

the biology of the earliest land plants. Exploring the biology of the earliest land plants might shed light on exactly how 

they overcame the challenges of terrestrialization. Here, we outline the approaches and rationale underlying com-

parative analyses towards inferring the genetic toolkit for the stress response that aided the earliest land plants in 

their conquest of land.

Keywords:  Charophytes, earliest land plants, exaptations, plant evolution, plant terrestrialization, streptophyte algae, stress 
physiology, terrestrial algae.

Introduction

Green evolution: from the origin of 
photosynthetic eukaryotes to the earliest 
land plants

Photosynthetic eukaryotes probably first emerged >1.5 bil-
lion years ago (Butterfield, 2000; Eme et  al., 2014; Bengtson 
et al., 2017). Underlying the origin of photosynthetic eukary-
otes was the endosymbiotic uptake of a free-living cyanobac-
terium by a heterotrophic protist—an event that gave rise to 
the Archaeplastida (reviewed by Archibald, 2015; Martin et al., 
2015; de Vries and Gould, 2018). There are three types of 

Archaeplastida: the red algae (rhodophytes), the glaucophytes, 
and the green lineage (Keeling, 2013; Archibald, 2015; Jackson 
et al., 2015). The green organisms make up the Chloroplastida 
(Fig. 1)—a name that should be given preference over the pre-
vious label for that clade, Viridiplantae (Adl et al., 2005, 2019). 
Within the Chloroplastida, we find both green algae and the 
land plants (reviewed by Leliaert et al., 2012; de Vries et al., 2016).

The green lineage separated roughly a billion years ago into 
the chlorophytes and the streptophytes (Zimmer et al., 2007; 
Parfrey et  al., 2011; Morris et  al., 2018). While the chloro-
phytes are generally perceived as the clade comprising famous 
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green algae (such as Volvox, Ulva, and Chlamydomonas), the 
streptophytes are best known as the clade containing the land 
plants. However, there is more to the lineage of streptophytes. 
In the phylogeny of streptophytes sits—next to the land 
plants—the paraphylum of streptophyte algae (Fig. 1). It is this 
grade that one must turn to in order to understand the origin 
of land plants.

All land plants evolved from a single streptophyte algal 
progenitor (reviewed in de Vries and Archibald, 2018). The 
streptophyte algae are a group of mainly freshwater and terres-
trial algae—with a few representatives living in brackish envir-
onments (Lewis and McCourt, 2004; Becker and Marin, 2009; 
Fig. 1). That the streptophyte algal ancestors of land plants lived 
in freshwater—as opposed to marine—environments is con-
sidered a major factor leading to terrestrialization: starting from 
a freshwater environment such as a pond, there was smooth 

passage along the hydrological gradient towards land (see dis-
cussions in Becker and Marin, 2009; Delwiche and Cooper, 
2015; de Vries and Archibald, 2018). It is this stepwise con-
quest of land along the hydrological gradient where the earliest 
land plants—or the first common ancestors of land plants—
are evolutionarily and ecologically situated (Figs  1, 2). This 
ecological setting, however, does not constitute a reason for 
the singular global conquest of land by streptophytes. Indeed, 
photosynthetic eukaryotes might have had a freshwater origin 
(Delwiche and Cooper, 2015; de Vries and Archibald, 2017; 
Lewis, 2017; Ponce-Toledo et  al., 2017; Sánchez-Baracaldo 
et al., 2017). Streptophytes are also not the only photosynthetic 
eukaryotes that dwell in freshwater environments and on land. 
Various other algae, including chlorophytes (for an overview, 
see Holzinger and Karsten, 2013), diatoms (for an overview, 
see Souffreau et al., 2013), red algae (e.g. Porphyridium, see John, 
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Fig. 1. Terrestrial organisms are found across the green lineage. A cladogram shows the deep split of the green lineage into the clades Chlorophyta 
and Streptophyta. The Streptophyta are composed of the paraphylum streptophyte algae and the monophyletic Embryophyta (land plants). 
Streptophyte algae can be broken up into the paraphyla KCM (for Klebsormidiophyceae, Chlorokybophyceae, and Mesostigmatophyceae) and 
ZCC (for Zygnematophyceae, Coleochaetophyceae, and Charophyceae; de Vries et al., 2016). ZCC streptophyte algae and land plants form the 
monophyletic clade Phragmoplastophyta. Taken in their entirety, Chlorophyta occur in habitats ranging from marine saltwater, to freshwater, to 
terrestrial (row of dots). Streptophyte algae mainly occur in freshwater and terrestrial environments; some Charophyceae live in a brackish habitat. 
While the Embryophyta are mainly terrestrial, some have secondarily moved back to a freshwater habitat; some have even conquered a new habitat: 
saltwater (e.g. sea grasses). Inset: the Zygnematophyceae are the closest algal relatives of land plants and they hence share with the clade of 
Embryophyta the last common ancestor of land plants and algae (yellow dot); along the trajectory from that last common ancestor of land plants and 
algae (yellow dot) to the last common ancestor of land plants (red dot) are the earliest land plants to be found (orange dot). Inferring the biology of the 
earliest land plants requires a subtraction of the traits (‘adaptations’) that were gained on land, that is en route to the last common ancestor of land 
plants (from the orange to the red dot; see also Fig. 2).
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1942), and many more, are terrestrial, too (Hoffmann, 1989). 
Hence, the question is not only what allowed for the origin of 
land plants but also what allowed for their unique success—a 
success that resulted in the global conquest of land. In this re-
view, we will explore the complexities underlying these ques-
tions and make a case for dissecting one—which is by far not 
the only—key aspect of the biology of the earliest land plants: 
adequately responding to terrestrial stressors.

Synapomorphies and the global success of 
land plants

Embryophytes (land plants) are defined by a series of traits. 
For example, land plants undergo a cycle where they alternate 
between a diploid sporophyte and a haploid gametophyte. An 
alternation of generations that involve two multicellular gen-
erations of different ploidy is one of the features of land plants 
that sets them apart from their algal ancestors (for more on 

this topic, see Bowman et al., 2016; Horst et al., 2016; Rensing, 
2018). Among such embryophytic traits, we also might find 
those features that allowed for the success of the monophylum 
of land plants.

As the name implies, having embryos and embryogenesis is 
a signature feature of embryophytes. Broadly speaking, the em-
bryo is a parentally supported complex structure with different 
tissue types. The exact organization and structure of embryos 
varies across the diversity of land plants concomitant with the 
dominance of sporophyte and gametophyte (for an overview 
of the underlying process, see Rensing, 2016). Support both 
through the parent organism and the structural framework that 
the embryo defines is thought to have been adaptive for living 
on land: the pre-defined structure of the embryo leads to an 
upright body plan with specialized tissues, both of which can 
foster nutrient uptake and nuanced responses to environmental 
cues via specialized cells (Rensing, 2016). When pondering the 
evolution of plant embryos, the seed of spermatophytes comes 
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Bryophyta
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Fig. 2. The earliest land plants: an evolutionary scenario for the conquest of land by streptophytes. Streptophyte algae are the only photosynthetic 
eukaryotes from which the macroscopic land flora evolved (red lines). That said, throughout the course of evolution, algae from various other lineages 
have colonized land (yellow lines)—but also streptophyte algae have continuously and independently made the wet to dry transition (convergence 
of red and yellow). Throughout history, numerous lineages have become extinct (‘x’ labels). Terrestrial algae of various taxonomic affiliations dwell on 
rock surfaces and form biological soil crusts. From the diversity of the paraphyletic streptophyte algae, however, did an organism whose descendants 
eventually conquered land on a global scale emerge: a likely branched filamentous—or even parenchymatous—organism that formed rhizoidal structures 
and experienced desiccation from time to time. From this ‘hypothetical hydro-terrestrial alga’, the lineages of Zygnematophyceae and embryophytes 
(land plants) arose. In its infancy, the trajectory leading to the embryophytes was represented by the—now extinct (see also Delaux et al., 2019)—earliest 
land plants. The earliest land plants probably interacted with beneficial substrate microbiota that aided them in obtaining nutrients from their substrate. 
Furthermore, the earliest land plants had to successfully overcome a barrage of terrestrial stressors (including UV and photosynthetically active irradiance, 
drought, drastic temperature shifts, etc.). They succeeded because they had the right set of traits—a mix of adaptations that were selected for in their 
hydro-terrestrial algal ancestors, exaptations, and the potential for co-option of a fortuitous set of genes and pathways. During the course of evolution, 
some members of the populations of the earliest land plants gained traits that are adaptive in terrestrial environments (such as some form of water 
conductance, stomata-like structures, embryos, etc.); eventually, the ‘hypothetical last common ancestor of land plants’ emerged. From this ancestor, 
the extant bryophytes and tracheophytes evolved. While the exact trait repertoire of the hypothetical last common ancestor of land plants is uncertain, it 
will certainly have entailed properties of vascular and non-vascular plants. What is also certain is that the last common ancestor of land plants had traits 
of algal ancestry. (All dating is roughly based on Morris et al. [2018])
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to mind. The seed is a structure that is highly resistant to terres-
trial stressors (principally desiccation—see stimulating discus-
sions in Oliver et al., 2000). Seeds obtain their stress resistance 
through molecular mechanisms such as the accumulation of 
LATE EMBRYOGENESIS ABUNDANT (LEA; e.g. Dure 
et al., 1981; Xu et al., 1996) proteins and seed dormancy regu-
lation via abscisic acid (ABA; reviewed in Holdsworth et al., 
2008); more on this below. While the seed clearly is a derived 
structure of spermatophytes, the molecular framework that 
underpins their stress resilience is probably conserved across 
the breadth of land plant diversity (Cuming et al., 2007; Eklund 
et  al., 2018). This framework was hence likely to have been 
present in the last common ancestor of land plants—and po-
tentially even before.

Land plants have evolved a number of complex struc-
tures that are adaptive in a terrestrial habitat (Harrison, 
2017). Among these structures are stomata. There is much 
debate about the exact trajectory of stomata evolution; for 
an overview, see Chater et  al. (2017). Yet, it is considered 
probable that some sort of stomata were a feature of the last 
common ancestor of land plants (e.g. Duckett and Pressel, 
2018). The ancestral function of stomata is, however, am-
biguous and much debated (see, for example, Duckett and 
Pressel, 2018; Pressel et al., 2018). A  similar case applies to 
water-conducting tissues. Land plants need to allocate water 
from their substrate, which is facilitated by rooting structures 
that range from rhizoids in non-vascular plants to the ‘true 
roots’ of vascular plants (reviewed by Jones and Dolan, 2012; 
Kenrick and Strullu-Derrien, 2014; Hetherington and Dolan, 
2017). Root-mediated water conduction from the substrate 
through the entire plant is a textbook process of vascular 
plants that is clearly adaptive in aeroterrestrial environments. 
Some mosses and liverworts have water-conducting tissues 
such as hydroids—yet these probably evolved multiple times 
independently (Ligrone et al., 2000) and most do not have 
water-conducting tissues. Surprisingly, Xu et al. (2014) high-
lighted that the same group of transcription factors (TFs), 
the NACs, that regulate xylem differentiation in the vascular 
plant Arabidopsis thaliana also regulate hydroid differentiation 
in the moss Physcomitrella patens. This has potential impli-
cations for vascular or non-vascular water-conducting cells 
in the last common ancestor of land plants (see Fig. 2). The 
findings of Xu et al. (2014) thus underscore the genetic cap-
acity for the earliest land plants to have gained a complex 
system for water conduction.

This list could be continued but there is a stumbling block 
to most of the above-named traits: they define land plants as 
we know them today. These traits were likely to have been 
present in the last common ancestor of all land plants. Yet, it 
is difficult to put the gain of these traits into the right order 
that might enable us to reconstruct a scenario for the origin of 
land plants. Here the closest streptophyte algal relatives of land 
plants can help. Among streptophyte algae, we find (i) traits that 
were once classified as land plant specific and (ii) genes that 
are required for realizing such traits—even if they are not fully 
realized in the algae or used in an entirely different manner as 
in land plants.

Inferring trait evolution towards 
understanding the singularity of plant 
terrestrialization

The last common ancestor of land plants was an embryophyte. 
As elaborated in the previous paragraph, this common ancestor 
must have had an array of the synapomorphic traits that define 
embryophytes. These traits give a post-hoc perspective on the 
singularity of the origin of the embryophytic clade: The last 
common ancestor was probably already established on land. 
However, when did the decisive traits evolve if we consider the 
earliest land plants and, thus, the organisms that conquered land 
(see Fig. 2)? To pinpoint those features that might have allowed 
for the conquest of land, we have to look at what happened be-
fore the last common ancestor of land plants lived—we have to 
resolve features of the biology of the earliest land plants (Figs 1, 
2). To do so, we need to add an informative set of streptophyte 
algae to the picture.

In the past few years, garnering phylogenetic (e.g. Wickett 
et  al., 2014; Puttick et  al., 2018; Leebens-Mack et  al., 2019) 
and sequence data (e.g. Hori et al., 2014; Delaux et al., 2015; 
Ju et al., 2015; de Vries et al., 2018a; Nishiyama et al., 2018) 
for streptophytes has gained momentum, resulting in a chan-
ging picture of early land plant evolution. In light of these new 
data, the notion that the embryophyte lineage might be split 
into two monophyletic groups (Puttick et al., 2018) raises the 
question of what the properties of the common ancestor of 
embryophytes might be; its repertoire of traits could have en-
tailed features of both bryophytes (mosses, liverworts, and horn-
worts) and tracheophytes (vascular plants). Here, a streptophyte 
algal perspective will help, too. Disentangling the transition 
from the earliest common ancestor to the last common an-
cestor of land plants (see also Fig. 2) will not only illuminate 
the properties present and relevant during the earliest steps of 
plants on land, but also those at the base of the land plants.

In the previous section, we have listed a number of adapta-
tions of embryophytes to living on land. If we projected their 
origin onto the trajectory from streptophyte algal ancestor to 
extant embryophytes, we would find that the streptophyte algal 
progenitor probably possessed a few of these key traits—at least 
in a rudimentary fashion. Palpably, these include rhizoids and 
multicellular growth.

Rhizoids or similar structures can be found in all 
phragmoplastophytic streptophyte algae. The most obvious 
cases of these are the multicellular rhizoids of Charophyceae, 
whose statoliths are even involved in the modulation of 
gravitropism (e.g. Leitz et al., 1995). The Coleochaetophyceae 
do not form rhizoids, but have special hairs that rest in a sheath, 
whose possible homology with rhizoids was discussed by 
Graham et al. (2012). Among the Zygnematophyceae, which 
are phylogenetically most closely related to land plants, rhizoid 
formation for providing anchorage to a substrate has been me-
ticulously described in Spirogyra (Yoshida et al., 2003; Ikegaya 
et al., 2008; Yoshida and Shimmen, 2009). Rhizoid formation 
is, hence, a probable feature of the earliest land plants (Fig. 2).

Multicellularity in phragmoplastophytic streptophyte algae 
can be supported by a simplex meristem/apical cell structure. 
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Charophyceae have an apical cell at the tip of the shoot-like 
structure that confers its erect growth (Pickett-Heaps, 1967). 
In Coleochaete, varying growth morphologies occur that range 
from branched filaments to discoidal parenchymatous growth 
(for an overview, see Delwiche et al., 2002); morphogenesis of 
the latter is underpinned by meristems (Dupuy et al., 2010). 
During the course of evolution, the zygnematophyceaen 
body plan probably experienced some reduction—as, for 
example, seen in the desmids that reverted to unicellularity. 
However, as already indicated previously, some filamentous 
Zygnematophyceae have a few morphological surprises up 
their sleeves, including the formation of rhizoidal holdfasts (e.g. 
Ikegaya et al., 2008) and branching (e.g. Stancheva et al., 2014). 
Altogether, this suggests that the earliest land plants probably 
had a body plan that entailed at least branching filaments—if 
not parenchymatous growth—likely to resemble to some de-
gree the body plans found among the diversity of the genus 
Coleochaete (Fig. 2; Delwiche and Cooper, 2015). A multicel-
lular body plan facilitates the differentiation of cells that can 
specialize in the responses to environmental stressors, for ex-
ample the uppermost layer of a hypothetical body plan being 
particularly rich in compounds that act as sunscreens. Thus, 
multicellularity might have provided selective advantages for 
the earliest land plants when facing stress on terra firma.

Genetic potential and the evolution of 
decisive traits

The embryophytic transcriptionally active protein (TAP) 
repertoire has often been proposed to explain the complex 
developmental phenotypes and high plasticity in environ-
mental responses of land plants (Lang et al., 2010; Mähönen 
et al., 2014; Harrison, 2017; Scheres and van der Putten, 2017; 
Wilhelmsson et al., 2017). Recent studies (Catarino et al., 2016; 
Wilhelmsson et al., 2017), however, showed that >80% of the 
TAP family repertoire of land plants is present in streptophyte 
algal genomes and transcriptomes. It may therefore be assumed 
that an interconnected network of TAPs and their downstream 
targets already fine-tuned the biology of the earliest land plants. 
Importantly, the TAP repertoire does more than the actual-
ization of specific traits: TAPs create a fertile ground for gen-
etic—and hence evolutionary—innovation through a few 
minor modifications such as spatial and temporal modification 
of the expression of a whole cascade. Thus, small changes in 
TF number, expression, or binding capacity can have profound 
effects on biological phenotypes. For example, the LOTUS 
JAPONICUS ROOTHAIRLESS LIKE (LRL) family in 
A. thaliana is separated into two antagonistically acting classes 
that have strong tissue-specific expression (Breuninger et  al., 
2016). The antagonistic network in Arabidopsis gave rise to 
a control mechanism of a variety of morphological develop-
ments, while in Marchantia polymorpha one single copy gene 
regulates the development of rhizoids and thalli (Breuninger 
et  al., 2016). A  directly stress-related example for the land 
plant-like TAP repertoire of streptophyte algae might be the 
GRAS TFs. GRAS TFs regulate both development and stress 
response of land plants (Hirsch and Oldroyd, 2009; B. Zhang 

et al., 2018). In the recently reported genome sequence of the 
two Zygnematophyceae Spirogloea muscicola and Mesotaenium 
endlicherianum (Cheng et al., 2019), the authors found that al-
ready the ancestor of Zygnematophyceae and land plants shared 
an expanded repertoire of genes coding for GRAS TFs. Some 
of these GRAS TFs are thus strong candidates for regulating 
conserved stress responses. Altogether, TAPs offer a plausible 
explanation for the rapid diversification in form and function 
(including stress-related) that we see across the diversity of land 
plants; the potential for this TAP-based radiation of form and 
function was already present in the algal relatives of land plants.

 A  tangible example of the fertile ground that the genetic 
material of streptophyte algae offers is the genetic toolkit to es-
tablish an interaction with symbiotic fungi (Delaux et al., 2015). 
Most (>70%) of the extant diversity of embryophytes engage 
in symbiosis with arbuscular mycorrhiza that aid in obtaining 
nutrients from the substrate (Delaux et  al., 2014; Field and 
Pressel, 2018). Land plants use a core signaling toolkit to estab-
lish such symbioses (Parniske, 2008). Symbioses with beneficial 
substrate microbiota are thought to have aided the earliest land 
plants in gaining a foothold in the terrestrial habitat (Delaux 
et al., 2013; Field et al., 2015), and orthologous genes that are 
involved in upstream signaling processes required for the es-
tablishment of arbuscular mycorrhizal symbiosis in land plants 
are present in streptophyte algae (Delaux et al., 2015). Indeed, 
zygnematophyceaen orthologs of calcium- and calmodulin-
dependent protein kinase (CCaMK; a key component of the 
symbiosis toolkit) rescued Medicago mutants defective in this 
gene and hence mycorrhization (Delaux et al., 2015). Yet, the 
genetic framework for the downstream signaling has only 
emerged after diversification of the respective gene families in 
the ancestor of land plants (Delaux et al., 2015). Thus, building 
on a conserved chain of upstream signaling, elaborate develop-
mental processes could emerge.

Symbionts are recognized by plants through receptor-like 
kinases (RLKs), a major family among which are the LysMs 
(reviewed by Oldroyd, 2013). Pivotal to the establishment of 
symbioses is the recognition of lipochitooligosaccharides se-
creted by arbuscular mycorrhizae via specific LysMs (Oldroyd, 
2013; Sun et al., 2015). However, LysMs and other RLKs do 
not only play a role in formation of arbuscular mycorrhizae 
but are general players during symbiotic and pathogenic inter-
actions. Fabacaean LysM receptors are involved in the rec-
ognition of lipochitooligosaccharides of rhizobia to establish 
colonization and nodulation of their hosts’ roots (Limpens 
et al., 2003; Madsen et al., 2003; Radutoiu et al., 2003; Arrighi 
et al., 2006; Smit et al., 2007). In addition to their role in symbi-
otic interactions, different RLKs, including LysMs, are also the 
gatekeepers of pathogen responses in angiosperms, recognizing 
conserved molecular patterns of microbes, such as flagellin or 
chitin (Gómez-Gómez and Boller, 2000; Kaku et  al., 2006; 
Miya et al., 2007). While we have little insight into RLK func-
tion in pathogen recognition outside of angiosperms, im-
portant insights have come from the moss Physcomitrella patens. 
Physcomitrella patens is able to sense and respond to chitin 
and encodes at least one functional chitin sensing CERK1 
homolog (Bressendorff et al., 2016). CERK1 is thus one of the 
few LysM-RLKs that was probably involved in plant immune 
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signaling (upon being challenged by fungi) in the last common 
ancestor of all land plants.

The genome of Chara braunii provided some insight into 
the evolutionary history of LysM receptors (Nishiyama et al., 
2018). It appears that the common ancestor of C. braunii and 
land plants may have had a single LysM member and that 
each lineage has undergone their specific family expansions. 
Without functional studies, it is thus equally plausible that 
LysMs of streptophyte algae function in response to pathogens 
or symbionts—or both; hence, the same ambiguity currently 
applies to inferences of LysM function in the earliest land 
plants. What we know, however, is that streptophyte algae have 
the genetic toolkit to sense microbial associates, mutualistic or 
pathogenic microorganisms. Streptophyte algae associate with 
an entire microbiome of fungi and bacteria (Knack et al., 2015) 
and we can predict, based on the presence of LysMs, that they 
are able to recognize and respond to these microbes in some 
manner. A similar prediction may be made for the earliest land 
plants.

It was argued that fungi evolved the ability to degrade plant 
material before land plants came to be (Berbee et al., 2017). 
This suggests, as one would expect, that not all of the earliest 
land plants’ microbiome was friendly; they might have been 
assaulted by foes that their ancestor already faced in fresh-
water habitats. Another type of pathogen receptor is shared by 
streptophyte algae and land plants: the intracellular resistance 
(R) genes that encode proteins with nucleotide-binding do-
main and leucine-rich repeat (NBS-LRR) domains (Gao et al., 
2018; Han, 2019). Yet, again, streptophyte algae seem to have 
evolved different domain associations from land plants and only 
a few land plant-like proteins of the toll interleukin 1 receptor 
(TIR)-NBS-LRR class are present in some streptophyte algae 
(Gao et al., 2018; Han, 2019).

Only through detailed studies of the interactions between 
streptophyte algae and their microbiome (see Delaux et  al., 
2015; Knack et al., 2015; Gao et al., 2018; reviewed in de Vries 
et al., 2018b; Han, 2019) will we be able to infer the plant–mi-
crobe interaction toolkit of the earliest land plants. Yet as to the 
exact components that the earliest land plants used, the power 
of inference based on extant systems might be limited: receptor 
families have undergone many lineage-specific expansions and 
reductions, and are co-opted for their specific environment, 
which—most importantly—is co-evolving with their hosts. In 
contrast, the evolution of the responses to abiotic stressors may 
be reconstructed more easily, as the abiotic environment—al-
beit dynamically changing—is not shaped by an evolutionary 
arms race with other organisms. This touches upon a series of 
traits that must have been present in the earliest land plants and 
enabled them to overcome abiotic terrestrial stressors.

Streptophytic stress signaling: the 
evolution of an essential prerequisite for 
the conquest of land

Dwelling on terra firma comes with various challenges. 
Foremost among these are various abiotic stressors, including 
drought and desiccation, UV irradiation, and rapid changes 

in temperature—but also changes in substrate quality such as 
pH, salinity, and nutrient variation. Land plants have evolved 
an elaborate stress response framework. This framework in-
cludes the perception of stressors, signal transduction involving 
ubiquitous molecules such as reactive oxygen species (ROS) 
and specific phytohormones such as ABA, and finally the ap-
propriate adjustment of the physiology of the plant cell—all 
of which further hinges on the duration of a stress (Kranner 
et al., 2010). The connection between stress input and adjust-
ment is mediated by the plant perceptron. The plant percep-
tron is a layered network of input signals converging in signal 
transduction pathways that target regulators of plant growth 
and physiology (Scheres and van der Putten, 2017). This re-
sponse system can be considered as an additional defining trait 
of embryophytes. It is conceivable that the roots of this trait 
run deeper—already the earliest land plants had to successfully 
overcome the challenges that the terrestrial stressors posed in 
order to first colonize land and then radiate on it.

Streptophyte algae are now known to have genes for stress 
response that were previously thought to be characteristic 
for land plants. While the functions of many of these genes 
have not yet been tested, their mere presence warrants at-
tention. These genes represent the ancestral gene pool from 
which the embryophytic genes with functions in stress re-
sponse have evolved. When exactly the embryophytic func-
tion (if there is a unique function among all embryophytes) 
evolved can only be identified by a combination of com-
parative functional and bioinformatic approaches across 
and outside the monophyletic land plants. Independent of 
the function they hold nowadays in streptophyte algae, it is 
these genes that are prime candidates for being part of the 
‘terrestrialization toolkit’. The idea is that this toolkit en-
tailed adaptive and exaptive genes that provided a selective 
advantage during plant terrestrialization (see also de Vries 
and Archibald, 2018). Standing out among these candidates is 
the notion that streptophyte algae have the genetic capacity 
to utilize phytohormone-based signaling pathways (Delaux 
et al., 2012; Hori et al., 2014; Ju et al., 2015; Van de Poel et al., 
2016; Ohtaka et al., 2017; de Vries et al., 2018a; Mutte et al., 
2018; Nishiyama et al., 2018). In land plants, phytohormones 
interact in converging networks of regulatory circuits (Kohli 
et al., 2013) many of which are part of the plant perceptron 
that is put to use when dealing with environmental cues 
(Scheres and van der Putten, 2017).

Auxin is arguably the most famous phytohormone. Polar 
transport of auxin is a cornerstone in the development of 
land plants (e.g. Friml et al., 2003) and it orchestrates devel-
opmental processes throughout the plant body (Weijers and 
Wagner, 2016). In recent years, auxin has further been recog-
nized to be a major player in the adjustment of the cell biology 
of plants to stress cues (Naser and Shani, 2016; Blakeslee et al., 
2019). Auxin has been detected in streptophyte algae and its 
polar transport has been described in Klebsormidiophyceae 
and Charophyceae—suggesting that polar auxin transport was 
an early invention (Cooke et al., 2002; Boot et al., 2012; Hori 
et al., 2014; Ohtaka et al., 2017). It appears however, that polar 
auxin transport is not present in all streptophyte algal lineages. 
Indeed, the KfPIN homolog of Klebsormidium flaccidum is an 
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auxin-specific transporter, which in heterologous experiments 
localizes in a non-polar manner in the plasma membrane; in 
K. flaccidum, KfPIN is localized at the peripheral plasma mem-
brane rather than at positions of cell–cell contact (Skokan et al., 
2019). In contrast, in Chara vulgaris, auxin transporters appear 
to be localized in a polar manner (Żabka et al., 2016), which 
Skokan et al. (2019) hypothesized to have evolved convergently 
in the algae and embryophytes. Further, the canonical auxin 
perception and transduction pathway probably first emerged in 
land plants, as inferred from transcriptional responses and the 
presence of the required signaling components (Mutte et al., 
2018).

Streptophyte algae are predicted to have pathways for util-
izing phytohormones that are predominantly known as rele-
vant for the response to environmental cues. Foremost among 
those is the homologous genetic framework for the signaling 
cascade that all land plants use in ABA-mediated responses 
(Umezawa et  al., 2010; Eklund et  al., 2018). ABA is known 
as a major stress phytohormone; the signaling ABA triggers is 
involved in responses to abiotic cues such as salt, drought, and 
temperature (reviewed by Ingram and Bartels, 1996; Shinozaki 
et al., 2003; Yoshida et al., 2014; Fahad et al., 2015). This ABA 
signaling cascade consists of a three-component core signaling 
module (see Cutler et  al., 2010) that is a chain of nega-
tive regulation: when ABA is present, it binds to a receptor 
of the PYRABACTIN RESISTANCE1/PYR1-LIKE/
REGULATORY COMPONENTS OF ABA RECEPTOR 
(PYR/PYL/RCAR) family that inhibits the PROTEIN 
PHOSPHATASE 2C (PP2C) proteins that usually would 
prevent activity of the SUCROSE NONFERMENTING 
1-RELATED PROTEIN KINASEs (SnRKs). The SnRKs are 
the components that activate the downstream targets, such as 
ion channels or TFs (Furihata et al., 2006; Geiger et al., 2009). 
The presence and functional conservation of the interaction of 
PP2Cs, SnRKs, and downstream targets such as ion channels 
have been investigated through experimental work for proteins 
of the streptophyte alga Klebsormidium (Holzinger and Becker, 
2015; Lind et al., 2015; Shinozawa et al., 2019).

Recently, a transcript probably coding for an orthologous 
protein of the land plant PYL was detected in Zygnema 
circumcarinatum (de Vries et al., 2018a). The presence of PYR/
PYL/RCAR homologs in Zygnematophyceae was recently 
corroborated by the publication of the first two genomes of 
Zygnematophyceae (Cheng et al., 2019). Cheng et al. (2019) 
found PYR/PYL/RCAR homologs in one (Mesotaenium 
endlicherianum) of the two zygnematophyceaen genomes. 
Interestingly, in the second zygnematophyceaen genome the 
authors analyzed, that of the newly described alga Spirogloea 
muscicola (Cheng et al., 2019), no PYR/PYL/RCAR homolog 
was found; the same applied to an independent genome study 
of another Zygnematophyceae, Penium margaritaceum (Jiao 
et  al., 2019, Preprint). Hence, the genes of the PYR/PYL/
RCAR family were probably gained at the base of the mono-
phyletic group of Zygnematophyceae and land plants (see 
also the excellent discussion in Cuming, 2019). Functional 
studies of the protein encoded by the homologous PYL gene 
found in Z.  circumcarinatum have shown that ZcPYL does 
interact with the downstream PP2Cs—but that it does so in an 

ABA-independent manner (Sun et al., 2019). The exact regu-
latory function of PYL:PP2C:SnRK is thus an open question 
(see also discussions in the last section of this manuscript). It 
is, however, clear that the presence of these genes has offered 
fertile ground for the evolution of the canonical ABA signaling 
cascade that we know from land plants.

Carrying out the essential work 
downstream of the signal transduction 
cascades: streptophytic stress responses

Chemodiversity in secondary metabolites is a key trait of land 
plants. It has been speculated that such a breadth of secondary 
metabolites has been critical for the success of embryophytes 
in the challenging environment of terra firma (Weng, 2014). 
A prime source from which a plethora of embryophytic sec-
ondary metabolites emerges is the phenylpropanoid pathway, 
which is the backbone for a range of compounds that can 
be associated with any abiotic (terrestrial) stressor imaginable 
(Dixon and Paiva, 1995; Vogt, 2010). All land plants—bryo-
phytes and tracheophytes—use the phenylpropanoid pathway 
when challenged with stressors (Wolf et al., 2010; Oliva et al., 
2015; Albert et al., 2018; Clayton et al., 2018; Carella et al., 
2019). Indeed, the phenylpropanoid pathway was thought 
to have emerged at the base of the clade of embryophytes, 
thus being an early adaption of embryophytes (Emiliani et al., 
2009; Weng, 2014). However, a homologous genetic frame-
work for many components of the core phenylpropanoid 
pathway was found in many streptophyte algal species when 
several transcriptomic data sets and one genome were cu-
mulatively investigated (de Vries et  al., 2017). This suggests 
that streptophyte algae could in general be able to synthe-
size phenylpropanoids—and possibly downstream derivatives, 
which have been previously reported as a land plant invention 
(de Vries et al., 2017). Indeed, biochemical and histochemical 
data accumulated over the years indicate that lignin-like com-
ponents are present in the cell walls of several streptophyte 
algae—most prominently in the genus Coleochaete (Delwiche 
et al., 1989; Sørensen et al., 2011). In land plants, the produc-
tion of lignins can be considered a route that is distal to—but 
hinging on—the core part of the phenylpropanoid pathway 
(Vanholme et  al., 2012). Together with the genes found in 
many streptophyte algae, this suggests that the capacity to use 
core and peripheral routes of the phenylpropanoid pathway 
arose before phragmoplastophytes emerged. Interestingly, 
Jiao et  al. (2019, Preprint) detected flavonoids in the 
Zygnematophyceae Penium margaritaceum despite the absence 
of homologous genes that might code for the two required 
upstream enzymes of the core phenylpropanoid pathway in 
its genome. Altogether, it is likely that the phenylpropanoid 
pathway was already present—in some fashion—in the 
earliest land plants. There, it might have acted in the pro-
duction of compounds that warded off terrestrial stressors. 
Further, this provided fertile genetic ground for likely gene 
duplication-based diversification of the pathway routes and 
the chemodiversity it yields (see Niklas et  al., 2017 for an 
erudite explanation).
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High irradiances are a prime challenge in the terrestrial en-
vironments. What do extant streptophyte algae tell us about 
how the earliest land plants might have overcome these? UV 
irradiances could have been shielded by phenolic compounds 
produced by the phenylpropanoid pathway (Popper et  al., 
2011; de Vries et al., 2017), including the recently detected fla-
vonoids (Jiao et al., 2019, Preprint). It is hence conceivable that 
phenylpropanoid-derived metabolites were part of the UV 
screen of the earliest land plants.

The green lineage appears to have a nuclear-encoded plastid 
proteome that is particularly moldable by stressors (Knopp 
et al., 2019, Preprint). In land plants, a tight communication be-
tween the plastid and nucleus adjusts the plastid proteome under 
photophysiologically challenging irradiances via operational 
retrograde signaling (see also Chan et al., 2016). The evolution of 
such a tight framework of communication was probably a major 
benefactor of plant terrestrialization (de Vries et  al., 2016). In 
fact, genes for a land plant-like retrograde signaling—including 
GENOMES UNCOUPLED 1 (GUN1) and SAL1—from 
the plastid to the nucleus seem to have emerged at the base 
of phragmoplastophytes (de Vries et al., 2018a; Nishiyama et al., 
2018; Zhao et al., 2019); the earliest land plants probably used 
these genes in an operational retrograde signaling network for 
attuning their plastid to terrestrial stressors.

A well-conserved mechanism for protection against high 
light is the mitigation of excess energy that is generated during 
photosynthesis through non-photochemical quenching (NPQ). 
This mechanism involves the dissipation of excess excitation 
energy of excited singlet chlorophyll as heat, thus preventing 
ROS formation and reducing the risk of photooxidative 
damage—especially to the damage-prone PSII (Aro et  al., 
1993; Müller et al., 2001). NPQ mechanisms exhibit great vari-
ability in green algae (Goss and Lepetit, 2015; Christa et al., 
2017). Two proteins, namely LHCSR (light-harvesting com-
plex stress-related protein) and PSBS (photosystem II subunit 
S), play a major role in NPQ. Both proteins help to activate the 
fastest NPQ component, qE (energy-dependent quenching), 
by acting as a pH sensor and inducing conformational changes 
in LHCII complexes (PSBS, Horton et al., 2000; Li et al., 2000, 
2004; LHCSR, Peers et  al., 2009; Bonente et  al., 2011). For 
some time, it was thought that in green algae qE depended on 
the action of the LHCSR proteins (Peers et al., 2009), whereas 
land plants used another protein of the LHC superfamily, PSBS 
(Li et al., 2000). Yet, this view was changed by two findings: (i) 
the chlorophyte Chlamydomonas reinhardtii PSBS protein was 
found to be high light induced—an induction that correlates 
with NPQ (Correa-Galvis et  al., 2016); and (ii) mosses also 
have an NPQ that depends on the action of LHCSRs and 
PSBS (Alboresi et al., 2010; Gerotto et al., 2012). This means 
that the differences in PSBS detection along the trajectory of 
streptophyte algal evolution (see Gerotto and Morosinotto, 
2013) must be seen in a new light—possibly reflecting the no-
torious difficulties in detecting algal PSBS. Nonetheless, this 
means that the conclusion of Alboresi et al. (2010) holds: the 
earliest land plants probably had a photoprotection mechan-
isms that included the action of both LHCSRs and PSBS.

Streptophyte algae that live in terrestrial habitats have re-
markable photoprotection capacities. For example, terres-
trial Klebsormidium can tolerate astoundingly high intensities 
of light without suffering photoinhibition (Karsten et  al., 
2016; Pierangelini et  al., 2017). Yet, these ecophysiological 
traits differ when considering multiple representatives of 
Klebsormidiophyceae (Herburger et  al., 2016). Hence, it is 
likely that such photoprotection mechanisms are particularly 
moldable by environmental factors, hampering inferences over 
long evolutionary timescales.

Next to high light, desiccation is a major stressor for 
streptophyte algae that live in terrestrial habitats (Pierangelini 
et al., 2019). Indeed, tolerance to both often goes hand in 
hand. Upon water deficiency, carbon fixation is limited but 
electron flow continues, leading to possible triplet chloro-
phyll (3Chl*) formation which in turn contributes to the 
formation of the ROS singlet oxygen (1O2*) (Frankel, 
1984; Müller et al., 2001). Also, under limited carbon fix-
ation, the biosynthesis of photoprotective molecules is im-
paired, leading to even more ROS formation (Takahashi 
and Murata, 2008). Terrestrial streptophyte algae such as 
Klebsormidium and Zygnema have a remarkable desiccation 
tolerance (e.g. Pierangelini et al., 2017; Rippin et al., 2017; 
Herburger et al., 2019). Their tolerance is based on a range 
of mechanisms such as protective substance production, cell 
wall remodeling, formation of specialized cells,  and many 
more (for an excellent overview, see Holzinger and Pichrtová, 
2016; for more on cell walls and plant terrestrialization, see 
also Harholt et al., 2016). Even streptophyte algae that are 
not considered terrestrial, such as Coleochaete, can tolerate 
desiccation when challenged with it in the lab (Graham 
et  al., 2012). Finding the ability to overcome terrestrial 
stressors in extant streptophyte algae has important implica-
tions: it is likely that streptophyte algae have equally found 
their way onto land multiple times independently (see also 
Figs  1, 2). Among terrestrial streptophyte algae, there is a 
mix of completely independent as well as convergent solu-
tions (many of which we illustrate in the next section) to 
dealing with terrestrial stressors. An example for divergent 
solutions is that terrestrial Klebsormidium deposits callose 
under desiccation stress while Zygnema does not (Herburger 
and Holzinger, 2015). However, these differences and in-
dependent solutions also highlight that streptophyte algae 
have a moldable genetic framewok for molecular stress re-
sponses. Molding this framework eventually formed the 
network that was also put to use by the earliest land plants.

During the course of evolution, various photosynthetic eu-
karyotes have found their way onto land. This includes various 
members of the green lineage that made the wet to dry transi-
tion multiple times independently (Lewis and McCourt, 2004). 
Yet, for example, some diatoms and even cyanobacteria are also 
terrestrial: photosynthetic organisms that are as distantly related 
to land plants as can be. These convergently terrestrial organ-
isms must also have found solutions to the challenges of UV, 
desiccation, high light, etc. In the following we will outline a 
few of their strategies.
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Is the physiology of streptophytes unique?

Photosynthetic organisms from various lineages have settled 
on land. Only one became the ancestor of the land plants. In 
an evolutionary context, it is assumed that there were photo-
synthesizing eukaryotes and prokaryotes on land long before 
the origin of embryophytes (Raven and Edwards, 2014). How 
did they overcome the stressors discussed above in the context 
of plant terrestrialization? Here, again, the diversity of extant 
photosynthesizing life on land holds illuminating clues.

Desiccation stress responses in green algae can be divided 
into different categories depending on their function within 
the organism (Holzinger and Karsten, 2013). One way of re-
sponding to desiccation stress is to avoid it. A prime example 
for desiccation stress avoidance in extreme environmental con-
ditions are desert biological soil crusts (BSCs). Formation of 
BSCs is a phenomenon that is well known from chlorophytic 
and streptophytic green algae (e.g. Belnap and Lange, 2001; 
Flechtner, 2007; Holzinger and Karsten,2013). Cyanobacteria 
form BSCs, too. These BSCs are a mixture of sand particles 
and polysaccharides which are excreted by the cyanobacteria 
and are able to withstand extreme environmental desicca-
tion, temperature changes, and very high irradiance (Mager 
and Thomas, 2011; Ferrenberg et al., 2015). Particularly note-
worthy is the cyanobacterium Leptolyngbya ohadii that is native 
to deserts (Raanan et al., 2016; Oren et al., 2019). 

Leptolyngbya ohadii employs a range of physiological mech-
anisms to go through cycles of dehydration and recovery 
during rewetting: before dehydration, phytochromes and 
cryptochromes act as signal transmitters, sensing dawn illumin-
ation and thus preparing the cell for impending loss of water 
(Oren et  al., 2017). During dehydration, trehalose-based os-
motic adjustment and anhydrobiotic protection appear to be 
key (Murik et  al., 2017)—although recent data suggest that 
their role might be limited (Oren et al., 2019). The dehydration/
rewetting cycles induce pronounced transcriptional reprogram-
ming. Genes of L. ohadii involved in photoprotection—such as 
OCP (Leverenz et al., 2015)—were up-regulated during dehy-
dration while genes involved in biosynthesis of photosynthetic 
components were down-regulated (Oren et al., 2019). Cellular 
activity (photosynthesis) in L. ohadii and other cyanobacteria 
was measured a short time after rewetting: the results suggested 
a complex gene regulatory network that is highly adapted to 
dehydration/rewetting cycles being reflected in swift modu-
lation of the photosynthetic machinery (Bar-Eyal et al., 2015; 
Oren et al., 2019). It was proposed that intrinsically disordered 
proteins (IDPs) play a possible role in protecting and stabilizing 
RNA during desiccation (Oren et al., 2019). IDPs have been 
studied regarding their role in desiccation tolerance of tardi-
grades (Milnesium tardigradum; Boothby et al., 2017) and might 
have a similar role in Chloroplastida, too (Sun et  al., 2013; 
Y. Zhang et al., 2018; see also Niklas et al., 2018). Hence, even 
in terrestrial cyanobacteria—which reside in another do-
main of life—mechanisms that function similarly in terrestrial 
chlorophytes and streptophytes can be found.

Protective responses to desiccation stress include formation 
of a modified cell wall. Some Trebouxiophyceae do so palpably. 
Prasiola crispa subsp. antarctica grows, as the name implies, in the 

supralittoral of Antarctica and possesses a very thick cell wall 
that protects the alga from osmotic stress during desiccation 
(Jacob et  al., 1992). The cell wall in Prasiola contains a large 
amount of pectin (Jacob et  al., 1992). Pectins are important 
components of the cell wall of land plants and streptophyte 
algae (Ridley et al., 2001; Sørensen et al., 2011) but have also 
been shown to be involved in desiccation stress responses in 
the ulvophyte Ulva compressa by providing a flexible cell wall 
(Holzinger et  al., 2015). Under hypoosmotic conditions, the 
flexible nature of the cell wall prevents the algal cells from 
swelling excessively, while under hyperosmotic conditions 
it prevents plasmolysis—a feature that is beneficial not only 
under desiccation stress but also under salinity stress which is 
a frequent stressor considering the habitat of P.  crispa subsp. 
antarctica (Jacob et  al., 1992). Hence, both chlorophytes and 
streptophytes have evolved mechanisms for cell wall modifica-
tion under desiccation stress.

The ability of algae to form symbiotic interactions is as-
sumed to have been key in the conquest of land by plants 
(Delaux et al., 2013; Field et al., 2015). While land plants have 
unique beneficial symbionts (foremost the arbuscular mycor-
rhiza), other green organisms are not without friends. For ex-
ample, many species of Trebouxiophyceae are lichen-forming. 
Lichens are highly resistant to desiccation and are thus able 
to stay in a dehydrated state for an extended amount of time 
until rehydration. In order for a lichen to survive under such 
extreme conditions, the underlying molecular regulatory net-
work must be extremely fine-tuned and adapted to dehydra-
tion/rehydration cycles. For example, dehydration of DNA 
resulting in strand breaks would mean death for the lichen 
(Dose et al., 1992). Carniel et al. (2016) provide a good ex-
ample for transcriptomic regulation in the lichen photobiont 
Trebouxia gelatinosa; their data reveal a different gene regulatory 
set-up in various categories such as cell wall modifications, 
photosynthetic apparatus, or oxidative stress response during 
dehydration/rehydration cycles (Carniel et  al., 2016). In this 
context, photoprotective processes are crucial because in des-
iccated photosynthetic tissues there is a high risk of excessive 
ROS formation (Smirnoff, 1993; Scheibe and Beck, 2011). 
Rapid adjustments of the antioxidant homeostasis appear to 
be a mechanisms that lichens employ under desiccation stress 
(Calatayud et al., 1997; Zorn et al., 2001; Kranner et al., 2003); 
such antioxidants include zeaxanthin, which can deactivate 
excited chlorophylls (Jahns and Holzwarth, 2012)—thus sub-
stances that are found conserved across plastid-bearing eukary-
otes (Dautermann and Lohr, 2017).

The aforementioned PSBS and LHCSR are LHC-like pro-
teins that are key for the response to high light. An additional 
important group of LHC-like proteins are the early light-
induced proteins (ELIPs), which are swiftly up-regulated in re-
sponse to high light stress as well as also being up-regulated in 
response to dehydration stress and by ABA (Bartels et al., 1992; 
Pötter and Kloppstech, 1993; Zeng et al., 2002; Dinakar and 
Bartels, 2013). ELIPs are hallmark stress-responsive proteins in 
a variety of oxygenic photosynthetic organisms from cyano-
bacteria, to algae, to land plants (Heddad and Adamska, 2002). 
Hutin et  al. (2003) demonstrated that ELIPs have an essen-
tial photoprotective role by using the A. thaliana mutant chaos, 
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which is not able to translocate LHC-type proteins such as 
ELIP via the chloroplast signal recognition particle (CpSRP) 
pathway to the thylakoid membranes (see also Hutin et  al., 
2002). The authors observed leaf bleaching and photooxidative 
damage in chaos mutants challenged with high-light cues. The 
data of Hutin et al. (2003) thus revealed the photoprotective 
role of ELIPs. It was further suggested that ELIPs have an in-
fluence on chlorophyll biosynthesis, thus indirectly preventing 
chlorophyll accumulation under high light conditions and 
thereby also preventing ROS formation (Hutin et  al., 2003; 
Tzvetkova-Chevolleau et al., 2007).

The formation of sunscreens is a powerful protection against 
UV irradiance. Above, we illustrated how the biosynthesis of 
phenylpropanoid-derived metabolites is involved in this mech-
anism in streptophytes—and discussed how such metabolites 
might have been critical for streptophyte terrestrialization. 
Yet, other terrestrial organisms have sunscreens, too. In some 
cyanobacteria, scytonemin acts as a very potent UVA sun-
screen that protects the cells from near UV and blue radiation 
(Gao and Garcia-Pichel, 2011). It accumulates as a stable pig-
ment in extracellular polysaccharide sheaths of cyanobacteria 
and possesses various convenient characteristics. Scytonemin 
changes dependent on the redox status, stays active even under 
physiological inactive conditions, and is capable in performing 
strong absorption in the UVA range due to its ring structure 
with conjugated double bonds (Garcia-Pichel and Castenholz, 
1991; Proteau et al., 1993; Gao and Garcia-Pichel, 2011). The 
pigment is typically found in biological soil crusts or epilithic 
biofilms (Gao and Garcia-Pichel, 2011). While many questions 
regarding its biosynthesis and regulation remain, the exposure 
of cyanobacterial cells to UVA irradiance, however, appears to 
be correlated with scytonemin production (Garcia-Pichel and 
Castenholz, 1991; see also Ehling-Schulz et al., 1997).

In chlorophyte algae, mycosporine-like amino acids (MAAs) 
act as sunscreens when exposed to solar UV radiation. For 
example, an accumulation of MAAs was found to be advan-
tageous against UV irradiance in the aeroterrestrial green 
algae Stichococcus sp. and Chlorella luteoviridis when compared 
with two green algae from soil with a different MAA set-up 
(Karsten et  al., 2007). Such aeroterrestrial species possess a 
unique type of MAA (324 nm MAA) which is only found in 
Trebouxiophyceae—including the alga P.  crispa spp. antarctica 
(Hoyer et al., 2001; Karsten et al., 2005). In the streptophyte 
algal class of Klebsormidiophyceae, we also find the produc-
tion of 324  nm MAA—yet, despite their similar absorption 
spectrum, these are different substances (Kitzing and Karsten, 
2015). This provides yet another intriguing example of conver-
gent evolution.

So, what makes streptophytes special? There are multiple lin-
eages of algae that made their way onto land by mastering 
its stressors. Post-hoc, we see that only the progenitors of the 
last common ancestor of embryophytes gave rise to a lineage 
that globally conquered land. Why do only they dominate 
the terrestrial flora? A specific (embryophyte-like) physiology 
that aided them in dealing with stressors will not be the only 
reason. However, it has to be part of the answer. Dealing with 
terrestrial stressors was not only under selection in the earliest 
land plants but is under selection still. Like the core processes in 

energy metabolism (such as the citrate cycle) that are essential, 
core response mechanisms to stressors are continually tested by 
adverse terrestrial conditions and are essential for survival in 
the terrestrial habitat. The question is which building blocks of 
that core were present in the earliest land plants.

Rewiring of an ancient molecular 
physiology was a likely facilitator of the 
success of land plants

The responses of land plants to stressors hinges on complex 
regulatory networks. In such stress-relevant networks, nodes 
are genes/proteins that are connected by edges that circum-
scribe an interaction—such as phosphorylation and transcrip-
tional activation—that are triggered and/or modulated by 
environmental stimuli. Dissecting ancient pathways and setting 
them into context with land plant data enables us to trace the 
evolution of such networks across the streptophyte tree of life. 
Correlative data, such as genomes, have indicated the presence 
of many genes (the nodes) that could act in stress-relevant 
regulatory networks—but what about the wires that connect 
them (the edges)? To understand these, more involved func-
tional analyses are required.

ABA is a key modulator of stress response. Above, we outlined 
that streptophyte algae have most—and Zygnematophyceae 
all—homologous genes of the canonical cascade that land 
plants use for ABA signaling (de Vries et al., 2018a; Cheng et al., 
2019; Sun et  al., 2019). What does this mean for the evolu-
tion of the laying of the wires that underpin ABA signaling? 
Although Klebsormidium completely lacks a gene for the ABA 
receptor, Holzinger et al. (2014) found the other components 
(PP2C, SnRK2s, and AREBs) to be responsive to drought (see 
also Holzinger and Becker, 2015). Furthermore, the genes of 
Klebsormidium that are homologous to ABA signaling com-
ponents complement the respective mutants of A.  thaliana 
and P. patens in heterologous experiments (Lind et al., 2015; 
Shinozawa et al., 2019); for example, expressing Klebsormidum 
nitens SnRK2.6 in A. thaliana protoplasts that are deficient in 
SnRK2.2, 2.3, and 2.6 (snrk2.2/2.3/2.6 triple mutants) res-
cues the transduction of ABA-induced gene expression (Lind 
et al., 2015). Hence, the specific wires of the interaction re-
quired for the ABA signaling cascade that are downstream of 
the ABA–PYL interaction appear to be conserved between 
Klebsormidiophyceae and land plants. This means that the 
cascade is probably hundreds of millions of years older than 
its bona fide ABA dependency mediated by PYLs. Recently, 
another piece was added to the puzzle of the evolution of 
the ABA signaling cascade: through in vitro and heterologous 
work, Sun et al. (2019) showed that the PYL homolog found 
in Z.  circumcarinatum does regulate its downstream target—
the PP2Cs. Yet, their data also show that this regulation hap-
pens in an ABA-independent manner. What this means is 
that the bona fide ABA signaling cascade, which consists of 
PYLs:PP2Cs:SnRKs, has evolved in a modular fashion—with 
components being successively plugged in. The ABA depend-
ency of the cascade—another addition—has probably evolved 
along the trajectory from the earliest land plants to the last 
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common ancestor of land plants (see also the discussion on 
this topic in Sun et  al., 2019). Whether there is nonetheless 
an ABA dependency of parts of the signaling cascade in algae 
mediated through other means—such as the ABA NON-
RESPONSIVE kinases that are only present in non-flowering 
plants (Stevenson et  al., 2016)—remains to be investigated. 
However, it offers an explanation for how conserved stress 
tolerance-conferring mechanisms such as LEA accumulation 
can be part of the same cascade that we now think of as ABA 
mediated: they might have been part of the downstream re-
sponse triggered by the same regulatory cascade conserved for 
hundreds of millions of years, in which they have been func-
tional and riding along since before the signal transduction 
chain was under the control of ABA.

The signaling network that mediates the action of the growth 
phytohormone auxin has a similar story to tell. A series of re-
cent studies [Flores-Sandoval et al. (2018); Mutte et al. (2018); 
Martin-Arevalillo et al. (2019)] proposed an evolutionary his-
tory that features a modular build-up for the nuclear auxin 
response pathway that is mediated by AUXIN RESPONSE 
FACTORS (ARFs), the TRANSPORT INHIBITOR 
RESPONSE 1/AUXIN SIGNALLING F-BOX (TIR/AFB), 
AUXIN/INDOLE-3-ACETIC ACID PROTEIN (AUX/
IAA) system: class C ARFs are present in streptophyte algae—
and perhaps were even present in the last common ancestor 
of streptophytes (see also Wang et al., 2019); the common an-
cestor of Coleochaetophyceae, Zygnematophyceae, and land 
plants gained the single co-ortholog (A/B ARF) of the classes 
of A and B ARFs known from land plants. In the absence of 
TIR/AFB and AUX/IAA, these algal ARFs act in an auxin-
independent manner (Martin-Arevalillo et  al., 2019; see also 
Mutte et al., 2018). In land plants, the A/B ARF diverged into 
the class A  and class B ARFs (Flores-Sandoval et  al., 2018; 
Mutte et al., 2018; Martin-Arevalillo et al., 2019). Onto this di-
versified system, the TIR/AFB and AUX/IAA were plugged, 
rendering the whole system auxin dependent (Flores-Sandoval 
et al., 2018; Mutte et al., 2018; Martin-Arevalillo et al., 2019). 
Thus, adding one regulatory mechanism upstream was suf-
ficient to turn a conserved gene regulatory cascade into a 
phytohormone-dependent cascade. Similar to the afore-
mentioned case of ABA-mediated signaling, gaining such 
phytohormone dependency probably occurred along the tra-
jectory between the earliest land plants and the last common 
ancestor of land plants.

Recent functional studies on the liverwort model system 
M. polymorpha have illustrated how a different type of modular 
evolution of a phytohormone pathway can occur—in this case 
not concerning a protein that is plugged in, but a different 
effector molecule. Of course, such changes ultimately hinge 
on differences on the protein level, too; that is, in the binding 
pocket for the input molecule. Monte et al. (2018) investigated 
the origin of jasmonic acid (JA) perception by focusing on the 
COI1 receptor. Instead of sensing JA-Ile, the COI1 protein of 
M. polymorpha senses dinor-12-oxo-phytodienoic acid (dinor-
OPDA), which emerges from an earlier branching point in the 
JA biosynthesis pathway (Monte et al., 2018). Hence, while the 
entire pathway for the canonical, JA-Ile-based, perception of 
JA is present in the bryophyte M. polymorpha, it does not work 

in the same way as we know it from angiosperms. Plugging in a 
different molecule at the uppermost layer of the signaling cas-
cade hence has the ability to change the entire co-evolutionary 
relationship between phytohormone biosynthesis and its per-
ception. Even more extreme cases of rewiring can be expected 
to have taken place in streptophyte algae, which are hundreds 
of millions of years divergent from land plants. Thus, the gain 
of a specific phytohormone dependency can also entail shifts 
in input signal. Illuminating whether such shifts in input signal 
underpinned the evolution of other phytohormone signaling 
cascades (such as ABA) is an exciting avenue for future research.

Rewiring is not limited to signaling pathways. Secondary 
metabolites of land plants are known for their chemodiverse 
and lineage-specific—sometimes species-specific—secondary 
metabolic fingerprints (see, for example, Dudareva et al., 2004). 
During the course of evolution, the same building block-
producing backbone pathways have been rewired to give rise 
to tens of thousands of different secondary metabolites. For 
example, Berland et al. (2019) recently showed that the liver-
wort model system M.  polymorpha produces a novel class of 
anthocyanins, which they termed auronidins. Auronidins ap-
pear to be derived from anthocyanin but emerge from a 
novel route via aurones (Berland et al., 2019). This highlights 
the complexities one has to tackle when inferring the sec-
ondary metabolism of the earliest land plants. Since the genes 
for the phenylpropanoid biosynthesis pathway are present in 
streptophyte algae (de Vries et al., 2017) and building blocks 
have been detected even in chlorophytes (Goiris et al., 2014), 
we can expect that the earliest land plants used a plethora of 
secondary metabolites derived from these routes. Inferring the 
routing of the pathways, however, requires more than the mere 
knowledge of the presence of some genes or some metabolites. 
A functional dissection of the biosynthetic pathways across the 
streptophyte tree of life—especially in the streptophyte algae—
is needed.

Conclusion

The lineage of embryophytes has conquered land. Only through 
a fortuitous combination of traits did they succeed in this con-
quest. These traits include complex networks for stress response 
that are, in their elaboration, probably limited to land plants. Yet, 
often, the integral components and/or decisive nodes and wires 
of these networks were already present—they represent complete 
and functioning building blocks ready for co-option. Moreover, 
as of yet, we do not know how most of these components func-
tion in their own environment; that is, how are they wired in 
streptophyte algae? It may very well be that the present compo-
nents have the same functions as in land plants, yet their interactors 
may be different in streptophyte algae (e.g. different receptor spe-
cificity or different downstream components). Likewise, a com-
pletely different function for the streptophyte algal components 
underlying a network is also entirely possible. One thing, how-
ever, is very clear; these conserved proteins that participate in 
the stress signaling networks in land plants will not be without 
a function in streptophyte algae. Comparative studies that dis-
sect the routing of upstream (e.g. signaling) and downstream (e.g. 
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biosynthesis of stress protectants) stress response pathways across 
streptophytes will illuminate how their co-options were realized 
in the earliest land plants.
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Abstract

The streptophyte algal class Zygnematophyceae is the closest algal sister lineage to land plants. In nature, Zygnematophy-

ceae can grow in both terrestrial and freshwater habitats and how they do this is an important unanswered question. Here, 

we studied what happens to the zygnematophyceaen alga Mougeotia sp., which usually occurs in permanent and temporary 

freshwater bodies, when it is shifted to liquid growth conditions after growth on a solid substrate. Using global differential 

gene expression profiling, we identified changes in the core metabolism of the organism interlinked with photosynthesis; 

the latter went hand in hand with measurable impact on the photophysiology as assessed via pulse amplitude modulation 

(PAM) fluorometry. Our data reveal a pronounced change in the overall physiology of the alga after submergence and pin-

point candidate genes that play a role. These results provide insight into the importance of photophysiological readjustment 

when filamentous Zygnematophyceae transition between terrestrial and aquatic habitats.
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Introduction

Streptophyte algae diverged from the chlorophytes and pra-

sinodermophytes between 700 and 1000 million years ago 

(Zimmer et al. 2007; Morris et al. 2018; Li et al. 2020). 

They form a paraphylum that is sister to the monophyletic 

Embryophyta, the land plants—together, land plants and 

streptophyte algae form the monophylum Streptophyta 

(Wickett et al. 2014). One of the most important ques-

tions in the field of land plant evolution is which particu-

lar lineage of streptophyte algae within this paraphylum 

represents the sister lineage to land plants. Streptophyte 

algae encompass a diverse range of organisms, including 

the unicellular Mesostigmatophyceae and Chlorokybophy-

ceae (cell packages), consisting of only a few species (see 

also Irisarri et al. 2021), the unicellular and filamentous 

Klebsormidiophyceae (Mikhailyuk et al. 2015), and the 

streptophyte algae within Phragmoplastophyta that include 

morphologically complex multicellular organisms such as 

the Charophyceae—and the land plants. Various lines of 

evidence indicate that, among these Phragmoplastophyta, 

the Zygnematophyceae represent the sister lineage to land 

plants (Wodniok et al. 2011; Wickett et al. 2014; Leebens-

Mack et al. 2019). It is thus of considerable interest what 

physiological properties these organisms possess—com-

bined with data on land plants, such an understanding 

makes it possible to infer the physiology of the earliest 

land plants (Fürst-Jansen et al. 2020).

A key piece of the puzzle of understanding plant ter-

restrialization is the difference between growth in an 

aquatic environment and growth in a terrestrial habitat 

with limited water supply. Throughout the course of evo-

lution, various algal lineages have mastered this so-called 

wet-to-dry transition. This is no small feat. The terrestrial 

habitat poses various challenges for a photosynthesizing 

organism, including fluctuations in abiotic factors such as 

temperature, water availability, and intensity and quality 

of irradiance (Foyer et al. 1994; Karsten et al. 2007; Hol-

zinger et al. 2014; Ohama et al. 2017).

Terrestrial algae meet the challenges of their habi-

tat with various physiological adaptations (Holzinger 

and Pichrtová 2016). These include the presence of 

mycosporine-like amino acids (MAAs) found in both chlo-

rophyte and streptophyte algae. MAAs have UV-protecting 

properties. Among streptophyte algae, the Klebsormidi-

ophyceae Hormidiella and Klebsormidium stand out by 

producing potent sunscreen MAAs with an absorption 

maximum at 325 and 324 nm (Kitzing and Karsten 2015). 

While such MAAs have not been reported for Zygnema-

tophyceae, Zygnema spp. are known to produce phenolic 

compounds upon elevated UV irradiance (Pichrtová et al. 

2013). Indeed, the unicellular Zygnematophyceae Penium 

margaritaceum was recently reported to contain flavonoids 

(Jiao et al. 2020). While the exact biochemical routes 

towards these metabolites are currently elusive, homologs 

of genes coding for core enzymatic biosynthetic steps that 

lead to relevant precursor metabolites in land plants (the 

phenylpropanoid pathway sensu lato) are also found in 

streptophyte algae (de Vries et al. 2017, 2021). Recently, 

Renault et  al. (2019) highlighted the putative links 

between phenylpropanoid biosynthesis in streptophyte 

algae and shared ancestral chassis for producing hydro-

phobic polymers from which lignin, cutin, suberin, and 

sporopollenin arose. Indeed, Zygnematophyceae surround 

their zygotes with resistant polymers resembling sporo-

pollenin (de Vries et al. 1983; Poulícková et al. 2007). 

Recently, Permann et al. (2021) employed glycan labeling 

as well as Raman spectroscopy to zygospores of Mougeo-

tia disjuncta (which belongs to the same algal genus as 

the strains analyzed here); they found these zygospores to 

consist of a combination of carbohydrates, lipids, and aro-

matic compounds, speaking to sporopollenin-like material.

UV irradiance is not the only sunlight-associated chal-

lenge in the terrestrial habitat. Photosynthetically active 

radiance (PAR) reaches much higher levels on the surface 

of the earth as opposed to an aquatic environment, where 

the sunlight is buffered by the absorptive properties of 

water. One of the main mechanisms that mitigates dam-

age to the components of the photosynthetic light reaction, 

in particular the vulnerable photosystem II, is non-photo-

chemical quenching (NPQ; Müller et al. 2001; Jahns and 

Holzwarth 2012). The first and fastest response of NPQ is 

energy-dependent quenching (qE). Its activation hinges upon 

conformational changes in the photosystem and the detec-

tion of an altered pH in the thylakoid lumen (Krause et al. 

1982). While their predominance varies across the green 

lineage, evidence suggests that the LHCSR (light-harvesting 

complex stress-related protein) and/or PSBS (photosystem 

II subunit S) proteins play a major role in this process (Li 

et al. 2000; Peers et al. 2009; Gerotto and Morosinotto 2013; 

Correa-Galvis et al. 2016). It is nevertheless prudent to note 

that some chlorophyte algae seem to lack qE (Christa et al. 

2017). The result of NPQ is that superfluous energy, which 

cannot be meaningfully channeled into the light reaction 

chain, dissipates as harmless heat.

The role of NPQ and acclimation processes of the pho-

tosystem has been extensively studied in terrestrial strepto-

phyte algae. For example, Herburger and Holzinger (2015) 

found that the photosynthetic effective quantum yield is 

strongly reduced in Klebsormidium strains upon desicca-

tion but also recovers fully upon rehydration suggesting 

a high desiccation tolerance. Furthermore, Karsten et al. 

(2014) found that the sister group of Klebsormidium, Inter-

filum, also appears to have similar characteristics regard-

ing high tolerance to stressors such as desiccation but also 
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temperature that reflect in their photosynthetic physiology. 

That said, not only the family of Klebsormidiaceae shows 

this high tolerance to stressors. In the class of Zygnemato-

phyceae, Holzinger et al. (2018) found that after UV-treat-

ment in different Zygnema strains their effective quantum 

yield recovers completely in some cases. There are however 

other conserved mechanisms for photoprotection acting in 

algae. One is the expression of EARLY LIGHT INDUCED 

PROTEIN (ELIP). ELIPs are chlorophyll a/b-binding pro-

teins that accumulate under stress and have a photoprotective 

function (Montané et al. 1997; Hutin et al. 2003). Elevated 

expression of ELIP-coding genes under light and tempera-

ture stress has now been reported for the Zygnematophy-

ceae Zygnema and Mougeotia (de Vries et al. 2018; Rippin 

et al. 2019; de Vries et al. 2020). As with the relevance of 

NPQ under water scarcity, ELIP expression is also induced 

in desiccated Zygnema (Rippin et al. 2017). Thus, while we 

know about physiological responses of Zygnematophyceae 

challenged with water scarcity, we know very little about 

the reverse process—which is of similar importance for 

organisms that thrive in temporary water bodies. Plant ter-

restrialization likely entailed a repetition of several wet-to-

dry and dry-to-wet transitions; therefore, investigating both 

transitions is important. Furthermore, living on land means a 

steady change between wet and dry conditions (rain, fog, and 

dew). Mougeotia spp. live in a variety of freshwater habitats, 

many of them are temporary habitats such as ditches and 

small temporary ponds.

In this study, we have used a laboratory controlled envi-

ronmental shift approach to emulate what happens to the 

filamentous zygnematophyceaen alga Mougeotia sp., which 

predominantly lives in freshwater habitats, shortly after 

being submerged. Our data highlight photosynthesis-associ-

ated physiological responses and the global gene expression 

patterns that bring them to bear.

Material and methods

Culturing and treatment

For the RNAseq experiments, Mougeotia sp. MZCH 240 

(which we obtained from the Microalgae and Zygnemato-

phyceae Collection, Hamburg, Germany, [von Schwartzen-

berg et al. 2013]) was cultured as described in de Vries et al. 

(2020)—algae were grown for 7 days on modified freshwater 

F/2 (Guillard 1975) with 1% agar at 22°C and 120 μmol 

quanta  m-2  s-1 from an LED light source (12h/12h light/dark 

cycle) in 9 cm plates. For submergence, 10 mL of temper-

ature-adjusted liquid freshwater F/2 (Guillard 1975) were 

added to each agar plate; for RNAseq, algae were directly 

transferred into Trizol (Thermo Fisher, Walthm, MA, USA) 

after 4 h of submergence.

For the photophysiological experiments, Mougeotia 

scalaris strain SAG 164.80 (of the Culture Collection of 

Algae, Göttingen, Germany; Friedl and Lorenz 2012) and 

Mougeotia sp. MZCH 240 were grown on (i) WHM medium 

(M. scalaris SAG 164.80; Nichols 1973) with 1% agar or 

in liquid WHM medium or (ii) modified freshwater F/2 

(Mougeotia sp. MZCH 240) with 1% agar or in liquid F/2 

medium at 22°C and 120 μmol quanta  m-2  s-1 from an LED 

light source (12h/12h light/dark cycle). For submergence, 

10 mL of temperature-adjusted liquid WHM (M. scalaris 

SAG 164.80) or liquid F/2 (Mougeotia sp. MZCH 240) were 

added to each plate and Fv/Fm was measured after various 

incubation timepoints (2h, 4h, 6h, 8h, 24h; plus 1h and 3h 

for Mougeotia scalaris SAG 164.80). For morphological 

observations and micrographs, M. scalaris SAG 164.80 and 

Mougeotia sp. SAG 650-1 were used as additional compara-

tive material and grown either in liquid or solid for 9 weeks 

on Desmidiacean Medium (MiEB12; medium 7 of Schlösser 

1994). For Mougeotia sp. MZCH 240, microscope pictures 

were taken after the 24h timepoint under the growing condi-

tions described above.

RNA extraction and sequencing

RNA extraction and sequencing procedures were described 

in de Vries et al. (2020). In brief, we extracted RNA in six 

biological replicates from the control samples and in bio-

logical triplicates from the liquid-treated samples. For RNA 

extraction, algae were directly transferred into 1 mL of Tri-

zol using a sterilized spatula (Thermo Fisher, Waltham, MA, 

USA); extraction procedures were carried out in accordance 

to the protocol provided by the manufacturer. Isolated RNA 

was treated with DNAse I (Thermo Fisher), quality assessed 

on a formamide agarose gel, quantified using a Nanodrop 

spectrometer (Thermo Fisher), and shipped to Genome 

Québec (Montreal, Canada) for sequencing. There, RNA 

was quality checked again, using a Bioanalyzer (Agilent 

Technologies Inc., Santa Clara, CA, USA). Libraries were 

constructed using the NEB mRNA stranded Library prepara-

tion kit (New England Biolabs, Beverly, MA, USA), on the 

Illumina NovaSeq6000 platform.

RNAseq analyses: data processing, statistics, KEGG, 
and GOterm

Initial processing of the RNAseq data was described in de 

Vries et al. (2020). In brief, reads were checked for quality 

using FASTQC version 0.11.7 (FASTQC 2018), trimmed 

with TRIMMOMATIC v0.36 (Bolger et al. 2014; settings: 

ILLUMINACLIP:TruSeq3-PE- 2.fa:2:30:10:2:TRUE 

HEADCROP:10 TRAILING:3 SLIDINGWINDOW:4:20 

MINLEN:36), and quality checked again using FASTQC 

v0.11.7. For details on read data, see the “Data availability” 
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section. The transcriptome assembly using the TRINITY 

pipeline (Haas et al. 2013), RSEM (RNA-Seq by Expec-

tation Maximization)-based read mapping (Li and Dewey 

2011) was carried out and described in de Vries et al. (2020).

Negative binomial distribution-based statistical analy-

ses of the read counts were performed using edgeR version 

3.28.0 (Robinson et al. 2010), taking the biological tripli-

cates into account. For all downstream analyses, only gene 

expression changes with a Benjamini-Hochberg-corrected 

p value ≤ 0.001 and significantly elevated differential gene 

expression  (log2 (fold change) ≤ −1 or  log2 (fold change) ≥ 

1) were considered.

For gene expression analysis based on KEGG orthologs, 

we worked with expression levels in TPM that were normal-

ized via TMM (trimmed mean of M values; Robinson and 

Oshlack 2010). These data against KEGG pathways occur 

in land plants. If multiple transcripts had the same KEGG 

ortholog as their best hit, their expression values were com-

bined—for the final calculations, a given KEGG ortholog 

had one TMM-normalized TPM value.

For GO term enrichment using GOrilla (Eden et al. 2009), 

we used AGI numbers obtained by querying the predicted 

Mougeotia proteins against Arabidopsis in a BLASTp in a 

comparison of two unranked list of genes. For this, we used 

all obtained Arabidopsis homologs (i.e. the best BLASTp 

hits) as the background set (as the whole transcriptome) and 

all significantly regulated genes as target set—one target set 

for all up-regulated genes, one for all downregulated genes.

Photophysiology

All measurements of the maximum-quantum yield (Fv/Fm) 

were done using the maxi version of the Imaging-PAM 

(ImagMAX/L, M-series, Walz) with an IMAG-K5 CCD 

camera controlled with the ImagingWinGigE (V2.32) soft-

ware. Treated as well as control samples were dark adapted 

10–30 min before measurement. For Fv/Fm measurement, a 

short saturation pulse with intensity 10 (setup 1-3; level 3 

for setup 4) was applied, which is the standard intensity for 

the IMAGING-PAM. Within the four experimental setups 

(three with SAG 164.80 and a fourth with MZCH 240), the 

settings for measuring light and gain were adjusted slightly 

(setup 1: measuring light 4, gain 2; setup 2: measuring light 

1, gain 10; setup 3(+setup 4): measuring light 1, gain 3). 

A special SP-Routine was not applied to modify the signal 

to noise ratio of the fluorescence measurement. Statistical 

analysis was done using Mann-Whitney U tests (Mann and 

Whitney 1947) with R (version 3.6.1).

Phylogenetic analysis

To explore whether the ABA3 and PAP homolog we 

detected in the RNA-Seq-based de novo assembly represents 

an ABA3 ortholog in Mougeotia sp. MZCH 240, we used 

BLASTp to mine the protein datasets of (i) the land plants 

Anthoceros agrestis (Li et al. 2020), Arabidopsis thaliana 

(Lamesch et al. 2012), Azolla filiculoides (Li et al. 2018), 

Marchantia polymorpha (Bowman et al. 2017), Nicotiana 

tabacum (Sierro et al. 2014), Physcomitrium patens (Lang 

et al. 2018), Selaginella moellendorffii (Banks et al. 2011); 

(ii) the streptophyte algae Chlorokybus atmophyticus CCAC 

0220 (Wang et al. 2020), Chara braunii S 276 and S 277 

(Nishiyama et al. 2018), Klebsormidium nitens NIES-2285 

(Hori et al. 2014), Mesotaenium endlicherianum SAG 12.97 

(Cheng et al. 2019), Mesostigma viride CCAC 1140 (Wang 

et al. 2020), Spirogloea muscicola CCAC 0214 (Cheng et al. 

2019); (iii) Bathycoccus prasinos RCC 1105 (Moreau et al. 

2012), Chlamydomonas reinhardtii CC-503 (Merchant et al. 

2007), Volvox carteri f. nagariensis, Eve (Prochnik et al. 

2010).

All obtained sequences were aligned using MAFFT 

(Katoh and Standley 2013) with the L-INS-I settings. The 

alignment was used for computing a maximum likelihood 

phylogeny using IQ-TREE multicore v.1.5.5 for Linux 64-bit 

built (Nguyen et al. 2015) with 100 bootstrap replicates; the 

best model for protein evolution (WAG+F+I+G4 for ABA3 

and WAG+I+G4 for PAP; both were chosen according to 

Bayesian Information Criterion) was determined using Mod-

elFinder (Kalyaanamoorthy et al. 2017).

Results and discussion

Submergence in liquid medium triggers 
the differential expression of core metabolism 
and photosynthesis-related genes in Mougeotia sp.

Using the filamentous zygnematophycean alga Mougeo-

tia sp. (a representative species of the zygnematophycean 

clade), we analyzed differences in the transcriptome of 

Mougeotia sp. MZCH 240 under two growth conditions: 

(i) growth on solid medium and (ii) 4 h after submergence 

with liquid medium.

Using the Illumina NovaSeq 6000 platform (operated by 

Genome Quebec), we obtained ~159 million paired reads for 

the solid growth condition (6 biological replicates) and 100 

million paired reads for the sample taken 4h after submer-

gence (3 biological replicates). After quality checking and 

trimming, we mapped these reads onto the transcriptome 

assembly of Mougeotia sp. MZCH 240 (de Vries et al. 2020) 

using the RSEM toolkit included in the TRINITY pipeline. 

Using this transcriptome assembly, we worked with 4961 

genes, of which 438 genes showed more than 2-fold upregu-

lation and 775 genes showed more than 2-fold downregula-

tion (Figure 1A; more on statistic scrutinization below).
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First, we were interested in getting an overview over tran-

scriptomic differences induced by submergence in liquid 

medium; we used the pathway framework of the Kyoto 

Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) database. 

Fig. 1  Global gene expression patterns in Mougeotia sp. MZCH 240. 
A Gradient-colored depiction (red up-regulated, white unchanged, 
and blue downregulated genes)  of the differential global gene 
expression profile of all 4961 genes analysed in this study; the dif-
ferential responses were obtained by comparing global gene expres-
sion of  Mougeotia sp. MZCH 240  cultured on solid medium and 
submerged for 4h versus control (growth on solid medium). B Gene 
expression pattern of various KEGG orthologs in Mougeotia sp. 
MZCH 240. Biological replicates (at least triplicates) of gene expres-
sion data  (TPMTMM-normalized) were summed up and set relative to 
the control condition data (submergence/control) and then mapped 
against the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG). An 
up- or downregulation of a KEGG ortholog was considered if it had 
a ≥ 2-fold change in gene expression levels. A bar diagram depicts 
the numbers of all up- (orange) or downregulated (dark blue) KEGG 
orthologs in the 118 detected KEGG plant pathways in Mougeotia 
sp. MZCH 240 4h after being submerged (shift) in liquid medium 

compared to the control culture, which was kept on solid medium. 
On the upper right side all counted KEGG numbers from up- (90) or 
down-  (257) regulated KEGG orthologs are shown in a stacked bar 
plot together with 1330 KEGG orthologs with unchanged (grey) gene 
expression patterns; below is a confocal micrograph of Mougeotia 
sp. MZCH 240 under control conditions (grown in modified fresh-
water F/2 with 1% agar 22°C and 120 μmol quanta m-2 s-1)—cell 
walls were made visible using 1% calcofluor white staining (teal false 
colored), the plastids are shown in a false-colored red-orange gradi-
ent based on their chlorophyll a autofluorescence. C A heatmap of 
the gene expression patterns in Mougeotia sp.  MZCH 240 of the 
two KEGG plant pathways “Porphyrin and chlorophyll metabolism 
[PATH:ko00860]” and “Photosynthesis [PATH:ko00195]” in detail. 
Data is shown as  log2 (fold  changesubmergence/control) in a color gradient 
ranging from dark blue (downregulation) to orange (upregulation). 
Unchanged expression levels are not depicted here
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We used BLASTKOALA (Kanehisa et al. 2016) to identify 

KEGG orthologs among our de novo assembled transcripts 

and then linked the expression values (fold change) to the 

corresponding KEGG numbers. All gene expression values 

for a given KEGG ortholog were summed up as described 

in de Vries et al. (2020). A KEGG ortholog was considered 
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up- or downregulated if it had a ≥ 2-fold change in gene 

expression level. 118 KEGG pathways were identified 

(Figure 1B). In total, expression values for 1677 KEGG 

orthologs (corresponding 1176 unique KEGG orthologs) 

were mapped across pathways, among which 90 orthologs 

were up-regulated and 257 downregulated in Mougeotia sp. 

MZCH 240 after the shift to liquid conditions; this adds up 

to a total of 347 responsive KEGG orthologs while 1330 

orthologs showed an unchanged response (see the overview 

in the top right section of Figure 1B).

Most prominent among the top 20 most respon-

sive KEGG pathways were those associated with core 

metabolic processes such as “oxidative phosphoryla-

tion [PATH:ko00190]”, “ribosome [PATH:ko03010]”, 

and “amino sugar and nucleotide sugar metabolism 

[PATH:ko00520]” with 13, 11, and 9 differentially regu-

lated KEGG orthologs respectively. We interpret categories 

such as ribosome, nucleotide metabolism, and any amino 

acid metabolism as a readout often observed upon any treat-

ment/shift in environmental conditions: the basal molecu-

lar machineries of the cells are responding: they power up 

for making a range of new/different proteins, resulting in a 

need to produce a different set of amino acids for making 

these; prior, as well as alongside of this, they make, pro-

cess, and transport RNA. Similarly, the downregulation of 

respiration (oxidative phosphorylation and the citrate cycle) 

can likely be traced to an overall impacted metabolism. We 

hence searched whether the data speak to any such process 

upstream and honed in on photosynthesis—the source of 

carbon for any photoautotroph.

Two photosynthesis-related pathways, namely, “Porphy-

rin and chlorophyll metabolism [PATH:ko00860]”  (4th most 

responsive, when considering both up- and downregulated 

KEGG orthologs) and “Photosynthesis [PATH:ko00195]” 

 (16th most responsive), contained some of the most highly 

differentially regulated KEGG orthologs among all 118 

pathways; with 4 up- and 5 downregulated KEGG orthologs 

for the Porphyrin and chlorophyll metabolism pathway and 

3 up- and 3 downregulated KEGG orthologs for the photo-

synthesis pathway (Figure 1C). The finding of photosyn-

thesis-associated genes might explain why other pathways 

of core metabolism, as well as housekeeping genes are also 

affected—photosynthesis is at the heart of plant and algal 

physiology. If the primary fixation of carbon mediated by 

photosynthesis is affected by a changing environment, it is 

conceivable that other pathways dependent on the fixed car-

bon tag along.

Submergence in liquid medium impacts 
the photophysiology of two strains of Mougeotia

The top three up- and downregulated KEGG orthologs 

that belong to the pathway “photosynthesis” mainly fall 

into the category of photosystem I and II subunits, which 

suggests pronounced readjustment of the composition and 

stoichiometry of main components that form the chain of 

proteins acting in the photosynthetic light reaction; this 

likely goes hand in hand with selectively elevated turno-

ver rates. We thus honed in on the plastid-associated biol-

ogy of Mougeotia. For this, we made use of the emerging 

model system M. scalaris SAG 164.80 (Regensdorff et al. 

2018; Figure 2A) and investigated its photophysiological 

changes after submergence using PAM. For this, we used 

three experimental setups, each with a minimum of three 

replicates. In a first experimental setup, we tested changes 

in maximum quantum yield (Fv/Fm) over time when M. sca-

laris. was grown on plates and in liquid culture. We initially 

explored whether photophysiological changes occur over a 

short period (4h, Figure S1A; setup 1) during daily growth; 

in the second setup, we investigated whether there are dif-

ferences in daily performance (24h, Figure S1B; setup 2). 

On solid medium, Fv/Fm appeared stable when measure-

ments were only 4h apart, yet when tested daily, we found 

a decrease in Fv/Fm in the algal culture (p value= 0.029; 

Figure S1A and B). In liquid culture, Fv/Fm increased from 

0.382±0.020 to 0.412±0.018 after 4h (p value =0.041) in 

setup 1 but was similar to the starting value after 24h in 

setup 2 (0.613±0.017 to 0.632±0.015, p value = 0.0343; 

Figure  S1A and B). We, however, noted that Fv/Fm of 

M. scalaris SAG 164.80 differed significantly at the first 

measurement (solid 0h: p value =0.029; liquid 0h: p value 

=0.0095).

Fig. 2  Plastid morphology and photophysiological characteris-
tics (Fv/Fm) in Mougeotia scalaris SAG 164.80 and Mougeotia sp. 
MZCH 240. A Light micrograph of M. scalaris SAG 164.80 in liq-
uid medium. B Maximum PSII quantum yield (Fv/Fm) in M. scalaris 
SAG 164.80 solid- and liquid-medium control samples (grown for 7 
days on WHM-Medium at 20°C, 120 μmol quanta  m-2  s-1) as well 
as samples treated with the liquid shift—which were grown on solid 
medium and submerged in 10 ml liquid medium. C Light micro-
graph of Mougeotia sp. MZCH 240 24h after submergence. D Fv/Fm 
values for Mougeotia sp. MZCH 240 when grown on F/2 medium for 
7days at 22°C, 120μmol quanta  m-2  s-1 on solid and liquid medium. 
Liquid shift was achieved by adding 10 ml liquid medium to algal 
cultures grown on solid medium. Fv/Fm values were collected at 0, 
1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, and 24 h after the shift and for the control on solid 
medium. Owing to the low growth rate in liquid medium values for 
Fv/Fm were measured only at 0, 6, and 24 h for liquid cultures of 
Mougeotia sp. MZCH 240. Fv/Fm for B and D was measured from 
the same sample at several time points (from 2h up to 24h) after 
liquid medium was added by using an ImagMAX/L PAM with an 
IMAG-K5 CCD camera (for details, see the “Material and methods” 
section). Solid control samples are depicted in grey, liquid control 
samples are shown in blue, and liquid-treated samples (shift) are 
depicted in pink. Statistical analysis was done using Mann-Whitney 
U tests with R (version 3.6.1); significant differences at p < 0.05 are 
depicted using letters and asterisks

◂
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Despite differences in the actual values of Fv/Fm in the 

algal culture, we observed a similar trend after submergence 

of the algae on plate. Short after submergence (1h), Fv/Fm 

was similar to that of algal culture grown on non-submerged 

plates. That said, over time, we saw a decrease of Fv/Fm 

that significantly differs from that of algae grown on agar 

after 4h (Figure S1A and B). It is noteworthy, however, that 

the values between liquid culture, solid culture and the sub-

merged culture are similar at 24h (Figure S1B). The data 

thus remained inconclusive because only two time points 

were sampled for liquid- and solid-grown algae and the time 

points were taken from different cultures.

In a next step, we (i) traced the photophysiological prop-

erties of the same liquid-grown, solid-grown and submerged 

algal cultures over time and (ii) compared the differences 

in Fv/Fm between the different growth conditions (setup 

3; Figure 2B) at a given time point. Both solid and liquid 

grown cultures remained steady over time in their Fv/Fm 

(Table 1). In contrast, the submerged cultures tend to have a 

significantly decreased Fv/Fm after 6, 8, and 24h compared 

to the Fv/Fm at 2h. This agrees with the decreasing trend 

observed for Fv/Fm in the first two experiments, where dif-

ferent cultures were measured at the different time points. 

Additionally, this shows that while the decrease in Fv/Fm 

for the submergence was real, the differences between the 

different time points for cultures grown in liquid or on solid 

medium stems from fluctuations in cultures and culturing.

We next compared the data from a given time point 

between the different growth conditions. While Fv/Fm did 

not differ at 2h, it was always higher in solid grown medium 

than in liquid and submerged cultures from 4h onwards 

(Figure 2B). Liquid and submerged cultures showed mainly 

similar Fv/Fm values, the only exception being 8h after 

treatment; at this time point, the liquid cultures had a sig-

nificantly lower Fv/Fm than the submerged culture. Taken 

together, our data suggest that submerged cultures behave—

after an initial equilibration phase—more similar to cultures 

grown in liquid medium than on solid medium. While the 

trend is largely reproducible, cultural fluctuations in initial 

photosystem performance nevertheless exist.

In order to scrutinize whether the observations we made 

on Mougeotia scalaris SAG 164.80 (Figure 2A and B) also 

hold for the strain on which the transcriptomic analyses 

were performed, we carried out the PAM-based investi-

gations with Mougeotia sp. MZCH 240. The cultures of 

MZCH 240 had Fv/Fm values at the start of the experi-

ment that were (a)similar for the cultures (grown on solid 

1% agar medium) that were about to be submerged (shift) 

and those that were kept as the untreated control (solid) 

(0.703±0.017 (shift) and 0.691±0.020 (solid), no signifi-

cant difference) and (b) comparable to the values of the 

strain SAG164.80. Cultures of MZCH 240 grown in liquid 

medium generally had lower Fv/Fm values [0.598±0.053 

(t0), 0.462±0.033(6h), and 0.482±0.028(24h)]. Already 

after 2h, submerged cultures had significantly (p=0.029) 

lower Fv/Fm values; this trend of significantly lower 

(p<0.05) Fv/Fm values continued at time points 3h, 4h, 

6h, and 8h. After 24h, the submerged cultures appeared 

to have acclimated to their new culturing conditions as 

the Fv/Fm values were almost back to t0: 0.665±0.019 

(shift) and 0.682±0.013 (solid)—with no significant dif-

ference. This is in contrast to the physiological behavior 

of SAG164.80, which did not acclimate to submergence 

within a 24h timeframe. Regardless, it should be re-iterated 

that MZCH 240 showed significantly lower Fv/Fm values 

at 4h after submergence, which is the time point that was 

used for transcriptome analyses of this strain; both MZCH 

240 and SAG164.80 behaved alike at this time point with 

regard to their photophysiology assessed through Fv/Fm.

While the photophysiology had recovered at 24h 

after submergence, only then did morphological differ-

ences between the solid control and submerged cultures 

emerge in Mougeotia sp. MZCH 240. The shifted cultures 

more readily accumulated storage granules (Figure 3); 

whether these might speak to lipid droplets, as potentially 

occurring in Spirogyra (see also de Vries and Ischebeck 

2020), is unclear. Such granules were sometimes also 

found in samples of the solid control group. However, 

the most notable phenotypes were visible in the liquid-

grown cultures. Here, we observed rhizoid formation as 

well as brownish inclusions. Indeed, such inclusions also 

appeared in solid-grown SAG164.80 as well as liquid-

grown SAG 650-1—the latter of which is a strain rela-

tive of MZCH 240. Despite them being strain relatives, 

we noticed that the strain MZCH 240 appeared to have a 

Table 1  Statistical analysis of maximum quantum yield in M. scala-
ris SAG 164.80 over time. Numbers denote p values obtained through 
Mann-Whitney U tests

Solid 2h Solid 4h Solid 6h Solid 8h

Solid 4h 0.1508

Solid 6h 0.4406 0.7789

Solid 8h 0.1484 0.726 0.7344

Solid 24h 0.3828 0.1953 0.5469 0.8332

Liquid 2h Liquid 4h Liquid 6h Liquid 8h

Liquid 4h 0.875

Liquid 6h 0.25 0.125

Liquid 8h 0.09751 0.125 0.125

Liquid 24h 0.125 0.125 0.625 0.25

Shift 2h Shift 4h Shift 6h Shift 8h

Shift 4h 0.05469

Shift 6h 0.01563 0.07813

Shift 8h 0.02917 0.07593 0.833

Shift 24h 0.02071 0.03906 0.3615 0.5541
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lighter chlorophyllous hue than SAG 650-1, which is how-

ever consistent with our previous experience in culturing 

MZCH 240 (see de Vries et al. 2020).

Together with the gene expression responses, the pho-

tophysiological data highlight the fact that the photosyn-

thetic machinery of Mougeotia responds to the submer-

gence of the algal filaments in liquid medium. We hence 

next explored which specific genes might be the key play-

ers among these changes.

Responsiveness of genes for light-harvesting 
components, pigment biosynthesis, and starch 
metabolism following submergence of Mougeotia 
sp. MZCH 240

To understand which gene expression changes were most 

pronounced upon submergence, we made use of homology 

searches against the well-annotated genome of Arabidop-

sis thaliana in combination with the differential transcript 

Fig. 3  Notable observations in three Mougeotia strains. Nomar-
ski interference contrast micrographs of the strains Mougeotia sp. 
SAG  650-1, Mougeotia scalaris SAG 164.80, and Mougeotia sp. 
MZCH 240; the latter was grown in liquid medium, on solid agar 
plates, and on agar plates and subjected to 24h of submergence in liq-
uid medium (“shift”). The two SAG strains 650-1 and 164.80 were 
grown either in liquid or on solid MiEB12 Medium, as indicated by 
the “L” (liquid medium) or “S” (solid medium) on the bottom left 

side of the pictures. Notable phenotypic observations include: (a) 
darkly colored inclusions (sometimes co-occurring with high den-
sity of intracellular bodies being trafficked); (b) rhizoid formation in 
liquid culture; (c) formation of granules, possibly for storage. Also 
note the twisting chloroplasts, including “edge-on” orientations as a 
sign for functional chloroplast movement induced by microscope illu-
mination. Labels in the bottom left corner denote: L=liquid-grown, 
S=solid-grown (agar), S➞L=solid-grown and submerged for 24h
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abundance elicited by submergence of Mougeotia sp. MZCH 

240. For differential gene expression analyses, we consid-

ered only genes that had a Benjamini-Hochberg corrected 

p < 0.001 and a differential gene expression change of at 

least 2-fold (Figure 4). Overall, using these criteria, sub-

mergence triggered the upregulation of 120 genes (Table 2) 

Fig. 4  Top up-/downregulated 
genes in Mougeotia sp. MZCH 
240 cultured on solid medium 
and submerged for 4h versus 
control on solid medium. A A 
heatmap with all up- (red) or 
downregulated (blue) genes 
in Mougeotia sp. MZCH 240 
based on edgeR analysis of the 
RNAseq data. Only genes with 
a significant (Benjamini-Hoch-
berg corrected p < 0.001) differ-
ential change in gene expression 
of 2-fold (all differential data 
are shown as  log2[fold change 

submergence/control], calculated 
using edgeR) were considered. 
Using the R package pheatmap 
the data were sorted and  log2 
values of clusters of genes with 
the highest/lowest differential 
gene expression values are 
shown. The names and descrip-
tions of corresponding Arabi-
dopsis thaliana gene orthologs 
[prediction based on the recip-
rocal best BLAST hit (RBBH)] 
are displayed as well as the cor-
responding TPM (Transcript per 
million) values which are shown 
in a different color gradient 
(green to yellow). TPM values 
> 20 are colored in purple; shift 
= submergence, ctrl. = control. 
B Word clouds of the top 50 up- 
(red and orange colors) and top 
50 downregulated (blue colors) 
genes in Mougeotia sp. MZCH 
240 generated with Wordle 
and based on  log2(fold change 

submergence/control), calculated with 
edgeR. The words represent 
the names and/or description of 
Arabidopsis orthologs (predic-
tion based on the RBBH) and 
the word size corresponds to 
the differential gene expression 
change
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Table 2  120 transcripts that significantly increased in abundance upon submergence in Mougeotia sp. MZCH 240

Mousp ID Best A.t. hit Annotation log2(FC) FDR

Mousp14158_c0_g1_i8 AT1G16540 molybdenum cofactor sulfurase (LOS5) (ABA3) 7.27520966 8.0067E-24

Mousp17078_c0_g3_i2 AT3G14840 Leucine-rich repeat transmembrane protein kinase 6.50770827 3.1038E-22

Mousp17366_c0_g1_i1 AT1G70860 polyketide cyclase/dehydrase and lipid transport 5.97865925 1.8507E-17

Mousp12113_c0_g1_i4 AT5G02290 protein kinase superfamily protein 5.60368112 9.185E-29

Mousp17366_c0_g3_i1 AT1G23360 S-adenosyl-L-methionine-dependent methyltransferases 5.40238661 9.7774E-09

Mousp17745_c1_g1_i11 AT1G36160 acetyl-CoA carboxylase 1 5.37604779 4.3006E-25

Mousp17215_c0_g5_i2 AT1G32500 non-intrinsic ABC protein 6 4.89640786 3.5159E-10

Mousp13170_c0_g1_i1 AT1G12580 phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase-related kinase 1 4.84629602 8.928E-17

Mousp17366_c0_g2_i3 AT1G08990 plant glycogenin-like starch initiation protein 5 4.80921473 1.6156E-11

Mousp15175_c0_g2_i6 AT5G26130 Cysteine-rich secretory, Antigen 5, and Pathogenesis-related 1 4.76084995 9.7774E-09

Mousp14442_c0_g1_i1 AT3G60270 Cupredoxin superfamily protein 4.52531814 1.3694E-09

Mousp15384_c0_g2_i2 AT4G34990 myb domain protein 32 4.09225758 4.8567E-33

Mousp17772_c0_g1_i14 AT4G11050 glycosyl hydrolase 9C3 3.99810327 2.8402E-10

Mousp16800_c0_g1_i6 AT1G67490 glucosidase 1 3.81940181 1.062E-13

Mousp17501_c0_g1_i5 AT3G14920 Peptide-N4-(N-acetyl-beta-glucosaminyl) asparagine amidase A 3.7028685 1.4233E-09

Mousp17241_c0_g1_i6 AT1G16650 S-adenosyl-L-methionine-dependent methyltransferases 3.54376221 2.6424E-07

Mousp16885_c0_g1_i12 AT3G58450 Adenine nucleotide alpha hydrolases-like 3.43211036 3.7452E-12

Mousp14398_c0_g1_i5 AT3G63520 carotenoid cleavage dioxygenase 1 3.40138953 0.00008287

Mousp17219_c4_g1_i2 AT5G26150 protein kinase family protein 3.27932949 2.8364E-10

Mousp12560_c0_g1_i2 AT2G35890 calcium-dependent protein kinase 25 3.2585986 1.3769E-06

Mousp13723_c0_g1_i1 AT5G45890 senescence-associated gene 12 3.24606174 2.5541E-09

Mousp17422_c0_g1_i1 AT4G11050 glycosyl hydrolase 9C3 3.22808696 0.000010803

Mousp17708_c0_g2_i11 AT3G02130 receptor-like protein kinase 2 3.18914671 0.000023637

Mousp15137_c0_g1_i4 AT2G42450 alpha/beta-Hydrolases superfamily protein 3.10782404 4.3225E-13

Mousp13988_c0_g1_i5 none none 3.10330699 6.974E-15

Mousp16061_c0_g3_i2 AT1G16250 Galactose oxidase/kelch repeat 3.06024435 1.1042E-16

Mousp16214_c0_g1_i1 AT2G44740 cyclin 3.05199502 2.5095E-15

Mousp14673_c1_g1_i14 AT1G66970 SHV3-like 2 2.98725544 2.3537E-07

Mousp17516_c0_g3_i2 AT4G20140 Leucine-rich repeat transmembrane protein kinase 2.93958975 2.9611E-09

Mousp17666_c0_g1_i1 AT5G20520 alpha/beta-Hydrolases superfamily protein 2.89768053 1.0882E-06

Mousp16146_c1_g1_i34 AT1G55960 Polyketide cyclase/dehydrase and lipid transport 2.89145041 5.3538E-08

Mousp15641_c0_g6_i2 AT2G32415 Polynucleotidyl transferase, ribonuclease H with HRDC domain 2.78988514 9.3814E-07

Mousp15363_c0_g1_i15 AT5G58140 phototropin 2 2.75782905 2.2375E-07

Mousp16839_c0_g1_i4 AT1G19660 Wound-responsive family protein 2.75208096 0.000021332

Mousp16811_c0_g3_i2 AT2G40610 expansin A8 2.73396604 0.00082134

Mousp13223_c0_g1_i6 AT4G18910 NOD26-like intrinsic protein 1%3B2 2.7251728 1.2886E-10

Mousp15049_c1_g5_i1 AT2G21320 B-box zinc finger family protein 2.68212139 7.8998E-14

Mousp15748_c2_g2_i3 AT3G19430 late embryogenesis abundant 2.66385694 3.9849E-08

Mousp16895_c0_g1_i9 AT3G19400 Cysteine proteinases superfamily protein 2.52775348 0.00051691

Mousp17457_c0_g2_i6 AT3G63190 ribosome recycling factor, chloroplast precursor 2.52623134 3.4766E-12

Mousp16770_c0_g2_i2 AT2G34430 light-harvesting chlorophyll-protein complex II subunit B1 2.52608987 0.00040624

Mousp17814_c0_g1_i1 AT3G12490 cystatin B 2.51128417 3.9795E-09

Mousp15345_c0_g4_i4 AT3G22850 aluminum induced protein with YGL and LRDR motifs 2.49160672 8.5789E-07

Mousp16831_c0_g1_i5 AT4G08850 Leucine-rich repeat receptor-like protein kinase 2.47066699 2.3962E-07

Mousp12430_c0_g1_i4 AT4G37260 myb domain protein 73 2.44626078 2.1144E-07

Mousp17048_c2_g5_i2 AT4G22830 YCF49-like protein 2.43736515 1.4633E-09

Mousp13966_c0_g1_i1 AT3G16830 TOPLESS-related 2 2.42899009 2.509E-07

Mousp12564_c0_g1_i1 AT3G53000 phloem protein 2-A15 2.4230952 3.8864E-10

Mousp15097_c0_g1_i4 AT2G43560 FKBP-like peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerase 2.42256699 1.2101E-10

Mousp15383_c0_g1_i2 AT1G09740 Adenine nucleotide alpha hydrolases-like 2.39874357 0.00028434
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Table 2  (continued)

Mousp ID Best A.t. hit Annotation log2(FC) FDR

Mousp17870_c0_g2_i4 AT2G46580 Pyridoxamine 5′-phosphate oxidase 2.39561141 1.7197E-12

Mousp15748_c2_g3_i4 AT3G19430 late embryogenesis abundant 2.39052414 5.2306E-08

Mousp17536_c0_g2_i15 AT4G16760 acyl-CoA oxidase 1 2.37665903 0.000010184

Mousp17563_c0_g2_i4 AT1G13980 sec7 domain-containing protein 2.36154393 0.00012739

Mousp17005_c2_g1_i2 AT5G54370 late embryogenesis abundant 2.34756478 0.000050599

Mousp17009_c0_g2_i11 AT4G33010 glycine decarboxylase P-protein 1 2.34716303 0.000027572

Mousp13949_c0_g1_i1 AT5G19360 calcium-dependent protein kinase 34 2.3443775 0.00023592

Mousp14435_c0_g1_i1 AT3G22750 Protein kinase superfamily protein 2.29061994 1.2152E-11

Mousp16006_c1_g2_i6 AT2G15010 Plant thionin 2.28071231 0.000001202

Mousp17583_c1_g1_i5 AT1G08550 non-photochemical quenching 1 2.26244193 6.0714E-06

Mousp17901_c2_g2_i8 AT5G14580 polyribonucleotide nucleotidyltransferase 2.24801086 0.00008991

Mousp15753_c0_g1_i21 AT2G34260 transducin family protein / WD-40 repeat 2.24643147 7.4559E-07

Mousp15748_c2_g4_i7 AT3G19430 late embryogenesis abundant 2.24637151 6.5626E-06

Mousp15175_c0_g1_i6 AT2G14610 pathogenesis-related protein 1 2.24594398 0.000030745

Mousp17901_c2_g3_i1 none none 2.24550218 0.000023275

Mousp16876_c0_g5_i2 AT3G52140 tetratricopeptide repeat (TPR)-containing protein 2.22759061 0.000030632

Mousp17754_c1_g2_i1 AT5G41460 transferring glycosyl group transferase (DUF604) 2.22550195 1.2101E-10

Mousp10496_c0_g1_i1 AT4G33880 ROOT HAIR DEFECTIVE 6-LIKE 2 2.21640294 7.7321E-10

Mousp14422_c0_g1_i6 AT1G14870 PLANT CADMIUM RESISTANCE 2 2.21344381 8.4799E-06

Mousp13841_c0_g1_i3 AT2G24440 selenium binding protein 2.1868762 1.7433E-10

Mousp17685_c0_g1_i2 AT4G00260 Transcriptional factor B3 family protein 2.173197 0.00032902

Mousp17103_c0_g2_i3 AT2G37560 origin recognition complex second largest subunit 2 2.15944614 0.000088228

Mousp14784_c2_g1_i6 AT2G21940 shikimate kinase 1 2.14189653 4.7278E-09

Mousp16295_c0_g1_i5 AT1G31420 Leucine-rich repeat protein kinase 2.14136017 0.00020268

Mousp17228_c0_g3_i14 AT2G25185 Defensin-like (DEFL) family protein 2.13194267 0.00075013

Mousp14776_c0_g1_i2 AT5G15330 SPX domain-containing protein 4 2.12256734 3.8238E-10

Mousp15459_c0_g2_i1 AT1G44575 Chlorophyll A-B binding family protein 2.11945161 1.1268E-07

Mousp17556_c0_g1_i6 AT5G64290 dicarboxylate transport 2.1 2.11755201 0.00092571

Mousp16715_c1_g1_i6 AT2G33855 transmembrane protein 2.06354721 7.3282E-09

Mousp12292_c0_g1_i2 AT5G09650 pyrophosphorylase 6 2.02084136 1.0549E-06

Mousp15459_c0_g3_i1 AT1G44575 Chlorophyll A-B binding family protein 2.01519992 2.6424E-07

Mousp11032_c0_g1_i1 AT2G36930 zinc finger (C2H2 type) family protein 1.99550424 3.5079E-07

Mousp15459_c1_g1_i1 AT1G44575 Chlorophyll A-B binding family protein 1.96857574 1.5821E-06

Mousp11772_c0_g1_i3 AT1G22170 Phosphoglycerate mutase family protein 1.96630859 1.2869E-06

Mousp17393_c0_g3_i1 AT2G40490 Uroporphyrinogen decarboxylase 1.94764795 0.000013015

Mousp15227_c0_g1_i2 AT5G65230 myb domain protein 53 1.94157129 1.3559E-06

Mousp16477_c0_g4_i7 AT5G52975 egg cell-secreted-like protein (DUF1278) 1.92832108 0.00010985

Mousp15882_c0_g1_i1 AT2G19540 Transducin family protein / WD-40 repeat family protein 1.92449346 0.00096677

Mousp16664_c0_g3_i1 AT3G12410 Polynucleotidyl transferase, ribonuclease H-like 1.91165287 0.00028833

Mousp16466_c0_g1_i3 AT2G35120 Single hybrid motif superfamily protein 1.82700212 1.5271E-06

Mousp15769_c0_g1_i1 AT4G24230 acyl-CoA-binding domain 3 1.8206261 0.00013362

Mousp16717_c0_g1_i10 AT3G19430 late embryogenesis abundant 1.82053718 0.00022751

Mousp17443_c0_g1_i9 AT4G35000 ascorbate peroxidase 3 1.81353441 2.5071E-07

Mousp12426_c0_g1_i4 AT5G22140 FAD/NAD(P)-binding oxidoreductase family protein 1.79593008 0.00026667

Mousp15265_c0_g1_i8 AT5G02160 transmembrane protein 1.73674051 0.00003623

Mousp14642_c0_g1_i3 AT4G15520 tRNA/rRNA methyltransferase (SpoU) family protein 1.73401135 0.00087276

Mousp12053_c0_g1_i1 AT5G49300 GATA transcription factor 16 1.70744995 0.000012895

Mousp17024_c0_g1_i31 AT1G29900 carbamoyl phosphate synthetase B 1.69430823 0.00029494

Mousp14546_c0_g1_i2 AT5G48300 ADP glucose pyrophosphorylase 1 1.67256288 0.000055648

Mousp16932_c4_g2_i3 AT1G78430 ROP interactive partner 2 1.67009459 0.00026667
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and the downregulation of 171 genes (Supplementary Fig-

ure S2). Again, photosynthesis-related gene expression pat-

terns stood out—both concerning genes relevant to the light 

reaction and those of downstream processes, such as three 

genes putatively coding for chlorophyll a/b-binding proteins 

(4.3-fold, 4.0-fold, and 3.9-fold upregulation) and a gene 

putatively encoding a light-harvesting component showed 

induction (Figure S1; 5.8-fold upregulation).

A Mougeotia sp. transcript homologous to AtABA3 cor-

responded to the highest gene expression change (i.e. differ-

ential change in transcript abundance); it was up-regulated 

154.9-fold following the shift from dry to wet. ABA3 codes 

for a cytosolic molybdenum cofactor sulfurase that converts 

the carotenoid-derived abscisic aldehyde into the phytohor-

mone abscisic acid (ABA). Despite the fact that several 

Zygnematophyceae have genes for the ABA receptors (de 

Vries et al. 2018; Cheng et al. 2019), these likely act in an 

ABA-independent function (Sun et al. 2019). We interpret 

the induction of the ABA3 homolog rather as a readout of the 

aforementioned regulation of pigments (in this case, carot-

enoid metabolism) and photosynthesis-associated genes 

expression patterns that impact overall plastid physiology. In 

line with this, we also found regulation of violaxanthin de-

epoxidase (4.8-fold upregulation) and a carotenoid cleavage 

dioxygenase (a homolog of CCD1; 10.6-fold upregulation). 

Carotenoid cleavage-derived metabolites are well known 

signaling molecules in plant cells—especially elicited 

upon environmental cues (Hou et al. 2016). Indeed, heat-

induced changes in the expression of CCDs were observed 

for Mougeotia sp. (de Vries et al. 2020). Another aspect that 

needs to be taken into consideration is the adjustment of 

pigment profiles upon acclimating to a changing habitat; in 

an aquatic environment, not only the intensity but also the 

quality of light differs. Here, Mougeotia is a system rich in 

experimental history: in this algal genus, extensive work on 

chloroplast movement dependent on light qualities sensed by 

photoreceptors were carried out (Wagner and Klein 1981). 

Interestingly, Zygnematophyceae such as Mougeotia stand 

out by having chimeric photoreceptors containing domains 

of the red light phytochromes and blue light phototropins, 

the so-called neochromes (in our assembly Mousp17450_

c0_g1; Data S1; (Suetsuga et al. 2006; Li et al. 2015). 

Responses regulated by these photoreceptors include chlo-

roplast movement (note some of the twisting chloroplasts 

in Figure 3). We did not find clear signs for the differential 

regulation of genes related to light quality signaling (e.g. 

non-significant 2-fold downregulation of the phytochrome B 

homolog Mousp17540_c0_g1); further, the neochrome tran-

script Mousp17450_c0_g1 was induced upon submergence, 

with an average TPM of 0.15 in solid control and 0.55 upon 

Table 2  (continued)

Mousp ID Best A.t. hit Annotation log2(FC) FDR

Mousp17693_c0_g2_i9 AT5G04270 DHHC-type zinc finger family protein 1.6547086 0.000030487

Mousp15496_c2_g7_i4 AT1G20140 SKP1-like 4 1.63691483 0.00012795

Mousp14376_c0_g1_i13 AT3G21150 B-box 32 1.62615568 0.00022751

Mousp16045_c0_g1_i2 AT5G13680 IKI3 family protein 1.61640969 0.000031256

Mousp17530_c2_g2_i38 AT3G63380 ATPase E1-E2 / haloacid dehalogenase-like hydrolase 1.61216412 0.00086341

Mousp13515_c0_g1_i2 AT5G12180 calcium-dependent protein kinase 17 1.60553028 0.000012596

Mousp17689_c0_g1_i7 AT4G30990 ARM repeat superfamily protein 1.59876228 0.00092316

Mousp10275_c0_g1_i1 AT4G14890 2Fe-2S ferredoxin-like superfamily protein 1.58967395 0.0003602

Mousp17110_c0_g2_i14 AT3G05060 NOP56-like pre RNA processing ribonucleoprotein 1.51185847 0.00051743

Mousp16289_c1_g3_i6 AT3G45190 SIT4 phosphatase-associated family protein 1.51073535 0.00052452

Mousp13265_c0_g1_i2 AT1G13580 LAG1 longevity assurance-like protein 1.47973166 0.000049111

Mousp17103_c0_g1_i2 AT5G48630 Cyclin family protein 1.45228723 0.00043854

Mousp15997_c0_g1_i6 AT5G37850 pfkB-like carbohydrate kinase family protein 1.45112666 0.00029494

Mousp15166_c1_g3_i2 AT4G27600 pfkB-like carbohydrate kinase family protein 1.44542141 0.00037996

Mousp17238_c0_g3_i3 AT3G43520 Transmembrane proteins 14C 1.36066059 0.00067169

Mousp16518_c0_g3_i2 AT4G23890 NAD(P)H-quinone oxidoreductase subunit S 1.35071287 0.00040989

Mousp17358_c1_g1_i9 AT3G04460 peroxin-12 1.3027287 0.00081849

Mousp17756_c0_g1_i13 AT4G22890 PGR5-LIKE A 1.30095184 0.0007896

Mousp13036_c1_g1_i1 AT4G29350 profilin 2 1.2830376 0.00092482

Mousp17102_c1_g1_i1 AT3G61070 peroxin 11E 1.26175474 0.00093898

Differential changes in transcript abundance (FC, fold change) in the samples taken 4h after submergence in liquid medium were calculated ver-
sus solid control and  log2-transformed using edgeR; FDR false discovery rate denotes Benjamini-Hochberg-corrected p values; A.t. Arabidopsis 
thaliana
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4h submergence—however, as the numbers give away, it was 

expressed at such a low level that it was excluded from the 

analyses (see Material and Methods). Overall, it is conceiv-

able that sensing the different spectral qualities of light when 

shifting to submergence is important and deserves further 

investigation.

To explore whether the Mougeotia sp. ABA3 homolog 

we detected is likely an ABA3 ortholog, we performed a 

phylogenetic analysis. We used BLASTp to mine a phy-

lodiverse protein dataset for ABA3 homologs, MAFFT 

(Katoh and Standley 2013) to align all putative ABA3 

sequences, and IQ-TREE (v1.5.5; Nguyen et al. 2015) to 

construct a maximum likelihood phylogeny (Figure 5). 

The putative ABA3 homolog detected in Mougeotia sp. 

(Mousp14158_c0_g1_i8) fell, together with a potential 

paralog (Mousp17049_c0_g1_i10), into a moderately sup-

ported (65% bootstrap value) clade of land plant sequences. 

This clade was, however, nested in a more highly supported 

(81% bootstrap) clade of putative molybdenum cofactor 

sulfurases from across Chloroplastida. Thus, the ABA3 

homolog detected in Mougeotia sp. seems to fall into the 

orthogroup of ABA3-type Molybdenum cofactor sulfurases 

that is conserved across Chloroplastida.

Fig. 5  Phylogenetic framework for the putative ABA3 sequences 
identified in Mougeotia sp. MZCH 240. Phylogeny of homologs 
for the molybdenum cofactor sulfurase ABA3. Two homologs of 
ABA3 (Mousp14158_c0_g1_i8, Mousp17049_c0_g1_i10), the first 
of  which was the most up-regulated gene in Mougeotia sp. MZCH 
240 upon submergence, were aligned with 48 ABA3 homologs 

detected in diverse land plants, streptophyte algae, and chlorophyte 
algae. Homologs were aligned and an unrooted maximum-likelihood 
phylogeny was computed using WAG+F+I+G4 (chosen according 
to BIC) as model for protein evolution and 100 bootstrap replicates. 
Bootstrap values <50 are not shown in the figure; maximum boot-
strap support is indicated by a filled dot
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Green algae and land plants store photosynthate as 

starch. The buildup of starch appears to depend on the 

action of PLANT GLYCOGENIN-LIKE STARCH INITI-

ATION PROTEINs (PGSIP; Chatterjee et al. 2005). Inter-

estingly, we found a homolog of PGSIP5 (AT1G08990) 

that is strongly induced (28.0-fold up) upon submergence. 

In light of the changes to the photosynthesis machinery, 

it is logical to also find genes associated with the down-

stream buildup of water-insoluble starch; the buildup of 

reserves appears a common theme among filamentous 

Zygnematophyceae that are challenged with environmen-

tal fluctuations (Pichrtová et al. 2016; Arc et al. 2020; 

de Vries and Ischebeck 2020). Indeed, the only enriched 

GO-term process was among the downregulated genes; 

there, we found that the GO-term “cellular carbohydrate 

catabolic process” (GO:0044275; p value 6.71x10-4) was 

enriched.

A homolog of a gene encoding a purple acid phosphatase 

(PAP) was found as the second most downregulated Mouge-

otia sp. gene (Mousp11308_c0_g1_i1; 301.0-fold downreg-

ulated); the resulting Mougeotia sp. protein bears a signal 

peptide (likelihood of 0.99 on TargetP-2.0), thus resembling 

the repertoire of secreted land plant PAPs with diverse func-

tions in response to shifts in environmental conditions and 

nutrient availability (Bozzo et al. 2002; Kaida et al. 2010; 

Wang et al. 2011). It is noteworthy that, in a phylogenetic 

analysis, the Mougeotia sp. PAP fell into a clade of chloro-

phyte and streptophyte green algae, which formed a mono-

phylum distinct from land plant PAPs (Figure S3).

Finally, we found differentially expressed Mougeotia sp. 

genes that are classically associated with pathogen response, 

including a gene putatively encoding a leucine-rich repeat 

transmembrane protein, (homologs of AT3G14840 and 

AT4G20140 were 91.0 and 7.7-fold up, respectively) and 

CAP (Cysteine-rich secretory proteins, Antigen 5, and 

Pathogenesis-related 1 protein; AT5G26130; 27.1-fold up). 

Such proteins are, however, equally often a sign of stress 

elicited by various changes in the environment (Creff et al. 

2019 (AT4G20140); Le et al. 2014 (AT3G14840), Chien 

et al. 2015 (AT5G26130))—they might simply be a read-

out of the interwoven network that underpins environmen-

tal sensing. In line with this, a gene homologous to protein 

kinase-encoding AT5G02290 showed clear induction (48.6-

fold upregulation); this kinase might be involved in various 

signaling processes and speaks to the response of Mougeotia 

sp. to the changing environment. Indeed, several genes that 

speak to a general stress response were up-regulated. These 

included five LATE EMBRYOGENESIS ABUNDANT 

(LEA) homologs (6.3-fold, 5.2-fold, 5.1-fold, 4.7-fold, and 

3.5-fold up-regulated), which are classical factors responsive 

to various abiotic stressors in other systems (Ingram and 

Bartels 1996; Hundertmark and Hincha 2008).

Conclusion

We observed that submergence of Mougeotia triggered a 

conspicuous set of differentially regulated genes associ-

ated with changes in several photosynthesis and primary 

carbon metabolic pathways, suggesting remodeling of the 

photosystem apparatuses. This notion is supported by the 

observation that (a) various other photosynthesis-associ-

ated genes changed their expression and (b) slight but sig-

nificant changes in the photochemical performance meas-

ured through the maximum quantum yield (Fv/Fm) were 

observed. Additionally, genes that speak to a remodeling 

of the pigment composition were regulated. It is conceiv-

able that the composition of accessory pigments is being 

adjusted in response to the altered quality of light triggered 

by submergence. Altogether, our data suggest that some of 

the foremost adjustments that these filamentous zygnema-

tophyceaen algae undergo during dry-to-wet transition are 

related to photophysiological acclimation; an assessment of 

the degree to which this holds true in the ecophysiologi-

cal setting of temporary freshwater bodies is bound to be 

illuminating.
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Environmental gradients reveal stress hubs 
pre-dating plant terrestrialization

Armin Dadras    1,14, Janine M. R. Fürst-Jansen    1,2,14, Tatyana Darienko1, 

Denis Krone1, Patricia Scholz    3, Siqi Sun    4, Cornelia Herrfurth    3,5, 

Tim P. Rieseberg    1, Iker Irisarri1,2,6, Rasmus Steinkamp1, Maike Hansen    7, 

Henrik Buschmann8, Oliver Valerius9, Gerhard H. Braus    9, Ute Hoecker    7, 

Ivo Feussner    3,5,10, Marek Mutwil    11, Till Ischebeck    4, Sophie de Vries    1, 

Maike Lorenz    12 & Jan de Vries    1,2,13 

Plant terrestrialization brought forth the land plants (embryophytes). 
Embryophytes account for most of the biomass on land and evolved from 
streptophyte algae in a singular event. Recent advances have unravelled 
the first full genomes of the closest algal relatives of land plants; among 
the first such species was Mesotaenium endlicherianum. Here we used 
fine-combed RNA sequencing in tandem with a photophysiological 
assessment on Mesotaenium exposed to a continuous range of temperature 
and light cues. Our data establish a grid of 42 different conditions, resulting 
in 128 transcriptomes and ~1.5 Tbp (~9.9 billion reads) of data to study the 
combinatory effects of stress response using clustering along gradients. 
Mesotaenium shares with land plants major hubs in genetic networks 
underpinning stress response and acclimation. Our data suggest that 
lipid droplet formation and plastid and cell wall-derived signals have 
denominated molecular programmes since more than 600 million years of 
streptophyte evolution—before plants made their first steps on land.

Plant terrestrialization changed the face of our planet. It gave rise 
to land plants (Embryophyta), the major constituents of Earth’s bio-
mass1 and founders of the current levels of atmospheric oxygen2. 
Land plants belong to the Streptophyta, a monophyletic group that 

includes the paraphyletic freshwater and terrestrial streptophyte 
algae and the monophyletic land plants. Meticulous phylogenomic 
efforts have established the relationships of land plants to their 
algal relatives3–6. These data brought a surprise: the filamentous and 
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Mesotaenium in a large-scale setup in 1.5 l of C-medium up to a cell den-
sity of 0.33 AU at 680 nm and distributed the culture across 504 wells 
(42 12-well plates, 2.5 ml of culture per well). Well plates were placed 
on a table with a temperature gradient from 8.6 ± 0.5 °C to 29.2 ± 0.5 °C 
on the x axis; from above, light-emitting diode (LED) lamps created an 
irradiance gradient from 21.0 ± 2.0 to 527.9 ± 14.0 µmol photons m−2 s−1 
across the y axis, thus creating a two-dimensional gradient table (Fig. 1b,  
Supplementary Table 1 and for light quality, see Extended Data Fig. 4); 
the conditions were chosen to strike a balance between cell viability and 
environmental challenge, as determined in a set of pre-experiments 
(Extended Data Figs. 4–6 and Methods). The 504 cultures were exposed 
to this gradient setup for 65 h. The physiological status of the algae was 
assessed by determining the maximum quantum yield of photosystem II 
(Fv/Fm) using pulse amplitude modulation fluorometry (IMAGING-PAM, 
Walz) and a microplate reader with absorption at 480, 680 and 
750 nm (Fig. 1c, Extended Data Fig. 5 and Supplementary Fig. 1a);  
the entire procedure was repeated in three successive biological rep-
licates (that is, three runs of the table, 504 Fv/Fm and 4,536 absorption 
measurements per replicate).

The algae showed significant differences (P ≤ 0.001) in Fv/Fm values 
as well as absorption values, both decreasing with rising intensities 
of irradiance (for Fv/Fm values at 20.5 ± 1.0 °C: from 0.66 ± 0.02 at a 
light intensity of 21.14 µmol photons m−2 s−1 to 0.042 ± 0.04 at a light 
intensity of 534.7 µmol photons m−2 s−1) (Fig. 1d, Supplementary Fig. 1  
and Supplementary Table 2); despite ample growth at 29.2 ± 0.5 °C 
and low irradiance, higher temperatures (that is, above 29 °C) were 
out of the tolerable scope of Mesotaenium (Extended Data Fig. 5). We 
recorded the lowest Fv/Fm values (down to zero) at conditions of high-
est irradiance and lowest temperature. Under the ranges tested here, 
the low temperature had a stronger negative impact on physiology 
than light. For example, Fv/Fm values at 8.6 ± 0.5 °C and 133 ± 27 µmol 
photons m−2 s−1 are in a different significance group (P ≤ 0.001) (group 
o in Fig. 1d) than Fv/Fm values at 29.2 ± 0.5 °C at 118 ± 25 µmol photons 
m−2 s−1 (purple, group k in Fig. 1d). Values on physiology clustered by 
light were less broadly distributed than if clustered by temperature  
(Fig. 1e,f). Even the highest light intensity (527.9 ± 14.0 µmol photons 
m−2 s−1) was stressful but tolerable for the physiology of Mesotae-
nium at temperatures between 20.5 ± 0.1 °C (Fv/Fm = 0.042 ± 0.04) 
and 25.3 ± 0.1 °C (Fv/Fm = 0.045 ± 0.04); more extreme temperatures 
resulted in undetectable Fv/Fm values. On the basis of the environmen-
tal parameters tested herein, eurythermy (broad viable tolerance of 
temperature) might establish the foundation for euryphoty (broad 
viable tolerance of light intensities) in M. endlicherianum. Thus, we 
used regression analysis to understand the effect and importance of 
the independent values of light and temperature on the dependent 
physiological values (Fig. 1g–i, Supplementary Fig. 1b and Supplemen-
tary Table 2). We find that physiology was always better explained by a 
combination of temperature and light than a single parameter alone 
(for example, for Fv/Fm, R2 of 0.776 versus 0.652 and 0.095; Fig. 1g–i).

unicellular Zygnematophyceae—and not other morphologically more 
elaborate algae—are the closest algal relatives of land plants. Now, 
the first genomes of major orders of Zygnematophyceae (see ref. 7) 
are at hand: Mesotaenium endlicherianum8, Spirogloea muscicola8, 
Zygnema circumcarinatum9, Closterium peracerosum–strigosum–lit-
torale10 and Penium margaritaceum11. Using these, we are beginning 
to redefine the molecular chassis shared by land plants and their 
closest algal relatives. Included in this shared chassis will be those 
genes that facilitated plant terrestrialization. In this Article, we focus 
on one critical aspect: the molecular toolkit for the response to envi-
ronmental challenges. For this, we used the unicellular freshwater/
subaerial alga Mesotaenium endlicherianum.

Land plants use a multi-layered system for the adequate response 
to environmental cues. This involves sensing, signalling and response, 
mainly by the production of, for example, protective compounds. Some 
of the most versatile patterns in land plant genome evolution concern 
genes for environmental adaptation12–14. That said, there is a shared core 
of key regulatory and response factors that are at the heart of plant phys-
iology. These include phytohormones such as abscisic acid (ABA) found 
in non-vascular and vascular plants15,16, protective compounds resting 
on specialized metabolic routes such as phenylpropanoid-derived 
compounds and proteins such as LATE EMBRYOGENESIS ABUNDANT 
(LEA)17,18. Many of the genes integrated into these stress-relevant 
metabolic routes have homologues in streptophyte algae19. Taking 
angiosperms as reference, such stress-relevant pathways are often 
patchy. Whether these are also used under the relevant conditions is 
currently unknown. For example, while Zygnematophyceae have a 
homologue to the ABA-receptor PYL8,20, this homologue works in a 
different, ABA-independent fashion21. Thus, it is important to put the 
genetic chassis that could act under environmental shifts to the test.

Here we used a fine grid of a bifactorial gradient for two key ter-
restrial stressors, variation in irradiance and temperature, to probe the 
genetic network that the closest algal relatives of land plants possess 
for the responsiveness to abiotic cues. Correlating environmental 
parameters, physiology and global differential gene expression pat-
terns from 128 transcriptomes (9,892,511,114 reads, 1.5 Tbp of data) 
across 126 distinct samples covering a temperature range of >20 °C 
and light range of >500 µmol photons m−2 s−1, we pinpoint hubs in the 
circuits that have been shared along more than 600 million years of 
streptophyte evolution.

Results
A physiological grid: co-dependency of eurythermy and 
euryphoty
We studied the genome-sequenced strain SAG 12.97 of the freshwa-
ter alga Mesotaenium endlicherianum, a member of the Zygnemato-
phyceae, the closest algal relatives of land plants8 (Fig. 1a,b). Natural 
habitats for Mesotaenium, belonging to the order Serritaeniales, are 
diverse—ranging from plankton to aeroterrestrial7,8. We cultivated 

Fig. 1 | A fine-combed setup for assessing environmental responses in 

Mesotaenium. a, Cladogram of Streptophyta, highlighting that Mesotaenium 

endlicherianum SAG 12.97 is a representative of the closest algal relatives of 
land plants. KCM, the grade of Klebsormidiophyceae, Chlorokybophyceae 
and Mesostigmatophyceae; ZCC, the grade of Zygnematophyceae, 
Coleochaetophyceae and Charophyceae. b, M. endlicherianum grown in 
C-medium in 42 12-well plates on a gradient table that produces a temperature 
range of 8.6 ± 0.5 °C to 29.2 ± 0.5 °C on the x axis and an irradiance gradient of 
21.0 ± 2.0 to 527.9 ± 14.0 µmol photons m−2 s−1 on the y axis; for phenotyping per 
well, at least ten micrographs were taken, all showing similar phenotypes of the 
cells. c, Overview of the measured maximum quantum yield Fv/Fm as a proxy 
for gross physiology (blue) and absorption (abs.) at 480 (orange) and 680 nm 
(green); individual replicates of the biological triplicates are shown on the 
left and the average values are shown on the right. d, Statistical analysis of the 
physiological values (Fv/Fm, abs. 480 nm, abs. 680 nm). Numbers correspond 

to environmental conditions on the table. Biological triplicates were grouped 
into significant groups (a–o, a–s and a–u) with R (version 4.1.3) using a Kruskal–
Wallis test coupled with Fisher’s least significance; P values were Bonferroni 
corrected. Significant differences at P ≤ 0.001 are shown as letters. e, Heat maps 
displaying averaged physiological values of the 42 conditions sorted either by 
temperature (temp.) or light. A cut-off was set (black vertical line) on the basis of 
the distribution of the highest values, which were then summed to determine a 
positive correlation with temperature or light conditions. f, Two PCAs showing 
the correlation of light conditions (left) or temperature conditions (right) to 
physiological values (Fv/Fm, abs. 480, 680 nm). Clusters are shown in different 
colours, which are also visualized in an overview scheme of the gradient table 
at the top of the plots. g,h, Unifactorial regression analysis of light intensity (g) 
and temperature (h) versus Fv/Fm; note the unifactorial linear regression curves 
(white) versus the bifactorial (violet). i, Contour plot of the bifactorial impact of 
light and temperature on Fv/Fm (gradient colour).
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Fig. 2 | Global profiles of environment-governed gene expression response. 
a, PCA visualizing PC1 and PC2. Backgrounds were drawn to highlight 
our interpretation of the observed trends; samples are coded by colour 
(temperature) and symbols (irradiance in µmol photons m−2 s−1). Samples that 
did not yield usable RNA are indicated as grey dots in the top-right overview 
of the experimental setup. b, Visualization of Euclidean distances between 
samples via heat map, from red, zero distance, to blue, furthest distance  
(a distance of 300). c, Heat map of Spearman correlation between samples, from 
red, maximum correlation (1.0), to blue, least correlation (<0.8). The clusters 
were calculated via the Euclidean distance. d,e, PC1 and PC2 scrutinized 
using a small multiples method of light intensity (d) and temperature (e). 
In d, shades of grey correspond to different light intensities. In e, different 

colours represent different temperatures and were mapped with the same 
colours as a. To perform differential gene expression analysis, we divided the 
table into nine sectors (see scheme of the table); additionally, a tenth group 
was raised based on Fv/Fm < 0.5. Linear models were fitted for each gene and 
empirical Bayes statistics computed for DEGs by the limma package. In total, 
37 comparisons were made. DEGs were defined as genes with an absolute fold 
change (FC) ≥2 and Benjamini–Hochberg-adjusted P value less than 0.01. 
f, Volcano plots of DEGs for nine selected comparisons based on the sectors and 
the Fv/Fm < 0.5 criterion. g, Heat maps of numbers of DEGs for all sector-based 
comparisons (blue, downregulation; red, upregulation; yellow, sum of up- and 
downregulated genes); grey bars label the first component (treatment) for 
calculating the contrasts (treatment versus control).
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Fine-combed global gene expression profiles and gene models
To shed light on the molecular mechanisms that underpin the switch 
from tolerable conditions to adverse environmental cues in Meso-
taenium, we applied global gene expression analyses using RNA 
sequencing (RNA-seq). We pooled all 12 wells per plate and extracted 
RNA from a total of 126 samples (42 plates, three biological replicates). 
A total of 114 samples yielded usable RNA that was used to build 128 
libraries for sequencing on the Illumina NovaSeq 6000 platform (a 
minimum of three biological replicates and additional technical rep-
licates; see cartoon of grid in Fig. 2). We generated a total of 1.5 Tbp 
of 150 bp paired read data at an average depth of 37.7 million reads 
per sample (~9.9 billion reads in total). Building on this wealth of data, 
we updated the Mesotaenium gene models to V2. V2 has an increased 
number of protein-coding messenger RNAs, from 11,080 in the original 

annotation8 (V1) to 40,326 protein-coding mRNAs (26,009 high confi-
dence, 14,317 low confidence; including splice variants) in 19,233 genes; 
we labelled an additional 4,408 mRNAs (in 4,312 genes) as ‘predicted 
gene’ (Supplementary Table 3). With V2, we bring the number of genes 
in Mesotaenium closer to other Zygnematophyceae with similar genome 
sizes; V2 has 43 more complete and single copy Benchmarking Univer-
sal Single-Copy Orthologs (BUSCO) genes than V1 (+10%; 21 less frag-
mented, 22 less missing; viridiplantae_odb10; Supplementary Fig. 2).  
To assess the congruence between biological evidence and V1 and V2, 
we calculated annotation edit distance metrics (AED; 0 to 1, with 0 
being the best). In the cumulative fraction of annotation against AED 
score, V2 has more mRNAs with AED <0.5. For example, 70% of mRNAs 
in V1 (7,756 mRNAs) have an AED score <0.5 compared with 60% in V2 
(26,840 mRNAs). This is sensible since V2 was built based on the same 
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Fig. 3 | Comparative analyses of global differential gene expression profiles 

across stress-treated streptophyte algae. Publicly available data on stress 
transcriptomes from ten different streptophyte algae were downloaded and 
significant differential gene expression between stress treatment and control 
per species were calculated. Phylogenetic HOGs were inferred with Orthofinder. 
a, Bar graph of the number of all HOGs detected (black), HOGs shared with 
Mesotaenium endlicherianum (tan), all regulated HOGs in a given species (white) 
and, of those regulated, which are in the same HOG as significantly regulated 

genes in Mesotaenium (red); the relationship between the streptophyte algae 
is shown by the cladogram on the left. b, GO term-based biological theme 
comparison of these shared significantly regulated genes in HOGs. Note the 
recurrent pattern of chloroplast-associated differential gene expression (green), 
light quality (purple) and the putative integration of calcium signalling with 
pathways known from phytohormone signalling, including ABA, in land plants 
(blue, also note the little sketch of a hypothetical model). PCD, programmed  
cell death.
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set of evidence used to calculate AED and it shows higher congruence 
with them (Supplementary Fig. 3a). Thus, we pseudo-aligned our data 
onto the new Mesotaenium transcriptome V2 (average alignment rate 
was 87.31%; Supplementary Table 4a).

Cheng et al.8 reported that 33.2% of the genome was impacted by 
transposable elements. We surveyed V2 for protein domains related 
to transposon biology, retrieving 6,186 entries in 1,748 unique genes 
(Supplementary Table 4b). Among the 96 that passed the expression 
threshold, high temperature (29 °C) appeared to have had the strongest 
effect on transposable element mobilization (Supplementary Fig. 3b).

To understand the gross profile of the gene expression data, we 
performed a principal component analysis (PCA; Fig. 2a). Independ-
ent biological replicates from the same condition clustered in close 
proximity. High temperature followed by irradiance brought forth 
clear separation of the data, with PC1 describing 35% and PC2 describing 
18.1% of the variance. We evaluated the distance (Fig. 2b) and Spear-
man correlation (Fig. 2c) using all genes to look for trends among 
different environmental conditions. The data can be grouped into at 
least three categories: (1) samples with high light and/or high tempera-
ture, (2) a collection of low-temperature (8, 13 and 17 °C) samples, and 
(3) samples at moderate conditions. Large clusters included low to 
medium light + medium temperature (‘moderate’ conditions), high 
light + high temperature, and high light (Fig. 2a). Most distinct was 
the cluster formed by samples from the high temperature + high light 
(small multiples; Fig. 2d,e).

Plastid-related genes stand out in differential gene expression 
profiles
For dissecting the differential gene expression responses, we divided 
the table into nine sectors and, additionally, a cohort of stressed 
algae based on Fv/Fm < 0.5 (Fig. 2f,g). We performed 36 comparisons, 
among which we focused on nine, which additionally included the 
Fv/Fm-based comparison. Genes were considered to be differentially 
expressed between groups at an absolute fold change ≥2 and a Ben-
jamini–Hochberg-corrected P ≤ 0.01 (Fig. 2f,g). The intensity of envi-
ronmental cues governed gross gene expression profiles as increasing 
disparity between conditions yielded more differentially expressed 
genes (DEGs), generally following the pattern of the PCA (compare 

Fig. 2a,g). The most differentially regulated genes (6,578) were pin-
pointed by comparing low light and low temperature (LLI_LT) versus 
high light and high temperature (HLI_HT). Enriched Gene Ontology 
(GO) terms among regulated genes most frequently included plastid 
biology-associated genes (Extended Data Fig. 1); similar patterns were 
recovered in 63 unifactorial comparisons where we kept one environ-
mental parameter constant (Extended Data Fig. 7a). To scrutinize our 
data for specific genes that show a robust and universal response to 
alterations in the environment, we intersected all 8,157 significantly 
regulated genes pinpointed by the different comparisons: 3, 30 and 124 
genes overlapped among all 9, 8 and 7 comparisons, respectively. These 
concertedly pinpointed genes were mostly light harvesting genes, 
corroborating the importance of plastids in the overall cell biology 
of Mesotaenium (Extended Data Fig. 7b). Indeed, the 30 genes found 
in all comparisons included, for example, reactive oxygen species 
(ROS)-relevant genes such as EARLY LIGHT-INDUCIBLE PROTEIN (ELIP) 
and fatty acid metabolic genes.

How do these responses compare across land plants’ close rela-
tives? To answer this, we downloaded major stress transcriptome data 
from streptophyte algae9,20,22–25, inferred significant differential gene 
expression between stress treatment and control per species, and asked 
whether regulated genes belong to the same phylogenetic hierarchi-
cal orthogroups (HOGs, inferred with Orthofinder26). Depending on 
the phylogenetic distance of the species, we found between 3,107 and 
6,458 HOGs shared with Mesotaenium, with 46.6–73.0% shared within 
and 15.8–30.4% outside of the clade Zygnematophyceae (Fig. 3a). Of 
these shared HOGs, between 4.6% and 59.8% show shared regulation 
with Mesotaenium. The degree of similarity depends on treatment not 
phylogenetic position. The most common responses across species 
were related to chloroplasts and photosynthesis (Fig. 3b and Extended 
Data Fig. 2). However, within Zygnematophyceae, additional signalling 
processes such as kinase activities and calcium-dependent signalling 
stood out (Fig. 3b and Extended Data Fig. 2), corroborating (1) their 
noted importance in Zygnematophyceae23,24 and (2) the concept that 
important steps in the evolution of streptophyte calcium signalling 
system (Extended Data Fig. 2) occurred before plant terrestrialization27.

To understand whether these genes integrate into the context of 
molecular programmes, we next analysed gene co-expression.
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Fig. 4 | Unsupervised gene expression clusters recover genetic programmes 

separated by environmental cues. Gene expression clustering into 26 coloured 
modules was performed using WGCNA; grey is the module of unclustered genes. 
a, Hierarchical cluster tree of 17,095 genes. The heat map below the dendrogram 
and module colour assignment shows the gene significance measure (from red, 
positive correlation, to white, no correlation, to blue, negative correlation) for 
the four different conditions or physiological parameters. b, Heat map of the 
module–trait correlation based on eigengenes (from red, positive correlation, 
to white, no correlation, to blue, negative correlation); see Supplementary 

Fig. 7. c, Box plots of the mean gene significance across modules (given in 
the corresponding module colour) towards the parameters light intensity, 
temperature and Fv/Fm. The box plots display the interquartile range (IQR) of 
the data, compactly displaying the distribution of a continuous variable. They 
visualize five summary statistics (the median, two hinges and two whiskers). The 
upper whiskers extends from the hinges to the largest/smallest value no further 
than 1.5× IQR from the hinge. Each data point (n) is a gene, and the total n of genes 
is the same as shown in b. We calculated the gene significance for each gene using 
the WGCNA package and Pearson method.
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Gene expression clusters recover ancient genetic programmes
The environmental gradients triggered changes in the expression of 
gene cohorts. We wanted to understand their concerted action inde-
pendent of any prioritization guided by homology to any land plant 
genes—solely from the molecular programmes that operated in the 
algae. To do so, we applied a weighted gene co-expression network 
analysis28 (WGCNA) for unsupervised clustering (Fig. 4, Supplementary 
Figs. 4–7 and 10–13 and Extended Data Fig. 8). To then understand the 
driving forces behind these changes, we turned to the highly connected 
genes (nodes) in the network (hubs) (Fig. 5).

We clustered the 17,905 genes expressed in our samples (passing 
the minimum expression threshold) into 26 modules, which we refer 
to with colours (Fig. 4a). Orange is the smallest module (39 genes), 
and the largest modules are turquoise, blue and brown with 3,568, 
3,101 and 1,746 genes, respectively (Fig. 4b). The samples reflect a 
range of distinct physiological conditions and resulting data are a 
combined expression of the different environmental cues and the 
modulation of the algal physiology. To investigate the biological role 
of each module, we used their eigengenes as representatives for the 
modules’ gene expression profiles and correlated their behaviour 
with the two environmental cues (light intensity and temperature), as 
well as the physiological parameters absorption and Fv/Fm (Fig. 4b,c). 
One of the foremost general patterns in cellular response to stress are 
ROS. ROS act as signals as well as culprits that, if not quenched, damage 
biomolecules; GO terms capture ROS biology (Extended Data Fig. 3), 
especially in module green that positively correlates with light intensity 
(r = 0.88, P = 6 × 10−43) and negatively with Fv/Fm (r = −0.79, P = 6 × 10−29) 
(Extended Data Fig. 3, Supplementary Figs. 4–7 and Supplementary 
Tables 5 and 6).

The clusters also recover the genetic signatures of thriving algae. 
Module purple negatively correlates with increasing light (r = −0.94, 
P = 3 × 10−60) and positively with absorption and Fv/Fm (r = 0.71, 
P = 3 × 10−21 and r = 0.79, P = 4 × 10−28). These dense and physiologically 
healthy cell populations (experiencing no light stress) likely ramped 
up cell division (Extended Data Fig. 3 and Supplementary Table 6), 
signified by homologues of cyclin and TPX2 appearing as hub genes  
(Fig. 5e). The ninth most connected hub is a kinesin homologous to 
genes coding for proteins such as PHRAGMOPLAST ORIENTING KINE-
SIN 2, and homologues of the important growth regulators29 Tesmin 
and TSO1 ranked at positions 7, 15 and 17 of the most connected hubs 
in module purple (Fig. 5e and Supplementary Table 7).

To understand the evolutionary conservation of the genetic 
programmes in these modules, we processed 212 publicly available 
RNA-seq datasets from Zygnema circumcarinatum9, M. polymorpha, 
P. patens and A. thaliana exposed to diverse abiotic challenges using 
the same WGCNA pipeline, which yielded between 12 and 29 modules. 
We determined orthogroups between the modules of these different 
species and compared the similarity in modules by calculating Jaccard 

indices (Fig. 5f) and GO-term enrichment in these modules (Fig. 5g  
and Supplementary Fig. 14b–e). Also here, blue, brown, turquoise and 
yellow stand out as important and likely conserved environmental 
response modules (compare Figs. 4b and 5f and Extended Data Fig. 3). 
We further analysed shared connectivity of hub orthogroups. For the 
mentioned Tesmin and TSO1 orthogroups (Fig. 5h), this reveals that 
they are likely connected regulators of cell division since about 600 
million years of streptophyte evolution. To scrutinize this aspect, we 
inferred the evolutionary history of the 160 hubs using maximum likeli-
hood phylogenetic analyses (Fig. 5h; data on Zenodo). We retrieved 135 
phylogenies, 107 of which indicate that the hubs are in gene families 
that were present in (or before) the last common ancestor of Zygnema-
tophyceae and land plants. Thus, they pre-date plant terrestrialization.

Conserved hubs: integration of plastid and cell physiology
Chloroplasts act as environmental sensors in land plant cells30. In con-
cert with this, many of the modules we identified were associated with 
plastid biology and/or physiology (Extended Data Fig. 3, Supplemen-
tary Figs. 4–7 and Supplementary Table 6). Module brown is enriched 
in GO terms related to plastids, general transcription and translation, 
and negatively correlates with temperature (r = −0.95, P = 7 × 10−65; 
Extended Data Fig. 3 and Supplementary Fig. 5). Among the top 20 hub 
genes in module brown, 12 are associated with translation and ribo-
somes (Supplementary Table 7). As expected, this cluster shows con-
servation in enriched functions of its related modules in the other four 
streptophytes, including shared high connectivity of hubs (Fig. 5f,h).  
The module light cyan positively correlates with increasing light 
(r = 0.93, P = 1 × 10−56; Supplementary Fig. 6) and negatively with Fv/Fm 
(r = −0.67, P = 5 × 10−18; Supplementary Fig. 4). It features not only hubs 
related to ROS homeostasis from the thioredoxin superfamily and 
other light-induced proteins, but also pigment and apocarotenoid 
metabolism (Extended Data Fig. 3); these are the source of important 
signals from the chloroplast that likely have deep evolutionary roots19 
and are also formed by light-dependent oxidative reactions31. The blue 
module negatively correlates with increasing light (r = −0.76, P = 10−25) 
and positively with Fv/Fm (r = 0.67, P = 2 × 10−18). Concomitantly, the 
blue module has a high number of enriched GO terms, many of which 
are plastid-related terms, cellular signalling and terms that tie the two 
together—that is, signalling processes emanating from the plastid 
(Extended Data Fig. 3 and Supplementary Table 6). Such responses 
align with similar clusters in other species (Fig. 5f), where the related 
Arabidopsis modules 2 and 10 show terms for light intensity and quality 
(Supplementary Fig. 14b).

The hubs of many modules, including those in blue, light cyan and 
yellow mentioned before, reflect an association with plastid-related 
processes. To highlight a few, the second most connected gene in 
module blue is a homologue of GOLDEN2-LIKE 1 (GLK1) (Supplementary 
Fig. 8). GLK1 is a transcription factor (TF) that regulates chloroplast 

Fig. 5 | Molecular programmes for environmental responses around 

recurrent plant hubs. a–e, Visualization of the co-expression networks 
clustered by WGCNA into the modules blue (3,101) (a), yellow (1,427) (b), 
green (1,220) (c), pink (718) (d) and purple (506 genes) (e). Nodes (circles) 
represent genes connected by edges whose weight (light to dark colour) is 
based on a weighted TOM. Brightly coloured nodes represent the 20 most 
connected genes (hubs) and are annotated based on homology; all other 
nodes are depicted in the corresponding paler colour. Around the clusters, 
different protein-coding hub genes are highlighted, giving information such as 
predicted domain structures or phylogenetic relationships; for fully labelled 
phylogenies, see Supplementary Fig. 26b. Circles in phylogenies give a scale of 
the ultrafast bootstrap support values; diamonds indicate high (>90%) support 
for branches separating highlighted clades. An alignment of GLK homologues 
can be found in Supplementary Fig. 8. f, Using WGCNA, co-expression 
networks were computed from 212 publicly available RNA-seq datasets from 
Z. circumcarinatum, M. polymorpha, P. patens and A. thaliana exposed to diverse 

abiotic challenges, yielding between 12 and 29 modules (labelled above the heat 
map), and orthogroups for all genes in the modules of these different species 
were determined. The heat map shows the similarity, based on Jaccard indices, 
between the modules of Mesotaenium (same colours as throughout the paper, 
see Fig. 4b) and the co-expression modules in the three land plants as well as 
Zygnema; red to blue colour gradients indicate high to low Jaccard similarity. 
g, Cnet plot of the enriched GO terms in the module ‘Arabidopsis 18’, which 
has high Jaccard similarity to the M. endlicherianum module yellow—note the 
recurrent terms of plastid operation and, especially, the Clp complex. h, Heat 
map of the connectivity ranks across all five species for homologues of hub 
genes of Mesotaenium, from orange (high) to green (low connectivity). Black 
boxes (top row) indicate if our phylogenies (see data on Zenodo) suggest that 
the hub genes fall into families that were present in the last common ancestor 
of Zygnematophyceae and land plants, and hence emerged before plant 
terrestrialization; white boxes signify the absence of such indication and grey 
boxes highlight ambiguous relationships.
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development and the activity of nuclear genes involved in photosyn-
thetic light reaction and chlorophyll biosynthesis32–34; indeed, genes 
in the GLK orthogroup are highly connected throughout the modules 
of land plants, and in the zygnematophyte, Zygnema a GLK homologue 
is the eighth most connected gene in its module (Fig. 5h). Blue also fea-
tures hydroxypyruvate reductase-coding gene, important in photores-
piration35, as the fourth most connected hub, which appeares in the 
top-five most connected genes in the bryophytes (Fig. 5h). A CYP450 
gene homologous to LUTEIN DEFICIENT 5 (LUT5), is the seventh most 
connected gene, suggesting the involvement of pigment-related sig-
nalling. Module 21 in P. patens is dominated by ABA signalling (Supple-
mentary Fig. 14d) and it is similar to Mesotaenium modules turquoise 
and blue (Fig. 5f), enriched in homologues of ABA-activated signalling 
(Extended Data Fig. 3), featuring a highly connected homologue of 
ABA-RESPONSIVE ELEMENT-BINDING FACTOR 2 (ABF2). Thus, parts of 
the ABA signalling module consist of ancient wires whose relevance 
in environmental response pre-date plant terrestrialization, and ABA 
dependency20,21,36.

Next to GLK1—the most connected TF-coding gene—other highly 
connected transcriptional regulators appear in module blue. These 
include homologues of photomorphogenesis-regulating genes such 
as CONSTANS-like 3 (COL3, the fourth most connected TF-coding 
gene) and CONSTITUTIVE PHOTOMORPHOGENIC 1 (COP1); CO/COL 
and GLKs are both degradation targets of COP1 (refs. 37–39). Fur-
ther, the circadian regulator40 BROTHER OF LUX ARRHYTHMO is 
the second most connected TF-coding gene in module blue. All of 
this aligns with the similarity to the Arabidopsis module 2 and the 
P. patens module 6, featuring, next to light quality, also photoperi-
odism (Fig. 5f and Supplementary Fig. 14e,f). Further, homologues of 
ETHYLENE-INSENSITIVE3-like 1 (the sixth most connected TF-coding 
gene) and several ETHYLENE RESPONSE FACTORs (ERFs) are among the 
most connected TF-coding genes. Previous investigations of the Zyg-
nematophyceae Spirogyra pratensis have shown that SpEIN3 can rescue 
Arabidopsis ein3-1 mutant plants41; exogenous application of ethylene 
on Spirogyra triggers stress-, plastid- and photosynthesis-associated 
gene expression responses similar to land plants22, which we recover, 
as outlined, across co-expression modules (Fig. 5f, Extended Data Fig. 3 
and Supplementary Fig. 14a–f) and shared differential patterns (Fig. 3b 
and Extended Data Fig. 2). This speaks for a conserved regulatory frame-
work that involves the plastid, photosynthesis, ethylene-associated fac-
tors, and maybe ethylene itself, in environmental signalling cascades 
in the common ancestor of land plants and their closest algal relatives.

Module yellow correlates positively with light intensity (r = 0.62, 
P = 10−14) and negatively with absorption and Fv/Fm (r = −0.79, P = 10−28 
and r = −0.81, P = 3 × 10−31; Fig. 4b); GO terms are associated with plastids 
and proteolytic enzymes42,43 (FtsH and ClpP), recapitulating well-known 
ties of protein homeostasis and plastid maintenance (Extended Data 
Fig. 3). Indeed, yellow features five hubs that are homologous to genes 
coding for CLP proteases, critical for chloroplast protein homeosta-
sis44,45, and hubs homologous to genes that orchestrate the coordina-
tion of transcriptional activity between chloroplasts and the nucleus 
(Fig. 5b); the latter includes homologues of (1) pTAC6, which is essential 
for plastid gene expression and thus chloroplast development in Arabi-
dopsis46, and (2) a homologue of GENOMES UNCOUPLED 2, one of the 
foremost genes in the classical plastid–nucleus communication path-
way47. Among the TF-coding genes in module yellow is a homologue of 
the bZIP light signalling master regulator ELONGATED HYPOCOTYL 5 
(ref. 48) (HY5). Module yellow is among those with the most consistency 
in similar modules across the analysed streptophyte co-expression 
networks and hubs (Fig. 5f,h), as exemplified by the GO term similari-
ties between yellow and Arabidopsis module 18 (compare Fig. 5g and 
Extended Data Fig. 3) and the consistency of the plastid operational 
genes as hubs (Fig. 5h). Hence, hallmark genes for plastid operation 
and its integration into molecular cell physiology probably acted in 
concert since before the dawn of embryophytes.

Of ancient signalling cascades and cell wall perturbance
Mitogen-activated protein kinases (MAPK) constitute environmental 
response pathways in all eukaryotes49. In land plants, several abiotic 
and biotic cues have been described to trigger MAPK-mediated sig-
nalling50–53. Genes coding for MAPK and phototropin kinases appear 
as hubs in module blue. Moreover, plant MAPK-based signalling is 
interwoven with wound response and brassinosteroid signalling50; 
the MAPK orthologue in Zygnema is also highly connected (Fig. 5h)  
and blue is similar to the kinase-rich module 17 of Arabidopsis (Fig. 5f).  
Stress often coincides with a perturbance of plant cell wall home-
ostasis. Module pink includes hubs for such wounding and cell 
wall-derived signals. This pairs with the GO term brassinosteroid 
signalling, which balances growth, cell wall homeostasis and stress 
in Arabidopsis54,55. Among the hubs in pink are homologues for (1) 
diverse receptor kinases known from Arabidopsis to sense alterations 
in cell wall integrity56 and (2) EXORDIUM-like (EXL; Mesotaenium has 
12 EXL homologues), which integrates growth with environmental 
signalling57 (Fig. 5d). This pairs with genes coding for the COBRA 
family proteins being the most and third most connected hubs in the 
module. COBRA proteins are known to be involved in cell expansion 
and balancing pathogen response with growth58–60. It appears that 
Mesotaenium bears parts of a loop that senses physico-chemical per-
turbance of cell wall homeostasis; in land plants, these loops include 
brassinosteroid signalling61 and wiring of the core genes mentioned 
here are ancient, evident by the recurrent high connectivity of EXL 
and COBL homologues (Fig. 5h) throughout 600 million years of 
streptophyte evolution.

LDs: a response pre-dating plant terrestrialization
In land plants, lipid droplet (LD) formation and triacylglycerol (TAG) 
accumulation are common to many stress responses, including heat, 
cold and drought62–66. We observed that cells of Mesotaenium accu-
mulated inclusions resembling LDs upon prolonged exposure to 
stress (Fig. 6a). Consistently, these globular structures were stained 
by BODIPY 493/503 (EM/EX), a common dye for lipid- and oil-rich 
compartments67,68. Under different temperature and light conditions, 
counts of LDs per cell showed significant differences (Fig. 6b and Sup-
plementary Table 8). A CGI-58 homologue is the tenth most connected 
hub in module green (Fig. 5c). CGI-58 is key to lipid homeostasis, caus-
ing, if perturbed, Chanarin–Dorfman syndrome in humans and LD 
overaccumulation in Arabidopsis69,70 (Fig. 5c); CGI-58 is the 22nd most 
connected gene in Arabidopsis module 5 (Fig. 5h). Further, differen-
tial gene expression profiles pinpointed elevation of transcripts for 
characteristic LD protein homologues such as steroleosin (HSD1) and 
oleosin (OLE7) under high temperature and moderate light conditions 
(29 °C, 21–130 µmol photons m−2 s−1) and LD-associated protein (LDAP) 
and PUX10 under high temperature and light conditions (21–29 °C, 
130–528 µmol photons m−2 s−1; Fig. 6c).

To scrutinize whether these structures are comparable to LDs 
of land plants, we performed subcellular fractionizations, obtained 
lipid-rich phases and subjected them to proteomics using liquid 
chromatography–mass spectrometry (LC–MS). We identified 739 
proteins in the putative LD fraction and 1,574 proteins in the total 
extract (TE) (Supplementary Table 9). Of these, 14 were significantly 
enriched in the putative LD fraction (Fig. 6d) including hallmark 
LD proteins71 such as OLE, caleosin (CLO), HSD and LDAP (Fig. 6e). 
We confirmed the localization to LDs for these four proteins by 
transiently expressing mCherry-tagged variants in tobacco pollen 
tubes; mCherry clearly overlapped with BODIPY 493/503 fluores-
cence (Fig. 6f). Resembling LDs of seeds71, we found predominantly 
TAG in the lipid content of the LDs (Fig. 6g and Supplementary  
Fig. 27b); the lipid profiles of Mesotaenium LDs varied with age of the 
cultures (Fig. 6h,i). Overall, Mesotaenium responds to stress condi-
tions by formation of LDs containing signature proteins typical of 
embryophytic LDs.
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Discussion
Owing to their plain morphology, Zygnematophyceae emerged as 
the unexpected closest algal relatives of land plants4–7. That said, the 
molecular programmes of Zygnematophyceae speak of their close 

relationship to land plants. These point to a conserved chassis that 
probably operated in the last common ancestor of land plants and 
algae, featuring the proposed action of various hallmark proteins (for 
example, PYL homologues20, GRAS family TFs8 and more) that were 
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structures and were stained with BODIPY (false-coloured green; 493 nm 
excitation, 503 nm emission); chlorophyll autofluorescence in false-coloured 
purple; for each condition, at least ten micrographs were taken, all showing 
similar phenotypes of the cells. b, Violin plots of LD quantification after 9 days 
of exposure to different environmental conditions; significance grouping 
(Mann–Whitney U) is based on P < 0.05; see also Supplementary Fig. 27. c, Heat 
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DAG via analytical TLC (g) and preparative TLC followed by GC for profiling (h).  
i, Full lipid profiles assessed via GC.
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once considered land plant innovations. During plant terrestrializa-
tion, challenges did not come in isolation. The aim of this work was to 
define stress responses to temperature and irradiance combinations 
in a close algal relative of land plants. In the approach we have chosen, 
we made sure to capture both tolerable ranges of cues and those that 
go beyond tipping points, to allow for robust definition of where stress 
starts and to pinpointing molecular programmes whose expression 
dynamics follow the kinetics of their environmental trigger (for exam-
ple, light intensity in the case of programmes for high light response); 
this included capturing the well-known double assault of low tempera-
ture and high light on the photosynthesis machinery. Building on the 
genomic resources for Mesotaenium, we have here delved into the 
molecular physiology and genetic programmes of this alga, revealing 
which programmes bear out when challenged with environmental cues.

Recent studies have proposed homology for the chassis of plas-
tid–nucleus communication upon adverse environmental condi-
tions between land plants and phragmoplastophytic streptophyte 
algae20,72,73. The GUN pathway probably has a conserved role in chloro-
plast transcription and streptophyte algal GUN1 homologues can res-
cue chloroplast retrograde signalling of Arabidopsis Atgun1 mutants74; 
the degree of evolutionary conservation in the retrograde signalling 
pathway across streptophytes remains obscure74. Signals from dam-
aged chloroplasts inhibit GLK1 expression in Arabidopsis75. The negative 
correlation of module blue (featuring MeGLK) with high light (leading 
to damaged chloroplasts) supports a role of MeGLK in operational 
retrograde signalling. Indeed, our comparative analyses revealed a con-
sistency in plastidial integration on the basis of similar networks in land 
plants and Zygnema (Fig. 5f) and with regard to highly connected hub 
genes associated with ROS and plastid protein homeostasis (Fig. 5g,h).  
Altogether, these insights point to operational processes of the plastid 
of the closest relatives of land plants, governed by nuclear gene expres-
sion for dealing with light regimes and adjustment of photosynthetic 
performance. On balance, our data underscore that the wires between 
components in plastid–nucleus communication are probably shared 
across more than 600 million years of streptophyte evolution.

In land plants, the formation of LDs is known to occur under a 
variety of adverse environmental conditions63,64,76. Stress-dependent 
formation of LDs probably evolved before land plants came to be24,77,78, 
but their molecular underpinnings outside of land plants remain 
unclear. Here, we confirmed the identity of these Mesotaenium LDs 
using confocal microscopy, LD-specific staining and proteomics. Our 
comprehensive transcriptomic data illuminate co-expressed modules 
that might constitute a homologous programme for stress-dependent 
LDs that acted before plants conquered land.

Methods
Algal culturing and gradient table setup
We used the axenic and genome-sequenced Mesotaenium endlicheri-
anum SAG 12.97 (ref. 79) from the Algal Culture Collection, Göttingen 
(SAG80). Mesotaenium was cultivated in C-medium81 for an average of 
12 days in an aerated culture glass flask (SCHOTT) at 80 µmol photons 
m−2 s−1 (12h/12h light/dark cycle (light from 6 am to 6 pm, Central Euro-
pean winter time) at 18 °C). Before the experiment, cell density was ana-
lysed using a LUNA Automated Cell Counter (Logos Biosystems) and set 
to 2.03 × 107 cells ml−1 (diluting with C-medium if needed; settings for 
cell counting: cell roundness, 60%; minimum size, 3 µm; maximum size, 
60 µm), corresponding to Abs680nm = 0.33 (Epoch Microplate reader, 
BioTek Instruments). For the gradient table setup, the algal suspension 
was distributed across 504 wells (42 12-well plates (tissue culture test-
plates 12 no. 92412, TPP); 2.5 ml of culture per well). Plates were sealed 
with surgical Micropore tape (3M) to minimize evaporation. The 42 
12-well plates were then placed on a table that generates a cross-gradient 
of temperature (8.6 ± 0.5 °C to 29.2 ± 0.5 °C on the x axis) and irra-
diance (21.0 ± 2.0 to 527.9 ± 14.0 µmol photons m−2 s−1 on the y axis)  
(Supplementary Table 1). The temperature gradient was generated 

using a custom-made table (Labio) equipped with true-daylight LEDs 
(sTube 2 W 120 ver 11:11, Snaggi) set to a 16 h/8 h light/dark cycle (light 
from 6 am to 10 pm, Central European winter time). Mesotaenium 
samples exposed to the 504 different conditions for 65 h (for sampling 
for RNA-seq and physiological measurements) and 89 h (for detailed 
light microscopy) on the gradient table. Condensed water at the top 
of the 12-well plates lids was removed three times in the 65 h by lightly 
tapping the lids twice.

Algal culturing and gradient table setup (pre-experiments 
n1(I), n 1,2(II))
To assess optimal, stress and lethal culture conditions for Mesotaenium 
endlicherianum SAG 12.97 three pre-experiments were performed 
(n1(I), performed once, and n1,2(II), performed twice). We assessed 
Mesotaenium performance in Woods Hole Medium (WHM)82,83 and 
C-medium81 for an average of 23.6 days in aerated culture glass flasks 
(SCHOTT) at 80 µmol photons m−2 s−1 (12h/12h light/dark cycle (light 
from 6 am to 6 pm, Central European winter time) at 18 °C). Before 
the experiment, different cell densities were analysed using a micro-
plate reader and adjusting the culture to Abs680nm 0.06 (n1(I) or 0.12 
(n1,2(II)) (Epoch Microplate reader, BioTek Instruments). For the gradi-
ent table setup, the algal suspension was distributed across 504 wells 
(42 12-well plates (tissue culture testplates 12 no. 92412, TPP); 2.5 ml 
of culture per well). Plates were sealed with surgical Micropore tape 
(3M) to minimize evaporation. The 42 12-well plates were then placed 
on a table that generates a cross-gradient of temperature (for n1(I): 
12.7 ± 1.0 °C to 34.0 ± 0.8 °C on the x axis; for n1,2(II): 8.6 ± 0.5 °C to 
29.2 ± 0.5 °C on the x axis) and irradiance (21.0 ± 2.0 to 527.9 ± 14.0 µmol 
photons m−2 s−1 on the y axis) (Supplementary Table 1 and Supple-
mentary Fig. 1a). The temperature gradient was generated using a 
custom-made table (Labio) equipped with true-daylight LEDs (sTube 
2 W 120 ver 11:11, Snaggi) set to a 16 h/8 h light/dark cycle (light from 
6 am to 10 pm, Central European winter time). Mesotaenium samples 
were exposed to the 504 different conditions either for 191 h (n1,2(II)) 
or 216 h (n1(I)) (for performing physiological measurements) and 216 h 
(n1,2(II)) (for absorption spectra measurements). Condensed water 
at the top of the 12-well plates lids was removed by lightly tapping the 
lids twice.

Plate reader
In vivo absorbance at 480, 680 and 750 nm of all 42 plates was meas-
ured after 65 h exposition (4–6 h after light on) with an absorbance 
microplate reader Epoch (BioTek Instruments). Nine data points per 
well were analysed and averaged using Gen5 2.0 software (Biotek), 
resulting in 108 measurements per 12-well plate per wavelength. For 
downstream analyses, these values were averaged resulting in one 
value per 12-well plate per wavelength (Supplementary Fig. 1). After 
89 h exposition, 16 plates were chosen from the prominent gradients 
(the four most extreme conditions in the corners and a cross of vibrant 
growth along the two gradients) for analysing a full absorption spec-
trum (300–900 nm) using the same setup (Supplementary Fig. 9 and 
Supplementary Table 10).

Photophysiological measurements
For maximum quantum yield measurements (Fv/Fm) the maxi version 
of the IMAGING-PAM (ImagMAX/L, M-series, Walz) with an IMAG-K5 
CCD camera, controlled with the ImagingWinGigE (V2.32) software, 
was used. The Mesotaenium cultures in the 12-well plates were dark 
adapted for 10–30 min before measuring. Before measurements, 
the lid was removed. For the Fv/Fm measurement, a short saturation 
pulse (intensity 3) was applied. The measurement settings on the 
IMAGING-PAM were as follows: measuring light 1, gain 3, damping 2 
and mean over area of interest was turned off. No special saturation 
pulse routine was applied to modify the signal-to-noise ratio of the 
chlorophyll fluorescence measurement.
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Statistical analysis of absorption and Fv/Fm values and 
temperature/light cluster analysis
Statistical analysis of the absorption and the Fv/Fm values was done 
using a Kruskal–Wallis test with a post hoc Fisher’s least significant 
difference test84 using R (version 4.1.3). P values were Bonferroni cor-
rected and grouped into significant groups using R packages ‘agricolae’ 
version 1.3–5 and ‘dplyr’ version 1.0.9. For heat map generation of physi-
ological values plotted against temperature or light, the R package 
‘pheatmap’ version 1.0.12 was used. For cluster analysis, the R package 
‘factoextra’ version 1.0.7 was used. Clusters were generated using the 
eclust function with clustering function ‘kmeans’ with the number of 
clusters set to six and for hierarchical clustering; ‘euclidean’ was used 
as the distance measure. Clusters were visualized with PCA in R.

RNA extraction and sequencing
After absorption measurements, the 12-well plates were put back on the 
table to let cells adjust to the table conditions again for a minimum of 
5 min before collecting them. For RNA extraction 0.4 ml was taken from 
every well of the 42 12-well plates on the table after pipetting the cells up 
and down twice to homogenize them. In total, 4.8 ml liquid culture was 
taken per condition on the table (that is, pooling 0.4 ml of each 12 wells 
per each of the 42 conditions). The samples were then centrifuged for 
5 min at 20 °C and 4,200g. The supernatant was removed and the pellet 
was frozen at −80 °C. To extract RNA, the Spectrum Plant Total RNA Kit 
(STRN250-1KT, Sigma-Aldrich) was used according to the manufactur-
er’s instructions. For cell disruption, samples in lysis buffer were ultra-
sonicated for 1 min and vortexed. RNA samples were treated with DNAse 
I (EN0521; Thermo Fisher) and shipped on dry ice to Novogene where 
they were quality checked with a Bioanalyzer (Agilent Technologies). 
Libraries were built on the basis of total RNA using poly-T oligo-attached 
magnetic beads. Following fragmentation, synthesis of the first-strand 
complementary DNA was carried out using random hexamer primers 
and second-strand cDNA using dUTP, instead of dTTP. A directional 
size-selected library was built that included PCR-based amplification. 
Sequencing adaptors were 5′ adaptor: 5′-AGATCGGAAGAGCGTCGT 
GTAGGGAAAGAGTGTAGATCTCGGTGGTCGCCGTATCATT-3′ and 3′  
adaptor: 5′-GATCGGAAGAGCACACGTCTGAACTCCAGTCACGGATGAC 
TATCTCGTATGCCGTCTTCTGCTTG-3′. The library was sequenced on  
an Illumina NovaSeq 6000 platform and data were downloaded using 
wget (GNU Wget 1.14).

Quality control of reads
We checked the quality of our raw reads via FastQC84 (v0.11.9) and 
summarized the results via MultiQC85 (v1.11). On the basis of these 
and the used adaptor sequence, we filtered and trimmed reads via 
Trimmomatic86 (v 0.36) with these parameters: (‘ILLUMINACLIP: novo-
gene_adapter_sequences_Trimmomatic.fa:2:30:10:2:True LEADING:26 
TRAILING:26 SLIDINGWINDOW:4:20 MINLEN:36′). We checked the 
quality of the trimmed reads with FastQC and MultiQC again.

Genome annotation
The original annotation of M. endlicherianum8 had a lower number of 
genes compared with other Zygnematophyceae algae. We took advan-
tage of our newly generated RNA-seq dataset to improve genome anno-
tation. Trimmed reads were mapped via HISAT2 (ref. 87) and assembled 
via StringTie87. The StringTie results showed many novel isoforms as 
well as novel transcripts. We also used BUSCO V5 (ref. 88) to measure 
the completeness of the gene models in annotation V1 independent 
of StringTie. Although the gene prediction method used by BUSCO at 
the genome level is very efficient, it is not unexpected if it misses some 
proteins that were annotated in a genome via experimental data, based 
on bioinformatic methods and next-generation sequencing data, or ab 
initio-based gene prediction methods. Therefore, we expect that the 
BUSCO score based on the proteins of a gene model should be equal to 
or greater than the BUSCO score of the genome. When we compared 

the BUSCO score between the genome and protein sequences for 
M. endlicherianum with ‘viridiplantae.odb.10-2020-09-10’, we noticed 
that they show similar numbers (Supplementary Fig. 2). Therefore, 
we decided to re-annotate the genome of M. endlicherianum with our 
comprehensive RNA-seq datasets as well as public protein and genome 
sequences published for its close relatives.

We annotated the M. endlicherianum genome using REAT (v0.6.1). 
Various gene models were predicted based on different types of evi-
dence and methods. The final gene models and annotation V2 were 
based on agreement with the experimental evidence. At the end, we 
tried to quantify ‘completeness’ and quality of the new annotation V2 
and the old V1.

First, we used RNA-seq evidence with REAT’s ‘Transcriptome Work-
flow’ with HISAT2 (v2.2.1), Scallop89 (v0.10.5) and StringTie (v2.1.5). We 
also used Portcullis90 (v1.2.4) to identify genuine junctions based on 
short reads alignments. This workflow uses Mikado91 (v2.3.4) to identify 
the ‘best’ set of transcripts from multiple transcript assemblies.

Then, we used gene homology information from representative 
streptophytes in REAT’s ‘Homology Workflow’. SPALN92,93 (v2.4.7) 
was used to align representative protein sequences onto the M. end-
licherianum genome. The representative dataset consisted on genome, 
gene models and protein sequences of Anthoceros agrestis94 (Oxford 
strain), Arabidopsis thaliana95, Azolla filiculoides96, Chara braunii72, 
Chlorokybus melkonianii97 (for naming, see ref. 98), Chlamydomonas 
reinhardtii99 (v5.6), Klebsormidium nitens100, Mesostigma viride101, 
Marchantia polymorpha102 (v6.1r1), Penium margaritaceum11, Phy-
scomitrium patens103 (v3.3), Selaginella moellendorffii104 and Spirogloea 
muscicola8. We also used the junction file produced by Portcullis. 
Since there were no close relatives of M. endlicherianum on the SPALN 
species-specific parameter set, we used three different closest pos-
sibilities (Angiosp, Chlospec and MossWorts) and built three mod-
els. These alignments are filtered using a predefined set of criteria 
(compare code on GitHub) including exon length, intron length and 
internal stop codon, among others. The final gene models of V2 were 
prepared by Mikado.

Afterwards, we used REAT’s ‘Prediction Workflow’ to predict gene 
models ab initio and based on RNA-seq and homology evidence. This 
uses Augustus105–107 (v 3.4.0), SNAP108 (version 2006-07-28), Glimmer109 
(v0.3.2) and CodingQuarry110 (v2.0), which generate different gene 
models as the raw material for EVidenceModeler111 (v1.1.1) that chooses 
the best set of exons and combine them in a gene model using weights 
(see GitHub) that could be adjusted for each sort of prediction and 
evidence. To include untranslated regions where possible, the EVi-
denceModeler output is then processed by Mikado using untranslated 
region-containing gene models from the transcriptome and homology 
workflows as inputs, as well as gene models classified by REAT as gold, 
silver and bronze based on their agreement with the set of protein 
sequences from other streptophyte genomes (streptophyte algae and 
land plants), transcriptome alignment, homology alignment and junc-
tions. To train ab initio predictors, a user-defined number of models are 
randomly chosen in a user-defined ratio between mono-exonic (10%) 
and multi-exonic (90%). These models were chosen from best-classified 
models (gold and silver). For Augustus, we performed meta parameter 
optimization and train a model with kfold of 8. Beside ab initio predic-
tions, we used Augustus to predict gene models with three different 
weights for each evidence type as suggested by REAT authors (compare 
code on GitHub).

At last, we used Minos112 (v1.8.0), which is gene model consolida-
tion pipeline and produces external metrics based on DIAMOND113 
(v0.9.34) ‘BLASTp/BLASTx’, Kallisto114 (v0.46.2) expression quantifica-
tion, coding potential calculator115 (CPC2 v0.1) and BUSCO assessments. 
These metrics pass through Mikado in combination with various gene 
models produced with different methods (as mentioned above); Minos 
determines the best gene model for each region based on user-defined 
criteria (for details, see GitHub) and external metrics. Minos also puts 
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a tag on each gene model to categorize them based on a user-defined 
threshold (we used default values) for sequence similarity coverage 
of homologues, BUSCO score, coding potential calculator score, tran-
script per million expression and transcript score into ‘high confi-
dence’, ‘low confidence’ and ‘predicted genes’.

Genome annotation assessment
We used two methods to compare the quality of the new gene model 
with the published one. We compared the BUSCO scores of the anno-
tated protein sequences as well as genome sequence using the refer-
ence ‘viridiplantae.odb.10-2020-09-10’ dataset. We also used maker116 
(v3.01.04) to calculate the AED117 to evaluate the agreement of the 
gene models with external evidences. Maker-P was used to build the 
M. endlicherianum gene model V1.

Further, we used the maker package to perform functional anno-
tation via InterProScan and BLAST using the agat118 package (v0.9.2). 
Additionally, we performed a BLAST (v2.11.0+) search against A. thali-
ana protein sequences (Araport11) and reported the best hit for each 
sequence (Supplementary Table 11) and used eggNOG-mapper119,120 
(v2.1.8) to perform functional annotation. We used DIAMOND113 
(v2.0.15) with ultra-sensitive mode, with e value cut-off of 1e−7 and in 
an iterative manner. We used the protein sequences as our inputs and 
Viridiplantae (33090) as our taxonomy scope.

RNA-seq analysis: pseudoalignment
To quantify gene expression, we used a Snakemake-managed pipeline 
(7.7.0) that hinged on Kallisto114 (v0.45.0). We indexed the transcriptome 
file with —kmer-size=31 parameter, and used —bootstrap-samples 100 
and —rf-stranded to quantify gene expression based on pseudo-aligned 
reads. We used MultiQC to obtain an overview of alignment for each 
condition.

Filtering, normalization, modelling mean–variance 
relationship and data exploration
Kallisto quantification files were imported into R (v4.2.0; tidyverse 
v1.3.1) with tximport121 (v1.24.0) to calculate the counts from abundance 
via ‘lengthScaledTPM’ based on our study design file (Supplementary 
Table 12). We used edgeR122 (v3.38.1) for filtering and trimmed mean of 
M-values normalization123 of the reads (genes with >1 count per million 
at log2 scale in at least three samples—the number of replicates—were 
kept). Then, we used the voom function from limma124–127 (v3.52.2) 
to model the mean–variance relationship. The normalized expres-
sion table on the log2 scale is available in Supplementary Table 13. We 
performed PCA based on the expression table output of voom and 
visualized the result with ggplot2 (ref. 128) (v3.3.6). We visualized the 
heat map of distance and Spearman correlation between all samples 
considering all genes via pheatmap (v1.0.12), and calculated clusters 
via the Euclidian method.

RNA-seq analysis: WGCNA
We used the WGCNA28,129 package (v1.71) with the expression table pro-
duced by limma. We checked for and filtered out outliers as suggested 
by WGCNA authors (Supplementary Fig. 10). Then, we visualized the 
scale-free topology model fit (R2) against the soft thresholds (β) to 
pick a β for our network construction (Supplementary Fig. 11). We used 
signed network type and ‘bicor’ as our correlation function for WGCNA. 
On the basis of these results, we picked 16 as our soft threshold ‘β’. We 
experimentally chose a merging threshold of 0.25 after exploring dif-
ferent values from 0.2 to 0.4 and investigating the relationship between 
eigengenes and temperature, light intensity, Fv/Fm and absorption 
(Supplementary Fig. 12). We built the gene co-expression network 
using a merging threshold of 0.25 for modules, maximum portion of 
outliers as 0.05 and minimum module size of 30. Then, we visualized 
the correlation between each module’s eigengene and temperature, 
light intensity, Fv/Fm and absorption to identify which modules are 

more related to each treatment (Fig. 4c). We provided a table for all 
genes, their module assignment, inter- and intramodular connectivity, 
gene significance for temperature and light intensity, correlation with 
temperature and light intensity, and their module membership (that 
is, signed eigengene-based connectivity) (Supplementary Table 5). We 
also visualized the graphical representation of the topological overlap 
matrix (TOM) of our samples (Supplementary Fig. 13). To have a visual 
representation of gene expression in each module, we drew heat maps 
for each module via pheatmap (using the Euclidean method for calcu-
lating the distance and complete method clustering) (Supplementary 
Fig. 14). GO enrichment analysis was performed via the clusterPro-
filer package130,131 (v4.4.4) using the output of eggNOG-mapper and 
adjusted P value cut-off of 0.05 and q value cut-off of 0.05, consider-
ing only genes that are present in our GO term-to-gene table, which 
was expressed and passed filtering as our background gene universe 
(Supplementary Table 6). Determining the proper background gene 
list has major importance in enrichment analysis132.

To see how A. thaliana’s well-known genes in stress-response 
mechanisms (downloaded from the TAIR database via keyword search) 
were distributed across different modules, we performed BLASTp 
searches against the new M. endlicherianum annotated proteins. We 
visualized the distribution of these IDs for different stress-related 
keywords (Supplementary Fig. 15) and the expression of these genes 
across different samples via pheatmap (Supplementary Fig. 16). We 
defined as module hubs the top 20 genes (nodes) with the highest 
connectivity within each module (Supplementary Tables 5 and 14).

Differential gene expression analysis
We performed differential gene expression analysis using the limma 
package. We divided samples into multiple groups as follows: low light 
intensity (21 and 39 µmol photons m−2 s−1), medium light intensity (72 
and 129 µmol photons m−2 s−1), high light intensity (329 and 527 µmol 
photons m−2 s−1), low temperature (8 and 12 °C), medium temperature 
(17, 20 and 23 °C) and high temperature (26 and 29 °C; see grid/coloured 
table layout in Fig. 2). We performed all-against-all comparisons and 
an additional comparison of those samples from an Fv/Fm < 0.5 versus 
low light intensity + medium temperature. We used duplicateCorrela-
tion as suggested by Smyth et al.133 to consider technical replicates. We 
used cluster Profiler for GO enrichment analysis131 with an adjusted P 
value and q value cut-off of 0.01 and only genes that were expressed 
and passed filtering as our background universe. The heat map of 
gene expression profiles, dot plot and cnetplot of enriched GO terms 
for each comparison is available in Supplementary Table 14 and Sup-
plementary Figs. 17–25).

Phylogenetic analyses
We assembled a protein database based on the protein releases from 
the genomes of: Anthoceros agrestis BONN94, Anthoceros puncta-
tus94, Amborella trichopoda134, Arabidopsis thaliana135, Azolla filicu-
loides96, Bathycoccus prasinos136, Brassica oleracea137, Brassica rapa138, 
Brachypodium distachyon139, Capsella grandiflora140, Chara braunii72, 
Chlorokybus melkonianii97 (for naming, see ref. 98), Chlamydomonas 
reinhardtii99, Coccomyxa subellipsoidea141, Gnetum montanum142, Kleb-
sormidium nitens100, Marchantia polymorpha143, Mesostigma viride97, 
Micromonas pusilla144, Micromonas sp.144, Oryza sativa145, Picea abies146, 
Physcomitrium patens103, Salvinia cucullata96, Selaginella moellen-
dorffii104, Solanum lycopersicum147, Theobroma cacao148, Mesotaenium 
endlicherianum8, Ostreococcus lucimarinus149, Penium margaritaceum11, 
Spirogloea muscicola8, Ulva mutabilis150, Volvox carteri151, Isoetes tai-
wanensis152 and Ceratopteris richardii153.

Homologues for proteins were detected using BLASTp with Arabi-
dopsis and Mesotaenium proteins as query against the aforementioned 
proteins as database. Alignments were computed using MAFFT v7.490 
(ref. 154). All phylogenies were computed with IQ-TREE155 multicore 
version 1.5.5; their respective best-fit model for protein evolution was 
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determined using ModelFinder156 (integrated in IQ-TREE multicore 
version 1.5.5 for Linux 64-bit built 2 June 2017) according to Bayesian 
Information Criterion; and 1,000 ultrafast bootstrap157 pseudorepli-
cates were carried out and 100 non-parametric bootstrap158 pseudor-
eplicates for the LDAP phylogeny. We coloured phylogeny trees via 
ggtree (v3.9.0).

DIC and confocal laser scanning microscopy
Differential interference contrast (DIC) imaging was done for all rep-
licates from the table with an Olympus BX-60 microscope (Olympus, 
Japan) with a ProgRes C14plus camera and the ProgRes CapturePro 
Software (version 2.9.01) ( JENOPTIK AG). The morphology of chosen 
conditions (Fig. 1, Extended Data Figs. 4–6 and Supplementary Fig. 1) 
of Mesotaenium cells that were 89 h on the table was analysed.

For algae that were used for quantifying the abundance of LD per 
cell, a ZEISS Axioscope 7 microscope (Carl Zeiss) was used including 
the Zen software (Carl Zeiss). The LD count was carried out in Fiji159. For 
statistical analysis of the LD count data, we first used a Shapiro–Wilk 
test160 to assess normality and used Mann–Whitney U tests161 with R 
(version 3.6.1) accordingly.

Confocal laser scanning microscope was done on a Zeiss LSM780 
(Carl Zeiss) set as in Müller et al.162. For the staining of the LD struc-
tures, we used the neutral lipid specific stain BODIPY 493/503 (EM/EX) 
(Merck). Mesotaenium cells were grown for 22 days on WHM medium at 
70–80 µmol photons m−2 s−1 and 22 °C. These cells were ultrasonicated 
for 1 min with 1:500 BODIPY and incubated on a shaker for 5 min before 
visualization.

LD isolation and proteomics
For LD isolation 23-day-old Mesotaenium cells grown on WHM medium 
at 70–80 µmol photons m−2 s−1 and 22 °C were homogenized using 
a Tenbroeck or potter homogenizer in LD isolation buffer (10 mM 
sodium phosphate buffer pH 7.5, 200 µM phenylmethylsulfonyl 
fluoride, 0.5 mM dithiobis(succinimidyl propionate) and 10 mM 
N-ethylmaleimide). The resulting centrifuged supernatant of a 100g 
spin for 1 min was considered as TE. After two further high-speed 
centrifugations (SW40 Ti for 1 h, 4 °C at 100,000g, TLA120 for 1 h at 
100,000g and 4 °C) the floating fat pad was precipitated at −20 °C 
using 100% ethanol overnight. The precipitated pellet was washed 
with 80% ethanol twice, dried and then suspended in 6 M urea. Protein 
concentration was determined using the bicinchoninic acid assay. An 
in-gel sodium dodecyl sulphate gel digestion was done with trypsin 
adapted from Shevchenko et al.163. C18 Stage tip purification was done 
according to Rappsilber et al.164,165. Protein samples were analysed using 
LC–MS. For this, peptide samples were reconstituted in 20 µl LC–MS 
sample buffer (2% acetonitrile and 0.1% formic acid). Then, 2 µl of 
each sample were subjected to reverse-phase liquid chromatography 
for peptide separation using an RSLCnano UltiMate 3000 system 
(Thermo Fisher Scientific). Peptides were loaded on an Acclaim Pep-
Map 100 pre-column (100 µm × 2 cm, C18, 5 µm, 100 Å; Thermo Fisher 
Scientific) with 0.07% trifluoroacetic acid at a flow rate of 20 µl min−1 
for 3 min. Analytical separation of peptides was done on an Acclaim 
PepMap RSLC column (75 µm × 50 cm, C18, 2 µm, 100 Å; Thermo Fisher 
Scientific) at a flow rate of 300 nl min−1. The solvent composition was 
gradually changed within 94 min from 96% solvent A (0.1% formic 
acid) and 4% solvent B (80% acetonitrile and 0.1% formic acid) to 10% 
solvent B within 2 min, to 30% solvent B within the next 58 min, to 45% 
solvent B within the following 22 min and to 90% solvent B within the 
last 12 min of the gradient. All solvents and acids had Optima grade 
for LC–MS (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Eluting peptides were on-line 
ionized by nano-electrospray using the Nanospray Flex Ion Source 
(Thermo Fisher Scientific) at 1.5 kV (liquid junction) and transferred 
into a Q Exactive HF mass spectrometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Full 
scans in a mass range of 300–1,650 m/z were recorded at a resolution of 
30,000 followed by data-dependent top ten higher energy collisional 

dissociation fragmentation at a resolution of 15,000 (dynamic exclu-
sion enabled). LC–MS method programming and data acquisition was 
performed with the XCalibur 4.0 software (Thermo Fisher Scientific). 
Afterwards, the raw proteome data were analysed using Max Quant 
software166 version 1.6.2.10. The database for this analysis was our 
new V2 gene model data. The data were then further processed by the 
Perseus (1.6.2.2) software166,167.

Lipid analysis of LDs
LDs (200–300 µl) were extracted with 10 ml of methanol/chloroform/
formic acid (20:10:1, vol/vol/vol), 5 ml of 0.2 M phosphoric acid and 
1 M potassium chloride168. After vortexing and centrifugation at 50g 
for 2 min, the lower chloroform phases were dried under streaming 
nitrogen and redissolved in chloroform/methanol (2:1, vol/vol). For 
analytical analysis, one-fifth of the lipid extracts were spotted on a thin 
layer chromatography (TLC) silica plate (TLC Silica gel 60, 20 × 20 cm, 
Merck KGaG) and separated with petroleum ether/diethyl ether/acetic 
acid (70:30:0.5, vol/vol/vol)169. The lipid composition was identified 
after incubation in copper sulphate solution (0.4 M CuSO4 in 6.8 % (vol/
vol) phosphoric acid) and heating at 180 °C. For preparative analysis, 
half of the lipid extracts were additionally separated by TLC. After 
development, the lipid spots were visualized after spraying with 0.05% 
(wt/vol) primuline in 80% (vol/vol) acetone. The silica gel spots contain-
ing TAG, diacylglycerol (DAG) and free fatty acids (FFA) were used for 
preparation of fatty acid methyl esters as already described170 with 
some modifications. For acidic hydrolysis, 1 ml of methanol/toluene 
(2:1, vol/vol) containing 2.75% (vol/vol) sulphuric acid (95–97%) and 2% 
(vol/vol) dimethoxypropane was added to the scraped silica gel. For 
quantification, 1 µg of tripentadecanoate was added and the samples 
were incubated for 1 h at 80 °C. To extract the resulting fatty acid methyl 
esters, 1.5 ml of saturated aqueous sodium chloride solution and 1.2 ml 
of hexane were added and centrifuged at 450g for 10 min. The hexane 
phase was dried under streaming nitrogen and redissolved in 10 µl 
acetonitrile. Gas chromatography (GC) analysis was performed with 
an Agilent (Waldbronn, Germany) 6890 gas chromatograph fitted with 
a capillary DB-23 column (30 m × 0.25 mm; 0.25 µm coating thickness; 
J&W Scientific, Agilent) modified from Hornung et al.171. Helium was 
used as carrier gas at a flow rate of 1 ml min−1. The temperature gradient 
was 150 °C for 1 min, 150–200 °C at 4 K min−1, 200–250 °C at 5 K min−1 
and 250 °C for 6 min. The peak area was collected with the ChemStation 
software (Agilent). From the absolute fatty acid contents, relative fatty 
acid profiles for TAG, DAG and FFA were calculated.

Pollen tube transformation and microscopy
Co d i n g  se q u e n ce s  f o r  M e s o t a e n i u m  h o m o l o g u e s  s a l i 
ent to LD biology were MeCaleosinf 5′-GGGGACAAGTTTG 
TAC A A A A A AG C AG G C TC ATGTCGA AG C TC AGTC T TG CC - 3 ′ ,  
MeCaleosinr 5′-GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTGGGTCA 
GACTGCTTCTTCCTCTGCTT-3′, MeLDAPf 5′-GGGGACAAGTTT 
GTACA A A A A AGCAGGCTCATGGCCGA A AGTCAGGGCCC-3 ′ ,  
M e L DA P r  5 ′ - G G G G AC C AC T T TG TAC A AG A A AG C TG G G TC 
CGACTTCTTGAGGGCGTCGGC-3′, MeSteroleosinf 5′-GGGGACAA 
GTTTGTACAAAAAAGCAGGCTCATGGGGTTACTTAATGCCCTTGC-3′,  
MeSteroleosinr 5′-GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTGGGTCGC 
CATTGGACTTGACGAGGG-3′, MeOleosinf 5′-GGGGACAAGTTTG 
TACAAAAAAGCAGGCTCATGCCTCAGGATCAGCAGCAAG-3′, and MeO 
leosinr 5′-GGGGACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTGGGTCCTTCCTCTC 
CTTCTCAACCTTGT-3′. Constructs for expression in pollen tubes were  
cloned into the pLatMCC-GW vector using the fast Gateway method 
as described previously162. Pollen transformation, pollen tube growth 
and fixation were also performed according to this protocol. LDs were 
stained with BODIPY 493/503 at a final concentration of 1.3 µg ml−1. 
Microscopy images of transformed tobacco pollen tubes were acquired 
using an LSM 980 confocal laser scanning microscope using the objec-
tive C-Apochromat 40×/1.20 W Korr (both Carl Zeiss). mCherry was 
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excited at 561 nm and detected at 600–640 nm. BODIPY 493/503 was 
excited at 488 nm and detected at 490–535 nm. In both cases, the major 
beam splitter MBS 488/561 was used. Both channels were recorded 
independently using the line mode.

Comparative evolutionary analyses
To perform comparative evolutionary analyses among M. endlicheri-
anum, other streptophyte algae and embryophytes, we used two sepa-
rate workflows based on one criterion: the availability of at least 15 raw 
RNA-seq samples for a given species challenged with abiotic stresses 
and control conditions. This is the minimum requirement to build a 
co-expression network using the WGCNA package. If a species passed 
this criterion, we used them in two approaches; all results from the 
comparative analyses can be found in Supplementary Table 15.

Approach 1: to compare co-expression networks computed based 
on control and abiotic stress samples, we first used Orthofinder and 
protein sequences of A. agrestis94, A. filiculoides96, A. thaliana135, B. dis-
tachyon139, C. braunii72, Closterium sp. NIES 67 (ref. 10), C. melkonianii97, 
C. reinhardtii99, K. nitens100, M. endlicherianum8, M. polymorpha102, 
M. viride97, O. sativa145, P. margaritaceum11, P. patens103, S. lycopersi-
cum147, S. moellendorffii104, S. muscicola8, Z. mays172 and Zygnema circum-
carinatum9 as well as a species cladogram to find phylogenetic HOGs 
using these parameters: -S mmseqs -M msa -A mafft -s species_tree.
txt -y. For A. thaliana, we downloaded a gene-GO table from arabi-
dopsis.org. For P. patens, M. polymorpha and Zygnema 1b, we used 
eggNOG-mapper and their protein sequences to create a gene-GO 
table using these parameters: -m diamond -dmnd_iterate yes -evalue 
1e-10 -sensmode ultra-sensitive -tax_scope 33090. We downloaded 
raw RNA-seq reads for A. thaliana173–177, P. patens178 and accessions 
PRJNA277025 and PRJNA192876, M. polymorpha179–181 and Zygnema 
1b (ref. 9) from the National Center for Biotechnology Information 
(NCBI). We followed the same quantification as Mesotaenium for each 
species here. In short, we used FastQC, MultiQC and Trimmomatic to 
check the quality of each read and filter and trim the raw reads. Then, 
we used Kallisto to pseudoalign the reads to the transcriptome of that 
species. Then, we imported gene counts for each species into R and 
performed similar exploratory analyses to Mesotaenium for each spe-
cies. An additional layer of analysis here was to check for batch effect 
when we looked at all samples from different sources for a species. 
We used hierarchical clustering and PCA to pick the best expression 
profile from (i) uncorrected, (ii) batch-corrected as a covariate using 
limma, and (iii) batch-corrected using ComBat-seq182 to adjust for 
batch effects (if there were any). There is a debate in the community 
about which method is the best practice; therefore, we did all for every 
species and picked the best (less confounding effect between batches 
and maximum similarity between similar conditions) for each species. 
Then, we used the expression profile and built a signed co-expression 
network using the WGCNA package for each species. We followed the 
same procedure as Mesotaenium. We performed a GO enrichment 
analysis for each module in the co-expression networks. Then, we 
used the Orthofinder-based orthogroups to find genes that have a 
counterpart in Mesotaenium for each species and then we calculated 
the Jaccard similarity and dissimilarity between each Mesotaenium 
modules and each module of A. thaliana, P. patens, M. polymorpha 
and Zygnema circumcarinatum SAG698-1b. For each module in these 
co-expression networks, we looked for the connectivity of genes that 
share a HOG with Mesotaenium hubs.

Approach 2: to determine the shared DEGs under abiotic stresses 
across streptophyte algae, we first downloaded raw RNA-seq reads 
from NCBI as follows: (1) Mougeotia24,25 sp. MZCH240 and S. pratensis 
MZCH10213 (ref. 24), (2) M. viride, C. cerffii, K. flaccidum, C. globula-
ris, C. scutata, Zygnema ‘cylindricum’20 SAG698-1a, (3) Zygnema sp.23 
SAG2419, (4) S. pratensis22 UTEX92 and (5) Z. circumcarinatum9. If it 
was possible, we also obtained the transcriptome or genome file for 
each species. Then, we used Orthofinder and protein sequences of 

Mesotaenium and the protein sequences of these species as well as 
a species cladogram to find phylogenetic hierarchical orthogroups 
using these parameters: -S mmseqs -M msa -A mafft -s species_tree.
txt -y. For species for which only the transcriptome was available, 
we used TransDecoder (v5.7.0) using TransDecoder.LongOrfs and 
TransDecoder.Predict scripts to get a protein-coding sequence for 
our Orthofinder run. For those that we did not have a transcriptome, 
we built one using Trinity (v2.15.1) (ref. 183) and the settings -seqType 
fq –trimmomatic. We followed the same quantification steps as for 
Mesotaenium and workflow A to pseudoalign reads to the transcrip-
tome. Then, we followed similar steps to Mesotaenium to calculate 
DEGs for each species. Finally, we compared these DEGs with DEGs in 
Mesotaenium using HOGs from Orthofinder run in this workflow. We 
used BioNERO package184 to aggregate log2(fold change) values for 
each gene in each species to the corresponding HOGs and then used 
cluster Profiler to perform GO enrichment analyses and visualized the 
heat maps. In all comparisons, we considered adjusted P values <0.05 
as significant enrichment.

TEs
We used InterProScan185 (v5.59-91.0) on all predicted proteins 
in Mesotaenium endlicherianum V2 and filtered the results for 
transposon-related domains. This resulted in 6,186 entries in 1,748 
unique gene IDs, among which only 96 were expressed in our RNA-seq 
data (that is, passing an expression cut-off of at least 1 count per million 
in at least three samples); all results are presented in Supplementary 
Table 4b).

Reporting summary
Further information on research design is available in the Nature Port-
folio Reporting Summary linked to this article.

Data availability
All RNA-seq reads have been uploaded to the NCBI Sequence Read 
Archive and can be accessed under BioProject PRJNA832564 and 
Sequence Read Archive accessions SRR18936040 to SRR18936170. Fur-
thermore, data can be interactively explored at https://mesotaenium. 
uni-goettingen.de and proteomic data have been uploaded to EMBL- 
EBI PRIDE (accession PXD037847). On Zenodo, we have deposited (1)  
raw light and confocal micrographs generated, for example, for LD  
assessment in Mesotaenium and pollen tubes https://doi.org/10.5281/ 
zenodo.7921367 and (2) raw and visualized phylogenetic data https:// 
doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7950653. The additional previously published  
RNA-seq datasets that were used for comparisons are: (1) A. thaliana:  
SRR2302908 to SRR2302919, ERR754084, ERR754066, ERR754077,  
ERR754069, ERR754087, ERR754064, ERR754059, SRR7659142,  
SRR7659143, SRR7659144, SRR7659145 to SRR7659150, SRR5197904,  
to SRR5197909; (2) M. polymorpha: SRR12076853, SRR12076855,  
SRR12076857, SRR12076859, SRR12076861, SRR12076863,  
SRR12076865, SRR12076867, SRR12076869, SRR12076871,  
SRR12076873, SRR12076875, SRR12076877, SRR12076879, SRR12076917  
to SRR12076925, SRR15186078 to SRR15186125, DRR093991 to  
DRR093996; (3) P. patens: SRR1824306 to SRR1824320, SRR10235460  
to SRR10235483, SRR787291, SRR787292, SRR787293, SRR787294,  
SRR787295; (4) Z. circumcarinatum SAG698-1b: SRR24939299,  
SRR24940177, SRR24909175, SRR24757807, SRR24757829,  
SRR24757830, SRR24757831, SRR24205691 to SRR24205702,  
SRR24286545 to SRR24286562, SRR24576622, SRR24576623,  
SRR24385702, SRR24450996, SRR24450997, SRR24451196,  
SRR24480449, SRR24707416, SRR24707417, SRR24952091,  
SRR21891679 to SRR21891705; (5) C. cerffii (at the time, C. atmophyticus,  
see ref. 98): SRR5949009, SRR5949013 to SRR5949016, SRR5949027 to  
SRR5949030; (6) C. scutata: SRR5948993, SRR5948995 to SRR5948998,  
SRR5949001, SRR5949004, SRR5949005, SRR5949007; (7) K. flac 
cidum: SRR5949010, SRR5949011, SRR5949012, SRR5990072 to  
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SRR5990080; (8) M. viride: SRR5949021 to SRR5949026; (9) Mougeotia  
sp. MZCH240: SRR9083681, SRR9083682, SRR9083688, SRR9083692  
to SRR9083701; (10) S. pratensis MZCH10213: SRR9083685,  
SRR9083686, SRR9083687, SRR9083689, SRR9083690, SRR9083696;  
(11) S. pratensis UTEX928: SRR4018077 to SRR4018100; (12) Z. cir 
cumcarinatum SAG698-1a: SRR5948999, SRR5949000, SRR5949002,  
SRR5949003, SRR5949006, SRR5949008, SRR5949017, SRR5949018;  
and (13) Z. circumcarinatum SAG2419: SRR6047298, SRR6047299,  
SRR6047302 to SRR6047305. Source data are provided with this paper.

Code availability
Codes and data used for genome re-annotation, WGCNA and differen-
tial gene expression analysis are available on our GitHub page https:// 
github.com/deVries-lab/Response_to_a_gradient_of_environmen 
tal_cues_in_mesotaenium_endlicherianum.
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Extended Data Fig. 2 | Heat maps of average differential gene expression 

in log2(fold change) per HOG. From the strongest upregulation in red to the 
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maps were sorted by phylogeny (see the cladogram on the left) and treatment 
(written on the right); light teal highlights the data on Zygnematophyceae,  
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Extended Data Fig. 3 | Enriched GO-terms for eight of the 26 modules; each 

inset shows the gene expression profiles of all genes in a given module. (a–i) 
Arabidopsis homologs for key processes were mined based on keywords; they 
were retrieved from a look-up table of BLASTp hits in a search of Mesotaenium 
V2 against A. thaliana representative protein sequences. Bar charts show the 
percentage of detected Mesotaenium homologs across the modules relative to 

the number of all Arabidopsis IDs assigned to the terms. No BLAST hit was not 
depicted. Abbreviations: proc. = process; reg. = regulation; biogen. = biogenesis; 
develop. = development; pos. = positive; neg. = negative; init. = initiation; 
GEP = Gene expression profile; med. = mediated; dep. = dependent; modif. = 
modification; conjug. = conjugation; anneal. = annealing; compl. = complex; 
synth. = synthesis; resp. = response; transf. = transferring.
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Extended Data Fig. 4 | Pre-experimental setups: temperature conditions 

comparison, light intensities, and light spectra. (a) Temperature conditions 
for the first experimental setup (n1(I)) depicted by a blue to red color gradient 
(see also supplementary table ST 1.4). (b) Temperature conditions for the second 
and the final experimental setup (n1(II), n2(II), n1(III), n2(III), and n3(III)) depicted 
by a blue to red color gradient (see also supplementary table ST 1.2). (c) Light 
intensity/irradiance values depicted by a green to yellow color gradient (see also 

supplementary table ST 1.1). (d) Average light spectra of the gradient table (blue) 
assessed using SpectraPen (PSI, Brno, CZ) compared to a spectra assessed of 
natural sunlight (orange). (e) Light spectra of various plates of the gradient table 
(see overview) in various shades of blue assessed using SpectraPen (PSI, Brno, 
CZ) compared to a light spectrum assessed of natural sunlight (orange) and a 
light spectrum from a growth lamp used for flowering plants.
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Extended Data Fig. 5 | Pre-experimental setup II: Fv/Fm, absorption, and 

morphology. (a) Fv/Fm values (blue gradient) and absorption values (orange, 
green, grey color gradient, Colors indicate measured wavelength: orange 
gradients = Absorption measured at λ 480 nm, green gradients = Absorption 
measured at λ 680 nm, grey gradients = Absorption measured at λ 750 nm) of the 
first pre-experimental setup (n1(I)) with temperature settings ranging from 12.7–
34 °C. (b) Fv/Fm and absorption values of second pre- experimental setup (n1(II) 
and n2(II)) and averaged values (n1-2 Av.) with new temperature settings ranging 
from 8.6 -29.0 °C. (c) Photographs of the pre-experimental setups n1(I) with 

temperature conditions ranging from 12.7–34 °C and n2(II) with temperature 
conditions ranging from 8.6 to 29.0 °C after incubation on the table for 216 h 
(n1(I)) or 191 h (n2(II)) respectively. The photograph of pre-experiment n2(I) 
is not shown. (d) Differential interference contrast (DIC) micrographs of SAG 
12.97 cells (pre-experimental setup n1(II)) under most extreme environmental 
conditions (four corners: samples 1, 6, 37, and 42) as well as under high irradiance 
527.8 µmol photons m-2 s-1 at 20.5 °C; for each well, at least 10 micrographs were 
taken, all showing similar phenotypes of the cells.
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Extended Data Fig. 6 | Main-experimental setup (n1,2,3 (III)): Morphology 

and growth. (a) Photographs of the main experimental setups n1, n2, and n3 (III) 
with temperature conditions ranging from 8.6 to 29.0 °C after incubation on the 
table for 65 h. (b) Fm measurements (maximal fluorescence) using IMAGING-
PAM in various table conditions, legend on the right is a false color gradient 
indicating fluorescence intensity. (c) Differential interference contrast (DIC) 
micrographs of SAG12.97 cells grown on C-Medium (growth conditions see 
methods: growth conditions prior to exposure to environmental conditions); 

at least 10 micrographs were taken, all showing similar phenotypes of the cells. 
(d) Differential interference contrast (DIC) micrographs of SAG12.97 under most 
extreme environmental conditions (four corners: samples 1, 6, 37, and 42) as 
well as along an irradiance gradient at 21 °C (samples 19–24) and a temperature 
gradient at 130 µmol photons m-2 s-1 (samples 3, 9, 15, 21, 27, 33, and 39); for each 
well, at least 10 micrographs were taken, all showing similar phenotypes of  
the cells.
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Extended Data Fig. 7 | Differential gene expression comparisons highlight 

plastid-related responses. (a) Biological theme comparison of GO terms 
enriched in differential gene expression analyses in which one factor was always 
kept constant; the top 10 different connected graphs are shown. (b) Wordle of the 

124 genes that showed significant regulation across multiple comparisons shown 
in main Fig. 2f,g and Extended Data Fig. 1; word size correspond to the number 
of comparisons in which a gene appeared. Color serves to increase the contrast 
between words.
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A B S T R A C T   

The monophyletic group of embryophytes (land plants) stands out among photosynthetic eukaryotes: they are 
the sole constituents of the macroscopic flora on land. In their entirety, embryophytes account for the majority of 
the biomass on land and constitute an astounding biodiversity. What allowed for the massive radiation of this 
particular lineage? One of the defining features of all land plants is the production of an array of specialized 
metabolites. The compounds that the specialized metabolic pathways of embryophytes produce have diverse 
functions, ranging from superabundant structural polymers and compounds that ward off abiotic and biotic 
challenges, to signaling molecules whose abundance is measured at the nanomolar scale. These specialized 
metabolites govern the growth, development, and physiology of land plants—including their response to the 
environment. Hence, specialized metabolites define the biology of land plants as we know it. And they were 
likely a foundation for their success. It is thus intriguing to find that the closest algal relatives of land plants, 
freshwater organisms from the grade of streptophyte algae, possess homologs for key enzymes of specialized 
metabolic pathways known from land plants. Indeed, some studies suggest that signature metabolites emerging 
from these pathways can be found in streptophyte algae. Here we synthesize the current understanding of which 
routes of the specialized metabolism of embryophytes can be traced to a time before plants had conquered land.   

1. Streptophyte terrestrialization and the challenge of living on 
land 

The surface of our planet is covered by a monophyletic group of 
organisms whose cumulative biomass dwarves that of all other life: the 
land plants (Embryophyta; [1]). Embryophytes, to which we will 
henceforth simply refer to as land plants, are not the only photosynthetic 
eukaryotes on land. Algae from various lineages dwell on land, including 

chlorophytes, diatoms and many more [2–4]. The terrestrial macroflora 
is however solely composed of land plants. 

Land plants emerged from within the clade of Streptophyta about a 
little more than 500 million years ago [5]; the clade Streptophyta con-
sists of land plants and streptophyte algae (see Box 1 for details). It thus 
was an ancestral freshwater and terrestrial streptophyte alga that gained 
a foothold on land and brought about the series of fateful events that are 
coined as ‘plant terrestrialization’ [6,7]. During this process, the earliest 
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Box 1 
Streptophyte algal diversity. 

Streptophyta forms a monophyletic group comprising land plants (embryophytes) and the streptophycean algae (short, streptophyte algae). 
Currently, streptophyte algae represent two major grades: (1) KCM containing the classes Mesostigmatophyceae, Chlorokybophyceae, and 
Klebsormidiophyceae and (2) ZCC the classes Zygnematophyceae, Coleochaetophyceae, and Charophyceae [50,266–268]. The ZCC grade and 
land plants form the monophylum Phragmoplastophyta (“Core”-Streptophyta) [6,50,115,269,270]. All recent phylogenomic analyses agree on 
that the Zygnematophyceae are the algal sister lineage to land plants [50,268–270]. The current status about the streptophycean algae is 
summarized in the following table (numbers were extracted from http://www.algaebase.org).    

# genera # species Morphotype Ecology 
KCM Mesostigmatophyceae 1 2 monadoid freshwater 

Chlorokybophyceae 1 5 sarcinoid terrestrial 
Klebsormidiophyceae 5 41 trichal + sarcinoid terrestrial/freshwater 

ZCC Charophyceae 3 > 110 trichal freshwater/brackish 
Coleochaetophyceae 2 29 trichal + parenchymatous freshwater 
Zygnematophyceae 45 > 4200 trichal + coccoid terrestrial/freshwater 

The classes Mesostigmatophyceae and Chlorokybophyceae form sister groups to each other [266] and are most distantly related to the other 
algal classes of the Streptophyta. Representatives of both classes are rare organisms and only recognized by ultrastructure of the flagellated cells 
as members of the Streptophyta [271,272]. In both classes, sexual reproduction is unknown (for an overview, see also [273]). Curiously, some 
Spirotaenia, originally assigned as member of Zygnematophyceae based on morphological features such special type of sexual reproduction 
(conjugation) and absence of any flagellated stages, appear closely related to Chlorokybophyceae according to SSU and rbcL phylogenies [274] 
and phylogenomics [275]. Recently, Chlorokybus was found to entail not only one species but a cryptic species complex, encompassing at least 
five extant members [275]. 
The class Klebsormidiophyceae are filamentous and single-celled algae that represents the sister group to the Phragmoplastophyta [269, 
276–279]. The genus Klebsormidium is widely distributed in almost all non-marine habitats and is able to form biological soil crusts. Despite the 
controversial taxonomy within this genus, Klebsormidium became a well-researched organism. Other genera of Klebsormidiophyceae are very 
rare algae (except for Interfilum). 
The Charophyceae (stoneworts) include freshwater (occasionally brackish) algae with complex macroscopic thalli composed of a main axis with 
whorled branches characterized by growth of apical meristematic cells. The sexual reproduction is a specialized oogamous mode with oogonia 
and antheridia surrounded by sterile cells. Charophyceae are well represented in the fossil record with a large diversity extending back to the 
Silurian [273,280,281]. According to McCourt et al. [280], currently six extant genera in the family Characeae included in the order Charales 
are recognized. Two additional orders and a large number of genera and families are only known from the fossil records [282,283]. Two genera 
(Chara, Nitella) contain more than 100 described species each, with a third (Tolypella) containing several dozen taxa. The family Characeae 
contains all living charophytes with generally a worldwide distribution. Some taxa have very restricted distribution and are even endemic. In 
general, dioecious taxa are narrowly distributed or endemic, whereas monoecious taxa are usually widely distributed [284]. 
The class Coleochaetophyceae includes two genera Coleochaete and Chaetosphaeridium. The genus Coleochaete comprises algae with branched 
filaments or sometimes form complex discoid parenchymatous thalli [285]. Some thallus cells bear distinctive sheathed hairs [286]. Some 
species of Coleochaete form corticated zygotes, which often retain in the mother organism. The cytokinesis occurs by phragmoplast formation 
and presence of plasmodesmata similar to the land plants [287–289]. The zygote possesses sporopollenin, a highly resistant substance found in 
the outer wall of pollen [43]. Only eight Coleochaete species are available in culture and deposited in public culture collections [290]. Chae-
tosphaeridium is the second genus placed in the Coleochaetophyceae, based on molecular phylogenetic studies [276,277], morphological and 
cytological features, such as the presence of typical sheathed hairs and similar chloroplast structure [281,290,291]. This genus consists many 
loosely connected globose or flask-shaped cells imbedded in a gelatinous matrix. Vegetative cells bearing long sheathed hairs. Seven species of 
Chaetosphaeridium are described, but only two C. pringsheimii (type species of genus) and C. globosum are isolated and deposited in the public 
culture collections. 
The Zygnematophyceae, also known as conjugating green algae, is the most species-rich and morphologically diverse lineage of the Streptophyta 
[281]. Morphologically, representatives of this class are very diverse, ranging from unicellular coccoid and small colonial forms (Desmidiales) to 
filaments (Zygnematales such as Spirogyra, Zygnema etc). The sexual reproduction occurs by a unique process of conjugation, involving fusion of 
non-motile gametes. The absence of flagellated reproductive stages, plasmodesmata and basal bodies also sets this class apart from the other 
streptophyte algal classes. Traditionally, the class was divided into the Zygnematales and the Desmidiales based primarily on differences in cell 
wall structure, but molecular phylogenies have shown that the Zygnematales (characterized by smooth non-ornamented cell walls) is a para-
phyletic assemblage that gave rise to the monophyletic Desmidiales [281,292–295]. 
Zygnematophyceae occur in a wide variety of freshwater habitats, such ephemeral pools, ponds, lakes, marshes, bogs, artificial habitats on every 
continent around the world. Within a given habitat, species often show preference for microhabitats. Most conjugating green algae are benthic 
or periphytic and grow on surfaces or occasionally attached to substrates by means of rhizoids or mucilage [296,297]. Some Zygnematales could 
be found in extreme habitats such on snow and ice (Ancylonema, Cylindrocystis, and Mesotaenium; [298]). Cylindrocystis has also been found in 
desert crust communities [3,299]. The filamentous Zygogonium is found in very acid pools and rivers (pH < 3) (e.g., [300]) or in High Alpine soils 
[301]. In general, desmids prefer slightly acidic waters (pH 4–7), such as pools in acid peat bogs [297,302]. The Desmidiales are represented by 
four families, the Closteriaceae, Gonatozygaceae, Peniaceae, and Desmidiaceae, which is the largest family [296]. The order Zygnematales 
traditionally included the families Zygnemataceae and Mesotaeniaceae [303]. The most prominent genus of this family is Spirogyra with around 
300 morphospecies. Molecular phylogenetic studies indicate that the families belonging to the Zygnematales are not monophyletic and 
morphological features are often not correlated with phylogeny [292,293,304].  
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land plants (i.e. the first representatives of the monophylum Embry-
ophyta; see also discussions in [8]) acquired a set of shared traits that 
distinguish embryophytes from all other streptophytes. One of the key 
aims of studying the early evolution of land plants is defining what these 
traits were and when they came about. Understanding the evolutionary 
origin of the defining traits of land plants holds the promise that we 
attain an understanding of the singularity of plant terrestrialization. 

It is human to ask for reason and meaning. In the context of this 
manuscript, a looming question is “Why did land plants emerge only 
once?”. In (evolutionary) biology the answer is however always the 
same: because it worked. Or rather because it did not ‘not work’. When 
we apply this reasoning to the question of plant terrestrialization one 
approach is to ponder the challenges that were faced during plant ter-
restrialization. And challenges are aplenty in the terrestrial habitat. 

Terrestrial challenges can be divided into two major classes—biotic 
and abiotic. Strategies to face biotic stressors are found in the whole 
green lineage and the conquest of land brought the need to adapt to new 
terrestrial pathogens [9]. This issue has been discussed and reviewed 
several times in recent years [9–12]. When comparing the physics of 
different habitats of the green lineage the conditions are considerably 
harsher in a terrestrial habitat than in a marine habitat with (shallow) 
freshwater habitats as an intermediate: For example, the fluctuations in 
environmental temperatures hinge on three major components: thermal 
conductance, capacity of the medium, and the size of the system. 
Temperature changes pronouncedly faster in air than in water; further, 
the size of a freshwater habitat is likely to be much smaller than that of a 
marine habitat. The same ranking holds true for the availability of water 
and osmotic pressure. The overall concentration of small molecules is 
rather constant in a given marine environment. In freshwater habitats 
the amount of water might vary quite drastically throughout the year 
and consecutively the osmotic pressure. For terrestrial plants this chal-
lenge is even more profound. Another important factor is irradiance. The 
quantity and quality of light differ significantly between all habitats. 
This is influenced mainly by the refractive index of the medium and the 
distance the light needs to travel through. Hence, the quantity and the 
spectral width of light is decreasing with increasing water depth 
(approximately 10 m below the water surface the red light is completely 
gone [13]). 

All organisms need to respond to abiotic and biotic challenges. These 
include, for example, the modification of membranes under temperature 
stress and the production of phytoalexins under pathogen attack. Not 
least due to their sessile nature, land plants have a unique suite of mo-
lecular traits for responding to their environment (e.g., for unique means 
of modifying membranes with relevance to temperature stress, see 
[14]). And many of these traits hinge on their specialized metabolism. 
Streptophyte algae, which are phylogenetically the closest algal rela-
tives of land plants, occupy a diversity of habitats: they occur in fresh-
water, and can grow hydroterrestrial as well as (aero-)terrestrial ([15]; 
see Box 1). As such, those lineages of streptophyte algae that have a 
foothold in the terrestrial environment obviously experience the same 
stressors as land plants at least during some time in their lives (see 
discussions in [8]). In combination with their close phylogenetic rela-
tionship, it is reasonable to argue that streptophyte algae and land plants 
will share a core set of routes of their specialized metabolisms to face 
similar biotic and abiotic terrestrial stressors. 

Herein, we focus on the mitigation and sensing of abiotic stressors 
and dissect which routes of the specialized metabolism of embryophytes 
are already present in the closest algal relatives of land plants—the 
streptophyte algae—allowing for an inference of the routes that were 
present in their shared common ancestor(s). 

2. Protective compounds and the diversification of plant 
specialized metabolism on land 

Specialized metabolism is responsible for a wide variety of molecules 
that occur only in some organismal groups where they might or might 

not be essential. Pathways of the specialized metabolism share several 
enzymes and compounds with primary metabolism, which calls for 
either (i) an evolutionary origin by branching from primary metabolism 
or (ii) for a shared evolutionary origin of both metabolisms. For 
example, phenylalanine, a necessary building block of proteins, is the 
first compound of the phenylpropanoid pathway; the primary metabo-
lites isopentenyl pyrophosphate and dimethylallyl pyrophosphate are 
the source of isoprenoids; and caffeine and purine alkaloids derive from 
purine nucleotides that make up the DNA [16]; see also [17]. The 
manifold ties between primary and specialized metabolism are hardly 
surprising, given the interconnectivity of most primary metabolic 
pathways (e.g., the biosynthesis of tryptophan and histidine are inter-
connected to nucleotide biosynthesis and nitrogen assimilation path-
ways; see also [18]) and the multiple functions that primary metabolites 
often have in an organism (e.g., amino acids have many functions be-
sides being protein monomers; [19]). Moreover, specialized metabolism 
is not merely a “dead end” branching off from primary metabolism, but 
often connects back to primary metabolism. An example is the retro-
grade flow of sulfur from glucosinolates to cysteine in Arabidopsis [20]. 

Under certain conditions, specialized metabolites provide selective 
advantages. Thus, it is unsurprising that in contrast to the (near) uni-
versality of core metabolism, plant specialized metabolism is highly 
diverse (between 200,000–1 million specialized metabolites exist 
compared to ~1000 primary metabolites) and shows a patchy distri-
bution across the Tree of Life [17,18]. In plants and algae, specialized 
metabolites have crucial functions ranging from regulatory signals (e.g., 
phytohormones) to structural polymers (e.g., lignin) involved in any 
biological process including the protection against biotic and abiotic 
stresses. Pathways of specialized metabolism consist of multiple re-
actions carried out by a diverse range of enzymes from different gene 
families. As such they can be considered complex traits that offer a large 
working surface to be shaped by evolutionary forces and as such can 
hold an adaptive advantage to a new or challenging environment [17]. 
One of the most drastic suites of such adaptations to a new environment 
must have occurred during the conquest of land by plants due to the 
stark differences in habitats as illustrated above. 

Indeed, several processes seen in extant land plants must have 
occurred to accomplish the water-to-land transition. An adequate 
acclimation and stress response are not the only requirements for suc-
ceeding on land. Yet, they are a necessity (see also [8]). The challenges 
that the algal lineage that conquered land had to face—and that all 
extant land plants still experience on a daily basis—include increased 
irradiance, temperature shifts, as well as recurring drought and flooding 
[7]. They also include the need to identify, communicate, and respond to 
other organisms [8–11,21–27]. The biosynthesis of protective com-
pounds, such as phenylpropanoids and their derivatives, to minimize the 
damage caused by, for example, excessive light and the resulting reac-
tive oxygen species (ROS), was a cornerstone in the evolution of land 
plants [8,18,28,29]. In the following sections we will start with the 
commonalities and differences in the specialized metabolism of strep-
tophyte algae and embryophytes to dissect the evolutionary routes of 
plant specialized metabolism and its possible role in the conquest of 
land. Afterwards, we discuss the evolutionary forces that act upon 
specialized metabolisms to dissect how the picture of extant specialized 
metabolism came about. 

3. Enzyme promiscuity, shreds of polymers, and the 
biosynthesis of phenylpropanoid-derived compounds 

Some enzymes possess more than one catalytic activity and partici-
pate in various pathways, such as detoxification enzymes or amino-
transferases [30]. These are known as multifunctional enzymes. 
Enzymes are also intrinsically promiscuous, meaning that they normally 
catalyze non-canonical reactions at low levels; the so-called under-
ground metabolism [31]. Various mechanisms are responsible for this 
promiscuity, including substrate permissiveness, mechanistic elasticity, 
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and concomitant product diversity [18]. The “metabolic noise” naturally 
occurring at basal levels in the cell is the raw metabolic material onto 
which natural selection can act, selecting certain reactions and metab-
olites given the right conditions. It is important to note that the selection 
of metabolites and reactions always occurs at given cellular contexts (i. 
e., presence of some substrates and products at given concentrations), 
and therefore an enzyme’s substrate specificity is not universal but 
context-dependent. Intrinsic changes such as cell-specific expression, 
subcellular localization of metabolites, and extrinsic environmental 
changes will affect the cellular context—and therefore the kinetic op-
tima for enzyme specificities. In fact, environmental variations can lead 
to variation in an organism’s fitness landscape [32]. The flexibility of 
metabolic pathways allows populations to more freely maneuver fitness 
landscapes and as such makes such pathways the target of adaptive 
evolution. Multifunctional enzymes and especially enzymatic pro-
miscuity are hence key aspects for the evolvability of metabolic path-
ways; and may be one of the most important factors that has led to the 
diversity of specialized metabolism that we see in extant plants [17]. 
Mutations in enzymes involved in primary metabolism often result in 
significant loss of fitness or lethality. Moreover, primary metabolism is 
ubiquitous whereas specialized metabolism is lineage-specific; as such 
these lineage-specific biochemical routes are much younger than those 
of the primary metabolism. It is thus to be expected that primary 
metabolism experiences stronger evolutionary constraints than the 
specialized metabolism. The observed diversity of routes of the 
specialized metabolism may also be explained by an additional factor. 
Not only is it that—as discussed above—metabolic noise can become a 
functioning signal because it allows for higher fitness in a given envi-
ronment, but drift can (and will) also play its part. Mutations in enzymes 
of the specialized metabolism that alter substrate specificity may be less 
likely to be lethal compared to the primary metabolism, thus if an 
ancestral enzyme is highly promiscuous the chances for 
lineage-dependent metabolic promiscuity is high. The phenylpropanoid 
pathway, although the evolutionary forces behind are still to be inves-
tigated, is a point in case for such lineage-specific promiscuity. 

The phenylpropanoid pathway, and the metabolic routes that arise 
from this pathway, are at the heart of plant biology. From there derives 
lignin, which is essential for all vascular plants as a structural compo-
nent for, e.g., erect growth, xylem vessel formation, and structural 
reinforcement upon pathogen attack (e.g., [33–35]). Additionally, de-
rivatives of the phenylpropanoids can act in the responses to biotic and 
abiotic stress [36]. These routes—as can be derived from the name 
‘specialized metabolism’—more often than not produce lineage-specific 
metabolites [17]. The chemodiversity of the phenylpropanoid pathway 
is underpinned by often large enzyme families that act within this 
pathway—with multiple steps being carried out by the same/similar 
enzymes acting on different compounds (see discussions in: [37–39]). 
Most of the genetic and molecular data that disentangle the role of the 
enzymes producing these metabolites comes from few select systems 
such as Arabidopsis thaliana and scattered data from other species. Given 
that some routes produce lineage-specific compounds, deriving in-
terpretations from hard data of only a few organisms can be challenging. 
That said, current phylogenomic and transcriptomic data allow us to (i) 
gather a rough idea on how similar the phenylpropanoid pathway and 
its derived metabolism is between land plants and streptophyte algae 
and (ii) understand how the phenylpropanoid pathway evolved. 

Earlier phylogenetic data suggested that phenylalanine ammonia- 
lyase (PAL)—the first enzyme in the phenylpropanoid pathway 
(Fig. 1)—occurred first in land plants and was possibly gained through 
horizontal gene transfer (HGT; [40]). Moreover, a gene coding for 
cinnamate-4-hydroxylase (C4H), the second enzyme in the pathway 
(Fig. 1), is missing in the genomes of green algae [39,41,42]. These 
observations stood in contrast to the presence of lignin-like compounds 
in streptophyte algae and the product of C4H in several different algae 
[43–47]. This conundrum hinted that other entry points to the phenyl-
propanoid pathway or other enzymes that convergently evolved PAL 

and C4H activity might exist. Indeed, the availability of the first strep-
tophyte algal genome—that of Klebsormidium nitens [48]—revealed the 
presence of a truncated version of a PAL-encoding gene [39,42]. Yet, its 
functions still need to be elucidated. 

The finding of a PAL candidate in K. nitens supported that the phe-
nylpropanoid pathway may have been present already in streptophyte 
algae. The key role of the phenylpropanoid pathway in biotic and abiotic 
stress (see [36]) led to the hypothesis that a version of the phenyl-
propanoid pathway was not only present in, but also helpful for the algal 
lineage that conquered the terrestrial habitat [8,29,42]. Indeed, putative 
CAD-encoding homologs responded to temperature stress on a transcript 
level in Zygnematophyceae [49]. Genome data of the Zygnematophy-
ceae—the streptophyte algal lineage closest to land plants [50]—Penium 
margaritaceum yielded surprises as no PAL homolog could be identified 
[51]; despite that, P. margaritaceum produces flavonoids [51], which 
supports the notion that the core phenylpropanoid biosynthesis pathway 
functions in some fashion in this zygnematophyceaen alga. 

How is phenylpropanoid biosynthesis realized in streptophyte algae 
that lack PAL? Possible options are (i) the evolution of PAL-function in 
phylogenetically related enzymes (such as histidine ammonia-lyases 
[HALs|) or (ii) (phenylalanine)/tyrosine ammonia-lyase ([P]TAL) as 
an alternative entry point to the phenylpropanoid pathway. PTAL con-
verts tyrosine to coumarate and is known to occur in some land plants 
[52,53]. Further, cases of convergent evolution of enzymatic functions 
in the phenylpropanoid pathway have been identified for the function of 
F5H and COMT in Selaginella moellendorffii [54–56]. Both hypotheses are 
hence theoretically equally likely. That said, canonical homologs for 
ammonia lyases (PAL and HAL) have only been identified in K. nitens 
and Chara braunii [39]; albeit very short versions and tRNA-fusions of 
ammonia-lyases also exist in other streptophyte algal lineages [39]. This 
pattern is mirrored across the evolution of the phenylpropanoid 
pathway. One-to-one orthologs rarely exist in streptophyte algae for any 
embryophytic enzyme in the phenylpropanoid pathway and routes to-
wards lignin [39]. Rather homologs and co-orthologs to many of the 
enzymes were found (Fig. 1, Fig. 2). The evolution of the enzymes 
involved in the biosynthesis of phenylpropanoids and lignin-like com-
pounds is best depicted by radiation and lineage-specific duplications 
[39]. The presence of phenylpropanoid derivatives in representatives of 
the streptophyte algal lineages may thus derive from lineage-specific 
solutions. This is also supported by a phylogenomic analyses on the 
flavonoid pathway across streptophytes [57]. What exact toolkit may 
have been present in the streptophyte algal lineages that was the foun-
dation of the terrestrial flora is however hard to infer. 

There are several examples across streptophyte algae that suggest the 
presence of phenylpropanoid-associated and phenylpropanoid-derived 
compounds; many of these might be linked to stress responses. Among 
others, the accurate and fast molecular response to UV-irradiation is 
crucial for plant survival and thus the presence of UV-absorbing com-
pounds, such as phenylpropanoid pathway-derived anthocyanins and 
flavones, is advantageous. The latter was not only detected in the zyg-
nematophycean alga P. margaritaceum [51], but also in different species 
of chlorophyte algae ([47], Fig. 1, Fig. 3). Additionally, several studies 
identified phenolic compounds in zygnematophycean algae that act as 
sunscreens to protect against UV-irradiance [58–60]. For example, the 
alga Zygogonium ericetorum does not only produce photoprotective 
phenolics but also hydrolyzable tannins [58]; tannins are known from 
land plants to be involved in various abiotic and biotic stress response 
mechanisms [61]. In the newly discovered species Serritaenia testaceo-
vaginata (formerly belonging to genus Mesotaenium Nägeli), the forma-
tion of a pigmented extracellular mucilage provides photoprotection 
[62]. Under certain environmental conditions [63] some streptophyte 
algae form Mycosporine-like amino acids (MAAs) as a form of protection 
against UV-Irradiance [64,65]. MAAs derive from the shikimate 
pathway and are based on the prescursor 3-dehydroquinic acid; these 
amino-acid derivatives can absorb UV-light (Fig. 1; [65]). MAAs were 
found in several klebsormidiophycean algae, for example, the alpine 
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Fig. 1. Selected biosynthetic routes towards plant phenolics. An overall schematic interconnective pathway map for some possible biosynthetic routes towards plant 
phenolics. Enzymes, for which at least phylogenetic evidence is reported (for more, see Fig. 2) are colored in the corresponding color for a given lineage (see inset for 
the color key). Besides streptophyte algae, presence/absence patterns of enzymes and compounds of the Chlorophyta clade are shown. White spaces indicate no 
information about the presence/abscence of the corresponding enzyme/compound. Question marks indicate that the presence/abscence of the enzyme is incon-
clusive. Dashed arrows indicate steps in the pathway which are not shown or are putative/ambiguous. Highlighted in yellow are compounds which hold a key 
function in the shown pathways. The data are based on [39,47,58,65,99,305,306]. 
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biological-soil-crust-forming alga Klebsormidium fluitans, as well as 
several other Klebsormidium isolates and the species Interfilum massjukiae 
and I. terricola, which belong to the sister lineage to the genus Klebsor-
midium [64–66]. Klebsormidophyceae as well as several other classes of 
streptophyte algae have homologs to the entire suite of enzymes 
involved in the shikimate pathway (Fig. 2b). Together, not only tran-
scriptomic and phylogenomic data support the presence of a phenyl-
propanoid pathway version in streptophyte algae, but these studies add 
metabolomic evidence to the role of phenylpropanoid pathway-derived 
compounds in streptophyte algal stress responses. 

As illustrated, a major challenge for terrestrial streptophyte algae is 
that they face high UV stress against which phenolic compounds provide 
shelter. Enrichment of the cell wall with phenolic compounds is one of 
the modes of building up UV protection, which is proposed for strep-
tophyte algal phenolics [28]. Renault et al. [67] have shown that the 
bryophyte Physcomitrium patens enriches its cuticle with phenolics by 
using an enzymatic toolkit that is, in vascular plants, ascribed to lignin 
biosynthesis; streptophyte algae are known to produce a suite of com-
pounds that form sporopollenin [43,68,69]. Additionally, recent data 
show that liverworts produce a novel compound termed auronidin, 
which is a novel class of anthocyanins, but derived from aurones [70]. 
This illustrates the option for as-of-yet unknown compounds involved in 
abiotic stress-responses. It is tempting to speculate that routes of the 
phenylpropanoid pathway shared by streptophyte algae and land plants 
trace their evolutionary roots to the production of an ancestral polymer 
[71] that formed a chassis for or direct aid in UV protection. 

Fig. 2. Genetic repertoire for key specialized metabolic routes across streptophytes. (a) Evidence for the presence of gene families encoding enzymes involved in the 
synthesis of discussed specialized metabolites in streptophytes (for phenylpropanoids, lignin, core flavonoids, SA, benzoic acid, MEP/DOXP, MVA, ABA, SL). Colored 
dots represent reports on the presence of homologs belonging to the respective enzyme families based on: phylogenetic and/or functional evidence (orange), BLAST- 
derived conclusions (yellow), evidence from orthofinder (harvest gold). Question marks indicate inconclusive phylogenetic affiliation. White circles show that 
presence has not been reported for these lineages yet for any reason. Angiosperms provide the reference (grey dots). The data are based on [39,42,48,51,57,99,103, 
104,115,130,182,186,187,190,305–309]. The putative presence of homologous enzymes in the biosynthesis pathways of terpenoids and mevalonate was investigated 
here using Orthofinder2 using standard settings. (b) The putative presence of homologous enzymes involved the shikimate pathway was also investigated here using 
Orthofinder2. The list of enzymes involved in this pathway was derived from KEGG. All Orthofinder2 results are shown in Table S1 and the dataset was based on [48, 
51,102–104,114,115,130,307,310–337]. 

Fig. 3. Reports on important specialized metabolites in streptophyte algae. 
Streptophyte algae are listed in the order Mesostigmatophyceae, Chlor-
okybophyceae, and Klebsormidiophyceae (KCM); Charophyceae, Coleochaeto-
phyceae, and Zygnematophyceae (ZCC). Reports of the presence (blue) of 
specialized metabolites, including phenylpropanoids (PP; PPP = phenyl-
propanoid pathway), its derivatives, cell wall components and pyhtohormones. 
The existence of contrasting reports is highlighted by yellow-green circles. 
White circles indicate that presence of these metabolites have not been reported 
(to our current knowledge) for a certain lineage for any reason. The data are 
based on [47,54,67,100,338–349]. 
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4. Salicylic acid: an ancient signal with two possible routes for 
its biosynthesis 

Salicylic acid (SA) is a well-studied phytohormone in plant defense 
[72]. Chemically it is a derivative from benzoic acid; indeed, early 
studies on tobacco, potato, and cucumber highlighted PAL as a key 
enzyme in SA biosynthesis [73–75]. In A. thaliana, however, the main 
source of SA appears to be chorismate [76,77]. Isochorismate synthase 1 
and 2 (ICS1, ICS2) catalize the conversion of chorismate to iso-
chorismate [76,78]. ENHANCED DISEASE SUSCEPTIBILITY 5 (EDS5) 
transports isochorismate from the chloroplast to the cytosol where 
GRETCHEN-HAGEN 3.12 (GH3.12 also known as PBS3) conjugates it to 
isochorismate-9-glutamate [79–81]. From there, SA can be derived by a 
spontaneous reaction in A. thaliana [80]. Additionally, Brassicaceae 
genomes encode a BAHD acyltransferase, named ENHANCED PSEU-
DOMONAS SUSCEPTIBILITY 1 (EPS1), that can facilitate the conversion 
from isochorismate-9-glutamate to SA [81,82]. This already hints to-
wards some lineage-specificity in the biosynthesis of SA across land 
plants. In agreement with this notion, soybean appears to require both 
the ICS- and PAL-derived biosynthesis of SA for a proper response to 
pathogen attack [83]. In tobacco, SA accumulation is altered in leaves 
that were inoculated with tobacco mosaic virus (TMV) and systemic 
leaves when expression of PAL was reduced [74]. Yet, reduction of PAL 
in tobacco affected systemic acquired resistance (SAR) more strongly 
than the primary defense response [74]. 

Seminal work over the past few years has uncovered that, rather than 
SA alone, N-hydroxypipicolic acid (NHP) and SA act in concert to induce 
SAR [84]. As such, the results by Pallas and colleagues [74] on SAR may 
need to be viewed in light of the recent findings. Additionally, Catinot 
and colleagues [85] found that an immediate induction of SA after 
pathogen attack requires ICS in Nicotiana benthamiana. In pepper 
(Capsicum annum), silencing of CaPAL1 decreased PAL activity as well as 
the production of SA and downstream SA-dependent expression of 
PATHOGENESIS-RELATED PROTEIN 1 (CaPR1; [86]). Cumulatively, 
those studies highlight that the PAL- and ICS-pathways are required for 
SA production; although in which context and how much they 
contribute seems to vary by lineage—possibly by species. 

The pathway by which SA is synthesized via PAL remains largely 
unknown. Nonetheless, several possible routes have been highlighted, in 
which several intermediate enzymatic steps have been functionally 
validated [87]. One option is that cytosolic t-cinnamic acid—derived 
from phenylalanine via PAL—is converted into benzaldehyde by a 
hydratase (possibly PhCHD/AtAIM1) and a lyase [87]. Alternatively, 
t-cinnamic acid could be converted first to its CoA-ester, cinnamoyl-CoA 
by 4CL and then processed as described above [87]. Cytosolic benzal-
dehyde would then either be converted to benzoic acid via Arabidopsis 
thaliana ALDEHYDE OXIDASE 4 (AAO4) in A. thaliana [88] or benzal-
dehyde is transferred into the mitochondrion, which is the case in An-
tirrhinum majus where benzaldehyde dehydrogenase (BALDH) catalyzes 
the reaction [89]. The second option would require the peroxisomal 
β-oxidative pathway and as such import of t-cinnamic acid or its 
CoA-ester to the peroxisome. In that part of the putative pathway the 
steps from t-cinnamic acid via cinnamoyl-CoA to benzoic acid have been 
functionally elucidated in either Petunia hybrida or A. thaliana [90–97]. 
Independent of where in the cell benzoic acid is synthesized, it is sup-
posed to be converted into SA in the cytosol. León et al. [98] partially 
purified a benzoic acid-2-hydroxylase (BA2H) and showed that this 
CYP450 enzyme is capable of catalyzing this step. Similarly, experi-
ments in pea have also worked on protein level with a BA2H-candidate. 
Yet, no sequence from BA2H has been published from any plant species. 
This is a major bottleneck in identifying the evolutionary conservation 
of all possible SA biosynthesis pathways. 

The foremost question that allows for inferences on the evolution of 
SA biosynthesis, however, is: how conserved is the occurrence of SA 
across streptophyte diversity? Outside of angiosperms, SA has been 
measured, e.g., in the floating fern Azolla filiculoides (although only 

small amounts; [99]), several bryophytes [100] and the streptophyte 
alga K. nitens ([48]; Fig. 3). This suggests that SA was present in the last 
common ancestor (LCA) of most, if not all, streptophytes [9]. Deep ho-
mologs for certain genes of SA biosynthesis and signaling can even be 
found in chlorophytes [101,102]. The emergence of SA signaling and its 
role in defense is currently placed at the LCA of land plants [9,10]. More 
experimental data from streptophyte algae are needed to confirm this 
current placement. That said, the genomic insights into possible 
biosynthetic routes have already been informative. 

In the genome of the Charophyceae C. braunii no homolog to ICS was 
recovered via a BLAST search ([103]; Fig. 2). This is in contrast to SA 
being found in K. nitens [48] that belongs to the Klebsormidiophyceae 
that branch sister to Phragmoplastophyta, which include Chara. Phylo-
genetic analyses on the SA biosynthesis pathway in three hornwort 
genome assemblies (Anthoceros spp.) not only uncovered ICS candidates 
for the hornworts but also C. braunii [104]. Yet, sometimes ICS may be 
confused with other enzymes bearing chorismate-binding domains. In a 
more recent dataset including more species as well as sequences of the 
other chorismate-binding enzymes anthranilate synthase, amino-
deoxychorismate synthase/para-aminobenzoate synthase and cho-
rismate synthase the affiliations to either group appear clearer: Indeed, 
ICS candidates occur throughout the entire green lineage—not only in 
C. braunii but also several chlorophytes [99]. This suggests a deep 
evolutionary origin of ICS. Concomitant a transfer from the cyano-
bacterial plastid progenitor to the nucleus via endosymbiotic gene 
transfer has previously been suggested [105]. Additionally, functional 
homologs of ICS are present in the genomes of several filamentous 
cyanobacteria [99,106]. The ICS-derived SA biosynthesis pathway is 
ancient and bacteria use either isochorismate pyruvate lyase for con-
version of isochorismate into SA or salicylate synthase for conversion of 
chorismate to SA [107–109]. Alternatively, isochorismate can be 
funneled into the menaquinone pathway in bacteria [110,111]. And the 
presence of menC and/or menD domains attached to some ICS of land 
plants and algae [99] suggest that they may be rather involved in 
phylloquinone synthesis. Exceptions to the occurrence of these com-
pound enzymes are the sequences of angiosperms, that of the lycophyte 
S. moellendorffii and that of C. braunii [99]. 

What about the biosynthesis pathway via PAL? As described above, 
the evolutionary history of PAL is complicated. While K. nitens clearly 
has a PAL-candidate, other streptophyte algae seem to lack PAL [39]. 
Likewise, the occurrence of 4CL homologs—required if cinnamoyl-CoA 
is the precursor—are only present in a few streptophyte algal lineages 
sequenced to date ([39]; Fig. 2). Other steps such as that carried out in 
the peroxisome by the hydratase AtAIM1/PhCHD or the last step to 
benzoic acid carried out by DHNAT are conserved across streptophytes 
([39]; Fig. 2). Nonetheless, possible candidates for all steps in the 
cytosolic and peroxisomal route exist throughout the entire lineage of 
streptophytes (Fig. 2). This makes sense, because these routes are not 
entirely devoted to SA biosynthesis, but products are also required for 
the synthesis of other essential compounds. The only enzyme specific to 
SA synthesis from this pathway is BA2H—whose sequence currently 
remains an enigma. The thrive of non-seed model systems and the 
continued development of (streptophyte) algal model systems [48,103, 
112–117] will be a crucial step to functionally determine the evolu-
tionary routes of SA biosynthesis and its diversity. 

While SA was likely present in the LCA of streptophytes, what role 
this phytohormone occupied in that LCA is not elucidated. As mentioned 
above—based on current data—its role in defense signaling can be 
traced back to the LCA of land plants [9]. The evolutionary origin of the 
cross-talk between SA and jasmonic acid (JA) to modulate different 
defense responses towards different types of pathogens can be placed 
either at the LCA of seed plants [118] or at the LCA of angiosperms [9]. 
Recent data by Matsui et al. [119] indicate that cross-talk between SA 
and jasmonates might be present in the liverwort M. polymorpha and 
thus possibly already in the LCA of land plants. Data from the moss 
P. patens [120] and the gymnosperm P. abies [121] indicate a role for SA 
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in response to necrotrophic pathogens; which canonically is ascribed to 
JA and regulated by the antagonistic relationship between SA and 
jasmonates. Thus, lineage-specific modulations of the antagonism could 
confound its origin. 

SA is involved in the response to abiotic stresses as well (e.g. [122, 
123]). Further, SA interfers with gravitropism by altering the flux of 
auxin in A. thaliana [124]. Cross-talk of SA with other hormones is an 
important modulator of the trade-offs between defense and growth or 
defense and response to abiotic stress. How conserved these interactions 
of phytohormones are—i.e. whether this can be found across the 
streptophytes—remains to be elucidated. A cornerstone in discussing the 
evolutionary origin, distribution, and composition of phytohormone 
networks is to map the occurrence of the key players onto the lineages of 
all extant streptophytes—including streptophyte algae. This is the 
starting point for any robust evolutionary inference. In the next sections 
we will thus address the presence of other phytohormones across extant 
streptophytes and try to infer what networks may have been theoreti-
cally possible in various LCAs of streptophyte algae and land plants. 

5. Jasmonates: ancient roles, new functions, and shifts in ligand 
preferences 

Oxylipins comprise and contribute to a plethora of different com-
pounds. They are derived from unsaturated fatty acids via the oxidation 
of lipids, including derivatives of these molecules. As a phytohormone, 
the oxylipin jasmonic acid (JA) is widely studied in plant biology. It is 
important for the defense against herbivores and certain lifestyles of 
pathogens [125,126]. To achieve a fine-tuned response, JA signaling is 
tightly interwoven with other phytohormone signaling pathways—most 
prominent is the interaction with ethylene (ET) and its antagonism with 
SA [125,126]. Both, ET and SA have been detected in streptophyte algae 
[48,127] (more on ET below), and may thus have likely been present in 
the earliest land plants. In contrast, JA likely emerged later during the 
evolution of land plants [128,129]. Concomitantly, the genomes of 
sequenced streptophyte algae reveal an absence of several of the JA 
biosynthesis genes [48,51,103,130]. However, allene oxide synthase 
(AOS, which catalyzes the conversion from 13-HPOT to 12,13-EOT, an 
intermediate to JA, in angiosperms) was identified and functionally 
characterized in K. nitens (then still called K. flaccidum), P. patens and 
Marchantia polymorpha [131,132]. 

Functional characterization of allene oxide cyclase (AOC) is also 
available for P. patens, which does not produce JA [133]. Moreover, 
Pratiwi and colleagues [134] functionally characterized four enzymes in 
the JA biosynthesis pathway (AOS, AOC, OPR3, and JAR1) in 
S. moellendorffii; JAR1 produces the functional JA conjugate, JA-Ile 
[135]. In S. moellendorffii, the canonical function for all four enzymes 
has been reported [134]. However, in P. patens AOCs cannot only pro-
duce cis-(+)-OPDA, but also 11-OPTA [133]. Together, the patchy 
occurrences—or possible lack—of JA in bryophytes and streptophyte 
algae [48,132,133,136,137] (Fig. 3) as well as the functional pro-
miscuity of PpAOC2 [133] indicate that JA signaling may not be 
conserved across streptophytes. Monte and colleagues [128,129] 
investigated this aspect of JA signaling in M. polymorpha. Indeed, they 
found that the JA-Ile receptor and the entire downstream signaling 
cascade leading to JA-derived responses are conserved in A. thaliana and 
M. polymorpha [128,129,138]. There was just one difference: the ligand 
of the JA-Ile receptor (CORONATINE-INSENSITIVE 1; COI1) of 
M. polymorpha recognized dn-OPDA, not JA-Ile [128]. The authors of 
that study [128] found that the shift from dn-OPDA to JA-Ile was 
attributable to a mutation in the COI1 sequence; this mutation leading to 
JA-Ile being the preferred ligand might date back to an older ancestor, as 
it was in several angiosperms, Amborella trichocarpa (which belongs to 
the sister lineage to all other angiosperms) as well as the lycophyte 
S. moellendorffii. 

The role of dn-OPDA in the liverwort M. polymorpha partially over-
laps with that of A. thaliana [128]; being relevant for defense against 

herbivory. Yet, an effect on fertility, as observed for A. thaliana, was not 
found for Mpcoi1 [128]. In the moss P. patens only PpAOC2, but neither 
PpAOC1 nor PpAOS1 nor PpAOS2 affected fertility [131,133]. This 
begged the question of what the ancestral role of the dn-OPDA/JA-Ile 
pathway was. Studies on the Mpcoi1 mutant suggested the presence of 
a COI1-independent signaling of dn-OPDA [139]. This pathway tran-
scriptionally induced many responses related to abiotic stresses, and 
mostly temperature stress. Monte and colleagues [139] were able to 
confirm this independent signaling pathway of dn-OPDA and could show 
that this is conserved in A. thaliana and the alga K. nitens. Together with 
the observation that K. nitens as well as other streptophyte algae may 
lack a COI1 homolog [48,103,115,130,140], this might point to an 
ancestral role of dn-OPDA in thermotolerance via a COI1-independent 
patwhay [139]. 

6. Apocarotenoids: key signals under stress that emerge from 
essential pigments 

6.1. Isoprenoid building blocks for essential plant functions 

Isoprenoids, which include the diverse terpenoids, are a large class of 
organic molecules. Terpenoids include carotenoids, phytols, retinols, 
tocopherols, dolichols, and squalene; also, chlorophylls, cytokinins, and 
brassinosteroids are among the isoprenoid-derived molecules. And this 
list of important molecules could be continued. As such, they are critical 
to the molecular biology of plants and algae; changes in terpenoid 
biosynthesis affect growth, development, and stress responses of em-
bryophytes through fine-tuning of phytohormone production [141]. 
Terpenoids are classified based on the number of isoprene units or the 
type and number of cyclic structures. They are produced from the 
condensation of dimethylallyl pyrophosphate (DMAPP) and its isomer 
isopentenyl pyrophosphate (IPP) [142]. Among the various terpenoids, 
archaea, many eukaryotes such as animals, and some gram-positive 
bacteria employ the mevalonate (MVA)-pathway exclusively, while 
gram-negative bacteria, some gram-positive bacteria, 
and—importantly—chlorophyte algae only employ the 
methyl-erythritol 4-phosphate (MEP)-pathway [141,143]. Embryo-
phytes use both the cytosolic MVA-pathway and the plastidic 
MEP-pathway that was brought into photosynthetic eukaryotes through 
the cyanobacterial plastid progenitor [141,143]. Given the paraphyletic 
relationships within the streptophytes, there looms the question of 
when, during the course of Chloroplastida evolution, the retention of 
MEP and MVA or the shift solely towards MEP occurred. 

Using Orthofinder2 [144], we looked for MEP and MVA enzymes 
(based on A. thaliana gene IDs) in orthogroups formed by phylodiverse 
protein data from across the green lineage (Fig. 2). If there was at least 
one species in a lineage that had a homolog to the A. thaliana gene, we 
considered that this lineage has a homolog of the gene. Our survey 
suggests that the MVA pathway is present completely in some strepto-
phyte algae (Chlorokybophyceae, Klebsormidiophyceae, and Zygne-
matophyceae) and partially in all of them. Importantly, this includes the 
first committed step carried out by 3-hydroxy-methyl-glutaryl-CoA 
reductase (HMGR), which is present in all embryophytes and some 
streptophyte algae including Chlorokybus, K. nitens, C. braunii, Spirogloea 
muscicola, and Mesotaenium endlicherianum. This is in line with Pu et al. 
[141], who reported that all enzymes of the MEP pathway are present in 
embryophytes, streptophyte algae, and Chlorophyta (except for Meso-
stigma viride, S. muscicola, and M. endlicherianum); the only difference is 
that, based on our analyses, Chlorokybophyceae also have the complete 
MVA pathway. Pu et al. [141] speculated that emergence and/or 
retention of the MVA pathway in embryophytes may facilitate the 
transition from shallow freshwater habitats to subaerial and terrestrial 
environments. Indeed, given the importance of isoprenoid-derived 
compouds for the acclimation to environmental conditions, it is 
conceivable that a concerted action of MVA and MEP offers 
spatio-temporal versatility in responses. For example, Pu et al. [141] 
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highlight that K. nitens, which grows in terrestrial environments, has the 
genes for the entire MVA-pathway. In contrast, a unicellular green alga 
that thrive in shallow ponds, M. viride, has only four MVA-pathway 
genes. In accordance with this speculation, aquatic Chlorophyta have 
only one (AACT) or two (AACT and HMGS) enzymes of MVA-pathway. 
The distribution of the MVA versus MEP pathway thus remains obscure. 
What is however clear is that streptophyte algal isoprenoid biosynthesis 
(very likely via MEP) leads to carotenoids. 

6.2. Carotenoids and xantophylls: first responders to stress in 
photosynthetic eukaryotes 

Carotenoids are a class of specialized metabolites that occur in all 
photosynthetic eukaryotes and cyanobacteria [145]. Due to the central 
role as accessory pigments in photosynthesis, carotenoids are essential 
for plant physiology. That said, some carotenoids are among the classes 
of specialized metabolites that are rare and often species-specific [145]. 
Even though the biosynthesis of carotenoids is well-conserved across the 
green lineage, this does not mean that carotenoids are mere steady-state 
essentials: carotenoids are critical in the response to many terrestrial 
stressors that land plants face. 

Among the first cellular machineries that respond to adverse envi-
ronmental conditions are the photosynthetic apparatuses. This also 
holds true for streptophyte algae closely related to land plants [49, 
146–149]. Especially upon the rapidly changing light conditions in the 
terrestrial habitat. A key mechanism for mitigating excess energy is 
non-photochemical quenching (NPQ; [150,151]). While there are 
important differences in NPQ mechanisms across the diversity of the 
green lineage [152–154], many key NPQ-triggering mechanisms such as 
the action of light-harvesting complex stress-related protein (LHCSR) 
and photosystem II subunit S (PSBS) [155–159] are conserved (see [8] 
for a longer discussion). One of the main processes tied to NPQ is the 
xanthophyll cycle and thus carotenoids. 

At high photosynthetic rates, the lumen acidifies and the conversion 
of the xanthophylls violaxanthin to zeaxanthin is triggered [160,161]. 
This conversion is intertwined with NPQ [162,163]. Such conversions 
hence hinge on the quantity and composition of the xantophyll/car-
otenoid pool. Only few studies so far investigated the carotenoid profiles 
of streptophyte algae. For example, Stamenkovic ́ and colleagues [164] 
measured carotenoid and chlorophyll composition in Cosmarium isolates 
from different geographic areas under high light stress. They found that 
the investigated desmids (with exception of the arctic isolate C. crenatum 
var. boldtianum) showed pigment characteristic for a complete xantho-
phyll cycle as in land plants that are subjected to high irradiance [164]. 
Given that desmids are primarily found in shallow freshwater habitats 
the authors suggested that the observed increase of the xanthophyll pool 
and its fast action of the xantophyll cycle might help desmids to cope 
with the relatively high light intensities and fluctuations in their natural 
habitat [164]. Importantly, such a rich pigment pool adds to the 
versatility of specialized metabolism as they act as a substrate for more 
metabolites. 

Carotenoids are involved in the mitigation of one of the foremost 
consequences of terrestrial stressors: reactive oxygen species (ROS) 
[145,165,166]. By quenching ROS, a class of by-products is formed that 
has been shown to be used extensively in embryophyte stress respon-
se—the apocarotenoids [166–168]. It is only conceivable that during the 
course of evolution, by-products that increase in abundance under stress 
turn into signaling molecules that trigger regulatory cascades for stress 
response. 

6.3. Apocarotenoids: cleavage products key in stress response 

Apocarotenoids include some of the best-known signals of special-
ized metabolism in embryophytes: examples are the phytohormones 
abscisic acid (ABA) and strigolactones (SL), and well-accepted retro-
grade signaling molecules such as ß-cyclocitral (ß-CC) [167–169]. 

Almost every aspect of plant biology is influenced by apocarotenoids 
(for an overview, see [145,168]). Apocarotenoids arise through oxida-
tive cleavage of carotenoids either in a non-enzymatic fashion (e.g., 
through ROS) or via the action of Carotenoid Cleave Dioxygenases 
(CCD). Apocarotenoids are among those signature molecules involved in 
the embryophytic response towards terrestrial stressors, including the 
prime stressors high irradiance and drought [166,168]. It is thus 
conceivable that these molecules were among the foundational 
specialized metabolites that aided in the conquest land. 

Apocarotenoids are formed via spontaneous degradation of the 
evolutionarily conserved carotenoids [145,166–168]. Thus, from a 
chemical perspective their presence would be expected in streptophyte 
algae. Indeed, Hori et al. [48] detected ABA in K. nitens alongside genes 
putatively coding for parts of the ABA biosynthesis and signaling path-
ways. Yet, homologs of ABA receptors of the PYRABACTIN RESISTANCE 
family (PYR/PYL/RCAR) are missing in K. nitens; also no clear ortholog 
of the biosynthesis-relevant 9-cis-epoxycarotenoid dioxygenase (NCED) 
were identified [48]. Recent investigations into the ABA biosynthesis of 
A. thaliana have revealed an alternative route via diverse β-apo-11-c-
arotenals [170]. This (a) illustrates that also in well-researched plants 
there are novel biochemical routes to be found and (b) opens a whole 
range of possibilities that might provide an explanation for the occur-
rence of ABA in streptophyte algae that lack NCEDs and ABA DEFICIENT 
2 (ABA2) homologs (see, e.g., [103,149]). In contrast to Klebsormidium, 
the Zygnematophyceae have genes orthologous to those coding for a PYL 
receptor in land plants (Fig. 4) [115,149]. Moreover, the zygnemato-
phycean PYL-like protein showed basal inhibition of its 
downstream-targeted phosphatases (PP2C)—similar to land plants—but 
did not show an increased inhibitory activity upon ABA treatment [171]. 
Hence, ABA signaling, as known from land plants, differs in streptophyte 
algae (see also [8,172]). The possibility, however, remains that the 
zygnematophyceaen pre-PYL receptor—in a similar scenario as shown 
for the JA receptor [128]—can bind a different specialized metabolite 

Fig. 4. Modular evolutionary origin of the abscisic acid signaling cascade. ABA 
biosynthesis likely originated in the last common ancestor (LCA) of Chlor-
ophyta and Streptophyta (hormone in black)—since ABA has been detected in 
several chlorophytic algae, streptophytic algae (see Fig. 3 and main text). The 
bona fide signaling pathway has been elucidated in embryophytes (see [350] 
for a review): ABA perception and core signaling is based on PYL, PP2C, 
SnRK2s, transcription factors (basic leucine zipper, bZIP), and ion channels 
(S-type anion channels, SLAC) [351–353]; the regulatory connection between 
PP2C, SnRK2s, and transcription factors/ion channels likely already emerged in 
Klebsormidiophyceae [171,172,352,353]. Hence, this cascade likely emerged 
in the LCA of Klebsormidiophyceae and Phragmoplastophyta (green)—poten-
tially even earlier. The mechanism of basal inhibition by a ligand independent 
PYL was gained at the base of Zygnematophyceae and embryophyta (cyan) 
[149,171,172]. The ligand-dependent PYL inhibition of the signaling network is 
land plant specific (blue) and the dimeric PYLs that monomerizes in an 
ABA-dependent manner are only known in angiosperms (subfamiliy III; yel-
low) [171]. 
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(structurally related or not) than in Embryophyta. 
SLs are apocarotenoids that originate from β-carotene and represent 

an important class in the specialized metabolism of embryophytes [168, 
173]. The SL signaling network is involved in symbioses with arbuscular 
mycorrhizal fungi (AMF) as well as many root and rhizoid modulating 
processes [168,173–179]. It is prudent to note that next to SLs, other 
apocarotenoids mediate symbiosis with AMF; these include mycor-
adiccin [180] and several blumenols [181]. Because SLs were reported 
in algae of the order Charales and in land plants that lost their ability to 
form symbioses with AMF [168,182,183], their ancestral function was 
considered to rather be associated with developmental processes than 
symbiotic signaling—but more on this below. Indeed, Delaux et al. 
[182] were able to induce the rhizoid elongation of Chara corallina (a 
Charophyceae) with a similar efficiency compared to those observed for 
embryophytes treated with a synthetic analog of SLs, GR24. 

The enzymes CCD7 and CCD8 are crucial for SL biosynthesis in an-
giosperms [184] and mosses [185,186]; CCD8 of the liverwort March-
antia paleacea was recently shown to act in SL biosynthesis [187]. Even 
though Chara corallina responds to SL application, Charophyceae appear 
to lack genes encoding for CCD7 and CCD8 [103,188]. Likewise, the 
liverwort Marchantia polymorpha lacks homologs to CCD8 [182]; that 
said, Kodama et al. [187] recently showed that several Marchantia 
spp.—except M. polymorpha—encode both CCD8 and MORE AXILLARY 
GROWTH 1 (MAX1; [51]). The latter is a cytochrome P450 enzyme 
(CYP711A) relevant for the formation of carlactonic acid, from which 
multiple strigolactones arise [189]. Moreover, Kodama et al. [187] 
highlight that all species of Marchantia capable of engaging in symbiosis 
with AMF have the genetic repertoire to produce SLs. Additionally, the 
same study confirmed the presence of carlactonic acid as well as a new 
SL, bryosymbiol, in Marchantia paleacea. A recent phylogenetic analysis 
by Walker et al. [190] reported the presence of deep homologs for CCD7 
and CCD8 in chlorophytes; albeit pointing out that these possible ho-
mologs appear rather divergent from land plant sequences, calling into 
question the conserved substrate specificity. Overall, homologs of both 
CCD7 and CCD8 occur across the green lineage (Fig. 2a). Enzymes with 
bona fide CCD7 and CCD8 activity were at least already present in the 
LCA of land plants; whether homologs of CCD7 and CCD8 in, for 
example, streptophyte algae encode enzymes with a similar function as 
described for their functionally characterized counterparts in embryo-
phytes needs to be elucidated. Given that homologs of key components 
of SL biosynthesis have been reported to be present in most streptophyte 
algal genomes sequenced to date (with the exception of LBO; Fig. 2a), it 
would not be surprising if they could act in a similar biosynthetic 
chassis—with the theoretical capacity to give rise to a plethora of 
apocarotenoids. The detection of SLs outside of land plants has however 
been patchy (Fig. 3). Similar to the genetic distribution of the SL 
biosynthesis pathway, components in SL signaling are present in strep-
tophyte algae; the full chassis of SL perception and signaling—as 
described from land plants—more likely came together in the last 
common ancestor of land plants [187,191]. This stepwise emergence of 
the embryophytic SL biosynthesis followed by the emergence of the 
signaling chassis was coined the ‘ligand first’ scenario by Kodama and 
colleagues [187]. In turn this however means, that if there are ‘ligands 
first’, there are biosynthetic routes first. Such ligands emerge from a 
pathway with multiple steps and compounds—all of which might play 
important roles in the respective systems. Aided by emerging algal 
model systems, we can hunt for their role in cell signaling and 
physiology. 

Several small volatile apocarotenoids, such as ß-CC, ß-ionone and 
dihydroactinidiolide, arise as products of CCD cleavage and by-products 
after spontaneous degradation of carotenoids upon oxidative stress 
[145,166–168,192,193]. Also, these small apocarotenoids have diverse 
functions in physiology and beyond. If you enjoy a glass of red wine 
while reading this article, part of the aroma originates from ß-ionone 
[194–198]. Many volatile apocarotenoids are well-known as herbivore 
repellents [199,200]. The appearance of such small apocarotenoids is 

known from diverse organisms, ranging from cyanobacteria to land 
plants [166–168,201,202]. Thus, even though no data are available 
from streptophyte algae, one can assume that they may also occur there. 
Indeed, there might be a lot of added value to studying other apocar-
otenoids than the usual suspects like ABA and SL in streptophyte algae. 
And there are a lot of possible candidates to pick. Over 750 different 
carotenoids [145] are currently known. Taking into account that apoc-
arotenoids can arise from cleavage of carotenoids in nearly any position 
of the polyene backbone—either enzymatically or non--
enzymatically—there are 10,000 s of theoretically possible apocar-
otenoids. Given this diversity, there is much we do not know about the 
function of a major share of apocarotenoid diversity. 

ß-CC has attacted some attention in recent years [167,203,204]. 
Treatment with ß-CC elicited transcriptomic profiles that resembled 
those triggered by the ROS singlet oxygen [167], highlighting the whole 
cascade from (i) ROS as the input to (ii) ß-CC generation and signaling to 
(iii) transcriptomic output. In addition to its possible role as a ROS 
sensor, ß-CC has been shown to control the upstream isoprenoid 
pathway by acting as an inhibitor of 1-deoxy-D-xylulose 5-phosphate 
synthase (DXS), the first step in isoprenoid biosynthesis via the MEP 
pathway, in A. thaliana [204]. Hence, ß-CC can be considered a potent 
and versatile regulator. ß-CC gives rise to a spontaneous oxidation 
product, ß-cyclogeranic acid (often also called ß-cyclocitric acid, which 
can cause a bit of confusion as it is not the cyclic form of citric acid); 
ß-cyclogeranic acid is involved in the response to drought stress [203]. 
Similarly, the spontaneous oxidation product of ß-ionone, dihy-
droactinidiolide, is induced by high light and triggers the expression of 
singlet oxygen quenchers [193]. ß-ionone itself is induced in a 
light-dependent manner, as work on the model system Petunia hybrida 
has shown [205]. If oxidative cleavage on a carotenoid happens two 
times, the middle section remains—a dialdehyde (DIAL). The function of 
this apocarotenoid class is one of the least studied—even though they 
were detected in cyanobacteria and land plants [168,206]. One of these 
apocarotenoids is anchorene; already from the name its function can be 
guessed—anchorene is involved in the formation of anchor roots in 
A. thaliana [168,207]. 

In sum, next to well-known apocarotenoid phytohormones, there is a 
series of apocarotenoid molecules with pronounced impact on plant 
physiology—many of which we could not cover here. Considering the 
potential and measurable diversity of apocarotenoids within one spe-
cies, there is an astounding diversity of apocarotenoid metabolites 
across the green lineage. This will likely be matched by a diversity in 
apocarotenoid metabolism and function. It is likely that among that 
chemodiversity, evolution has recruited apocarotenoids with diverse 
roles in stress response, defense and signaling multiple times indepen-
dently; the biological impact a given apocarotenoid might have in one 
lineage might not necessarily be the same in another. The impact of 
apocarotenoid chemodiversity is however writ large across the biodi-
versity of the green lineage. 

7. Other important signals: glimpses into ethylene and auxin 
signaling in streptophyte algae 

Auxin is a major growth hormone of land plants. Ultimately, auxin- 
mediated signaling influences almost any imaginable developmental 
and morphogenetic process of land plants. The bona fide source for auxin 
is the amino acid tryptophan. TRYPTOPHAN AMINOTRANSFERASE OF 
ARABIDOPSIS (TAA) converts tryptophan into indole-3-pyruvic acid 
[208], which is further converted by flavin monooxygenases of the 
YUCCA family into indole-3-acetic acid (IAA) [209,210]. While first 
described in angiosperms, this system was found to act in bryophytes 
such as P. patens and M. polymorpha [211,212]. That said, there are some 
exceptions even in vascular plants; Kaneko et al. [213] described dif-
ferences in auxin catabolism of the lycophyte S. moellendorffii leading to 
pronounced differences in the ratios of bioactive and inactive auxin as 
compared to flowering plants. The situation in streptophyte algae is 
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more complicated. While clear YUCCA orthologs have been reported for 
streptophyte algae [214], the emergence of bona fide TAA-coding genes 
is being debated [215,216]. Nonetheless, auxin has been detected in 
streptophyte algae [48,136]. Presence of auxin in streptophyte algae is, 
however, not surprising—auxin is even found in distantly-related algae 
as well as bacteria [217–219]. 

The action of auxin as a morphogenetic signal hinges on the creation 
of a spatial concentration gradient. This spatial auxin distribution is 
established by polar auxin transport—foremost orchestrated by the PIN 
auxin efflux carriers [220–222]. Auxin transport has been described in 
streptophyte algae. Boot et al. [223] found transport of IAA between the 
internodal cells of Chara corallina. Skokan et al. [224] carried out a 
detailed characterization of the single PIN homolog found in K. nitens 
(“KfPIN”). KfPIN transported auxin and was found (through immuno-
localization) to localize at the surface of Klebsormidium cells [224]. That 
said, they did not localize at the contact points between cells of the 
filament [224]. Further, when Zhang et al. [225] heterologously intro-
duced KfPIN into Arabidopsis, it localized to the plasma membrane in an 
even manner, thus, failing to establish polarity and a directionality in 
the flow of auxin. In contrast, a PIN from the Charophyceae Chara vul-
garis, which shows erect growth and produces rhizoid, was found to 
localize in a polar fashion [226]. Moreover, genome analyses of another 
species from the genus Chara, Chara braunii, uncovered an expanded 
battery of PINs [103]. How polar auxin flow evolved (or how many 
times), and the likely roles that it played in the earliest land plants will 
keep plant scientists busy for decades to come. 

Auxin acts through a signaling cascade that consists of a chain of 
negative regulation. At low auxin levels, the AUX/IAA proteins keep 
transcription factors of the AUXIN RESPONSE FACTORs (ARFs) family 
inactive [227,228]. Once auxin levels rise, the ubiquitin-ligase complex 
SCFTIR1 initiates ubiquitination and 26 S proteasomal degradation of the 
AUX/IAA repressors [229], releasing the ARFs that activate the 
auxin-dependent gene expression responses. ARFs come in three flavors: 
A, B, and C. They likely emerged at the base of streptophytes as ARFs of 
the class C, and somewhere along the trajectory of phragmoplastophyte 
evolution, the class A/B emerged [103,230–232]. However, since the 
bona fide SCFTIR1 complex is missing, these likely act in a molecular 
function that is independent of auxin signaling [231,232]. 

Ethylene is one of the few (if not the only) phytohormone for which 
the situation in streptophyte algae appears quite straightforward. The 
signaling cascade seems functionally conserved between land plants and 
Zygnematophyceae [127,233,234]. Exogenous application of ethylene 
on the zygnematophyceaen alga Spirogyra pratensis triggers the differ-
ential expression of stress- and photosynthesis-associated genes known 
from land plants [233]. This warrants particular attention as S. pratensis 
has more than just the full homologous chassis for ethylene signal-
ing—Spirogyra homologs can functionally complement Arabidopsis mu-
tants deficient in the respective ethylene signaling components [127]. 
Thus, ethylene (a) brings stress responses and (b) 
phytohormone-mediated signaling full circle—a role in stress response 
that is conserved between land plants and Zygnematophyceae. 

8. Tinkering of pathways, by-products, and the evolution of 
specialized metabolism 

8.1. On tinkering 

How did the biosynthetic routes that underpin the chemodiverstiy of 
land plants emerge and radiate? A major source of innovation in evo-
lution is gene duplication, as it provides opportunities to explore new 
gene functions while maintaining the original enzymatic activity [235, 
236]. A duplicated gene can acquire mutations in its regulatory region 
leading to a variation in the time or tissue in which it is expressed 
(subfunctionalization), or mutations can affect the active site or the 
substrate-binding sites conferring a new function that differs from that 
of the ancestral gene copy (neofunctionalization). Protein domains of 

duplicated genes can also combine in different ways to produce new 
proteins with new enzymatic capabilities. Gene and genome duplica-
tions have been relatively frequent during plant evolution [237] and are 
a major source of genomic innovation, including the plant metabolism 
[238]. The role of genetic redundancy contributing to metabolic 
complexity has deep roots in plant evolution, since their core meta-
bolism was formed by enzymes derived from three genetic compart-
ments (nucleus, mitochondrion, plastid) that ancestrally possessed many 
of the core metabolic pathways. This metabolic redundancy, along with 
genes acquired by endosymbiotic gene transfers (especially from the 
cyanobacterial plastid progenitor), have produced mosaic pathways 
with enzymes of diverse evolutionary origins [18]. In addition to 
providing new material for genetic innovation, redundancy has been 
proposed to sometimes confer metabolic robustness against environ-
mental adversity, as an example see the multiple copies of the enzymes 
of the tricarboxylic acid pathway retained by many plant species [18]. 

Genetic redundancy allows existing enzymes (either from the core or 
specialized metabolisms) to be co-opted or hijacked into new specialized 
metabolic pathways. The re-use of existing material not only refers to 
full enzymes; their building blocks (protein domains) have also been 
combined in new different ways to perform a variety of enzymatic 
functions. Most protein domains found in enzymes of the specialized 
metabolism have deep evolutionary roots in primary metabolism [17]. 
For example, triterpenoid metabolism co-opted a component of the cell 
wall metabolism machinery via recruitment of cellulose synthase-like 
enzymes alongside other enzymes of saponin biosynthesis to the endo-
plasmatic reticulum [239]. Other examples are the aromatization of 
most specialized metabolites, which evolved via specialization of the 
detoxification enzymes glyoxalases [240] or the biosynthesis of caffeine 
that evolved multiple times by co-option of similar ancestral enzymes 
[241]. Sometimes, new enzymes also evolved from non-catalytic an-
cestors: chalcone isomerase, one of the core flavonoid biosynthesis en-
zymes was recruited from fatty acid binding protein [242]. Depending 
on the source material and evolutionary fate of gene duplicates, evolu-
tion can lead to the same or diverging functions. In the presence of 
similar selective forces, similar metabolic pathways might evolve mul-
tiple times independently, either from the same ancestral protein 
domain (parallel evolution) or from different protein folds (convergent 
evolution). For example, Selaginella and angiosperms recruited paralo-
gous OMT-encoding genes in the syringil (S) lignin biosynthesis [54] 
(which potentially might hold true—at least for some enzyme homo-
logs—for other lycophytes [243]) and the conversion of flavonones to 
flavones is performed by the FNS II enzyme of the P450 family in most 
angiosperms and the FNS I enzyme of the ODD family in Apiaceae [17, 
244]). More frequently, an ancestral protein might diverge in time and 
evolve different catalytic residues and substrate specificities (e.g. OMT 
evolved into Chalcone O-methyltransferase (ChOMT) and isoflavone 
O-methyltransferase (IOMT) in Medicago; [245]). 

The fact that natural selection refines enzymatic function in specific 
cellular contexts speaks of the contingent nature of evolution: an enzy-
matic function will never be universally “optimal” because it was 
selected to work under some conditions and it is selected as long as the 
function is performed well enough. Following Jacob’s [246] metaphor, 
evolution is not an engineer that has access to all the materials needed to 
design a machine but resembles more the role of a tinkerer who does not 
know exactly what she/he is going to produce but uses everything at its 
disposal to produce some kind of workable object. An engineer depends 
on having the right raw materials, whereas a tinkerer manages it with 
odds and ends that can be used in a number of different ways. Thus, 
evolution most often creates novelty from pre-existing features, has no 
defined objective, and, thus, no aim for perfection—it has no aim at all; 
it yields workable solution (see also [246]). An example of molecular 
tinkering is the enzyme RuBisCO, which might have arisen in a 
non-autotrophic context (potentially for nucleotide assimilation) and 
was only later co-opted for fixing carbon in the Calvin-Benson cycle 
[247]. The study of metabolism evolution not only informs us on 
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adaptations in different lineages, but also on the historical constraints 
that shaped the evolution of pathways [18]. 

8.2. On by-products 

Several compounds (especially molecules with signaling function) of 
the specialized metabolism might have once evolved from by-products 
since they are constantly formed under physiological conditions 
[248–251] and some, as of today, could still be considered by-products 
[204]. What do we mean by by-product formation? In general, we here 
consider four possible ways: A side product is formed in an enzymatic 
reaction as a “leftover” (Fig. 5, scenario 1); a thermodynamically and/or 
kinetically less favorable product is formed by an enzymatic reaction 
(Fig. 5, scenario 2); enzymatically formed products react spontaneously 
to more thermodynamically stable forms (Fig. 5, scenario 3); and/or 
environmental factors induce spontaneous degradation of biomolecules 
(Fig. 5, scenario 4; e.g. ROS-cleavage). It is conceivable that the latter 
two scenarios occur more profoundly in terrestrial habitats owing to the 
more intense thermodynamic and quantum-mechanic forces (as 
mentioned in the introduction). 

In the end we cannot tell why some of these by-products have become 
elaborate or well-conserved signals, but we can raise the question: 
“What makes a by-product likely to become a specialized metabolic 
signal?” Here, we can rationalize some aspects on the basis of the sce-
narios mentioned (Fig. 5): if a by-product is formed in an enzymatic 
reaction every time or (the opposite) only under well-defined, but un-
usual conditions the foundation is laid that such by-product may become 
a specialized metabolic signal. The same is true if a spontaneously 
formed end-product is more stable under physiological conditions than 
the enzymatically formed product itself. Also, if an environmental factor 
always leads to the same by-product in a reliable manner (e.g. β-CC 
formed by ROS-cleavage of β-Carotene in a concentration-dependent 
manner) it might become part of the specialized metabolic chassis. As 
illustrated for apocarotenoids (see section above), their role in signaling 
is derived from the process they emerge from; that is, they are formed 
under oxidative stress and became over time a signal for the plant to 
induce a stress response towards oxidative stress. If (i) the recruitment of 
enzymes stabilizing the process occurred and (ii) a signaling protein 

cascade exists/can be recruited, natural selection can act on both the 
signal and the output. 

These processes continue to act on both a conserved and divergent 
pool of compounds; thus, the same compounds, related compounds from 
a similar source, but also those compounds sourced from distal/unre-
lated pathways might become major players in the molecular biology of 
an organism. All of these cases will have played out in the evolution of 
any extinct or extant lineage alike—and thus also since land plants and 
streptophyte algae diverged. The coming years will tell which scenarios 
have dominantly shaped which group of specialized metabo-
lites—phytohormones, protectants, and more. 

9. Concluding remarks: embracing the phylodiversity of 
specialized metabolism 

Understanding the biochemical capacity of the earliest land plants 
necessitates invesitagations of streptophyte algae—which include the 
closest algal relatives of land plants; combined with phylodiverse data 
on land plants, robust inferences can be made. Nowadays, high quality 
genomes of representative members of all streptophyte algal class-
es—except Coleochaetophyceae—are available (for an overview, see 
[113,252]). Several complementation essays with streptophyte algal 
genes in genetically accessible land plants have been performed. This 
primarily allows for the elucidation of the conservation of function of 
several proteins, enzymes and specialized metabolites. Integrated into 
an evolutionary framework, the elucidation of ancestral functions can 
thus be performed. In order to move towards understanding the 
specialized metabolism of streptophyte algae—i.e., away from only 
understanding conservation and towards illuminating divergen-
ce—similar work in the algae themselves, is needed. 

In recent time, some first transient and even stable transformation 
protocol for streptophyte algae have been published [117,253–257]. 
Studying biochemical responses across streptophyte diversity will pro-
vide insights into so far unknown regulatory processes. This way the 
evolutionary degrees of freedom for crucial metabolic inventions for 
greening planet Earth might become visible. 

Our current view of plant specialized metabolism is biased—not least 
owing to the prominence of a few model systems in plant research. 
Streptophyte algae metabolomes illustrate this in an impressive manner. 
Several metabolites that were thought to be specific to embryophytes 
have been detected in streptophyte algae—even though orthologous 
sequences for crucial enzymes of the metabolism known from land 
plants (and most of the times from A. thaliana) are missing (e.g. 
phenylpropanoid-derived compounds, see [51]). A common inference is 
that the “complete” version of such pathways appeared only in em-
bryophytes or even in angiosperms [258]. Examples of such pathways 
are not only the phenylpropanoid pathway, but also the ABA signaling 
pathway, the glucosinolate pathway, auxin signaling and transport and 
jasmonic acid [18,39,171,172,224,230–232,259]. This pattern has 
sometimes been proposed as evidence for the stepwise assembly of 
pathways and the complexity of specialized metabolism has even been 
proposed to correlate with increased structural complexity in plants 
[17]. However, looking for the presence of enzymes and compounds 
known from Arabidopsis across the diversity of plants and algae, 
although highly informative, has the peril of providing a biased view of 
evolution as proceeding along the phylogenetic backbone from algae to 
angiosperms rather than as a branching process. If we do not look for it, 
we cannot find it. This is true for metabolic and enzymatic diversity 
alike. Oftentimes such “incomplete pathways” are completed by 
different reactions and enzymes [18]. For example, the tricarboxylic 
acid cycle was thought to be incomplete in some cyanobacteria that lack 
the enzyme to convert 2-oxoglutarate into succinate, but this reaction 
was later shown to be catalyzed by two other enzymes (2-oxoglutarate 
decarboxylase and succinic demialdehyde dehydrogenese [260]). Some 
other pathways show the opposite pattern: the biosynthesis of 
diacylglyceryl-N,N,N-trimethylhomoserine (DGTS) is lost in 

Fig. 5. Scenarios for the evolutionary origin of signals born out of by-products. 
By-products are gradient-colored. The main enzymatic reaction is depicted by a 
thicker reaction arrow. Scenario 1: A side product is formed in an enzymatic 
reaction as a “leftover”. Scenario 2: a thermodynamically and/or kinetically less 
favorable product is formed by an enzymatic reaction. Scenario 3: enzymati-
cally formed products react spontaneously to more thermodynamically stable 
forms. Scenario 4: environmental factors induce spontaneous degradation of 
biomolecules (dashed lines; e.g., ROS-cleavage). 
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streptophytes and that of selenocysteine in embryophytes [258]. In cases 
where only a few enzymes are found in non-model organisms, gene 
co-expression networks can reveal the potential involvement of new 
enzymes in pathways, helping to build metabolic and signaling path-
ways in non-model organisms [261,262]. As a final word it is prudent to 
note that also cellular and sub-cellular structures for the accumulation of 
secondary metabolites can be found across hundreds of millions of years 
of evolution [263–265]—and we can only imagine what might be found 
in specific structures such as the highly resilient akinetes of filamentous 
Zyngnematophyceae; although these are specific to certain lineages, 
their specialized metabolism might tell a tale of both co-option of 
conserved metabolic routes as well as unique metabolomes. Overall, a 
phylodiverse perspective on metabolism will not only reflect the 
different biology of species—it will be highly informative on the effect of 
historical contingency in shaping the evolution of core and specialized 
metabolism. 

Until now, systematic investigations into the chemodiversity of 
streptophyte algae are rare. Since specialized metabolites often appear 
to be lineage- or even species-specific, consecutive studies are needed to 
paint a complete picture of streptophyte biology. That is not to say that 
no generalistic conclusions can be drawn from species-specific metab-
olomes: several mechanisms and especially specialized metabolisms that 
define embryophyte biology already evolved before the conquest of land; 
the closest algal relatives of land plants do not comprise a “primitive” 

form but evolved their own (sometimes even more) elaborate sensing 
and mitigation strategies for environmental fluctuations. Now that the 
genomic data have set the stage, the time for the exploration of the 
specialized metabolome of the closest algal relatives of land plants has 
come. 
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4.2 Publication V: The evolution of the phenylpropanoid pathway entailed 

pronounced radiations and divergences of enzyme families 

 

This research paper was published in the Journal “The Plant Journal” in June 2021. The full article as 

well as all supplementary figures and supplementary datasets can be found online: 

https://doi.org/10.1111/tpj.15387 
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SUMMARY

Land plants constantly respond to fluctuations in their environment. Part of their response is the production

of a diverse repertoire of specialized metabolites. One of the foremost sources for metabolites relevant to

environmental responses is the phenylpropanoid pathway, which was long thought to be a land-plant-

specific adaptation shaped by selective forces in the terrestrial habitat. Recent data have, however, revealed

that streptophyte algae, the algal relatives of land plants, have candidates for the genetic toolkit for phenyl-

propanoid biosynthesis and produce phenylpropanoid-derived metabolites. Using phylogenetic and

sequence analyses, we here show that the enzyme families that orchestrate pivotal steps in phenyl-

propanoid biosynthesis have independently undergone pronounced radiations and divergence in multiple

lineages of major groups of land plants; sister to many of these radiated gene families are streptophyte

algal candidates for these enzymes. These radiations suggest a high evolutionary versatility in the enzyme

families involved in the phenylpropanoid-derived metabolism across embryophytes. We suggest that this

versatility likely translates into functional divergence, and may explain the key to one of the defining traits

of embryophytes: a rich specialized metabolism.

Keywords: phenylpropanoid biosynthesis, plant evolution, evolution of gene families, evo-physio.

Linked article: This paper is the subject of a Research Highlight article. To view this Research Highlight article

visit https://doi.org/10.1111/tpj.15423

INTRODUCTION

A diverse profile of specialized metabolites is one of the

characteristics of land plants (embryophytes). Almost any

aspect of the biology of land plants is underpinned by spe-

cialized metabolites—be it the phytohormones that are major

modulators upstream in various genetic hierarchies (Berens

et al., 2017; Bl"azquez et al., 2020; Scheres and van der Putten,

2017) or pigments that give land plants their color and attune

photochemical properties (Jahns and Holzwarth, 2012).

A key aspect of the biological relevance of most special-

ized metabolites is their use under challenging environ-

mental conditions. Indeed, the elaboration of their

specialized metabolism is considered one of the drivers for

© 2021 The Authors.
The Plant Journal published by Society for Experimental Biology and John Wiley & Sons Ltd.
This is an open access article under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial License,
which permits use, distribution and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited and
is not used for commercial purposes.
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the substantial radiation of embryophytes on land (Weng,

2013). Moreover, a diversity of specialized metabolism

likely played a key role during the earliest steps of plants

on land—allowing for the production of compounds that

protected land plants against the challenges of the terres-

trial environment such as drought and increased UV radia-

tion (F€urst-Jansen et al., 2020; Jiao et al., 2020; Rensing,

2018; de Vries and Archibald, 2018). A major pathway giv-

ing rise to a variety of specialized metabolites that act in

warding off environmental stressors is the biosynthesis of

phenylpropanoids (Dixon et al., 2002; Dixon and Paiva,

1995; Vogt, 2010).

The phenylpropanoid pathway is the source of precur-

sors for thousands of metabolites with multifaceted func-

tions, and accounts for about 40% of organic carbon on

earth (Vogt, 2010). One facet of these functions is that

phenylpropanoid-derived compounds act as structural

polymers, foremost among which are the different types of

lignin (Ralph et al., 2004; Vanholme et al., 2012, 2019).

Another prominent facet is that these metabolites act as

UV-protecting substances. While some of the best-known

UV screens are flavonoids, various other compounds stem-

ming from the phenylpropanoid pathway are equally

potent UV protectants (Booij-James et al., 2000; Sheahan,

1996; Sytar et al., 2018; Xue et al., 2020). The list of links

between phenylpropanoid-derived compounds and the

response to environmental challenges could be continued;

in fact, the response to almost any abiotic stressor that

plants face in the terrestrial habitat involves the action of

phenylpropanoid-derived compounds (for comprehensive

reviews, see Dixon and Paiva, 1995; Vogt, 2010). Further-

more, phenylpropanoid-derived compounds are involved

in the defense responses against plant pathogens in many

land plant lineages (Carella et al., 2019; Danielsson et al.,

2011; K€onig et al., 2014; Overdijk et al., 2016; Ponce De

Le"on et al., 2012).

All embryophytes make use of the enzymatic routes in

the phenylpropanoid pathway. For example, the utilization

of flavonoids under UV stress appears to be a conserved

response across Embryophyta (Clayton et al., 2018; Wolf

et al., 2010). However, not all embryophytes produce the

same compounds under the same stress conditions—on

the contrary, the diversity of compounds is immense.

Major differences in the biosynthesis of phenylpropanoid-

derived compounds occur in distinct lineages of land

plants. This includes specialized roles such as the flower

coloration determining anthocyanins that attract pollina-

tors (Miller et al., 2011; Sheehan et al., 2012); such a role of

anthocyanins is obviously limited to flowering plants and

can vary even among closely related species (Saito and

Harborne, 1992). That said, Piatkowski et al. (2020) phylo-

genetically inferred that orthologs for the entire antho-

cyanin biosynthesis pathway were already present in the

ancestor of seed plants, and more than half of the

important orthogroups were already present in the most

recent common ancestor of all land plants. An important

recent insight into the deep evolutionary roots of flavonoid

biosynthesis was the discovery of auronidins—a class of

red flavonoid pigments that are synthesized in the bryo-

phyte Marchantia polymorpha (Berland et al., 2019). Fur-

ther, for example, Renault et al. (2017a) reported on the

enrichment of the Physcomitrium patens (moss) cuticle in

phenolic compounds—an enrichment that hinges on the

action of a cytochrome P450 enzyme that is orthologous to

enzymes that act in lignin biosynthesis; the production of

lignin might trace its evolutionary roots back to an ancient

set of enzymes acting in the production of complex,

phenol-enriched polymers (Renault et al., 2019). Carella

et al. (2019) showed that the liverwort model plant M. poly-

morpha triggers phenylpropanoid biosynthesis upon attack

by the oomycete phytopathogen Phytophthora palmivora.

Similar responses towards phytopathogens are known

from gymnosperms (Oliva et al., 2015) and angiosperms

(Bednarek et al., 2005; Carella et al., 2019; Chezem et al.,

2017; Dixon and Paiva, 1995; Kaur et al., 2010). Thus, all

land plants use the core framework of the phenyl-

propanoid pathway to produce—often lineage-specific—

variations of phenylpropanoid derivatives that aid in

response to biotic and abiotic stressors.

The production of the chemical repertoire of land plants

is often catalyzed by members of large enzyme-coding

gene families (Nelson and Werck-Reichhart, 2011; Renault

et al., 2017b; Shockey et al., 2003), and this also seems to

be the case for the enzymes involved in phenylpropanoid

biosynthesis (Hamberger et al., 2007; Vogt, 2010; Xu et al.,

2009). It is thus conceivable that various adaptive forces

have shaped the families of enzymes that act in the phenyl-

propanoid pathway, leading to multiple independent cases

of sub- and neofunctionalization (Rensing, 2014). An infer-

ence of the common (minimal) set of enzymes that were

present in the last common ancestors (LCAs) of: (i) strepto-

phytes; (ii) land plants and their closest streptophyte algal

relatives; and (iii) land plants can thus shed light on which

enzymatic building blocks evolution acted upon to give rise

to the elaborate chassis of the phenylpropanoid pathway.

The phenylpropanoid pathway has long been considered

to be specific to Embryophyta. However, homologs of the

genes coding for the enzymes that constitute the embryo-

phytic phenylpropanoid pathway can be found in extant

algal relatives of land plants, suggesting that they were

already present in a common ancestor shared by strepto-

phyte algae and land plants (Maeda and Fernie, 2021;

Renault et al., 2019; de Vries et al., 2017). Since the begin-

ning of 2020, we have genome data from all major lin-

eages of Streptophyta—except for Coleochaetophyceae

(Sz€ov"enyi et al., 2021); only using this extended repertoire

of species and sequences allows us to pinpoint which sub-

families and/or which ancestral enzymes of multiple
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subfamilies were present in the aforementioned LCAs.

Compounds that, in land plants, emerge from the phenyl-

propanoid pathway are indeed found in algae; these

include flavonoids and lignin-like compounds in strepto-

phyte algae (Delwiche et al., 1989; Jiao et al., 2020; Søren-

sen et al., 2011) and core phenylpropanoid building blocks

as well as flavonoids in a phylodiverse set of algae (Goiris

et al., 2014). Interestingly, lignin-like compounds were even

found in distantly-related red macroalgae (Martone et al.,

2009)—although this is likely a case of convergence that

builds on an unknown enzymatic framework. However,

even within the green lineage (Chloroplastida), the ques-

tion of the deep evolutionary roots of the phenylpropanoid

pathway is wide open.

Investigations of the algal relatives of land plants have

strongly benefitted from recent progress in phylogenomics

on plants and algae. A major outcome of these recent phy-

logenomic analyses was that the Zygnematophyceae have

been pinpointed as the class of algae most closely related to

land plants (Leebens-Mack et al., 2019; Wickett et al., 2014;

Wodniok et al., 2011). Hand in hand with these phyloge-

nomic efforts went the generation of genomic (Cheng et al.,

2019; Hori et al., 2014; Jiao et al., 2020; Nishiyama et al.,

2018; Wang et al., 2020) and transcriptomic data on strepto-

phyte algae (Ju et al., 2015; Rippin et al., 2017, 2019; de Vries

et al., 2018, 2020). Additionally, critical gaps in the land plant

tree of life have been filled; this includes recent publications

of genomes of liverworts (Bowman et al., 2017), ferns (Li

et al., 2018) and hornworts (Li et al., 2020; Sz€ovenyi et al.,

2015; Zhang et al., 2020). These data allow for the fine-

grained tracing of the evolution of key plant enzyme families

across the green tree of life. Recent studies have illuminated

the diversity of enzymes in the routes towards flavonoids

and anthocyanins as well as the PAL-dependent pathway of

salicylic acid biosynthesis via benzoic acid (G€ung€or et al.,

2021; Piatkowski et al., 2020; de Vries et al., 2021).

In this study, we infer the evolutionary history of 11 criti-

cal enzyme families known to be woven into the mesh of

routes from phenylpropanoids to lignin biosynthesis in land

plants; we have paid particular attention to the routes lead-

ing to the biosynthesis of lignin. We use the expanded diver-

sity of genomic and transcriptomic data from land plants as

well as streptophyte and chlorophyte algae to infer the ori-

gin of these large gene families. The datasets were chosen

in a manner that they cover the breadth of streptophyte

diversity while providing a balanced sampling; the latter is

especially relevant in light of the high number of genomes

available for flowering plants. We aimed to include at least

one representative of each of the major lineages of strepto-

phytes in the datasets we surveyed. Our data pinpoint deep

homologs of candidate enzymes in streptophyte algae for L-

phenylalanine ammonia-lyase (PAL), 4-coumarate-CoA

ligase (4CL), caffeoyl-CoA O-methyltransferase (CCoAOMT);

further, for streptophyte and chlorophyte algae, we

pinpoint homologs for cinnamoyl-CoA reductase (CCR), cin-

namyl alcohol dehydrogenase (CAD) and potentially rele-

vant monoacylglycerol lipases (MAGLs). Further, we find

that often the functionally characterized enzymes of the

core phenylpropanoid and lignin biosynthesis routes

derive from lineage-specific radiations, limiting the infer-

ence of function outside the model system. Nonetheless

we could infer which subfamilies were present in the

LCAs along the trajectory of streptophyte evolution, even

though ancestral functional inference was limited. That

said, for enzyme families with deep homologs, we

approximated the function through domain prediction

and the conservation (or lack thereof) of key residues of

known functional importance. We found that all enzyme

families underwent several lineage-specific expansions

and losses as well as bursts in growth of enzyme families

that occurred early during the radiation of land plants.

We hypothesize that lineage-specific expansions in these

enzyme families are linked with the diversity of lineage-

specific phenylpropanoid derivatives and functions that

occur in the species analyzed here.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The checkered occurrence of PAL among streptophyte

algae

The conversion of the aromatic amino acid phenylalanine

and/or tyrosine into cinnamate and/or p-coumarate is the

first step of the plant phenylpropanoid pathway (Figure 1).

This first committed step is catalyzed by PAL and the

bifunctional L-phenylalanine/L-tyrosine ammonia-lyase

(PTAL; Barros and Dixon, 2020). For a long time, it was

thought that among Chloroplastida, PAL/PTAL were limited

to land plants; their gain was considered to have occurred

via a lateral gene transfer event that had happened at the

base of the land plant clade (Emiliani et al., 2009). Recently,

however, genes coding for putative PAL-like enzymes were

detected in streptophyte algae, such as the filamentous

streptophyte alga Klebsormidium nitens (de Vries et al.,

2017). In light of the recent surge in available genomes

from across the green tree of life, we set out to explore the

evolutionary history of PAL.

Using AtPAL1 as a bait sequence, we screened protein

data from diverse land plants and all streptophyte algal gen-

omes available via BLAST. Hits among streptophyte algae

fell into three categories: (i) proteins of between 480 (Kle-

bormidium nitens PAL, kfl00104_0290_v1.1) and 527 amino

acids (two homologs in Chara braunii; g57646_t1 and

g34530_t1); (ii) short proteins such as ME1156409C09523 of

Mesotaenium endlicherianum, which is 184 amino acids in

length; (iii) long proteins of between 991 (Chlorokybus

atmophyticus Chrsp482S06115) and 1115 amino acids (K.

nitens kfl00024_0250_v1.1). Proteins falling into the third

category are fusions of an aromatic amino acid lyase

© 2021 The Authors.
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domain and a putative tRNA synthetase; homologs of such

also occur in land plants (e.g. AT3G02760 and

Os05g0150900). The short proteins of category ‘(ii)’ are

found in some Zygnematophyceae and are proteins of

unknown function with a putative HAL domain. Genomic

artefacts leading to this result can be excluded given that

these types of protein-encoding genes have been recovered

for independent Zygnematophyceae that are likely >500 mil-

lion years divergent from one another. Interestingly, despite

its short size, querying the protein ME1156409C09523

from M. endlicherianum in I-TASSER (Iterative Threading

ASSEmbly Refinement; Zhang, 2008) recovered Pseu-

domonas putida HAL with a good TM-score (0.865; 1GKM;

Baedecker and Schulz, 2002). Some of the residues that

have been highlighted by Jun et al. (2018) and Nagy et al.

(2019) for being active site residues (residues Y9, L35, S38,

H39, K150, I154) have also been recovered in this short PAL-

like sequence, and are predicted to fall into a hypothetical

catalytic pocket region according to I-TASSER (Figure S1a).

Yet, the tripeptide ASG that forms the post-translational

prosthetic group 3,5-dihydro-5-methylene-4H-imidazol-4-

one (MIO) essential for the catalytic activity of PAL and HAL

(Schwede et al., 1999) is not present in the short protein of

M. endlicherianum.

The proteins in category ‘(i)’ are those with the highest

identity to bona fide land plant PALs. This category

includes the promising PAL candidate kfl00104_0290_v1.1

(de Vries et al., 2017), which recovered PAL from Pet-

roselinum crispum as its closest structural analog (1W27;

Ritter and Schulz, 2004; TM-score: 0.927) in I-TASSER (Fig-

ure S1b). All residues involved in forming the binding

pocket are present, map to the predicted binding pocket

and are conserved in kfl00104_0290_v1.1 (Figures S1b and

2), with the exception of one Phe that is substituted by Gly

(position 114) in K. nitens. This particular residue is impor-

tant for determining PAL and PTAL function, and can also

be used to distinguish tyrosine aminomutase, HAL and

fungal PALs from plant PALs (Jun et al., 2018; de Vries

et al., 2021). It is noteworthy that kfl00104_0290_v1.1 has

with Tyr113 another aromatic amino acid adjacent to G114.

The C-terminus of kfl00104_0290_v1.1 also includes the

potentially relevant residues for stabilizing the carboxy

group (R323) and the counter ions to the E456 (hydrogen

bonding), Q317 and K427 (Figure S1b), allowing for the

possibility that kfl00104_0290_v1.1 might add key residues

to the active site assuming that this PAL homolog forms a

homotetramer similar to canonical PALs. Moreover, the

catalytical MIO group is also recovered as an integral part

Phe

Tyr

Cinnamic acid

PAL

CCR

C4H

C4H

STS

PTAL

HCT

F5Hs

CSE

ACoS,
4CL

ACoS,
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ACoS,
4CL

ACoS,
4CL

ACoS,
4CL

ACoS,
4CL

CCoAOMT

COMTCOMT

p-Coumaric acid

p-Coumaroyl-CoA

p-Coumaroyl
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Caffeoyl
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Coniferyl-
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Caffeoyl-CoA
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Figure 1. Enzymes involved in the biosynthesis of phenylpropanoid-derived compounds investigated here.

A simplified schematic view of the phenylpropanoid pathway and its routes to different derivatives are shown. Boxes indicate enzyme families, which are men-

tioned above each box and color-coded. Their coloration is the same as in Figure 10. Dotted lines indicate putative/ambiguous steps in the pathway. As high-

lighted by (i) the alignment of similar steps and (ii) the background shadings, the same/similar enzymes act at different steps in the pathway; this speaks to the

modularity, versatility and recurring themes in the pathway.
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Figure 2. A phylogenetic framework for the origin

of streptophyte phenylalanine ammonia-lyase

(PAL).

PAL and histidine ammonia lyase (HAL) homologs

were sampled from 15 land plants, seven strepto-

phyte algae and eight chlorophytes. Among Chloro-

plastida, PAL homologs were only recovered from

genomes of land plants and the streptophyte algae

Klebsormidium nitens and Chara braunii. From all

detected homologs, a maximum likelihood phy-

logeny was computed using LG+I+G4 as model for

protein evolution (chosen according to BIC); the phy-

logenetic tree was rooted with HAL. One-hundred

bootstrap replicates were computed; only bootstrap

values ≥ 50 are shown, and bootstrap values of 100

are depicted by a filled dot. Colored font and dots

correspond to the support recovered for the higher-

order clades labeled on the right of the phylogeny;

the clade of bona fide PALs was assigned the color

red; Klebsormidium and Chara sequences are high-

lighted with a teal and brown background, respec-

tively. On the right we show key residues for

substrate binding and function as reported by Jun

et al. (2018) and Nagy et al. (2019). Additionally, we

highlight the tripeptide Ala, Ser, Gly from which,

post-translationally, the prosthetic electrophilic

group 4-methylideneimidazole-5-one (MIO; Sch-

wede et al., 1999) is formed; sequences labeled with

an asterisk have a duplication in amino acids that

form the tripeptide.
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of the binding pocket for the PAL candidate of K. nitens

(Figures 2 and S1b). We therefore set out to further explore

these PAL-like candidates, which noteworthily were only

found in the genome of K. nitens and C. braunii and no

other streptophyte algal genome.

To understand the evolutionary history of PAL in strep-

tophytes, we computed a maximum likelihood phylogeny

(Figure 2). The phylogenetic analysis included the afore-

mentioned PAL homologs from diverse Streptophyta as

well as bacterial and fungal PALs. In agreement with previ-

ous studies (Emiliani et al., 2009; de Vries et al., 2017), the

fungal and bacterial PAL sequences are closely related

(bacterial clade: bootstrap support 100; fungal clade: boot-

strap support 85) to the clade of land plant PALs (bootstrap

support: 96). Additionally, we included diverse eukaryotic

and prokaryotic HALs based on the set obtained from de

Vries et al. (2017) which, as in this latter study, form two

clades with eukaryotic and prokaryotic HALs (bootstrap

support 83 and 97). All putative PAL-like candidate

sequences from C. braunii clustered with HAL sequences,

one (C. braunii g66119_t1) with a cyanobacterium (boot-

strap support 100), and two (C. braunii g34530_t1 and C.

braunii g57646_t1) sister to an entire bacterial HAL clade

(bootstrap support 100). Querying C. braunii g34530_t1 in

I-TASSER recovered, again, the P. putida HAL with a very

good TM-score (0.914; 1GKM; Baedecker and Schulz,

2002). Residues involved in substrate binding map to a

hypothetical binding pocket predicted by I-TASSER—in-

cluding the prosthetic group MIO; as with the aforemen-

tioned Klebsormidium PAL homolog, residues present in

the C-terminal region of C. braunii g34530_t1 could con-

tribute to the active site if g34530_t1 forms a homotetramer

(Figures S1c and 2). In contrast to the phylogenetic posi-

tion of the sequences from C. braunii, both sequences

retrieved for K. nitens clustered with the PAL clades, one

K. nitens kfl00024_0250_v1.1 with low support (bootstrap

61) and a rather long branch as sister to plant and fungal

PALs, showing that its placement is not fully resolved and

that further analyses are required to identify its true iden-

tity. The second K. nitens sequence, kfl00104_0290_v1.1,

clustered within the clade of bacterial PALs (bootstrap sup-

port 100), of which some were already functionally charac-

terized—for example, the characterized PAL of Nostoc

punctiforme (Moffit et al., 2007). This is in agreement with

the placement of this protein sequence in de Vries et al.

(2017), and supports it as a putative PAL sequence.

In sum, the evolutionary origin of streptophyte PAL

appears to be complex and remains obscure: it may be

that PAL had a distinct origin in streptophyte algae and

land plants, yet the pattern may also be explained by an

origin via an endosymbiotic gene transfer from the

cyanobacterial plastid progenitor that was retained by

streptophytes with a gain of an extra C-terminal domain

later in the evolution of embryophytes, resulting in the two

distinct PAL clades. It is, however, important to note that

the 3ʹ-region of the genomic locus that codes for the

shorter K. nitens protein kfl00104_0290_v1.1 contains

sequence information that resembles code for the missing

C-terminal stretch; thus, the C-terminal stretch might have

simply been secondarily lost in K. nitens. Independently,

the presence of PALs in fungi further complicates the evo-

lutionary scenario. Rampant gene losses during eukaryotic

evolution or convergent domain acquisitions, as well as

horizontal gene transfer (as hypothesized by Emiliani et al.,

2009) are other scenarios that can explain the evolutionary

origin of PALs in streptophytes and thus ultimately in land

plants.

Streptophyte algae have an expanded and divergent

repertoire of cytochrome P450 monooxygenases with no

clear C4H orthologs

After the synthesis of cinnamate by PAL, two routes open

up (Figure 1). One of them is the conversion of cinnamate

into p-coumarate, which is catalyzed by cinnamate 4-

hydroxylase (C4H). C4H belongs to the large class of

CYP450 enzymes, which are present in all domains of life

(Omura, 1999). Among the CYP450 enzymes, C4H belongs

to the CYP450 subfamily 73 (CYP73). In land plants,

CYP450s have undergone substantial duplication and sub-

functionalization, underpinning the specialized metabolic

capabilities of embryophytes (Nelson and Werck-

Reichhart, 2011); for example, the CYP73 subfamily

belongs to the larger CYP71 clan. The specific CYP450

monoxygenases that fall into the group of C4H appear to

be limited to land plants: clear orthologs can be found in

bryophytes and tracheophytes (Emiliani et al., 2009; de

Vries et al., 2017). That said, the product of the reaction

carried out by C4H in land plants (p-coumarate) has been

detected via UHPLC-MS/MS in phylodiverse algae (Goiris

et al., 2014). Therefore, there appears to exist a route

towards p-coumarate that is either independent of C4H via

direct transformation of tyrosine by PTAL or, for example,

carried out by a highly divergent C4H homolog. PTALs

have so far, however, been observed in monocots (Barros

and Dixon, 2020; Barros et al., 2016), suggesting a differ-

ent CYP73 subfamily enzyme that may carry out the reac-

tion. Owing to the recent increase in genomic data

available for streptophyte algae, we revisited the question

of when C4H-based p-coumarate might have emerged and

explored CYP450 evolution.

We sampled C4H homologs from seven land-plant gen-

omes that had a BLAST bit score (a normalized alignment

score) of at least 200, as well as seven streptophyte algal

and seven chlorophyte algal genomes that had a bit score

of at least 100. We aligned all C4H homologs and com-

puted a maximum likelihood phylogeny (Figure S2). The

well-characterized C4H of Arabidopsis fell into a clade with

full (100) bootstrap support; this clade included at least

© 2021 The Authors.
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one C4H homolog from each of the other six land-plant

genomes, corroborating the notion that all land plants

have C4H orthologs, which appear conserved in their func-

tion in both bryophytes and tracheophytes (Ro et al., 2001;

Russel and Conn, 1967; Urban et al., 1994; Wohl and Peter-

sen, 2020) and thus since the LCA of land plants. However,

no algal sequences fell into this clade. That said, we

observed four well-supported clades of streptophyte algal

CYP450 enzymes (Figure S2). Investigating the genetic dis-

tances, we find that some of the streptophyte algal

sequences have a closer genetic distance to the C4H-like

clade than to sequences from land plants (including Ara-

bidopsis thaliana) from other CYP450 subfamilies

(Table S1). While these sequences remain of unknown

function, they are candidates for the CYP450 enzyme fam-

ily that catalyzes the C4H-function in algae.

A deep split of streptophyte 4CL/ACS

The second route that opens up after the PAL-dependent

step is the conversion of cinnamate into cinnamoyl-CoA.

This is carried out by the AMP-forming synthetase/ligase

4CL and potentially other enzymes annotated as acyl-CoA

synthetases (ACS/ACoS; Shockey et al., 2003; Figure 1).

Altogether, these enzymes belong to a large family of dis-

tantly related acyl-activating enzymes (AAEs), such as the

long-chain acyl-CoA synthetases (LACS) and many more

(Shockey et al., 2003; Figure S3). Homologs with affinity to

4CL appear to occur across chlorophytes and streptophytes

(Labeeuw et al., 2015). At least in Arabidopsis, the family

of 4CLs has expanded and includes four canonical (‘4CL’)

and nine additional 4CL-like (‘4CLL’) members, falling into

AAE clade IV and V as defined by Shockey et al. (2003). We

thus set out to understand what the 4CL repertoire of the

LCA of land plants and the one shared with algae might

have looked like.

In order to trace the radiation of 4CLs across the green

tree of life, we sampled 4CL homologs from genomes of

nine land plants, seven streptophyte algae (plus four tran-

scriptomes of streptophyte algae) and seven chlorophyte

algae that had a minimum of 400 and a maximum of 1150

amino acids in length and showed affinity to the 4CL clade

in a larger phylogenetic survey (Figure S3). We recovered a

large clade (bootstrap support 85) that included all bona fide

4CL paralogs and ACOS5 of A. thaliana (Figure 3); ACOS5

has been previously associated with the bona fide 4CL clade

(Shockey et al., 2003), but it did show only inconsistent

activity on typical substrates of 4CL (Costa et al., 2005) and

appears to have a very specific function in sporopollenin

biosynthesis of pollen (de Azevedo Souza et al., 2009).

These observations agree with the presence of different (but

conserved) amino acids at sites that bind hydroxycinnamate

in typical 4CLs (Figure 3), which might suggest a different

natural substrate for ACOS given that affinity is mostly

determined by the binding pocket size (Hu et al., 2010). We

further recovered the angiosperm-specific separation

defined by Ehlting et al. (1999) into class I and class II 4CLs.

Additional lineage-specific radiations occurred, for example

in P. patens, which fell into a clade of bryophyte sequences

(bootstrap support of 70), and in Selaginella moellendorffii

(spread out over the fully-supported clade of 4CLs). The

common ancestor of land plants appears to have possessed

an ACOS5-like and one 4CL-like gene, all other 4CL paralogs

in this clade likely emerged later during land plant evolu-

tion. Clustering with AAE clade IV [including AtACOS5, and

At4CL1,2,3 and 5 (bootstrap support 85)] are sequences

from five streptophyte algae. Each of the five streptophyte

algae possesses one homolog to these five types of AMP-

forming ligases with 4-coumarate–CoA synthesizing activ-

ity. When we predicted the tertiary structure of C. atmo-

phyticus Chrsp175S02417 and Penium margaritaceum

006213.t1 via I-TASSER (Zhang, 2008) we recovered, in both

cases, firefly luciferases as best match (TM-scores 0.852 and

0.918; 1BA3 and 2D1S; Franks et al., 1998; Nakatsu et al.,

2006). Investigating the putative structure of the other strep-

tophyte algal sequences (Zygnema circumcarinatum

DN42558_c0_g1_i1, Spirogyra pratensis 3442_c2_g1_i6 and

K. nitens 00016_0470_v1.1), however, always recovered

Populus tomentosa 4CL (3A9U; Hu et al., 2010) as their clos-

est structural analog (TM scores of 0.957, 0.969, and 0.961,

respectively). Hence, we hypothesize that a 4CL/ACOS5-

like encoding gene was present in the LCA of all strepto-

phytes. Underpinning this hypothesis is that the

sequence of the amino acids in the binding pocket in

the streptophyte algal 4CL homologs is consistent with

that of 4CL homologs from other land plants (including

that of A. thaliana; Figure 3). Further, the amino acids

relevant for the enzymatic function (i.e. the residues

KQK involved in adenylation, nucleophilic substitution

and coumaroyl-AMP cleavage) are also conserved across

most 4CL/ACOS5 sequences, including those of the

streptophyte algae. Variation in these residues is already

apparent in 4CLL homologs, and outside of the 4CL/

ACOS5/4CLL clade these residues show high variability

(Figure 3).

A similar pattern was observed when we investigated

the domain structure of all recovered sequences. Most of

the 4CL/ACOS5-like sequences contained four domains:

phosphopantetheine binding ACP domain (IPR025110),

AMP-binding, conserved site (IPR020845), AMP-dependent

synthetase-like superfamily (IPR042099), AMP-dependent

synthetase/ligase (IPR000873; Figure S4). There were four

exceptions to this pattern. They include one sequence from

the water fern Azolla filiculoides (Azfis0013.g013344) and

two hornwort sequences from Anthoceros agrestis BONN

(Sc2ySwM344.2803.3 and Sc2ySwM344.2803.4), which all

missed the phosphopantetheine binding ACP domain

(IPR025110). The other exception was AtACOS5, which is

the only sequence in this clade that missed the conserved

© 2021 The Authors.
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A. agrestisBONN344.2803.1
A. agrestisBONN344.2803.2
A. agrestisBONN344.2803.3
A. agrestisBONN344.2803.4

M. polymorpha0014s0059.1.p
P. patensPp3c3_37980V3.1.p

P. patensPp3c8_730V3.1.p
S.moellendorffii115483

A. thalianaAT1G62940ACOS5 / 4CLL1
B. distachyon5g04760.1.p

P. abies8946476g0010
A. filiculoides s0027.g023677
S. cucullata s0127.g021820

K. nitens00016_0470_v1.1
Z. circumcarinatumDN42558_c0_g1_i1

P.margaritaceum006213.t1
S. pratensis3442_c2_g1_i6

A. agrestisBONN362.900.1
M. polymorpha0197s0014.1.p

P. patensPp3c18_6360V3.1.p
P. patensPp3c21_15460V3.1.p
P. patensPp3c19_13170V3.1.p
P. patensPp3c22_15350V3.1.p

A. filiculoides s0003.g007625
A. filiculoides s0013.g013344
S.moellendorffii171251
S.moellendorffii177393

A. thalianaAT1G51680 4CL1
A. thalianaAT3G21240 4CL2

A. thalianaAT3G21230 4CL5
B. distachyon1g31320.1.p
B. distachyon3g05750.1.p
B. distachyon3g18960.1.p

B. distachyon3g37300.1.p
B. distachyon3g52350.1.p
A. thalianaAT1G65060 4CL3

P. abies70509g0010
P. abies109119g0010

P. abies633407g0010
P. abies56692g0010
A. filiculoides s0114.g046013
A. filiculoides s0030.g024259

S. cucullata s0149.g023264
S.moellendorffii173133
S.moellendorffii232017

C. atmophyticusChrsp175S02417
S. cucullata s0210.g025886

A. filiculoides s0230.g059166
B. distachyon3g34531.4.p

A. thalianaAT4G19010 4CLL6
A. thalianaAT1G20480 4CLL2
A. thalianaAT1G20500 4CLL4
A. thalianaAT1G20490 4CLL3
A. thalianaAT5G38120 4CLL8

A. thalianaAT1G20510OPCL1 / 4CLL5
B. distachyon1g76280.1.p

P. abies14460g0010
P. abies20580g0050

A. thalianaAT5G63380 4CLL9
B. distachyon2g45150.1.p
B. distachyon4g19947.1.p

B. distachyon4g19937.1.p
B. distachyon2g57860.1.p

P. abies10922g0010
P. abies103893g0010

P. abies10432069g0020
P. abies10430515g0010
P. abies10426159g0010

P. patensPp3c1_9620V3.1.p
P. patensPp3c13_8490V3.1.p

P. patensPp3c26_11730V3.1.p
P. patensPp3c22_9050V3.1.p
P. patensPp3c22_9051V3.1.p

S.moellendorffii231716
A.agrestisBONN344.403.1
A.agrestisBONN344.403.2
A.agrestisBONN344.403.3
A.agrestisBONN344.2341.1
A.agrestisBONN344.614.1
A.agrestisBONN344.614.2
A.agrestisBONN344.614.3
A.agrestisBONN344.612.1
A.agrestisBONN344.625.1
A.agrestisBONN344.625.4
A.agrestisBONN344.625.5
A.agrestisBONN344.625.3
A.agrestisBONN344.625.2
A.agrestisBONN228.3748.1
A.agrestisBONN228.3748.2
A.agrestisBONN344.611.1
A.agrestisBONN344.611.2
A.agrestisBONN368.2231.1
A.agrestisBONN368.2231.2
A.agrestisBONN344.611.3

M. polymorpha0005s0102.1.p
M. polymorpha0002s0100.1.p

S.moellendorffii177466
S.moellendorffii268211
S.moellendorffii429785

S.moellendorffii143817
S.moellendorffii85691

S.moellendorffii110329
S.moellendorffii123905

A. thalianaAT4G05160 4CLL7
B. distachyon1g74870.1.p

P. abies10426784g0020
A. filiculoides s0258.g060636
A. filiculoides s0464.g072360
A. filiculoides s1020.g095355

A. filiculoides s0464.g072362
S. cucullata s0061.g015443
S.moellendorffii181279

M. polymorpha0136s0004.1.p
P. patensPp3c3_24370V3.1.p

M. viride27S08309
A. filiculoides s0002.g004851

P.margaritaceum004333g0020
P.margaritaceum004558g0030

S. pratensis3203_c3_g3_i5
M. endlicherianumME000205S03029
S.muscicolaSM000015S01275
S.muscicolaSM000128S26227
S.muscicolaSM000182S03947

S.muscicolaSM000002S05724
S.muscicolaSM000118S25573
S.muscicolaSM000397S15170

M. pusilla161465
B. distachyon2g14920.1.p

S.moellendorffii111112
A. agrestisBONN362.1007.1

S. pratensis078_c2_g3_i7
M. viride520S00694

M. polymorpha0066s0079.1.p
A. filiculoides s3017.g114134

M. viride488S00629
C. orbicularisGBSL01015134
Z. circumcarinatumDN49406_c0_g2_i4

O. lucimarinus 27868
O. lucimarinus 31263

C. atmophyticusChrsp17S02841<
A. agrestisBONN117.1272.2

S.moellendorffii149203
B. distachyon1g50212.1.p
A. thalianaAT5G35930

P. patensPp3c1_12140V3.1.p
M. polymorpha0053s0036.1.p

A. filiculoides s0022.g015887
A. agrestisBONN344.2374.1

U.mutabilisUM162_0017.1
C. subellipsoidea19297

S. pratensis3296_c3_g1_i5
Z. circumcarinatumDN48558_c3_g1_i8

C. brauniig32518_t1
M. endlicherianumME000009S10456
S.muscicolaSM000028S10189
S.muscicolaSM000030S11370
S.muscicolaSM000076S21782
P.margaritaceum000773.t2
P.margaritaceum002540g0010

K. nitens00131_0130_v1.1
C. atmophyticusChrsp10S01500

C. atmophyticusChrsp180S02872
C. reinhardtiiCre01.g071662.t1.1

C. subellipsoidea24798
A. agrestisBONN368.2817.1
A. agrestisBONN368.2817.2
A. agrestisBONN368.2817.3
A. agrestisBONN368.2817.4

S.moellendorffii165668
A. thalianaAT5G36880ACS
B. distachyon3g44620.1.p
B. distachyon5g08890.1.p

S. cucullata s0020.g008156
S. cucullata s0070.g016648

P. patensPp3c1_12020V3.1.p
P. patensPp3c11_11320V3.1.p

M. polymorpha0041s0059.1.p
P.margaritaceum004173g0040
P.margaritaceum016165g0010

S. pratensis3168_c5_g2_i2
Z. circumcarinatumDN48754_c3_g1_i6
S.muscicolaSM000009S23458
S.muscicolaSM000067S20376
S.muscicolaSM000277S10334

C. orbicularisGBSL01024208
K. nitens00015_0410_v1.1
C. brauniig19652_t1

A. filiculoides s0010.g012438
K. nitens00491_0070_v1.1

M. polymorpha0024s0068.1.p
P. patensPp3c20_22210V3.1.p
S.moellendorffii441669

S.muscicolaSM000142S00559
Z. circumcarinatumDN46783_c2_g1_i2

C. reinhardtiiCre01.g055408.t1.1
U.mutabilisUM001_0423.1

U.mutabilisUM001_0424.1
C. reinhardtiiCre07.g353450.t1.2

C. subellipsoidea28174
O. lucimarinus 44757

M. pusilla70212
M. endlicherianumME1156407C09499

O. lucimarinus 14601

A. agrestisBONN117.2249.1
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AMP-binding site (IPR020845). The domain pattern is simi-

lar across the 4CLL-like clade, too. Yet, more sequences

miss either the IPR025110 and/or the IPR020845 domain.

The streptophyte algal sequences within the ACOS5/4CL

clade contained all four domains, whereas algal sequences

outside of this clade missed at least one—but recovered

several other domains. These additional domains are not

conserved within the phylogenetic subclades of these algal

sequences and only exceptionally occur in the 4CL/ACOS4/

4CLL (two sequences) or other AMP-dependent synthetase

and ligase family protein clades (two sequences).

We recovered a second clade of spermatophyte

sequences (bootstrap support 89) representing AAE clade

V enzymes, which contains 4CLL8 and several other ATP-

ligases of A. thaliana with predicted 4CL activity, including

OPCL1 (matching 4CL-like 5 with a 100% amino acid iden-

tity according to Uniprot). Sequences in this clade, how-

ever, diverge in the amino acids that are involved in the

formation of the binding pocket in the canonical 4CLs (Fig-

ure 3), which might point to a different substrate prefer-

ence of the enzymes in this clade. In fact, OPCL1 and many

of these ‘4CLLs’ (e.g. AT5G63380, AT1G20500, AT4G05160)

showed higher activity on fatty acids and fatty acid-derived

precursors for the phytohormone jasmonic acid than

cinnamate-derived compounds in an in vitro substrate sur-

vey carried out by Kienow et al. (2008). It is thus question-

able that the enzymes of this clade act as bona fide 4CLs.

Homologs to these sequences are found in Brachypodium

distachyon and Picea abies, suggesting an origin in the

LCA of seed plants followed by two duplication events,

with either: (a) both taking place in the LCA of angios-

perms; or (b) one early on in the LCA of seed plants and

the second in the LCA of angiosperms. Bootstrap support

to include the P. abies sequences in the clade containing

AT5G63380 (4CLL9) is, however, low (bootstrap 54). Each

duplication event was followed by independent lineage-

specific radiations giving rise to a whole plethora of possi-

ble candidates for 4CL, but also a large evolutionary poten-

tial with regard to substrate specificity and flexibility. The

4CLL clade of spermatophytes is nested within a larger,

lowly supported clade (bootstrap 65) that included

sequences from across the land-plant tree of life. Here, pro-

nounced and independent expansion occurred in most of

the major lineages of land plants, leading to large clades

of, for example, proteins of the hornwort Anthoceros and

the lycophyte Selaginella. As noted above, most of the

Selaginella and some of the Anthoceros homologs

retained the conserved KQK residues required for the cat-

alytic activity but others did not (Figure 3), which suggests

the presence of species-specific functions. Outside of the

entire 4CL-ACOS and 4CLL clade (‘Streptophyte 4CL/ACOS/

4CLL-likes’; bootstrap 84) clustered various highly diver-

gent ATP-dependent synthetases and ligases that exist

throughout the green tree of life including sequences from

chlorophytes. None of these synthetases and ligases

retained the catalytic triad KQK.

Altogether, our phylogenetic data indicated that a 4CL/

ACOS5-like encoding gene was present at the base of

Streptophyta. Domain annotation and the analysis of

amino acid patterns in the binding pocket and functional

sites support this idea. Further, the similarity of these resi-

dues between the candidates of streptophyte algal homo-

logs for 4CLs and the sequences of 4CL proteins with high

activity on cinnamate derivatives as substrates (Costa

et al., 2005) indicates that 4CL activity may have evolved

more than 700 million years ago in streptophytes.

Patchy distribution of CCR-like sequences in streptophyte

algae and pronounced independent radiations in land

plants

En route to the production of different lignin monomers is

the NADPH-dependent reduction of the activated acyl-

group of the phenylpropanoid backbone molecules. This

first step towards an aldehyde functionality is carried out

by CCR (Figure 1), which falls into a larger family of

NADPH-dependent reductases, including dihydroflavonol

reductases (DFRs) and DFR-likes (DFL; Devic et al., 1999;

Lacombe et al., 1997). We previously reported the presence

of CCR-like protein sequences in streptophyte algae (de

Vries et al., 2017). Since these previous analyses, however,

genome data on additional major lineages of land plants

and streptophyte algae have become available.

With these more exhaustive data at hand, covering most

major lineages of streptophyte algae and all major lineages

of land plants, it is now possible to infer the evolutionary

history of CCR-like and DFR-like sequences. We computed

a maximum likelihood phylogeny of CCR homologs with a

minimum of 220 amino acids that we detected in genomes

of 15 land plants, seven streptophyte algae and seven

chlorophytes; additionally, we included sequences found

in the transcriptomes of the Zygnematophyceae S. praten-

sis (de Vries et al., 2020), Z. circumcarinatum (de Vries

et al., 2018), and the Coleochaetophyceae Coleochaete

orbicularis (Ju et al., 2015; Figure 4).

Figure 3. 4-Coumarate-CoA ligase (4CL) homologs occur across Streptophyta.

4CL homologs were sampled from protein data of nine land plants, seven streptophyte algal and five chlorophyte algal genomes. Only protein sequences with a

minimum length of 400 and a maximum length of 1150 amino acids were included. From all detected homologs, an unrooted maximum likelihood phylogeny

was computed using LG+G4 as model for protein evolution (chosen according to BIC). One-hundred bootstrap replicates were computed; only bootstrap values

≥ 50 are shown, and bootstrap values of 100 are depicted by a filled dot. Colored font and dots correspond to the support recovered for the higher-order clades

labeled on the right of the phylogeny. On the right we show key residues for substrate binding and function of canonical 4CL as reported by Hu et al. (2010); the

clade(s) of bona fide 4CLs were assigned the warmest/reddish colors.
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Figure 4. The complex evolutionary history of

cinnamoyl-CoA reductase (CCR) in Chloroplastida.

CCR homologs of a minimum of 220 amino acids

were sampled from protein data of 15 land plants,

seven streptophyte algal and eight chlorophyte

algal genomes; additionally, we included sequences

found in the transcriptomes of Spirogyra pratensis

(de Vries et al., 2020), Zygnema circumcarinatum

(de Vries et al., 2018) and Coleochaete orbicularis

(Ju et al., 2015). From all detected homologs, an

unrooted maximum likelihood phylogeny was com-

puted using LG+G4 as model for protein evolution

(chosen according to BIC). One-hundred bootstrap

replicates were computed; only bootstrap values ≥

50 are shown, and bootstrap values of 100 are

depicted by a filled dot. Colored font and dots cor-

respond to the support recovered for the higher-

order clades labeled on the right of the phylogeny;

the clade(s) of bona fide CCRs were assigned the

warmest and brightest reddish colors.
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The CCR homologs were distributed over several major

clades. This included the CCRL/DRL-like sequences

described as TETRAKETIDE a-PYRONE REDUCTASE (TKPR)

by Grienenberger et al. (2010), which is an important

enzyme acting in the production of sporopollenin. We

recovered a well-supported clade of TKPR1 homologs

(bootstrap support of 84) and fully supported clade of

TKPR2 homologs. Both clades of TKPRs contained homo-

logs from across the diversity of land plants, bolstering the

idea that TKPR1 and TKPR2 split early during plant evolu-

tion (Grienenberger et al., 2010)—before the most recent

common ancestor of land plants came about. Our domain

structure analyses found that TKPR1 possessed the NAD-

dependent epimerase/dehydratase (IPR001509) and NAD

(P)-binding domain superfamily (IPR036291) domains,

which appear to be present in most sequences included in

the phylogeny as well as the Tetraketide alpha-pyrone

reductase 1 (IPR033267) domain (Figure S5). In contrast,

TKPR2 only encoded the first two domains, which is more

similar to what is found in the CCR clade.

The bona fide CCRs and CCR-likes were spread out over

two clades. These two clades were nested in a weakly-

supported monophylum (bootstrap support of 53), which

was sub-divided into four medium to fully supported

clades. A fully supported clade of CCR-likes (including

AT4G30470 and AT2G23910) included sequences from

across embryophytes; we coined this monophylum CRL-A.

AtCCRL1 and AtCCRL2 appear to be co-orthologs to one

sequence in the Brassicaceae Capsella grandiflora

(0380s0077.1.p), thus our data suggest a limited distribu-

tion of direct orthologs to CCRL1 and CCRL2. Yet the two

sequences together fall into a large clade, here coined

CRL-B (bootstrap support 73), that contained sequences

from all major lineages of tracheophytes. Another

medium-supported clade (bootstrap support 73) included

the bona fide CCRs, CCR1, and CCR2 of Arabidopsis. The

duplication that resulted in these two CCRs occurred earli-

est in the common ancestor of all rosids and latest in the

common ancestor of Brassicaceae, yet the CCR clade

included homologs from across tracheophytes. Many of

these lineages appear to have expanded their own reper-

toire from one CCR1/2 homolog that was present in the

LCA of tracheophytes. Interestingly, a clade of divergent

monocot CCRs display several replacements in key amino

acids involved in the binding of the substrate’s phenolic

ring, in particular a replacement of non-polar aliphatic Ile

to aromatic Tyr/Phe (Figure S6), which might reflect a dif-

ference in substrate affinity. The catalytic triad SYK (Fig-

ure S6; Pan et al., 2014) is required for enzymatic activity,

and is overall conserved across CCR/DFR-likes and FLDHs.

Interestingly, several CRL-As possess non-conservative

amino acid replacements from large phenolic (Tyr/Phe) to

smaller (His, Leu, Ser, Gly) amino acids, which might sug-

gest divergent substrate affinities for CRL-As. This is

consistent with the domain structure of many CRL-A

sequences, which often lack the NAD-dependent epimer-

ase/dehydratase (IPR001509) domain, but possess addi-

tional domains such as 3-b-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase/

isomerase (IPR002225) or match an additional NAD(P)-

binding domain (IPR016040; Figure S5). This pattern is only

occasionally occurring in sequences from the CCR or other

CRL clades.

Finally, there is a third clade with a bootstrap support of

69 that included tracheophyte sequences (forming a sub-

clade with a bootstrap value of 90) and a single M. poly-

morpha homolog; we coined this clade CRL-C. Altogether,

this suggests that the LCA of all land plants had two homo-

logs of CCRs/CRLs: one CRL-A and one CRL-B, CRL-C or

CCR homolog. In vascular plants, duplications have

resulted in sub-clades of the CRL-B/CRL-C/CCR homologs.

Within the larger clade that encases the DFRs, DFRLs,

CCRs and CCRLs (‘Chloroplastida CCR/DFR-likes’; bootstrap

86), one supported clade of Zygnematophyceae (bootstrap

support 77) and one supported clade of chlorophyte and

streptophyte algae (bootstrap support 76) exists. This

points to a distinct DFR/DFRL/CCR/CCRL clade that arose in

the ancestor of Zygnematophyceae, yet its placement

within the phylogeny other than it belonging to the larger

DFR/DFRL/CCR/CCRL clade is uncertain. The divergent pat-

tern of amino acids, which perform substrate and cofactor

binding in land plants, suggest that these algal homologs

might vary in the substrate and enzymatic activity com-

pared with plant CCR/DFRs (Figure S6). It is, however, cer-

tain that within land plants, a pronounced radiation of

CCRs occurred.

CAD homologs are present across the green lineage

The second reduction step of the activated acyl-group of

the phenylpropanoid backbone and one of the last steps in

lignin biosynthesis is the production of phenylpropanoid-

derived alcohols from the corresponding aldehydes. An

example is the conversion of p-coumaroyl aldehyde into p-

coumaryl alcohol (Kim et al., 2004; Pan et al., 2014). The

required reduction is catalyzed by CAD (Figure 1), which is

the rate-determining enzyme by which lignin is produced

(Gross et al., 1973; Mansell et al., 1974). In A. thaliana,

there are at least 11 enzymes belonging to the CAD family.

Enzymes of the CAD family have been divided into five

major groups, of which group IV was described as

monocot-specific (Saballos et al., 2009). In our previous

studies, many of the chlorophyte and streptophyte poten-

tial CAD homologs, identified mostly from transcriptomes

and few genomes of algae, were described as CAD-like or

CAD group II/III-affiliated (de Vries et al., 2017, 2020).

Sequences clustering with those of CAD group II have

been characterized as sinapyl alcohol dehydrogenase

(SAD) or show predicted structural similarity to SAD

enzymes (Guo et al., 2010; de Vries et al., 2017).

© 2021 The Authors.
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Additionally, some SADs appear involved not in the syn-

thesis of lignin but defense compounds such as lignans

(Barakate et al., 2011; Guo et al., 2010; Saleem et al., 2010;

Suzuki and Umezawa, 2007), and it may thus be that CAD

group II is functionally versatile.

Here, we used the 11 canonical CAD sequences to under-

stand the diversity in CAD homologs across streptophytes.

This includes also CAD group II sequences, for which

homologs in other species may have other substrate speci-

ficities and thus are involved in different steps of the

phenylpropanoid pathway (Barakat et al., 2009; Guo et al.,

2010). We computed a phylogeny of CAD homologs (Fig-

ure 5) detected in phylodiverse Chloroplastida. While the

resolution of the backbone is weak, we recovered all five

CAD groups defined by Saballos et al. (2009). All the CAD

groups were resolved as land plant-specific clades of CAD

homologs with robust support. Each clade contained a

varying set of major land plant lineages (described below);

the clades of putative streptophyte algal CAD homologs

contained both fewer proteins and fall in-between the five

CAD groups. Hence, this more phylodiverse dataset tells a

more complicated evolutionary history for CAD homologs

than the less-diverse data from de Vries et al. (2017).

Our data suggest that the common ancestor of Zygne-

matophyceae and land plants may have possessed two

CAD-like genes, which was followed by lineage-specific

radiations. While it appears—based on the overall topology

of the tree—appealing to suggest that one gene gave rise

to CAD-group V and the other ancestral gene was the basis

of CAD-groups I–IV, the low statistical support for the back-

bone of the phylogeny does not allow to confirm such a

hypothesis (Figure 5). We can infer that the earliest land

plants likely inherited a few (or just one) CAD homolog

from their algal progenitors. Most of the radiation of CADs

occurred in plants dwelling on land. Of the canonical CAD

group—and based on those parts of the topology with high

bootstrap support—CAD-group V (containing AtCAD1) is

the only group present in all major land plant lineages (Fig-

ure 5). CAD-group I was likely present in the LCA of tra-

cheophytes, as it includes sequences from angiosperms,

gymnosperms, ferns and the lycophyte S. moellendorffii.

CAD-groups II, III and IV include only angiosperm

sequences—but note that with very weak bootstrap sup-

port (53) a sequence from the gymnosperm Gnetum mon-

tanum associates with the group CADII/III/IV; likely,

expansion resulted in the ancestral gene of CAD-groups II

and III, which diverged into CAD group III genes in angios-

perms and after another expansion CAD-group II origi-

nated in the LCA of dicots. This is in contrast to de Vries

et al. (2017), where the streptophyte algal CAD-like

sequences were clustering with CAD group II/III sequences,

but resembles the placement of transcriptomic CAD-like

sequences from S. pratensis and Mougotia sp. in an

already more diverse phylogenetic analysis (de Vries et al.,

2020). This is a clear case where including a larger diversity

of streptophyte sequences to the analysis enables us to

better understand the complexity of the evolution of highly

radiated gene families. An analysis of the residues salient

to CAD function showed a general conservation of residues

involved in zinc and NADP+ binding across Chloroplastida

CAD-like sequences (Youn et al., 2006), whereas the resi-

dues in the binding pocket are generally less conserved in

these sequences (Figure 5). However, within a canonical

CAD-group or a CAD-like clade we see a general conserva-

tion of residues in the binding pocket. The binding pockets

of each CAD-like clade appear different than those of the

canonical CAD-groups. Domain analyses suggest that

some of the CAD-like sequences of streptophyte algae do

not encode all of the five domains present in most canoni-

cal CAD sequences, yet many of the Zygnematophyceaen

CAD-like sequences encode all of these five domains. Simi-

lar patterns emerge for other CAD-like sequences (Fig-

ure S7).

All CAD groups are shaped by multiple lineage-specific

duplications and losses. This hampers the inference of

function and substrate specificity of the diverse CAD-like

sequences. Additionally, several lineages have originated a

variety of CAD homologs that are not yet designated to pre-

vious groups. In the absence of functional data, we, how-

ever, will not give them a group designation but rather

designate them as lineage-specific CAD-homologs of

unknown SAD or CAD function. CAD-like homologs found

in streptophyte algae show similar functional residues to

other CAD-likes of land plants (not included in any of the

five clades of canonical CADs), including at the binding

pockets—the pattern of residues is similar to what is

observed for other land plant sequences in-between the

bona fide CAD groups. The bona fide CAD groups showed

a more homogeneous pattern of functional residues.

Overall, both the topology of the phylogenetic tree and

the conservation of key residues point to: (i) a deep evolu-

tionary origin of CAD homologs; and (ii) independent radi-

ations of CADs—not only in land plants but also in

streptophyte algae.

Independent radiations of acyltransferases and scattered

candidates in streptophyte algae

A versatile group of enzymes that are important for the

processes leading up to the lignins but also compounds

with antioxidant and antimicrobial properties are the BAHD

acyltransferases (named after the first enzymes character-

ized for this family BEAT, AHCT, HCBT and DAT; D’Auria,

2006). Most prominent among these are the versatile

hydroxycinnamoyl-CoA shikimate/quinate hydroxycin-

namoyltransferases (HCT; Eudes et al., 2016). Recently,

Kriegshauser et al. (2021) reported on the functional con-

servation of the HCT homologs found in bryophytes with

those of seed plants.
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Figure 5. Phylogenetic analysis highlights cinnamyl alcohol dehydrogenase (CAD) candidates across Chloroplastida.

CAD homologs were sampled from protein data from 15 land plants, seven streptophyte algal and eight chlorophyte algal genomes, as well as sequences found

in the transcriptomes of Spirogyra pratensis (de Vries et al., 2020), Coleochaete scutata, Zygnema circumcarinatum (de Vries et al., 2018) and C. orbicularis (Ju

et al., 2015). From all detected homologs, an unrooted maximum likelihood phylogeny was computed using LG+I+G4 as model for protein evolution (chosen

according to BIC). One-hundred bootstrap replicates were computed; only bootstrap values ≥ 50 are shown, and bootstrap values of 100 are depicted by a filled

dot. Colored font and dots correspond to the support recovered for the higher-order clades labeled on the right of the phylogeny; the clade(s) of bona fide CADs

were assigned the warmest/reddish colors. The five groups of CADs were named in accordance with Saballos et al. (2009). Next to the sequence labels residues

from the binding pocket, NADP+- and Zn2+ binding are shown—based on Youn et al. (2016).
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We computed a phylogeny including phylodiverse acyl-

transferases (Figure S8). Overall, the topology of the tree

corroborates the findings of Kriegshauser et al. (2021) that

a clear clade of HCT proteins first emerged in land plants—

streptophyte algal sequences were few, divergent from

HCT, and scattered over the tree without clear affinity to

characterized acyltransferases. Without functional analy-

ses, there is no solid foundation for predicting their func-

tion—making them exciting candidates for future studies.

What our data, however, clearly reveal is that the LCA of

land plants likely had an expanded repertoire of acyltrans-

ferases that further diversified during the radiation of

plants on land.

A clear clade of C3Hs is limited to land plants

At several steps of the phenylpropanoid pathway, enzymes

belonging to the cytochrome P450 family CYP98A, within

the large CYP71 clan (Nelson and Werck-Reichhart, 2011),

carry out hydroxylations of p-coumarate-derived com-

pounds (such as p-coumaroyl esters; for function of C3H

see Figure 1). In land plants, these hydroxylations are

important for the production of lignins, lignans, volatile

phenylpropanoids, coumarins and many more

phenylpropanoid-derived compounds. Previously, de Vries

et al. (2017) described the detection of C3H in all land

plants and one putative C3H ortholog in K. nitens. Now,

with genomic gaps in the streptophyte tree of life filled, we

revisited the distribution of C3H.

The number of C3H homologs detected in genomes of

15 land plants, seven streptophyte algae and seven chloro-

phytes, and in the transcriptomes of S. pratensis (de Vries

et al., 2020), Z. circumcarinatum (de Vries et al., 2018) and

C. orbicularis (Ju et al., 2015) varied strongly between lin-

eages. When sampling the sequences via BLAST (with

AT2G40890 as query sequence), we thus included either:

(a) all sequences that had a bit score of at least 100; or (b)

the top five hits. We aligned all sequences, cropped them

to the alignable region and computed a maximum likeli-

hood phylogeny (Figure 6).

A clade of CYP98A included sequences from all major

lineages of land plants. This suggests that at least one

CYP98A sequence was present in the LCA of all land

plants. Based on the lineages included here, it appears that

from an ancestral single copy gene, radiations occurred in

the dicot lineages and Amborella trichocarpa. A single

copy remained in the bryophytes, lycophytes, ferns, gym-

nosperms and monocots. The clade of CYP98A8 and

CYP98A9 was in our dataset limited to the Brassicaceae A.

thaliana and C. grandiflora (bootstrap 100). These two

enzymes function in a route derived from the phenyl-

propanoid pathway and are involved in the formation of

N1,N5-di(hydroxyferuloyl)-N10-sinapoylspermidine (Mat-

suno et al., 2009). The CYP98A8/9 clade falls into the larger

CYP98A clade (bootstrap support 100) together with the

C3H sequences, suggesting that they are the closest par-

alogs of C3H in A. thaliana and C. grandiflora. Analyses of

their substrate recognition sites (SRSs; Rupasinghe et al.,

2003) support the divergent functional roles between

CYP98A8/9 and canonical C3H. In particular, the first two

SRSs (SRS1 and SRS2) show various distinct amino acid

differences between the CYP98A8/9 clade and the C3H

clade (Figure S9). A similar pattern is observed for the

clade CYP98A enzymes in non-seed plants (Figure 6; boot-

strap support 79). This clade includes the sequences from

P. patens (Pp3c22_19010V3.1.p) and S. moellendorffii

(271465) that have been shown to have their highest activ-

ity on 4-coumaroyl-anthranilate instead of 4-coumaroyl-

shikimate and -quinate (as it is the case in A. thaliana and

other angio- and gymnosperms; Alber et al., 2019). Here,

too, SRS1 and 2 show several differences as well as more

variability than the C3H clade of angiosperms (Figure S9).

SRS1 and 2 are predicted to be involved in binding of the

substrate tails, which exhibit strong variation in size

(Rupasinghe et al., 2003), and thus may be critical for the

substrate specificity of these paralogs. Indeed, SRS1 and 2

are the two SRSs showing the strongest variation across

the entire phylogeny, including also other CYP450 subfam-

ilies (Figure 6), corroborating this hypothesis.

We recovered additional land-plant-specific clades of

CYP450 enzymes (Figure 6), such as one containing

TRANSPARENT TESTA7 (TT7)-like sequences (bootstrap

support 92); TT7 is a cytochrome P450 75B enzyme

required for flavonoid 3’ hydroxylase activity in the flavo-

noid biosynthesis (Schoenbohm et al., 2000; Tanaka et al.,

1997). The BLAST search used for sampling C3H homologs

further recovered AtCYP71B and AtCYP76C members. In

our phylogenetic analysis, we inferred that AtCYP71B34

and AtCYP71B35 were likely born out of an Arabidopsis-

specific duplication, while CYP71B enzymes in general are

present across angiosperms. In contrast, AtCYP76C1 and

Figure 6. A clade of 4-coumarate 3-hydroxylase (C3H) orthologs originated at the base of land plants.

C3H homologs were sampled from protein data of genomes of 15 land plants, seven streptophyte algae and five chlorophytes; additionally, sequences found in

the transcriptomes of Spirogyra pratensis (de Vries et al., 2020), Zygnema circumcarinatum (de Vries et al., 2018) and Coleochaete orbicularis (Ju et al., 2015)

were included. For downstream analyses, we used either: (a) all sequences that had a bit score of at least 100; or (b) the top five hits. We aligned all sequences,

cropped them to the alignable region, and an unrooted maximum likelihood phylogeny was computed using LG+F + I+G4 as model for protein evolution (cho-

sen according to BIC). One-hundred bootstrap replicates were computed; only bootstrap values ≥ 50 are shown, and bootstrap values of 100 are depicted by a

filled dot. Colored font and dots correspond to the support recovered for the higher-order clades labeled on the right of the phylogeny; the clade(s) of bona fide

CYP98As were assigned the warmest and brightest reddish colors. Two large clades that contained only: (i) Anthoceros; and (ii) chlorophyte and streptophyte

algal sequences were collapsed; the full tree is shown in Figure S13.
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AtCYP76C4 appear to have originated prior to the split of

A. thaliana and C. grandiflora; a CYP76C4 ortholog appears

to have been lost in the latter plant species. The CYP76C

clade may also be represented in other species outside of

angiosperms, because we found a sequence from G. mon-

tanum clustering with these sequences with a bootstrap

support of 87. The rather long branch warrants attention

and would require a more CYP76C-focused phylogenetic

analysis, which is not the point of this paper.

The algal sequences showed strong divergence to the

C3Hs, forming only a larger (fully supported)

streptophyte-specific clade with all the recovered and

functionally diverse CYP450 enzymes (Figure 6). Domain

structures of these streptophyte algal sequences are the

same as for the C3H homologs, but are in general con-

served across the phylogeny independent of the CYP450

subfamily assignment (Figure S10). Only a few scattered

exceptions occur. Given the low support of most of the

tree backbone, the role(s) of the streptophyte algal

homologs detected here remains elusive. Most of the

streptophyte algae show independent radiations of their

CYP450 enzymes complicating functional predictions

even further. Thus, while there are interesting CYP450

candidates in streptophyte algae, a clear C3H clade

likely first arose early during the evolution of embryo-

phytes.

MAGLs: multiple early radiations, independent

subfunctionalization, and the origin of caffeoyl-5-O-

shikimate esterase (CSE)

The conversion of caffeoyl-5-O-shikimate to caffeic acid

may be a step along the biosynthetic routes that lead to

the production of G- and S-lignins in certain vascular

plants (Figure 1). The enzyme responsible for this step is

CSE. CSE converts caffeoyl-5-O-shikimate to caffeic acid,

and was hypothesized to act together with 4CL/ACOS5 to

circumvent the catalysis of caffeoyl-5-O-shikimate to

caffeoyl-CoA via HCT (Vanholme et al., 2013). The latter

pathway was proposed for tobacco by Hoffmann et al.

(2003), and confirmed for A. thaliana in vitro by Vanholme

and colleagues (2013). Yet, based on cse mutants in A.

thaliana, they suggested that synthesis of caffeoyl-CoA is

more likely to occur via CSE and 4CL/ACOS5 than directly

from caffeoyl shikimate by HCT in planta. That said, in the

model grasses B. distachyon and Zea mays, no CSE ortho-

logs are present and crude extracts from these species

show little signs for the characteristic esterase activity (Ha

et al., 2016). On the other hand, non-vascular plants such

as the model system P. patens possess homologs of these

enzymes (Renault et al., 2017a), which suggests a sec-

ondary loss of CSE in the respective monocots. CSE

belongs to the family of putative MAGLs. MAGLs are found

across eukaryotes, and functional analyses in human, yeast

and Arabidopsis have shown that they possess MAGL

activity (Aschauer et al., 2016; Kim et al., 2016; Labar et al.,

2010). In contrast to other MAGLs of A. thaliana, AtCSE

(MAGL3) was found to exhibit no hydrolytic activity on

monoacylglycerols (MAGs) as substrate (Kim et al., 2016)—

which applies to other enzymes of A. thaliana that belong

to the family of MAGLs, too. Indeed, out of the 16 MAGLs

that Kim and colleagues (2016) tested, only MAGL6 and 8

showed high activity on MAG as substrate. Given the func-

tional diversity in MAGLs (Kim et al., 2016) and the

unequal distribution of caffeoyl-5-O-shikimate across

embryophytes, functional analyses are required to fully

understand how easily MAGLs can lose or gain their MAGL

activity. Yet, phylogenetic analyses can pinpoint the diver-

sity of the family across the green lineage.

Here we use phylogenetic analysis to pinpoint the distri-

butions of the diverse MAGL families, including CSE

across the green lineage. In total, we recovered all 16

MAGL sequences of A. thaliana in the similarity search;

using maximum likelihood phylogenetics, we recovered

clades for all the 16 MAGLs; some MAGL clades are widely

distributed throughout streptophytes, while others appear

to have originated in embryophytes, where they have

again undergone lineage-specific expansions. Essentially,

we recovered two large clades: one restricted to strepto-

phytes, containing homologs of MAGL2, 4 and 13; the

other has representation in chlorophytes as well and

includes homologs of MAGL1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14,

15 and 16 (Figure 7).

Focusing on the MAGL2/4/13 clade first, we observe that

MAGL13 has representation in angiosperms, gym-

nosperms and ferns, suggesting its origin to be in the LCA

of tracheophytes, while MAGL2 and 4 came from a dupli-

cation event before the split between Arabidopsis and Cap-

sella. However, MAGL2/4 orthologs are present in other

species including P. abies, suggesting that the common

ancestor of seed plants possessed a MAGL2/4-like and a

MAGL13 gene. Forming a clade with MAGL2/4/13 are lyco-

phyte, bryophyte and streptophyte algal sequences, which

in general branch in an order expected based on their spe-

cies phylogeny (although within-species duplication events

have occurred). This suggests that already at the base of

streptophytes a MAGL2/4/13-like gene was present.

In the second large clade that includes also chlorophyte

sequences, we find the clade containing the CSE/MAGL3

orthologs. This clade includes sequences from both vascu-

lar and non-vascular plants, pointing to an origin of CSE in

the LCA of land plants. This adds support for a secondary

loss in those monocots without a CSE ortholog. Despite

the origin of CSE in the common ancestor of land plants

and a clear CSE ortholog in P. patens (3c19_14430V3.1.p),

the substrate of CSE, caffeoyl-5-O-shikimate, was not

detected in crude extracts of the moss (Renault et al.,

2017a). The HCT-based reaction leading to caffeoyl-CoA

has been confirmed in vitro using moss HCT (Kriegshauser

© 2021 The Authors.
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et al., 2021). Hence, the CSE homologs of P. patens may

have another function. Indeed, the atypical function of

AtCSE, together with the lack of other MAGL family mem-

bers, to act on MAGs (Kim et al., 2016), suggests that the

functional spectrum of the MAGL family is not very limited

in land plants.

Members of the MAGL family share several conserved

motifs across diverse eukaryotes. One such motif (amino

acid positions 132–141 in MAGL6 and 167–176 in CSE/

MAGL3) is situated in a region likely involved in substrate

binding based on the crystal structure of human MAGL

(Labar et al., 2010). Within this motif, a leucine in position

number four is found in a diverse set of 249 mammal and

Sauria MAGLs investigated here (Figure 7, inset), and most

plant MAGLS including MAGL6 and 8. This is followed by

another hydrophobic amino acid (isoleucine in mammals/

Sauria and valine or leucine in most plant MAGLs). It is

striking that exactly these highly conserved amino acids are

changed to a phenylalanine and a serine in the Arabidopsis

CSE and some homologs from other species. These

changes from two very hydrophobic amino acids to an aro-

matic and a hydrophilic one could be one of the reasons for

a change in substrate specificity from a substrate with a

hydrophobic acyl chain to a more hydrophilic substrate with

aromatic properties. Based on this hypothesis, CSEs would

be restricted to some of the members of this clade that,

however, stem from across the diversity of land plants.

MAGL1 appears to have originated prior to the split of

angio- and gymnosperms, while specific MAGL14 and 16

orthologs likely arose after the split of asterids and rosids,

but a MAGL14/16 ortholog was likely present in the LCA of

land plants. MAGL15, like MAGL1, originated prior to the

split of gymno- and angiosperms, and MAGL5 appeared to

come from a duplication of MAGL15 later on possibly in the

ancestors of dicots. Interestingly, a MAGL5/15-like sequence
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Figure 7. The occurrence of monoacylglycerol lipases (MAGLs) across

diverse Streptophyta and a phylogenetic framework for the deep evolution-

ary roots of caffeoyl-5-O-shikimate esterase (CSE).

MAGL/CSE homologs were sampled from protein data from 15 land plants,

seven streptophyte algal and eight chlorophyte algal genomes, as well as

sequences found in the transcriptomes of Spirogyra pratensis (de Vries

et al., 2020), Coleochaete scutata, Zygnema circumcarinatum (de Vries

et al., 2018) and C. orbicularis (Ju et al., 2015). From all detected homologs,

an unrooted maximum likelihood phylogeny was computed using LG+I+G4

as model for protein evolution (chosen according to BIC). One-hundred

bootstrap replicates were computed; only bootstrap values ≥ 50 are shown,

and bootstrap values of 100 are depicted by a filled dot. Colored font and

dots correspond to the support recovered for the higher-order clades

labeled on the right of the phylogeny; due to the likely diverse functions,

the various clade of MAGL homologs were assigned distinct colors. Purple

font highlights those streptophyte algal sequences that share the conserved

alpha helix cap domain with CSE. Logos are based on a motif (amino acids

132–141 in MAGL6 and 167–176 in CSE/MAGL3) that is situated in a region

likely involved in substrate binding based on the crystal structure of human

MAGL.
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was already encoded in the genome of the ancestor of

streptophytes. The same is true for a MAGL6/7/8/9/10/11/12-

like gene, which similar to the MAGL5/15-like genes shows

independent paths of radiation in streptophyte algae and

land plants. MAGL6,7,8,10 and 11 are only present in the

here included Brassicaceae, while a MAGL6/7/8/10/11-like

gene was already present in the common ancestor of sper-

matophytes. The same evolutionary history describes the

scenario under which MAGL9 and 12 originated.

Finding the MAGL6/7/8/10/11 subclade specifically

expanded in seed plants is noteworthy. At least AtMAGL8

localizes to lipid droplets (Kim et al., 2016), which are struc-

tures found in various photosynthetic eukaryotes and are

well known from seeds. Thus, expansion of this clade

might be a read-out of spermatophyte-specific additions to

the ancient set of proteins relevant to lipid droplet forma-

tion and function (de Vries and Ischebeck, 2020).

All in all, MAGLs have undergone an early radiation in

streptophytes. Given that even the Arabidopsis MAGLs

without detectable activity on MAG (Kim et al., 2016) do

not form a monophylum, it is conceivable that subfunc-

tionalization of members of the MAGL family occurred

multiple times independently. This may likewise be true

for all independent expansions of MAGL-encoding genes

observed in any other species included here. The versatility

in functional evolution of MAGLs makes it difficult to make

robust predictions of putative MAGL functions.

Caffeate O-methyltransferase (COMT): convergence and

complexity

In angiosperms, ferulate 5-hydroxylase (F5H) and COMT

carry out important catalytic steps along the route from p-

coumaroyl-CoA to S-lignin. COMT catalyzes the methylation

of caffeic acid or 5-hydroxyferulic acid, the product formed

by F5H. Like C3H and C4H, F5H belongs to the large CYP450

clan 71 (Nelson and Werck-Reichhart, 2011). The function of

F5H evolved at least twice in P450 enzymes, once in the

ancestor of angiosperms and once in the ancestor of lyco-

phytes (Weng and Chapple, 2010; Weng et al., 2008).

For angiosperm F5H, no clear putative orthologs were

found outside of flowering plants, and likewise no clear

orthologs were found for the lycophyte F5H (i.e. ‘SmF5H’),

which forms a separate clade from the angiosperm F5H

sequences (Figure S11). This corroborates previous results

(de Vries et al., 2017), and is in agreement with the

hypothesis that F5H function evolved at least twice in the

evolution of land plants (Weng et al., 2008). Additionally,

the average pairwise identity of the F5H homologs was

low (18.5%)—hampering robust phylogenetic analyses. We

thus did not further delve into the evolution of F5H. COMT,

however, caught our attention.

The lycophyte S. moellendorffii not only uses a geneti-

cally distant F5H enzyme; the same appears to be true for

COMT (Weng et al., 2011). This highlights a promiscuity

for substrate specificity and activity in P450 enzymes that

is yet to be discovered, and mere orthology analyses can

only go so far as to discover putative candidates. Using

phylogenetics, we explored the diversity of methyltrans-

ferases by screening for sequences homologous to COMT/

OMT1 of A. thaliana across our phylodiverse dataset. This

approach identified not only clear orthologs, but can also

serve as a backbone to map relevant amino acid substitu-

tions facilitating in functional convergence in this group of

enzymes, and by that may highlight possible candidates

for in vivo and in vitro studies.

For most clades of land-plant methyltransferases, based

on the here recovered topology, predicting a putative func-

tion was not straightforward. This applied even more so to

the homologs of COMT/OMT1 found in chlorophyte and

streptophyte algae. We recovered a clade of methyltrans-

ferases that included chlorophyte and streptophyte algae

as well as diverse land plant sequences (coined ‘Chloro-

plastida OMT’ in Figure 8); among these clustered A. thali-

ana proteins such as COMT, indole glucosinolate

methyltransferases (IGMT) and nicotinate N-methyltrans-

ferase (NANMT; Li et al., 2017)—hence different methyl-

transferases that act on a range of aromatic compounds.

What this means for the presence of a putative COMT in

algae is obscure. However, it corroborates the previously

observed patchy detection of COMT across the green lin-

eage based on reciprocal BLASTp searches (de Vries et al.,

2017). Clear orthologs of AtCOMT were only detected for a

few angiosperms, notably not including any monocot

sequence that we used in our dataset. Of all methyltrans-

ferases in our dataset, only NANMT formed a clade of clear

orthologs that included more than one major lineage of

land plants by encasing sequences from angiosperms and

P. abies (bootstrap support 87). All other orthogroups

appear, like COMT, to be restricted to only a few of the

included angiosperm lineages.

Figure 8. Low resolution on the complex evolutionary history of caffeate O-methyltransferase (COMT).

We explored the diversity of methyltransferases by screening for sequences homologous to Arabidopsis COMT/OMT1 across genome data from 15 land plants,

seven streptophyte algae and five chlorophytes; additionally, we included sequences found in the transcriptomes of Spirogyra pratensis (de Vries et al., 2020),

Zygnema circumcarinatum (de Vries et al., 2018) and Coleochaete orbicularis (Ju et al., 2015). From all detected homologs, an unrooted maximum likelihood

phylogeny of 226 sequences was computed using LG+I+G4 as model for protein evolution (chosen according to BIC). One-hundred bootstrap replicates were

computed; only bootstrap values ≥ 50 are shown, and bootstrap values of 100 are depicted by a filled dot. Colored font and dots correspond to the support

recovered for the higher-order clades labeled on the right of the phylogeny; homologs with known COMT function were assigned the warmest and brightest

reddish colors. Blue font highlights streptophyte algal sequences; bold font pinpoints those that recovered land plant COMT as closest structural analogs in I-

TASSER-based modeling. On the right we show residues important for substrate binding and function of canonical COMT, as reported by Louie et al. (2010).

© 2021 The Authors.
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P. abies6931g0010
P. abies362678g0010

P. abies222430g0010
P. abies645592g0010

S.moellendorffii271191
A. filiculoides s0002.g001302
A. filiculoides s0167.g054536

S. cucullata s0016.g006795
M. polymorpha0099s0056.1.p

P. patensPp3c23_5530V3.1.p
M. polymorpha0035s0134.1.p

S.moellendorffii80209
S.moellendorffii101568
G.montanumTnS000035493t22
G.montanumTnS000035493t23
G.montanumTnS000041857t01

G.montanumTnS000794351t07
G.montanumTnS000979049t01
G.montanumTnS000831121t01

G.montanumTnS000916307t01
B. distachyon3g39380.2.p

O. sativaOs08g38920.1
B. distachyon4g33340.1.p
O. sativaOs09g30360.1
B. distachyon3g39400.1.p

B. distachyon3g39410.1.p
O. sativaOs08g38910.2

B. distachyon3g39420.1.p
O. sativaOs08g38900.1

C. orbicularisGBSL01050078
C. scutataDN40032_c1_g2_i33

S.muscicolaSM000058S18549
S.muscicolaSM000090S24310
S.muscicolaSM000155S01644

P. abies9065834g0010
C. subellipsoidea55647
K. nitens kfl00216_0070_v1.1

U.mutabilisUM033_0091.1
U.mutabilisUM033_0092.1

A. thalianaAT4G26220
A. trichopoda00036.170

Z. circumcarinatumDN45406_c0_g1_i4

K. nitens kfl00314_0120_v1.1
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The lycophyte S. moellendorffii has a COMT that is dis-

tantly related to COMT of angiosperms. It appears to have

acquired its COMT activity through convergent evolution,

and was coined SmCOMT (Weng et al., 2011). In agree-

ment with this, SmCOMT did not cluster with the AtOMT1

sequence in our analyses. Instead, it forms its own (weakly

supported) clade with only one other sequence from S.

moellendorffii (bootstrap support 63). The other SmCOMT-

like sequences (described in Weng et al., 2011) were dis-

tributed over the phylogeny and appear to be specific to S.

moellendorffii. Nonetheless, this pattern highlights a cer-

tain versatility in the evolutionary history of substrate

specificity of O-methyltransferases in land plants. Indeed,

despite the lack of a clear ortholog to Arabidopsis COMT,

evidence for the presence of O-methyltransferases with

COMT-like activity in pine wood has been brought forward

(Wagner et al., 2015). This appears to be only logical, not-

ing the large lineage-specific expansions in the larger

clade of O-methyltransferases that encompasses all O-

methyltransferases from A. thaliana—that is COMT,

IGMTs, NANMT and N-acetylserotonin O-methyltrans-

ferase (ASMT, bootstrap-support 99; for more on this

enzyme, see Byeon et al., 2016; Tan et al., 2012). Within

this clade fall also algal sequences from chlorophytes and

streptophyte algae. Their position within the clade is unde-

termined due to low bootstrap support. These sequences

appear highly divergent, many of them cluster with rather

long branches. Yet, some of the sequences from our previ-

ous analysis found a reciprocal BLASTp hit to AtCOMT,

including K. nitens 00158_0100v1.1 that clusters in a

fully supported clade of Klebsormidium paralogs; these

sequences are promising candidates to explore COMT

activity. Indeed, when we modeled the tertiary structure

of K. nitens 00158_0100v1.1 and M. endlicherianum

ME000591S08520 using I-TASSER (Zhang, 2008), we recov-

ered Medicago sativa and Lolium perenne COMT as its

closest structural analogs (1KYZ; Zubieta et al., 2002; 3P9C;

Louie et al., 2010; TM-scores 0.865 and 0.956, respectively).

Like the land plant COMTs, also the algal COMT-likes

appear to have undergone independent radiations in this

large gene family. Given the observed convergent evolu-

tion of COMT activity in S. moellendorffii, the question of

whether there is COMT activity across Streptophyta

remains wide open.

To gain some insight into whether COMT activity can

be expected from other streptophyte lineages, we

investigated the conservation of residues relevant for the

function of COMT, including those that form the substrate-

binding pocket (Figure 8). The functional residues were

identified from COMT of L. perenne (Louie et al., 2010).

Across our phylogeny, these residues differ between the

clades of canonical ASMT, NANMT, COMT and IGMT,

while they are conserved within them (Figure 8). The bind-

ing pocket of AtOMT1 and its orthologs consist of the

amino acid pattern MSNGGG, whereas the pattern for the

residues important for the function of the enzyme is HDE.

While HDE appears conserved across the majority of

sequences analyzed here, independent of the specific func-

tion of the enzyme (e.g. ASMT, IGMTs and COMT all have

the pattern HDE), the binding pocket is highly variable

among the functionally characterized enzymes. This sug-

gests that the reaction-determining residues are those that

form the binding pocket and not those that are catalytically

important. This seems logical given that all these enzymes

catalyze similar types of reactions. The triple G in the bind-

ing pocket is also far more conserved across the entire

phylogeny, with only a few exceptions occurring, while the

first three residues are highly variable. Indeed, the COMT-

specific MSN motif is not present in the functionally char-

acterized COMT from S. moellendorfii, rather it is MTN,

which, however, is a change between similar amino acids

(Ser to Thr). Apart from the canonical COMT orthologs and

SmCOMT sequence, no other sequences from any other

lineage encode the binding pocket pattern M(S/T)NGGG,

suggesting that none has a canonical preference for bind-

ing 5-hydroxyconiferalaldehyde. Yet, several homologs—

including those of streptophyte algae—would have the

ability to catalyze the reaction based on the conservation

of the residue pattern HDE. What is more, all the

sequences that could not be properly identified as ortho-

logs to ASMT, NANMT, COMT and IGMT (with the excep-

tion of SmCOMT) show no similarity in their first three

residues of the binding pocket to either of these enzyme

families. This would suggest that the enzymes from most

streptophyte lineages included in this analysis use different

substrates than those functionally characterized in A. thali-

ana, again underscoring the versatility of this family.

Caffeoyl-CoA O-methyltransferase (CCoAOMT)-like

sequences emerged in Phragmoplastophyta

Within the phenylpropanoid pathway, CCoAOMT and most

of its homologs are the enzymes that catalyze the first

Figure 9. A phylogenetic framework for the evolutionary origin of caffeoyl-CoA O-methyltransferase (CCoAOMTs) in Phragmoplastophyta.

CCoAOMT homologs were sampled from protein data from 16 land plants, seven streptophyte algal and eight chlorophyte algal genomes, as well as sequences

found in the transcriptomes of Spirogyra pratensis (de Vries et al., 2020), Coleochaete scutata, Zygnema circumcarinatum (de Vries et al., 2018) and C. orbicu-

laris (Ju et al., 2015). From all detected homologs, an unrooted maximum likelihood phylogeny of 138 sequences was computed using LG+G4 as model for pro-

tein evolution (chosen according to BIC). One-hundred bootstrap replicates were computed; only bootstrap values ≥ 50 are shown, and bootstrap values of 100

are depicted by a filled dot. Colored font and dots correspond to the support recovered for the higher-order clades labeled on the right of the phylogeny; the

large clade of the diverse S-adenosyl-L-methionine-dependent methyltransferases was assigned the color red. The alignment on the right shows functionally

characterized sites involved in substrate, ion and co-factor recognition of CCoAOMT (Ferrer et al., 2005).

© 2021 The Authors.
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committed step to many of at least two types of lignin (S-

and G-lignin). These enzymes methylate caffeoyl-CoA and

thus give rise to feruloyl-CoA (Do et al., 2007; Martz et al.,

1998; Vanholme et al., 2012; Ye et al., 1994; Ye and Varner,

1995); in the past, it was also proposed that after the con-

version to 5ʹ-hydroxy-feruloyl-CoA, CCoAOMT can methy-

late this compound to produce Sinapoyl-CoA (Ferrer et al.,

2005; Maury et al., 1999). One of the paralogs that exist in

A. thaliana [tapetum-specific O-methyltransferase (TSM1),

AT1G67990], however, shows activity towards a coniferyl

derivative that is formed at N10 by F5H starting from N1,N5,

N10-tris-(hydroxyferuloyl) spermidine (Fellenberg et al.,

2008); TSM1 catalyzes the production of N1,N5-bis-

(hydroyferuloyl)-N10-synapoylspermidine (Fellenberg et al.,

2008). Thus, CCoAOMTs appear to be versatile in their sub-

strate specificity and can act on different steps in the

phenylpropanoid pathway.

Here we used phylogenetics to disentangle the distribu-

tion of these enzymes across the green lineage. A duplica-

tion gave rise to the genes encoding the functionally

divergent enzymes AtCCoAMT and AtTSM1 (bootstrap

support 77; Figure 9). These two methyltransferases are

embedded in a larger clade containing the other

CCoAOMT enzymes AtCCoAOMT1, AtCCoAOMT7 and

AtCCoAOMT-like (AT1G24735). The latter appears to be

specific to the Brassicaceae included in this dataset, while

homologs of AtCCoAOMT7 occur across dicots and were

detected in A. trichopoda, but were absent from the

included monocots. Only AtCCoAOMT1 had a wider distri-

bution. Its cluster (bootstrap support 79) contains angios-

perms, gymnosperms, lycophytes, ferns and bryophytes,

excluding the sequenced hornworts from the genus

Anthoceros (Figure 9). Assuming a monophyly of Bryo-

phyta (Puttick et al., 2018), this suggests a loss of

CCoAOMT1 in at least the sequenced Anthoceros species,

and that CCoAOMT1 was present in the common ancestor

of land plants. Lineage-specific duplications of CCoAOMT1

appear to have happened, indicated by the expansions

seen in tobacco, spruce, the lycophyte S. moellendorffii

and the water fern A. filiculoides. The expanded repertoire

of sequences in monocots and Gnetum indicate additional

lineage-specific duplications outside of the CCoAOMT

clade. The case of TSM1 suggests that neo-

functionalization can easily occur within this type of

methyltransferase. We noted that the residues involved in

substrate binding (Ferrer et al., 2005) are identical in AtC-

CoAMT and AtTSM1 (Figure 9). A possible explanation

might be that the make-up of the binding pocket allows

for a certain versatility in substrates. Given these observa-

tions, the paralogs within this and the other CCoAOMT
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Figure 10. A summary of the proposed evolution-

ary trajectory of key enzymes in the phenyl-

propanoid pathway across the green lineage.

At the bottom is a cladogram of the green lineage.

The most recent common ancestors (MRCA) of

Chloroplastida, Streptophyta, Phragmoplastophyta,

Bryophyta, Embryophyta and Tracheophyta are

indicated at their respective nodes. On top of the

cladogram is the proposed evolutionary trajectory

of the enzyme families phenylalanine ammonia-

lyase (PAL), cinnamate 4-hydroxylase (C4H), 4-

coumarate-CoA ligase (4CL), cinnamoyl-CoA reduc-

tase (CCR), cinnamyl alcohol dehydrogenase (CAD),

4-coumarate 3-hydroxylase (C3H), caffeoyl-5-O-

shikimate esterase (CSE)/monoacylglycerol lipase

(MAGL), caffeate O-methyltransferase (COMT), and

caffeoyl-CoA O-methyltransferase (CCoAOMT). The

names of the enzyme families are indicated on the

left of the trajectory. The enzyme (sub-)families pre-

sent in a specific common ancestor have been plot-

ted onto the respective nodes of the cladogram

below the evolutionary scenario of the enzyme fam-

ilies involved in the phenylpropanoid pathway and

lignin biosynthesis. White dots indicate absence/

loss of a gene family, one dot indicates the pres-

ence of one representative of the gene family and

several dots indicate an expansion (two or more

members of the gene family) in at least one species

of the represented lineages in the cladogram. Col-

ors are chosen to distinguish different enzyme fami-

lies and subfamilies. Question marks label

sequences of ambiguous affiliation.
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clades cannot be assumed to hold the function of

CCoAOMTs. Likewise, it cannot be ruled out that their

LCA may have had this function. As sister to the methyl-

transferase clade, including the CCoAOMT homologs lies

a cluster of genes encoding putative candidates for strep-

tophyte algal CCoAOMTs. These were limited to represen-

tatives of the two streptophyte algal lineages closest to

land plants: the Coleochaetophyceae Coleochaete scutata

and C. orbicularis, as well as the Zygnematophyceae

Spirogloea muscicola. These algal sequences have the

same domain structure as the majority of all S-adenosyl-

L-methionine (SAM)-dependent methyltransferases

included in the phylogeny (Figure S12). Only single

sequences, scattered across the phylogeny and diversity

of species included here, vary in their domain structure,

showing a loss of a domain, a gain of an additional

domain, or both. The analyses of the specific functional

residues gave more insights into the streptophyte algal

sequences within the clade of SAM-dependent methyl-

transferases in the peripheral routes of the phenyl-

propanoid pathway. These algal sequences maintain the

residues involved in ion and cofactor binding, but differ

strongly in the substrate binding site (Ferrer et al., 2005;

Figure 9).

Altogether, it appears that the family of CCoAOMT-like

proteins has its origin in Phragmoplastophyta. Clarifying

the function of the putative CCoAOMT-like enzymes in

Coleochaetophyceae and Zygnematophyceae has the

potential to shed light on a synapomorphy with physiologi-

cal relevance.

Conclusion

All genes for enzymes that act in early steps in the chassis

of the phenylpropanoid pathway investigated here (Fig-

ure 1) can be traced back to the LCA of land plants with the

exception of COMT (Figure 10); most of these can even be

traced back to some ancestor that land plants shared with

streptophyte algae. While most of our knowledge on how

these genes work comes from angiosperms, this does not

capture the sequence diversity in enzymes—and it under-

pins the versatility in producing specialized metabolites.

Our data pinpoint that most of the enzymes have under-

gone pronounced lineage-specific expansions. A lineage-

specific expansion is palpable even despite the fact that

sampling of sequences across the Streptophyta is still

strongly biased towards seed plants. These data offer a

framework for pinpointing those candidate genes/enzymes

that are bound to shed light on the evolution of key enzy-

matic steps—and currently unknown ones. Such work is

exemplified by studies on Selaginella or bryophyte model

systems such as P. patens. Characterizing enzymes that

are even more divergent from what we know from angios-

perms should yield surprising insights and unexplored

routes in this bountiful pathway.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Dataset of protein sequences and screening for homologs

We downloaded protein data from: (a) genomes of 16 land plants:
A. agrestis as well as Anthoceros punctatus (Li et al., 2020), A. tri-
chopoda (Amborella Genome Project, 2013), A. thaliana (Lamesch
et al., 2011), A. filiculoides (Li et al., 2018), B. distachyon (The
International Brachypodium Initiative, 2010), C. grandiflora (Slotte
et al., 2013), G. montanum (Wan et al., 2018), M. polymorpha
(Bowman et al., 2017), Nicotiana tabacum (Sierro et al., 2014),
Oryza sativa (Ouyang et al., 2007), P. abies (Nystedt et al., 2013),
P. patens (Lang et al., 2018), Salvinia cucullata (Li et al., 2018), S.
moellendorffii (Banks et al., 2011) and Theobroma cacao (Argout
et al., 2011); (b) the genomes of seven streptophyte algae: C.
atmophyticus (Wang et al., 2020), C. braunii (Nishiyama et al.,
2018), K. nitens (Hori et al., 2014), M. endlicherianum (Cheng
et al., 2019), Mesostigma viride (Wang et al., 2020), Penium mar-
garitaceum (Jiao et al., 2020), S. muscicola (Cheng et al., 2019); (c)
the genomes of eight chlorophytes: Bathycoccus prasinos (Mor-
eau et al., 2012), Chlamydomonas reinhardtii (Merchant et al.,
2007), Coccomyxa subellipsoidea (Blanc et al., 2012), Micromonas
pusilla, Micromonas sp. (Worden et al., 2009), Ostreococcus luci-
marinus (Palenik et al., 2007), Ulva mutabilis (De Clerck et al.,
2018), Volvox carteri (Prochnik et al., 2010). Additionally, we
included sequences found in the transcriptomes of S. pratensis
(de Vries et al., 2020), Coleochaete scutata and Z. circumcarinatum
(de Vries et al., 2018) and C. orbicularis (Ju et al., 2015).

For each of the protein families investigated, the representative
A. thaliana protein was used as a query sequence for a BLASTp
against this dataset. Initially, we considered all homologs recov-
ered at an e-value cutoff level of 10!7. However, due to the large
size of the protein families (i.e. high number of well-supported
homologs obtained), refinement of the datasets was carried out as
described in the individual sections for these enzymes in the
Results and Discussion section.

Alignments, phylogenetic analysis and primary sequence

analysis

Using the detected homologs for a given enzyme family, we gen-
erated alignments using MAFFT v7.453 (Katoh and Standley, 2013)
with a L-INS-I approach. Alignments were cropped, if necessary,
to retain conserved domains that were alignable for all homologs;
alignments are provided in Supplemental Data S1–S11. We com-
puted maximum likelihood phylogenies using IQ-TREE multicore
version 1.5.5 (Nguyen et al., 2015), with 100 bootstrap replicates.
To determine the best model, we used ModelFinder
(Kalyaanamoorthy et al., 2017) and picked the best models based
on the Bayesian Information Criterion. The best models were:
LG+G4 (Le and Gascuel, 2008) for 4CL, CCR, CCoAOMT; LG+I+G4
for PAL, CAD, MAGL/CSE, COMT, and for the preliminary phy-
logeny of 4CL; LG+F + I+G4 for C4H, F5H, and C3H; WAG+F+G4
(Whelan and Goldman, 2001) for HCT.

Protein structure prediction was carried out using the
sequences as input in the online Iterative Threading ASSEmbly
Refinement (I-TASSER; Yang et al., 2015; Zhang, 2008). Functional
residue analyses were based on published structural analyses
(Ferrer et al., 2005; Hu et al., 2010; Pan et al., 2014; Rupasinghe
et al., 2003; Youn et al., 2006), and alignments were viewed with
SeaView v.4 (Gouy et al., 2010) and plotted with ETE3 (Huerta-
Cepas et al., 2016).

Protein domains of the enzyme families 4CL, CCR, C3H, CAD
and CCoAOMT were predicted using InterProScan version 5.47-

© 2021 The Authors.
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82.0 (Jones et al., 2014). Presence/absence heatmaps were gener-
ated and projected onto phylogenies (visualized using iTOL v6;
Letunic and Bork, 2019).
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4.3 Publication VI: Different patterns of gene evolution underpin water-related 

innovations in land plants 

 
This article is a Commentary on: 

Bowles, AMC, Paps, J and Bechtold, U. (2022) Water-related innovations in land plants evolved by 

different patterns of gene cooption and novelty. New Phytologist, 235: 732-742. 

https://doi.org/10.1111/nph.17981 

 

This article published in the Journal “New Phytologist” in July 2022. The full article can be found online: 

https://doi.org/10.1111/nph.18176 

 

 

 

Contribution of Janine Fürst-Jansen, first author 

J. M. R. Fürst-Jansen planned the manuscript and designed and prepared figure 1. She wrote parts of 

the manuscript and critically read and revised the manuscript. 
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Commentary

Different patterns of gene
evolution underpin water-related
innovations in land plants

About 500 million years ago (Ma) land plants emerged (Morris
et al., 2018). This was one of the most transformative events in
Earth’s history, giving rise to an astonishing diversity of species
that formed complex plant-dominated ecosystems. The earliest
land plants, therefore, needed to respond to the myriad of
terrestrial stressors posed by the new environment. Perhaps the
most obvious ones are those related to water availability, that is
reduced access to water and increased water loss by drought and
temperature stress. Stomata are a key trait of land plants; roots and
vascular tissue further facilitated these adaptations, underpinning
the success of Tracheophyta. These systems allow the active and
more efficient absorption and transport of water and the
regulation of its evaporation. In this issue of New Phytologist,
Bowles et al. (2022; pp. 732–742) use available genomic and
transcriptomic data across all major lineages of streptophytes to
paint a picture of the evolutionary history that shaped the
molecular toolkit required to develop and operate roots, vascular
tissue and stomata.

‘…gene duplication and co-option are more prevalent than

gene novelty for the three morphological innovations under

study.’

How the first land plants coped with the differences in water and
nutrient availability and provided protection from evaporation is a
central question in plant terrestrialisation. Stomata-controlled
transpiration is a prime trait involved in water distribution and
regulation. An increased water conductance was achieved with the
appearance of the vasculature. Rhizoids are thought to have
provided water uptake and anchorage to soil in early land plants.
Roots of vascular plants withmeristem-formed tissue can penetrate
into greater depth of substrate, tapping new resources and forming
large underground root architectures. The origin of roots was
possible due to the emergence of complex vasculature in the
common ancestor of vascular plants; this was corroborated by the
fact that roots evolved twice in vascular plants (Hetherington &
Dolan, 2018). Phloem and xylem are key in transporting water and
nutrients. With the appearance of vasculature also came the ability

to grow erect, allowing for shade avoidance, the decoupling of
environmental shape and accessibility to light. The series in which
these morphological traits appeared during the evolution of land
plants (Fig. 1) hints that not all of them appeared in the earliest land
plants, but they certainly allowed the embryophyte diversity past
and present. The recent increase in genomic and transcriptomic
data, now covering all major representative lineages of strepto-
phytes, allows us to investigate the evolutionary series by which
molecular networks that underpin these morphological features
have arisen (Harris et al., 2020).

Comparing the genomes of land plants and streptophyte algae
allows the inference of the genetic toolkits that might have been
present in the ancestors that first colonised the terrestrial environ-
ment. Several previous studies have exploited this comparative
genomics approach, finding two events of major gene emergences
in the ancestors of streptophytes and embryophytes (Leebens-Mack
et al., 2019; Bowles et al., 2020). Here, Bowles et al. (2022) build
upon their earlier 2020 analyses and investigate the origin and
evolution of roots, vascular tissue and stomata. They combined
sequence-similarity search and phylogenomics to reconstruct the
likely origin of gene families associated with root, vasculature and
stomata development by assigning it to the most recent common
ancestor of the species containing that homologue. If the inferred
genetic ancestor corresponds to that where the trait of interest
originated, it was considered to have emerged de novo. If genes
predated the origin of the trait, the genes were considered to have
been co-opted. If gene duplications were inferred at the node where
the trait appeared, then gene duplication (probably followed by
sub- and neofunctionalisation) was invoked as responsible for the
gene–phenotype association. Indeed, Bowles et al. (2022) found
that gene duplication and co-option were more prevalent than de
novo gene emergence for the three morphological innovations
under study.This amalgamates wellwith bothmany previous large-
scale in silico analyses – such as phylostrata analyses of gene
expression networks (Ruprecht et al., 2017) that showed certain
traits to be accompanied by duplication and network-rewiring – as
well as a diversity of wet-laboratory data, including the evolution of
ROOTHAIRLESS LIKE transcription factors that are required for
the development of rhizoids inMarchantia polymorpha and of root
hairs in Arabidopsis thaliana (Breuninger et al., 2016).

The comparative approach of genomic data is a powerful one; it
allows the inference of historical (evolutionary) events through the
comparison of present-day genomes within a robust phylogenetic
framework. Two major factors influence the robustness of compar-
ative genomics: (1) the representation of thephylogenetic diversity of
a group under consideration; and (2) the robustness of the
phylogenetic framework onto which the results aremapped. Thanks
to the recent availability of plant genomes (and transcriptomes) we
can tackle key questions in their evolution through comparative
genomics. Ongoing genome sequencing efforts are likely toThis article is a Commentary on Bowles et al. (2022), 235: 732–742.

380 New Phytologist (2022) 235: 380–383 ! 2022 The Authors
New Phytologist ! 2022 New Phytologist Foundationwww.newphytologist.com
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empower future comparative genomic studies with a phylogeneti-
cally more diverse set of chromosome-resolved genomes.

Bowles et al. (2022) take advantage of the large transcriptomic
dataset derived from the 1000 plants (1KP) project (Leebens-Mack
et al., 2019) to improve the representation of the phylogenetic
diversity of plants. While transcriptomes cannot represent the full
genomicmake-up of a species, homologues derived from transcrip-
tomic data are unmistakable evidence of their presence, thereby
increasing the resolutionof the identifiedpatternsof geneoriginand
duplication. A robust phylogenetic framework allows us to map
traits anddiscernconvergence fromacommondescent.The burstof
phylogenomic studiesover the last fewyearshas completely changed
our view of plant evolution. The interrelationships of streptophyte
algal lineages were updated, identifying the Zygnematophyceae as
the closest living relatives of land plants and supporting the

monophylum of bryophytes (hornworts, liverworts, mosses) as
sister to all vascular plants (Puttick et al., 2018;Leebens-Mack et al.,
2019). This has important implications for the evolution of several
key traits, including the origin of stomata studied here, which are
likely to have originated in the last common ancestor of land plants
andwas secondarily lost in some liverworts andmosses (Harris et al.,
2020). Among the genes tied to stomata function, Bowles et al.
(2022) investigated abscisic acid (ABA) signalling, including the
three subfamilies of the ABA receptor PYRABACTIN
RESISTANCE 1-LIKE (PYR1/PYL) and gene families for the
components of its downstream signalling cascade, 2C-type protein
phosphatases (PP2C) and sucrose nonfermenting1-related kinase 2
(SnRK2.1-10) (Cutler et al., 2010). Homology groups for PYL,
PP2C, and SnRK were identified in the streptophyte ancestor
(Bowles et al., 2022). This is congruent with earlier analyses: PYL

Fig. 1 A simplified overview of the evolution of water-related innovations in streptophytes. Coloured lines indicate the evolution of stomata development and
signalling (yellow), root hairs (dark blue), primary (teal) and lateral roots (light blue), and vascular tissue (light purple). Numbers at internal nodes represent the
inferredpresenceofhomologygroups (HG)with respect to the total number of investigatedHGs for the respective traits. Numbers arederived fromthepresence/
absence heat maps shown in this issue of New Phytologist by Bowles et al. (2022; pp. 732–742) and do not represent lineage-specific gains and losses, but are
cumulative numbers of howmany HGs for a certain trait are predicted to be present at the last common ancestor of a monophyletic group. HGs that remained
undetected in specific lineages are denoted with (!). For HGs associated with stomata, we distinguish between development (D) and signalling (S). Illustrations
represent the major lineages of streptophytes: Chlorokybus cerffii and Zygnema circumcarinatum (streptophyte algae); Anthoceros agrestis (hornworts);
Marchantia polymorpha (liverworts); Physcomitrium patens (mosses); Selaginella moellendorffii (lycophytes); Azolla filiculoides (ferns); Picea abies
(gymnosperms); and Arabidopsis thaliana (angiosperms).

! 2022 The Authors
New Phytologist! 2022 New Phytologist Foundation
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orthologues have been reported for streptophyte algae (de Vries
et al., 2018; Cheng et al., 2019). A functional characterisation by
Sun et al. (2019) has highlighted that, while a zygnematophyceaen
PYL homologue is able to inhibit the downstream PP2C phos-
phatase, this inhibition occurs in an ABA-independent manner.
Additionally, the downstream cascade of SnRK2 signalling appears
to have emerged even earlier in streptophyte evolution (Lind et al.,
2015). This showcases the fact that the genetic make-up of ABA-
dependent stomatal regulation has deep evolutionary roots, but it
was integrated to stomatal control only later in landplant evolution.
A similarpicture emerges for the genetic regulationof vascular tissue
development: Xu et al. (2014) hypothesised deep homology
between the xylem and phloem of vascular plants and the water-
and nutrient-conducting cells of bryophytes. Hydroid differentia-
tion appears to be controlled by the same group of NAC
transcription factors that also regulate xylem patterning.

In targeted comparative genomics studies, in which genes that
are associated with a certain trait are specifically studied, the
strength of functional annotation is central. When talking about
plants, most genes have been functionally characterised in the
model species Arabidopsis thaliana and functional conservation is
predicted based on homology and the conservation of key
functional residues (de Vries et al., 2021). The benefits and
limitations of an Arabidopsis-centric functional characterisation of
plant genes is nicely discussed byBowles et al. (2022). Evolutionary
inferences on the genetic toolkit underlying key traits of interest
would greatly benefit from functional studies in algae and other
nonseed and nonvascular plants. For example, in the synthesis of
lignin, which is part of the backbone of the vasculature, the
lycophyte Selaginella moellendorffii and the angiospermArabidopsis
thaliana have convergently evolved the functionalities of the
enzymes ferulate 5-hydroxylase (F5H) and caffeic acid O-methyl-
transferase (COMT) (Weng et al., 2008, 2011). Ideally, large-scale
comparative studies should move from the study of the evolution-
ary history of certain gene families to a more realistic view of larger
evolutionary patterns that accompanied the acquisition of, for
example, evolutionary developmental biology (evo-devo) traits.

Taken together, comparative studies of genomic data allow us to
identify new general evolutionary patterns. Specifically how
broadly distributed are these patterns – not only in terms of gene
families but also regarding diversity – is impossible to calculate with
smaller scale genetic studies. However, large-scale comparative
genomics build upon the functional analyses of genes and therefore
need primary data acquired through slow and painstaking work of,
for example, taxonomy or functional genetic studies for which
there is no shortcut.More so, genetic characterisations focus on the
few genetically accessible organismsmaking our picture of diversity
in genetic solutions limited. Ideally, a diverse set of model species
should be combined. In this study, themost prevalent evolutionary
pattern is that the genetic background underlying many of the land
plant innovations that has much older evolutionary roots than the
traits themselves. Gene duplication accompanied by neo- or
subfunctionalisation have been highlighted and co-option has been
hypothesised as major patterns by which the genetic networks
underpinning these traits have evolved. This seems a recurrent
pattern for the origin of several innovations in land plants

(Breuninger et al., 2016; Ruprecht et al., 2017; Bowles et al.,
2020), supporting the idea that genetic rewiring of developmental
and stress response pathways might be more prevalent than the
origin of new genes for generating complexity, as proposed for the
evolution of stress signalling networks during streptophyte evolu-
tion (F€urst-Jansen et al., 2020; Rieseberg et al., 2022).
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4.4 Pre-print VII: Chromosome-level genomes of multicellular algal sisters to 

land plants illuminate signaling network evolution 

 

This manuscript was uploaded to the pre-print server Biorxiv. The newest online version as well as all 

supplementary figures and supplementary datasets can be found under:  

https://doi.org/10.1101/2023.01.31.526407 
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circumcarinatum SAG 698-1b (e.g., shown in figure 3, the supplement, and being the foundation for 

the wealth of data needed for the co-expression network analysis). This involved establishing and 

troubleshooting the RNA extraction protocol for Zygnema. She performed RNA isolation on the stress-

treated samples and performed a quality check before sending the samples to the sequencing facility. 

She wrote parts of the manuscript and critically read and revised the manuscript. 
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Chromosome-level genomes of multicellular algal sisters to land plants illuminate signaling 1 
network evolution 2 
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HIGHLIGHTS: 99 
1. Genomes of four filamentous algae (Zygnema) sisters to land plants  100 
2. Zygnema are rich in genes for multicellular growth and environmental acclimation: signaling, lipid 101 

modification, and transport 102 
3. Cell wall innovations: diversification of hexameric rosette cellulose synthase in Zygnematophyceae 103 
4. Co-expression networks reveal conserved modules for balancing growth and acclimation  104 
 105 
ABSTRACT 106 
The filamentous and unicellular algae of the class Zygnematophyceae are the closest algal relatives of 107 
land plants. Inferring the properties of the last common ancestor shared by these algae and land plants 108 
allows us to identify decisive traits that enabled the conquest of land by plants. We sequenced four 109 
genomes of filamentous Zygnematophyceae (three strains of Zygnema circumcarinatum and one strain of 110 
Z. cylindricum) and generated chromosome-scale assemblies for all strains of the emerging model system 111 
Z. circumcarinatum. Comparative genomic analyses reveal expanded genes for signaling cascades, 112 
environmental response, and intracellular trafficking that we associate with multicellularity. Gene family 113 
analyses suggest that Zygnematophyceae share all the major enzymes with land plants for cell wall 114 
polysaccharide synthesis, degradation, and modifications; most of the enzymes for cell wall innovations, 115 
especially for polysaccharide backbone synthesis, were gained more than 700 million years ago. In 116 
Zygnematophyceae, these enzyme families expanded, forming co-expressed modules. Transcriptomic 117 
profiling of over 19 growth conditions combined with co-expression network analyses uncover cohorts of 118 
genes that unite environmental signaling with multicellular developmental programs. Our data shed light 119 
on a molecular chassis that balances environmental response and growth modulation across more than 120 
600 million years of streptophyte evolution. 121 
 122 
INTRODUCTION 123 
Plant terrestrialization changed the surface of the Earth. In a fateful event about 550 million years ago, the 124 
first representatives of the clade Embryophyta (land plants) gained a foothold on land (Delwiche and 125 
Cooper, 2015; Morris et al., 2018; Fürst-Jansen et al., 2020; Strother and Foster, 2021; Harris et al., 126 
2022). These first land plants emerged from within the clade of Streptophyta that—until Embryophyta 127 
emerged—consisted solely of streptophyte algae. Which lineage among these freshwater and terrestrial 128 
algae is closest to land plants? Over the last decade, considerable advances have been made in 129 
establishing a robust phylogenomic framework for streptophyte evolution and the birth of embryophytes 130 
(Wodniok et al., 2011; Wickett et al., 2014; Puttick et al., 2018; Leebens-Mack et al., 2019). Moreover, a 131 
long tradition of cell biological research in streptophyte algae is available (reviewed by Domozych and 132 
Bagdan 2022). Both lines of evidence have come to the same conclusion: Zygnematophyceae are the 133 
closest algal relatives of land plants. 134 

Zygnematophyceae is a class of freshwater and semi-terrestrial algae with more than 4,000 described 135 
species (Guiry 2021). Their unifying feature is sexual reproduction by conjugation and lack of motile 136 
stages; zygospore formation can often be observed in field samples e.g., in Mougeotia (Permann et al., 137 
2021a) and Spirogyra (Permann et al., 2021b, 2022a). Zygnematophyceae have been recently rearranged 138 
into five orders: Spirogloeales, Serritaeniales, Spirogyrales, Desmidiales, and Zygnematales (Hess et al., 139 
2022). Among these, filamentous growth likely evolved at least five times independently (Hess et al., 140 
2022). So far, genome sequences are only available for unicellular Zygnematophyceae: Penium 141 
margariatceum and Closterium peracerosum–strigosum–littorale in Desmidiales (Jiao et al. 2020; 142 
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Sekimoto et al., 2023), Mesotaenium endlicherianum in Serritaeniales, and Spirogloea muscicola in 143 
Spiroglocales (both Cheng et al., 2019). 144 

Zygnematophyceae possess adaptations to withstand terrestrial stressors. Some are protected against 145 
desiccation by extracellular polymers like arabinogalactan proteins (AGPs; Palacio-Lopez et al. 2019) and 146 
homogalacturonan-rich mucilage sheaths (Herburger et al., 2019). UV-absorbing phenolic compounds 147 
were shown to occur in Zygnema (Pichrtová et al., 2013, Holzinger et al., 2018), Zygogonium erictorum 148 
(e.g.., Aigner et al., 2013, Herburger et al., 2016) and Serritaenia (Busch & Hess 2021). Recurrent 149 
transcriptomic and metabolomic changes have been observed following desiccation (Rippin et al. 2017) 150 
and other abiotic stresses (de Vries et al., 2018, Arc et al., 2020; Fitzek et al., 2019) in Zygnema, as well 151 
as under natural conditions in the uppermost layers of Arctic Zygnema mats (Rippin et al. 2019). The 152 
nature of these stress responses is of deep biological significance: various orthologous groups of proteins 153 
once considered specific to land plants have recently been inferred to predate the origin of Embryophyta 154 
(Nishiyama et al., 2018; Bowles et al., 2020). These include intricate transcription factor (TF) networks 155 
(Wilhelmsson et al., 2017), phytohormone signaling pathways (Bowman et al., 2019), specialized 156 
biochemical pathways (Rieseberg et al., 2022), symbiosis signaling (Delaux et al., 2015), and cell wall 157 
modifications (Harholt et al., 2016). 158 

Accurately inferring the developmental and physiological programs of the first land plant ancestor 159 
depends on our ability to predict them in its sister group, the common ancestor of Zygnematophyceae. 160 
Robustness of this inference lays on accounting for the phylogenetic, genomic, and morphologic diversity 161 
of the Zygnematophyceae. Here, we report on the first four genomes of filamentous Zygnematophyceae 162 
(Order Zygnematales), three from strains of Zygnema circumcarinatum and one from Zygnema cf. 163 
cylindricum, which include the first chromosome-scale genomes for any streptophyte algae. Comparative 164 
genomics using the new Zygnema genomes allow inferring the genetic repertoire of land plants ancestors 165 
that first conquered the terrestrial environment. But which functional cohorts were relevant? Co-166 
expression analyses shed light on the deep evolutionary roots of the mechanism for balancing 167 
environmental responses and multicellular growth. 168 
 169 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 170 
 171 
First chromosome-level genomes for streptophyte algae 172 
The nuclear and organellar genomes of four Zygnema strains (Z. circumcarinatum SAG 698-1b, UTEX 173 
1559, and UTEX 1560 and Zygnema cf. cylindricum SAG 698-1a, Figure 1A-C) were assembled using a 174 
combination of PacBio High-Fidelity (HiFi) long reads, Oxford Nanopore long reads, and Illumina short 175 
reads. In total, we sequenced 51 gigabases (Gb) (797X), 69 Gb (1042X), 6.7 Gb (103X), and 253 Gb 176 
(786X) for strains SAG 698-1b, UTEX 1559, UTEX 1560, and SAG 698-1a, respectively (Table S1A,B). 177 
Using chromatin conformation data (Dovetail Hi-C), we scaffolded the Z. circumcarinatum SAG 698-1b 178 
genome (N50=4Mb; Table 1) into 90 final scaffolds; 98.6% of the assembly belongs to the 20 longest 179 
scaffolds (Table S1C) corresponding to 20 pseudo-chromosomes (Figure 1D). Cytological chromosome 180 
counting at different stages of mitosis (prophase, metaphase, telophase) (Figure 1B, Figure S1) verified 181 
the 20 chromosomes, similar to a previous cytological study of another Zygnema strain that found 19 182 
chromosomes (Prasad & Godward 1966). The total assembly size (71 megabases (Mb)) was close to 183 
genome sizes estimated by flow cytometry, fluorescence staining (Feng et al., 2021), and k-mer frequency 184 
analysis (Figure S2, Table S1B). The high mapping rates of UTEX 1559 and UTEX 1560 Illumina reads 185 
to the SAG 698-1b genome (97.16% and 97.12%, respectively) confirm that these genomes are from 186 
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close relatives, in agreement with the strains’ history (see Supplemental Text 1). We thus used 187 
chromatin conformation data from SAG 698-1b to scaffold UTEX 1559 and UTEX 1560 assemblies, 188 
which resulted in 20 chromosomes containing 97.3% and 98.3% of the total assemblies, respectively. The 189 
three new Zygnema circumcarinatum genomes represent the first chromosome-level assemblies for any 190 
streptophyte alga (Table 1). 191 
 192 
Table 1: Genome assembly statistics for the new Zygnema genomes and available streptophyte algae 193 
(Hori et al., 2014; Nishiyama et al., 2018; Cheng et al., 2019; Jiao et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2020) (see 194 
Table S1B-E for further details). Mapping rate of Z. circumcarinatum UTEX 1560 was calculated by 195 
using SAG 698-1b RNA-seq reads mapped to UTEX 1560 genome. 196 

Species (strain) Assembly 
size 
(Mb) 

BUSCO 
(%) 

N50 (kb) Num. 
scaffolds 

(pseudochr.
) 

RNA-seq 
mapping rate (%) 

Zygnema circumcarinatum SAG 698-
1b 

71.0 89.8 3958.3 90 (20) 97.2 

Zygnema circumcarinatum UTEX 
1559 

71.3 88.2 3970.3 614 (20) 98.3 

Zygnema circumcarinatum UTEX1560 67.3 87.9 3792.7 514 (20) 95.9** 

Zygnema cf. cylindricum SAG 698-1a 359.8 70.6 213.9 3,587 88.3 

Mesotaenium endlicherianum SAG 
12.97 

163 78.1 448.4 13,861 94.4 

Penium margaritaceum SAG 2640 3661 49.8 116.2 332,786 96.8 

Spirogloea muscicola CCAC 0214 174 84.7 566.4 17,449 95.2 

Chara braunii S276 1430 78.0 2300 11,654 89.5 

Klebsormidium nitens NIES-2285 104 94.9 134.9 1,814 98.1 

Chlorokybus melkonianii CCAC 0220 74 93.3 752.4 3,809 96.5 

Mesostigma viride CCAC 1140  281 59.2 113.2 6,924 84.3 

 197 
The plastome (157,548 base pairs (bp)) and mitogenome (216,190 bp, Figure S3) of SAG 698-1b 198 

were assembled into complete circular genomes (Figure S3). The plastome of SAG 698-1b is identical to 199 
those of UTEX 1559 (GenBank ID MT040697; Orton et al., 2020) and UTEX 1560. The mitogenomes of 200 
SAG 698-1b (OQ319605) and UTEX 1560 are identical but slightly longer than that of UTEX 1559 201 
(MT040698, 215,954 bp; Orton et al., 2020) due to extra repeats (Figure S4). These observations agree 202 
with the history of the strains (see Supplementary Information). 203 

The nuclear genome assembly of SAG 698-1a is four times larger (360 Mb) than those of Z. 204 
circumcarinatum (Table 1, Figure 1E). K-mer frequencies (Figure S2) strongly suggest that SAG 698-205 
1a is a diploid organism with an estimated heterozygosity rate of 2.22%. This supports previous reports of 206 
frequent polyploidy in Zygnematophyceae (Allen, 1958). The marked genome size differences further 207 
support the notion that they are two different species (Table 1, pictures in Figure 1A). Following a recent 208 
study (Feng et al. 2021), we refer to SAG 698-1a as Zygnema cf. cylindricum. Our molecular clock 209 
analyses suggest that Z. cf. cylindricum (SAG 698-1a) and Z. circumcarinatum (SAG 698-1b, UTEX 210 
1559, UTEX 1560) diverged from one another around 236 Ma (Figure 1E, Table S1F). 211 

The plastome of SAG 698-1a was available (Turmel et al., 2005) and we here determined its 212 
mitogenome (OQ316644) (Figure S5), which, at 323,370 bp in size, is the largest known among 213 
streptophyte algae. Compared to SAG 698-1b, the mitogenome of SAG 698-1a contains more and much 214 
longer introns (Table S1G,H). 215 

 216 
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 217 
Figure 1: (A) Three cells of a vegetative filament of SAG 698-1b (top) compared to one cell of a vegetative filament of SAG 218 
698-1a (bottom, both samples 1 month old). Scale bar: 20 m; C chloroplast; N nucleus; P pyrenoid. One-cell filament contains 219 
two chloroplasts and one nucleus. (B) Chromosome counting on light micrographs of SAG 698-1b fixed and stained with 220 
acetocarmine at prophase (0.5 months old); count was also performed in metaphase and telophase. Green dots represent the 20 221 
chromosomes which were counted after rendering a stack of ~ 100 images (scale bar: 10 m); see Figure S1 for the original 222 
images. (C) Confocal laser scanning image of one SAG 698-1b cell (0.5 month). Scale bar: 20 m. (D) Chromosome-level 223 
assembly of SAG 698-1b genome. Concentric rings show chromosome (Chr) numbers, gene density (blue), repeat density 224 
(yellow), RNA-seq mapping density (log10(FPKM) (dark green), and GC% density (red). Red and green links show respectively 225 
intra- and inter-chromosomal syntenic blocks. (E) Comparison of genome properties for 13 algal and 3 land plant species. The 226 
time-calibrated species tree was built from 493 low-copy genes (all nodes supported by >97% non-parametric bootstrap; numbers 227 
at nodes are estimated divergence times (mean ± standard deviation) (see Table S1F for details). Data for bar plot can be found 228 
in Table S1I,J. 229 
 230 
Z. circumcarinatum has the smallest sequenced streptophyte algal genome and no recent whole 231 
genome duplications 232 
The three Z. circumcarinatum genomes reported here have the smallest nuclear genomes of all 233 
streptophyte algae sequenced thus far (Table 1). They have the highest protein coding gene density, 234 
smallest percentage of intergenic regions, highest exon percentage, and lowest repeat content in 235 
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Zygnematophyceae (Figure 1E, Table S1I). The genome of SAG 698-1b contains 23.4% of repeats 236 
(Table S1J), mostly consisting of simple repeats (6.4%) and transposable elements of the MITE (4.3%), 237 
Gypsy (2.9%), and Copia (1.9%) families. For comparison, the Zygnema cf. cylindricum SAG 698-1a 238 
genome contains 73.3% of repeats, consisting of Copia (29.8%), MITE (11.6%), Gypsy (5.9%), and 239 
simple repeats (2.1%). The phylogenetic position and genome sizes of Z. circumcarinatum suggest 240 
genomic streamlining in this species, as shown also for K. nitens (Hori et al. 2014) and perhaps C. 241 
melkonianii (Wang et al., 2020). While the mechanisms of genomic streamlining are obscure, it clearly 242 
occurred independently in different streptophytes; genome shrinkage may be a signature of adaptations to 243 
new ecological niches (Bhattacharya et al., 2018). 244 

No evidence for whole genome duplication (WGD) was found in SAG 698-1b. MCscan (Wang et al., 245 
2012) was used to identify regions of conserved synteny, finding 28 syntenic blocks ( 4 genes per block, 246 
distance between two colinear regions < 20 genes) totaling 236 genes (1.44% of the 16,617 annotated 247 
genes) (Figure S6A). Increasing the distance among blocks to < 30 genes identified 190 syntenic blocks 248 
containing 1,298 (7.9%) genes (Figure S6B). The distribution of synonymous distances among 249 
paralogous gene pairs (Ks) in syntenic blocks found a single peak at Ks ~ 0.2 (Figure S6C). This agrees 250 
with the apparent lack of WGD in Z. circumcarinatum. Because chromosome-level assemblies are so far 251 
lacking for other streptophyte algae, similar analyses were conducted for the moss P. patens, reported to 252 
have had at least two WGDs (Lang et al., 2018; Rensing et al., 2008). P. patens had more syntenic blocks 253 
(Figure S6D: 20% genes in syntenic blocks and S6E:  24% genes in syntenic blocks), and a single peak 254 
Ks ~ 0.8 (Figure S6F) that is likely a fusion of the two known WGDs (Ks ~ 0.5–0.65 and Ks ~ 0.75–0.9 255 
(Lang et al., 2018)). In the absence of evidence for WGD in SAG 698-1b, synteny blocks are likely the 256 
result from segmental duplications. Congruently, the top enriched Pfam domains in these regions are 257 
related to retrotransposons. 258 
 259 
Comparisons of the three Z. circumcarinatum genomes 260 
Our phylogenetic analyses show that SAG 698-1b and UTEX 1560 are closer to each other than to UTEX 261 
1559 (Figure 1E), a result confirmed by seven- and four-genome phylogenies using thousands of single 262 
copy genes (Figure S7). Gauch (1966) reported that UTEX 1559 was a non-functional mating type (+) 263 
whereas UTEX 1560 and SAG 698-1b were functional mating type (-). This agrees with our conjugation 264 
experiments that failed to conjugate UTEX 1559 with UTEX 1560 or SAG 698-1b. Whole genome 265 
alignments of UTEX 1559 and UTEX 1560 against SAG 698-1b respectively, identified high alignment 266 
coverages and regions of conserved synteny across most chromosomes (Figure S8A,B). SAG 698-1b 267 
showed higher alignment coverage (less genomic rearrangements) with UTEX 1560 than to UTEX 1559, 268 
although aligned regions are slightly more similar to UTEX 1559 (Figure S8C,D). Among the three Z. 269 
circumcarinatum genomes, chromosomes 20, 13, and 16 differ the most (see Figure S8E for a three-way 270 
alignment of Chr20), suggesting that they might contain sex/mating determination loci. The mating loci in 271 
Zygnema are so far unknown and we did not identify homologs of the sex hormone proteins (PR-IP and 272 
its inducer) described in Closterium (but homologs were found in Penium margaritaceum) (Table S1K). 273 
Gene content comparison found 17,644 core genes, i.e., shared by all three Z. circumcarinatum genomes 274 
(Figure S8F). Most of the unique and shell genes have no known Pfam domains and no hits in NR (NCBI 275 
non-redundant protein sequence database) and thus remain functionally unknown. 276 
 277 
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 278 
Figure 2: Comparative genomics of 13 algal and 3 land plant genomes. (A) Gene family expansion and contraction patterns 279 
estimated by CAFE using Orthofinder-identified orthogroups and the time-calibrated phylogeny of Figure 1E. Key nodes are 280 
indicated on the tree and circles denote significant expansions and contractions (circle size reflects the number of 281 
expanded/contracted orthogroups/OGs). (B) Pfam domain enrichment for genes on the node leading to Zygnematophyceae and 282 
Embryophyta (Z&E). (C) Functional (GO) enrichment for the Z&E node. (D) Orthogroups overlap among Chlorophyta, 283 
Embryophyta, Zygnematophyceae, and other streptophyte algae. (E) Enriched GO terms in the 493 orthogroups exclusive to 284 
Zygnematophyceae and Embryophyta. (F) Pfam domain overlap among Chlorophyta, Embryophyta, Zygnematophyceae, and 285 
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other streptophyte algae. (G) Exclusive Pfam domains found only in Zygnematophyceae and Embryophyta. One Pfam family 286 
WI12 was studied with phylogenetic analysis, suggesting a possible horizontal gene transfer from bacteria and expression 287 
response to stresses. (H) Pfam domain combination overlap among Chlorophyta, Embryophyta, Zygnematophyceae, and other 288 
streptophyte algae. (I) Exclusive Pfam domain combinations in Zygnematophyceae and Embryophyta. 289 
 290 
Comparative genomics identifies significantly enriched orthogroups and domains in 291 
Zygnematophyceae and land plants 292 
Comparative genomics were performed with annotated proteins from 16 representative algal and plant 293 
genomes, clustered into orthogroups (groups of orthologs or OGs) by OrthoFinder. 4,752 orthogroups 294 
contained at least one representative of Chlorophyta, Embryophyta, Zygnematophyceae, and other 295 
streptophyte algae (Figure 2A,B,C,D). We identified clade-specific orthogroups according to the species 296 
phylogeny (Figure 2A); the enrichments in gene ontology (GO) terms (Figure 2C) and Pfam domains 297 
(Figure 2B) were inferred by binomial test q-values against the background of GO terms and Pfam 298 
domains present in the general set of 4,752 orthogroups (Figure 2D). In the ancestor of 299 
Zygnematophyceae and Embryophyta, we inferred an overrepresentation of Pfam domains (Figure 2B) 300 
including (i) Chal_sti_synt_C (found in the key enzyme of the flavonoid pathway chalcone synthase 301 
(CHS)), (ii) Methyltransf_29 (found in an Arabidopsis thaliana gene (AT1G19430) required for cell 302 
adhesion (Krupková et al. 2007)), (iii) PPR domains involved in organellar RNA binding and editing, and 303 
(iv) domains related to plant immunity such as LRR and Peptidase_S15 (Muszewska et al., 2017), 304 
PK_Tyr_Ser-Thr, and Thioredoxins (Kumari et al., 2021). Some of these orthogroups and domains 305 
overrepresented in Zygnematophyceae + Embryophyta could be the results of horizontal gene transfer 306 
(HGT), such as Chal_sti_synt_C (Ma et al., 2022) and O-FucT (Figure S9). O-FucT is the GDP-fucose 307 
protein O-fucosyltransferase domain (PF10250), and its homologs in streptophytes are likely transferred 308 
from arbuscular mycorrhizal (AM) fungi Mucoromycotina and Glomeromycota (Figure S9). In SAG 309 
698-1b, the O-FucT domain-containing gene (Zci_09922) is expressed under drought and cold stresses.  310 

The Zygnematophyceae + Embryophyta (Z+E) ancestor showed enriched GO terms related to 311 
biosynthesis of pytohormones, lipids, and glucan (Figure 2C). 493 orthogroups were exclusively found in 312 
Z+E and not in any other studied species (Figure 2D), and these were enriched in GO terms “cation 313 
transmembrane transporter activity” and “cell wall polysaccharide metabolic process”. 1,359 orthogroups 314 
were Zygnematophyceae-specific, with enriched GO terms “phosphorylation”, “pyrophosphatase 315 
activity”, “transmembrane receptor protein serine/threonine kinase activity”, “cellular response to abscisic 316 
acid stimulus”, and “polysaccharide biosynthetic process” (Figure 2E).  317 

Regarding Pfam domains, we found 3,409 to be present in at least one representative of 318 
Cholorophyta, Embryophyta, Zygnematophyceae, and other streptophyte algae, whereas 99 were 319 
exclusive to Z+E, and 27 were Zygnematophyceae-specific (Figure 2F). Unlike the Pfam domains 320 
enriched in the Z+E ancestor (Figure 2B), the 99 or 27 domains were not found outside of 321 
Zygnematophyceae and Embryophyta. The most prevalent domains that are exclusively of Z+E (Figure 322 
2G) include several transcription factors (more details below). In some cases, the domains exclusive to 323 
Z+E could be the result of HGT. For example, the Inhibitor_I9 and fn3_6 domains are among the most 324 
abundant in Z+E (Figure 2G) and often co-exist with Peptidase_S8 domain in plant subtilases (SBTs) 325 
(Figure 2I), which has been reported to originate by HGT from bacteria (Xu et al., 2019). The WI12 326 
domain, named after the plant wound-induced cell wall protein WI12, was also possibly gained by HGT 327 
from bacteria (Figure 2G). WI12 expression is induced by wounding, salt, methyl jasmonate, and 328 
pathogen infection in the facultative halophyte ice plant (Yen et al., 2001), and plays significant roles in 329 
reinforcing cell wall and is involved in the defense to cyst nematodes in soybean (Dong and Hudson, 330 
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2022). In SAG 698-1b, one of the two genes containing the WI12 domain (Zci_01419) is significantly 331 
upregulated under desiccation and cold stresses.  332 

Because new functions can arise through domain combinations, we searched for lineage-specific 333 
Pfam domain combinations in our dataset (Figure 2H). 982 Pfam domain combinations are shared by all 334 
studied genomes, 260 being unique to Z+E and 209 to Zygnematophyceae. Among those exclusive to 335 
Z+E (Figure 2I), we found Lectin_legB and Pkinase domains, which despite having older evolutionary 336 
origins, were only combined into a protein in the Z+E ancestor (e.g., Zci_10218). A search for the 99 and 337 
260 domain combinations by BLASTP against the NR database (Table S2A,B) failed to identify such 338 
combinations in sequenced chlorophyte or streptophyte algal genomes but were occasionally found in 339 
fungi, prokaryotes, and viruses. This pattern could be the product of HGT, functional convergence, 340 
rampant gene loss, or contamination. Combining existing protein domains is a powerful mechanism for 341 
functional innovation, as shown for, cell adhesion, cell communication and differentiation (Itoh et al., 342 
2007; Vogel et al., 2004). 343 
 344 
Orthogroup expansions reveal increased sophistication and resilience 345 
We inferred 26 significantly expanded orthogroups in the Z+E ancestor (Figure 2A; Table S3A,B). 346 
Three are related to phytohormone signaling: ethylene-responsive element (ERE)-binding factors (OG 22) 347 
and PP2Cs (OG 548 and OG 830), regulatory hubs for diverse responses, including to ABA, whose 348 
evolutionary origin—albeit with an ABA-independent role in algae—was already pinpointed (de Vries et 349 
al., 2018; Sun et al., 2019; Cheng et al., 2019). Several expansions suggest more sophisticated gene 350 
networks featuring calcium signaling (putative calcium-dependent protein kinases; OG 19) and ubiquitin-351 
mediated proteolysis (RING/U-box proteins; OG 78), both cornerstones in plant stress response and 352 
environmental signaling (Yee and Goring, 2009; Reddy et al., 2012). We inferred expansion of 353 
transmembrane transporters such as major facilitator superfamily proteins (OG 169), amino acid 354 
transporters (OG 333), acetate channels (OG 353), RAB GTPases (OG 174), and Golgi SNAREs (OG 355 
963). Two orthogroups might be involved in interactions with microbes and fungi, including subtilases 356 
(OG 23; Xu et al. 2019) and glycosyl hydrolases with a chitin domain (OG 857; (Parrent et al. 2009)). 357 
Growth and development are underpinned by expanded beta-glucosidases (OG 85) involved in 358 
xyloglucan biosynthesis and/or plant chemical defense (Morant et al. 2008), and developmental regulators 359 
root hair defective 3 GTP-binding proteins (OG 996) (Yuen et al., 2005) and ARID/BRIGHT DNA 360 
binding TFs (transcription factors) (OG 2169). A comprehensive analysis of transcription associated 361 
proteins (TAPs) with TAPscan v.3 (Petroll et al. 2021) showed higher numbers of TFs in land plants as 362 
compared to algae, as expected due to their more complex bodies (Fig. 5B; Table S3B). Zygnema species 363 
had comparatively more TAPs than other algae (525-706 vs. 269 in Ulva and 371 in Chlorokybus; Table 364 
5B; Table S3B). All four studied Zygnema strains show similar TAP profiles, with the exception of 365 
MYB-related TF family and PHD (plant homeodomain), which were, respectively, 2- and 9-fold larger 366 
in SAG 698-1a. 367 

The common ancestor of Zygnematophyceae displayed 25 significantly expanded orthogroups 368 
(Figure 2A; Table S3B). Most expanded are alpha-fucosyltransferases (OG 89) involved in xyloglucan 369 
fucosylation (Faik et al., 2000). We found ethylene sensors and histidine kinase-containing proteins (OG 370 
94), bolstering the idea that two-component signaling is important and active in filamentous 371 
Zygnematophyceae (Ju et al., 2015; Bowman et al., 2019). Several orthogroups were associated with 372 
typical terrestrial stressors: aldo-keto reductases closely related to M. polymorpha Mp2g01000 (OG 942) 373 
that could reflect ROS scavenging machinery (Stiti et al. 2021), DNA helicases for DNA repair and 374 
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recombination (OG 1471), and methyltransferases (OG 269, OG 369) that could underpin specialized 375 
metabolism of phenylpropanoids for stress response (Lam et al., 2007). The phenylpropanoid pathway is 376 
in fact a well-known response to terrestrial stressors (Dixon and Paiva, 1995) and its enzymes have deep 377 
roots in streptophyte evolution (de Vries et al., 2021; Rieseberg et al., 2023); Zygnema has a set of 378 
phenylpropanoid enzyme homologs comparable to those reported before (Figure S14). We found 379 
expansions in putative light-oxygen-voltage sensitive (LOV)-domain containing proteins (OG 1897), 380 
photoreceptors mediating responses to environmental cues (Glantz et al., 2016) that imply a more 381 
elaborate response to rapidly changing light regimes typical for terrestrial habitats (see also below). 382 
Several expanded orthogroups relate to developmental processes. Expanded signaling and transport, 383 
possibly related to filamentous growth, include calcium signaling (OG 56), zinc-induced facilitators (OG 384 
258), cysteine-rich fibroblast growth factor receptors found in the Golgi apparatus (OG 518), and 385 
cation/H+ antiporters (OG 809). Cation/H+ antiporters are closely related to A. thaliana nhx5/nhx6 that 386 
act on pH and ion homeostasis in the endosome and are key for membrane trafficking in the trans-Golgi 387 
network (Bassil et al., 2011; McKay et al., 2022), and diverse developmental processes (Dragwidge et al., 388 
2018). A dynein homolog (OG 72) was significantly contracted in Zygnematophyceae (Table S3B), 389 
which might be associated with cytokinesis of cilia and flagella and thus in line with the loss of motile 390 
gametes in Zygnematophyceae and Embryophyta (OG 72 was also identified as contracted in that 391 
ancestor). 392 

Zygnema is noteworthy among algae for its stress resilience and can grow in extreme habitats such as 393 
the Arctic, where it is abundant (Pichrtová et al., 2018; Rippin et al., 2019). Its broad ecological 394 
amplitude is confirmed by numerous studies on temperature and light stress (summarized in Permann et 395 
al., 2022b) and desiccation stress (Becker et al., 2020). The common ancestor of all four Zygnema strains 396 
is inferred to have had 16 significantly expanded orthogroups (Figure 2A; Table S3B), including PP2Cs 397 
(OG 548), early light-inducible proteins (ELIPs; OG 97), and low-CO2 inducible proteins (LCICs, OG 398 
459). Previous studies found ELIPs to be among the top upregulated genes when Zygnema is exposed to 399 
environmental challenges, including growth in the Arctic (Rippin et al., 2017; 2019; de Vries et al., 2018). 400 
We further found expansion of HSP70 chaperones (OG 277) involved in protein folding and stress 401 
response as previously observed in Mougeotia and Spirogyra (de Vries et al., 2020), as well as Leucine-402 
rich repeat (LRR) proteins (OG 35 and OG 995) related to plant-microbe interactions. Two orthogroups 403 
were significantly contracted: GTP binding elongation factor Tu family (OG 251) and seven 404 
transmembrane MLO family protein (OG 320). On balance, the evolution of gene families reflects 405 
Zygnema’s resilience in the face of challenging habitats. 406 
 407 
Gene gains facilitated major cell wall innovations 408 
The earliest land plants had to overcome a wide range of stressors (Fürst-Jansen et al., 2020) and cell 409 
walls are the first layer of protection from the environment. We reconstructed the evolutionary history of 410 
38 cell wall-related enzyme families (Table S1L). Large gene families were split into 76 well-supported 411 
subfamilies (>70% non-parametric bootstrap supports) according to phylogenetic trees (Data S1, homolog 412 
counts are in Table S1M and Figure 3A). Most subfamilies belong to carbohydrate active enzyme 413 
(CAZyme) families known for the synthesis and modifications of celluloses, xyloglucans, mixed-linkage 414 
glucans, mannans, xylans, arabinogalactan proteins (AGPs), and pectins (Table S1L,M, Figure 3A). 415 
CAZymes include glycosyl transferases (GTs), glycosyl hydrolases (GHs), carbohydrate esterases (CEs), 416 
and polysaccharide lyases (PLs). Analyzing the 76 enzyme subfamilies revealed that (i) Z+E share all the 417 
major enzymes for the synthesis and modifications of the diverse polysaccharide components, including 418 
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those for sidechains and modifications (Figure 3B, 42-56 subfamilies in Zygnematophyceae vs 63-69 in 419 
Embryophyta); (ii) many of the enzymes for cell wall innovations, especially for polysaccharide backbone 420 
synthesis, have older evolutionary origins in the common ancestor of Klebsormidiophyceae, 421 
Charophyceae, Zygnematophyceae, and Embryophyta (Figure 3B, 34-69 subfamilies vs 5-7 in 422 
Chlorokybophyceae and Mesostigmatophyceae). Many of such subfamilies are expanded in 423 
Zygnematophyceae (Figure 3B % of genes, e.g., GH16_20, GT77, CE8, CE13 in Figure 3A); (iii) genes 424 
involved in the syntheses of different cell wall polymers (backbones and sidechains) are co-expressed in 425 
SAG 698-1b (Figure 3C); (iv) phylogenetic patterns (Data S1) suggest that HGT could have played an 426 
important role in the origin of the enzymatic toolbox for cell wall polysaccharide metabolism (Figure 3A, 427 
Supplemental Text 2). HGT is more common for degradation enzymes (e.g., GH5_7, GH16_20, 428 
GH43_24, GH95, GH27, GH30_5, GH79, GH28, PL1, PL4) but it is also observed for GT enzymes; (v) 429 
frequent gene loss creates scattered distribution of homologs in Streptophyta (Figure 3A; e.g., Zygnema 430 
lacks GH5_7, GH35, GT29, GT8, CE8, GH28, PL1).  431 

We performed a careful analysis of the GT2 family, which contains major cell wall synthesis 432 
enzymes such as cellulose synthase (CesA) for the synthesis of cellulose and Csl (CesA-like) for 433 
hemicellulose backbones (Figure 3D). Among the 11 SAG 698-1b CesA/Csl homologs, ZcCesA1 434 
(Zci_04468), ZcCslL1 (Zci_07893), ZcCslC (Zci_01359), ZcCslN (Zci_08939), ZcCslP1 (Zci_0910) are 435 
highly expressed in response to various stresses (Figure 3E), in agreement with Fitzek et al (2019) who 436 
showed response to osmotic stress. The two CesAs homologs in SAG 698-1b (Figure 4D, 4F, Data S1-1) 437 
and all other Zygnematophyceae homologs are orthologs of land plant CesA; Zygnematophyceae also 438 
have a second CesA homolog (ZcCesA2; Zci_03055) not found in land plants but shared with other 439 
streptophytes. The presence of land plant-like CesAs only in Zygnematophyceae suggests that the CSC 440 
(cellulose synthase complex) structure in a six-subunit rosette typical of land plants evolved in their 441 
common ancestor; this agrees with observations made by electron microscopy and isotope labeling that 442 
found an hexameric rosette CSC in Zygnematophyceae but no in other algae (Tsekos, 1999). ZcCesA1 443 
(Zci_04468) is co-expressed with four known plant primary cell wall CSC component core genes: KOR 444 
(Zci_10931), CC1 (Zci_04753), CSI1 (Zci_02943), THE (Zci_09278) (Figure 3C). This extends 445 
previous observations (Lampugnani et al., 2021) suggesting that co-expression of CSC component genes 446 
is evolutionarily conserved since the common ancestor of Zygnematophyceae and land plants.  447 
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 448 
Figure 3: Cell wall innovations revealed by protein family analyses. (A) Heatmap of homolog presence in 76 enzyme 449 
subfamilies (rows) across 17 plant and algal genomes (except for Coleochaete scutata that we used its transcriptome). Enzyme 450 
subfamilies are grouped by polysaccharide and colors indicate their biochemical roles; phylogenetic patterns compatible with 451 
gene gain that might have involved horizontal gene transfer (HGT) are with asterisks. (B) Counts of subfamilies and gene 452 
percentages (with respect to the total annotated genes) across the 17 species. Shown in the plot is the gene percentage x 100. (C) 453 
Co-expression network of SAG 698-1b containing 25 genes (most belonging to the 76 analyzed subfamilies) involved in cell wall 454 
polysaccharide syntheses. (D) Phylogeny of GT2 across the 17 species. Major plant CesA/Csl subfamilies are labeled by the SAG 455 
698-1b homolog and newly defined subfamilies are in red.  Ten bacterial beta-glucan synthase (BgsA), and fungal mixed-linkage 456 
glucan (MLG) synthase (Tft1) homologs are included to show their relationships with plant CesA/Csl subfamilies. (E) Gene 457 
expression of 11 SAG 698-1b GT2 genes across 19 experimental conditions (3 replicates each); highly expressed genes are in 458 
red. (F) Phylogeny of GT2 with ZcCesA1 (Zci_04468) homologs retrieved by BLASTP against NCBI’ NR (E-value < 1e-10); 459 
colors follow D and >5,000 bacterial homologs from >8 phyla are collapsed (blue triangle; the three major phyla are indicated). 460 
(G) Phylogeny of GT2 with ZcCslP1 (Zci_0910) homologs retrieved by BLASTP against NCBI’s NR (E-value < 1e-40); colors 461 
follow D and 279 bacterial CesA homologs (blue triangle) and 363 fungal MLG synthase homologs (turquoise triangle) are 462 
collapsed (see Data S1-12 for details).  (H) Phylogeny of GT2 with ZcCslN (Zci_08939) homologs retrieved by BLASTP 463 
against NCBI’s NR (E-value < 1e-10); colors follow D and bacterial homologs are collapsed (blue triangle); Pfam domain 464 
organization are shown on the right (see Data S1-13 for details). 465 

 466 
Our GT2 family analyses identified new Csl families (Figure 3D; Data S1) that are likely involved in 467 

the synthesis of cellulose, mannan, mixed-linkage glucan (MLG), or other beta-glucans. CslQ clade 468 
represents the ancestral form of all streptophyte CesAs (possibly also CslD) (Figure 3D), and was likely 469 
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gained by an ancient HGT from bacteria into the common ancestor of Streptophyta algae (Figure 3F). 470 
ClsK was thought to be restricted to Chlorophyta (Yin et al., 2009; Yin et al., 2014) but has recently been 471 
found in Zygnematophyceae (Mikkelsen et al., 2021). CslL is a new Zygnematophyceae-specific family. 472 
CslK and CslL might be responsible for the mannan backbone synthesis in green algae (Chlorophyta and 473 
Zygnematophyceae) given their closer relationship to CslA than CslC (Data S1-1, Figure 3D). CslO, also 474 
found in non-seed land plants (Figure 3G), contains a Physcomitrium pattens homolog (Pp3c12_24670) 475 
involved in the synthesis of the P. patens-specific polysaccharide arabinoglucan (AGlc) (Roberts et al., 476 
2018). CslO is closely related to a large fungal clade containing Tft1 (XP_748682.1) characterized for the 477 
synthesis of MLG, a fungal cell wall component (Samar et al., 2015). This opens the possibility that CslO 478 
was horizontally transferred from fungi (Figure 3G).  CslP is absent in land plants, and together with 479 
CslO further clustered with known CesAs from oomycetes, tunicates, amoeba, and red algae (Blanton et 480 
al., 2000; Blum et al., 2010; Matthews et al., 2010; Matthysse et al., 2004) (Figure 3G). The close 481 
affinity with a large bacterial clade of BcsA/CesAs (>10,000 proteins from >10 phyla; BLASTP of 482 
ZcCslP1 against NR, E-value < 1e-30), including experimentally characterized cyanobacterial CesAs, 483 
suggests that eukaryotic CslP-like proteins could have originated via HGT (Figure 3G, Data S1-12). 484 
CslO evolved from CslP-like proteins and was subjected to duplication and functional diversification in 485 
eukaryotes (e.g., MLG synthesis in fungi and likely also in various microalgae, AGlc synthesis in 486 
mosses), while the CesA function of CslP-like proteins is conserved in oomycetes, tunicates, amoeba, red 487 
algae, and possibly also in green algae with CslP. CslN homologs are restricted to Zygnematophyceae and 488 
bacteria (no significant NCBI NR hits outside them at E-value < 1e-40), which suggests a possible HGT 489 
from bacterial CesA or other beta-glucan synthases (Figure 3H, Data S1-13) that often contain N-490 
terminal GGDEF and REC domains. The bacterial BcsA-like CslN and CslP, if biochemically 491 
characterized as CesAs in Zygnematophyceae in the future, are clearly of a distinct origin than land plant 492 
CesAs, thus representing an example of convergent evolution.  493 

Fucosyltransferase (FUT, member of the GT37 family), is significantly expanded in 494 
Zygnematophyceae (Data S1-49, OG 89 is the most expanded orthogroup; see below). Xyloglucan 495 
fucosylation is implicated in stress response and was long thought to be land-plant-specific but was 496 
recently shown to be present in the Zygnematophyceae Mesotaenium caldariorum (Tryfona et al., 2014; 497 
Mikkelsen et al., 2021). Our analyses show a sparse phylogenetic distribution of FUT homologs in 498 
Zygnema and embryophytes and distant homologs in Chara and Klebsormidium, as well as in many soil 499 
saprotroph Mortierellaceae fungi (Telagathoti et al., 2021) (Data S1-19). Phylogenetic patterns could be 500 
compatible with an ancient HGT between plants and fungi (Data S1-19). The enzyme XTH (GH16_20), 501 
which degrades the xyloglucan backbone, shows a similar pattern compatible with HGT between fungi 502 
and streptophytes (Data S1-20, S1-21), in agreement with a recent report (Shinohara and Nishitani, 503 
2021). Type II fucosidase (AXY8, GH95), involved in degrading fucosylated xyloglucans and 504 
arabinogalactan proteins (Léonard et al., 2008; Wu et al., 2010), might have been acquired by HGT from 505 
bacteria (Data S1-22). Overall, these findings agree with an earlier origin of xyloglucan backbone 506 
enzymes and a later origin of side chain modification enzymes in the common ancestor of 507 
Zygnematophyceae and Embryophyta (Del-Bem, 2018; Mikkelsen et al., 2021). Recent reports have 508 
investigated the occurrence of homogalacturonans (e.g., Herbruger et al. 2019) and AGPs in Zygnema 509 
(Palacio-Lopez et al. 2019) and the filamentous Zygnematophyceae Spirogyra, where recently a 510 
rhamnogalactan protein has been described (Pfeifer et al., 2022); further, the specific cell wall 511 
composition of zygospores of the filamentous Zygnematophyceae Mougeotia and Spirogyra have been 512 
described (Permann et al., 2021; 2022a). Cell wall modifications by endotransgylcoylases and novel 513 
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transglycosylation activities between xyloglucan and xylan, xyloglucan and galactomannan were 514 
described previously (Herburger et al., 2018). Overall, the phylogenetic analyses of key cell wall enzymes 515 
(Data S1, Supplemental Text 2, Table S1L) highlighted the importance of ancient HGTs contributing to 516 
evolutionary innovations of cell walls, similarly to what has been proposed for other traits (Yue et al., 517 
2012; Cheng et al., 2019; Ma et al., 2022). 518 
 519 
Gene co-expression networks in Zygnema circumcarinatum SAG 698-1b 520 
We explored functional gene modules in Zygnema circumcarinatum (SAG 698-1b) by inferring gene co-521 
expression networks from RNA-seq data from a diverse set of 19 growth conditions (various day-light 522 
cycles and dark, liquid and agar cultures at 20°C, pH=9 and terrestrial stressors including cold treatment 523 
at 4°C, desiccation at 4°C, high light, high light at 4°C, or UV; see Methods). We obtained 406 clusters 524 
containing 17,881 out of the 20,030 gene isoforms annotated in the genome. Gene co-expression 525 
networks are available through the CoNekT web portal (Proost and Mutwil, 2018; 526 
https://zygnema.sbs.ntu.edu.sg/). We searched for homologs of genes related to (i) cell division and 527 
development, (ii) multicellularity, (iii) stress response, (iv) transporters, (v) phytohormones, (vi) calcium 528 
signaling, and (vii) plant-microbe interaction. Candidate genes were drawn from the literature and the 529 
expanded orthogroups. 150 out of 406 clusters showed co-occurrence of at least two such functional 530 
categories, the most frequent co-occurrence being plant-microbe interaction and calcium signaling, 531 
followed by plant-microbe interaction and stress (Figure 4A). 532 
 533 
On the deep evolutionary roots of the plant perceptron 534 
Land plants are sessile. Sensing environmental conditions and modulating growth alongside mounting 535 
appropriate physiological responses is vital for plants, especially under adverse conditions. Several of our 536 
co-expression clusters reveal the concerted action of diverse signaling pathways to sense, process, and 537 
respond to environmental cues. This agrees with the concept of the plant perceptron (Scheres & van der 538 
Putten 2017) that views plant biology as a molecular information-processing network—formed by genes 539 
and their biochemical interactions—that enable adequate response given a combination of input cues. 540 
This implies a high degree of connectivity among signaling pathways to modulate a response to highly 541 
complex biotic and abiotic signals. Such connectivity establishes the foundation for an adaptive advantage 542 
of multicellular morphogenesis, where cell differentiation can be fine-tuned for acclimation to 543 
environmental cues. 544 

In SAG 698-1b, many gene modules reflect a complex connectivity among signaling pathways 545 
including phytohormones, calcium signaling, transporters, and cell division and developmental genes. 546 
This shows that the plant perceptron has deeper evolutionary roots dating back at least to the common 547 
ancestor of land plants and Zygnematophyceae. Interestingly, even though some phytohormones are 548 
likely not present in Zygnema (see below), we observe gene homologs of their biosynthesis and signaling 549 
co-expressing with well-known effectors, thus suggesting these genes were already involved in response 550 
to abiotic and biotic stresses before the appearance of some phytohormones (see discussion in Fürst-551 
Jansen et al., 2020). Several clusters (Figure 4B) contain early light-induced proteins (ELIPs), light-552 
harvesting complex-related proteins that respond to light stimulus and can reduce photooxidative damage 553 
by scavenging free chlorophyll (Hutin et al., 2003) under cold stress (cluster 21) —as shown for other 554 
streptophyte algae (Han et al. 2013; de Vries et al. 2018)— but also under high light (cluster 20). In 555 
cluster 20, we identified a heat shock protein and a PsbS homolog putatively involved in non-556 
photochemical quenching. Cluster 13 is deployed under dark conditions and shows expression of a 557 
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red/far-red light receptor phytochrome in the canonical PHY2 clade (Li et al., 2015; Figure S15). 558 
Zygnematophyceae have a unique chimeric photoreceptor called neochrome, which is a combination of 559 
red/far-red sensing phytochrome and blue-sensing phototropin (Suetsugu et al., 2005). Neochromes have 560 
independently evolved twice, with a separate origin in hornworts (Li et al., 2014). In Zygnematophyceae, 561 
neochrome is hypothesized to be involved in chloroplast rotation to maximize light reception and to avoid 562 
photodamage (Suetsugu et al. 2005). In cluster 123, two neochrome homologs are co-expressed with 563 
zeaxanthin epoxidase and a few photosynthesis-related genes, in agreement with its role in fine-tuning 564 
photosynthesis. 565 

Several clusters include leucine-rich repeat (LRR) proteins that might be involved in response to 566 
biotic stresses. Downstream, late embryogenesis abundant (LEA) proteins and protein phosphatases type 567 
2C (PP2C) are often found, plant protein groups involved in diverse stress responses (Dure et al. 1981). 568 
Calcium signaling genes are also frequently expressed under stress conditions (cluster 117). Signal 569 
transducers are expected to affect many downstream genes through deployment of transcription factors 570 
(many visible in the clusters: WRKY, PSRP1, MYB, bHLH, mTERF, SCR), thereby allowing a tightly 571 
orchestrated response in time and space. As expected from the involvement of several transcription 572 
factors in cell division (e.g., MYB, SCR), we identify master cell cycle regulators (e.g., CYCP in cluster 573 
21) and genes involved in cell division and development. Among phytohormone pathways, we highlight 574 
the histidine phosphotransfer protein (HPT) putatively involved in cytokinin signaling (AHP homolog; 575 
cluster 155), various ethylene responsive element-binding factors (clusters 57, 155), ABI1/2 homologs of 576 
the ABA biosynthesis (cluster 21), and the PYL homolog (cluster 13) that is an ABA receptor in land 577 
plants but probably not in algae (Sun et al., 2019). The expression of different ethylene response factors 578 
under desiccation (cluster 57) or other stress conditions (cluster 155) reveals functional specialization. In 579 
cluster 79, we identify ROS scavenging (cluster 79; Stiti et al. 2021; OG 942 expanded in 580 
Zygnematophyceae), various genes of the carotenoid pathway, and DNA repair machinery. Under cold 581 
conditions (cluster 21) and osmotic stress (cluster 103), oleosins are expressed for the formation of lipid 582 
droplets. In line with the need to tightly control metabolism, various genes of the carbon metabolism are 583 
also co-expressed, particularly under dark and cold conditions (clusters 13 and 21). Overall, the co-584 
expression data suggest a joint action of genes to sense the environment and modulate growth. 585 
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 586 
Figure 4. Gene co-expression modules in Zygnema circumcarinatum SAG 698-1b. (A) Heatmap of per-module co-occurrence 587 
frequencies among genes associated with plant-microbe (p-m) interaction, calcium signaling, phytohormone, stress, transporters, 588 
cell division, and diverse phytohormones (ethylene, cytokinin, abscisic acid/ABA, auxin/AUX, jasmonic acid/JA, salicylic 589 
acid/SA); based on 150 out of 406 total modules showing co-ocurrence of at least two functional categories. (B) Modules 590 
reflecting connectivity among signaling pathways, (C) biotic interaction, (D) ethylene, stress, and growth, (E) cytokinin, strees & 591 
growth, (F) cell division, (G) GRAS-domain containing genes. In gene networks, nodes are genes (size proportional to number of 592 
neighbors) and edges reflect co-expression (width proportional to Pearson’s correlation coefficient and colors are those of 593 
interconnected genes); numbers below indicate network number; gradient colors of the edges highlight the two dominant gene 594 
categories indicated in the KEY. The full gene co-expression results can be accessed in our online portal (595 
https://zygnema.sbs.ntu.edu.sg/). 596 
 597 
Gene modules associated with cell division and development 598 
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We compiled an extended list of 270 genes with experimental evidence for their involvement in mitosis 599 
and cytokinesis in Arabidopsis thaliana (including cytoskeleton and endomembrane transport and 600 
upstream regulators of cell division; Table S3D). Homolog distribution across streptophyte and 601 
chlorophyte genomes revealed secondary loss in Zygnema of microtubule plus tip CLASP and SPIRAL1 602 
genes key to microtubule dynamics. There are important changes in the AUGMIN complex involved in 603 
microtubule nucleation, and GIP1 and GIP2 ( -tubulin complex interactors) are missing from all analyzed 604 
Zygnematophyceae genomes. Homologs of AUGMIN2 and EDE1-like show weak conservation in 605 
Zygnematophyceae. Together, these data suggest that the Zygnematophyceae, and especially Zygnema, 606 
exhibit major differences in microtubule dynamics.  607 

Some cell division genes are land plant-specific, including TANGLED (see Nishiyama et al., 2018), 608 
TRM (TON1-recruiting motif), SOSEKI, and EPF1 (epidermal patterning factor), which have pivotal 609 
roles in cell polarity and division and may have underpinned the multicellularity and increased 610 
morphological complexity of land plant. We also identified genes that likely originated in the common 611 
ancestor of Z+E: UGT1, SUN1, SUN2, and LONESOME HIGHWAY. These genes did not have 612 
reciprocal best BLAST hits in other streptophyte algae, although likely paralogs were found in 613 
Klebsormidium nitens (Table S3D). The clearest cases of genes originating in the Z+E ancestor are GRAS 614 
(Cheng et al. 2019), containing pro-orthologs of SCARECROW (SCR), SCARECROW-like, and 615 
SHORTROOT transcription factors, which in land plants are essential to control cell division orientation 616 
and tissue formation and they have also been associated with abiotic stress response. These genes allow 617 
branching of cell filaments (i.e., formative cell divisions), which are occasionally found in multicellular 618 
Zygnematophyceae. 619 

GRAS homologs co-express with genes involved in cell division, cell cycle regulation, and cell wall 620 
functions (cluster 147, 38 and 93). All three clusters contain genes associated with abiotic stress 621 
responses, such as an ELIP homolog (OG 97 is expanded in Zygnema), beta-glucosidase (OG 85 622 
expanded in the Z+E ancestor), calcium cation channel (DMI1/Pollux/Castor) and other calcium signaling 623 
components, and LRR receptor-like protein kinases. Links to various phytohormone pathways exist via 624 
the co-expression of a regulatory protein of ethylene receptor activity (TPR1) with an ABA signal 625 
transducer (AIP2) (cluster 93), and ABA4, gibberellin with auxin-related gene ARF10 (cluster 38). 626 
ARF10 often co-expresses with other TFs, some of which (e.g., CAMTA) have also been linked to biotic 627 
and abiotic stress responses (Xiao et al., 2021). Cluster 38 showcases links between photosynthesis, ABA 628 
signaling (ABA4), and the xanthophyll cycle (LUT2) that can mitigate photosynthetic stress. 629 
Photooxidative protection is also suggested by the co-expression of MPH2 photosynthetic acclimation 630 
factor and various redox proteins. The involvement of GRAS transcription factors in developmental and 631 
environmental signaling networks speaks of the evolution of a complex network to coordinate growth and 632 
stress since the common ancestor of Z+E. 633 

In gene co-expression analysis, various gene modules reflect cell division and development. They 634 
included homologs of phragmoplastin (cluster 87), kinesins motor proteins (e.g., clusters 52, 87), spindle 635 
assembly proteins (cluster 52), RAB GTPases (cluster 10, 87), SNARE components (clusters 52, 87), 636 
components of the cargo complex (clusters 10, 87), and cell division-related protein kinases. Cluster 52, 637 
deployed during long day (14h) cycles that likely reflects steady-state growth, includes cyclin and cyclin-638 
dependent protein kinases involved in cell cycle regulation. Cell wall formation genes often co-express, 639 
including cellulose or 1,4-beta-glucan synthases or transferases (cluster 10), beta-glucosidase (cluster 10; 640 
OG 85 expanded in the Z+E ancestor), or fucosyltransferases (clusters 10, 52; OG 89 expanded in 641 
Zygnematophyceae; see also Figure 3C). The co-expression of plastid division genes (e.g., components 642 
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of MinD, MinE, FtsZ1 and FtsZ2, ARC6 regulatory protein) speak of the coordinated division of plastids. 643 
Further indicators of active cell division are genes related to DNA packaging and segregation such as 644 
DNA topoisomerase, DNA helicase complex, chromatin remodeling factors, and components of the 645 
condensin I and II complexes. Co-expression of protein phosphatases (PP2A; cluster 87) and 646 
methyltransferases (clusters 10 and 52; OG 369 expanded in Zygnematophyceae) point to a functional 647 
link between stress-responsive and cell division genes. 648 
 649 
Symbiotic genes are not co-expressed in Zygnematophyceae 650 
The symbiotic association with fungi was one of the key innovations that allowed plants to colonize land 651 
(Rich et al. 2021). Phylogenetic analyses of land plant genes known for their symbiotic functions revealed 652 
four of such genes in Zygnematophyceae (Delaux et al. 2015). It was thus proposed that these genes could 653 
either form a pathway directly exapted for symbiosis in Embryophyta or that their genetic interactions 654 
evolved along with the symbiotic habit. All four genes were found in Zygnema: DMI2/SYMRK pro-655 
ortholog (Zci_05951, DMI1/POLUX (Zci_12099), DMI3/CCaMK (Zci_01672) and IPD3/CYCLOPS 656 
(Zci_13230). Co-expression analyses show that these genes likely belong to different modules (clusters 657 
134, 78, 172, and 159, respectively). Given the diversity in putative functions of these additional genes, it 658 
is not possible to propose a function for these clusters. The lack of co-expression between these genes in 659 
Zygnematophyceae supports the hypothesis that the evolution of symbiosis in Embryophytes recruited 660 
genes from diverse pathways rather than directly co-opting an existing pathway into a new function 661 
(Delaux et al. 2012).  662 

 663 
Plant-microbe interactions and calcium signaling 664 
The first layer of plant responses to microbes hinges on their perception by receptors of extracellular or 665 
intracellular signals (Wang et al. 2019); some of the receptors also act in the perception of mutualistic 666 
partners (Plett and Martin, 2018). When encountering pathogens, depending on the signal and recognition 667 
either pattern-triggered (PTI) or effector-triggered (ETI) immune responses are initiated. PTI and ETI 668 
have been traditionally separated; yet they share many signaling pathways and downstream responses 669 
(Cunha et al. 2006, Wang et al. 2019, Yuan et al. 2021). In PTI, molecules such as chitin or flagellin are 670 
first recognized by pattern-recognition receptors (PRRs), whereas ETI is triggered by pathogen isolate-671 
specific effectors recognized by nucleotide-binding LRR receptors (NLRs). Typical immune responses 672 
are callose deposition and ROS production. In Zygnema, we observed LRR domain-containing genes 673 
often co-expressed with two callose synthase homologs (CALS; Zci_11575, Zci_11576; cluster 117), 674 
SOBER1/TIPSY1, which suppress ETI (Zci_13211; cluster 163), and a TOM2B homolog (Zci_03483; 675 
cluster 107), which in Arabidopsis thaliana is associated with multiplication of tobamoviruses (Tsujimoto 676 
et al. 2003). LRR proteins also co-express with immunity-associated receptor-like protein kinases 677 
(clusters 107, 128, 163) and a ROP-activating protein RenGAP (Zci_12487; cluster 107). Cluster 163 is 678 
mostly deployed under UV and other stresses and shows coexpression of LRR and SOBER1/TIPSY1 679 
with a protein of the photosystem II assembly (LPA1; Zci_08073) and a plastidal protease (EGY; 680 
Zci_01876). Overlap of some degree of defense and UV-B stress response is shown in land plants 681 
(VandenBussche et al. 2018). In cluster 128, which is deployed most strongly under desiccation 682 
conditions at 4°C, some LRR proteins have been involved in cell division (BAK1; Zci_06073 and SRF3; 683 
Zci_03265). An interesting pattern is the frequent co-expression of LRR protein-encoding and calcium 684 
signaling genes (Fig. 4A). For example, the calcium sensor and kinase (CPK; Zci_12352) in cluster 128 685 
or CDPKs in cluster 117; cluster 117, showcasing the “plant perceptron” concept, also features PP2Cs 686 
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and LRR proteins (in fact, the most connected node is a LRR protein). Indeed, calcium signaling has 687 
recently been proposed to link plant PTI and ETI (Jacob et al. 2021; Bjornson & Zipfel, 2022) but is also 688 
important in mutualistic interactions (Plett and Martin, 2018). Overall, this highlights the 689 
interconnectivity of the signaling cascades in Zygnema.690 
 691 
Ancestry and diversity of Zygnema MADS-box genes 692 
In flowering plants, MADS-box genes control many developmental processes, from root to flower and 693 
fruit development. Of special relevance is a lineage of Type II MADS-box genes termed MIKC-type 694 
genes, which encode transcription factors with a characteristic domain-structure that includes a keratin-695 
like (K) domain that facilitates dimerization and enables tetramerization of these transcription factors, 696 
yielding Floral Quartet-like Complexes (FQCs) (Puranik et al., 2014; Theißen et al., 2016). The increase 697 
and diversification of these factors during land plants evolution is tightly associated with the 698 
establishment of evolutionary novelties, especially in seed plants (Theißen et al., 2016).  699 

We found one MADS-box gene each in the Zygnema genomes, which are closely related and do not 700 
encode K domains (Figure S16). In transcriptomic data (One Thousand Plant Transcriptomes Initiative, 701 
2019, Sayers et al., 2021), however, we found MADS-box genes encoding a K domain in other 702 
Zygnematophyceae including a Zygnema species, which form a separate clade. This suggests the presence 703 
of two MADS-box gene in the Zygnematophyceae ancestor: (i) an ancestral Type II that did not acquire 704 
the K-domain yet and is thus very likely unable to form FQCs, and (ii) the MIKC-type, for which in one 705 
case FQC formation has already experimentally been demonstrated in vitro (Rümpler et al., 2022). The 706 
clade of the K-domain encoding genes was apparently lost in the Zygnema species sequenced here 707 
(Figure S16). The ancestor of Zygnematophyceae thus had a higher basic diversity of Type II MADS-box 708 
genes than embryophytes, but the number of MADS-box genes in Zygnema is similarly low than in other 709 
streptophyte algae (Tanabe et al., 1995; Nishiyama et al., 2018), indicating that the boost of MADS-box 710 
genes is a “synapomorphy” of land plants. 711 
 712 
Deep evolutionary roots of phytohormone biosynthesis and signaling pathways 713 
Phytohormone biosynthesis and signaling networks have deep evolutionary roots. Except for gibberellins 714 
and jasmonic acid that likely originated in land plants (Bowman et al. 2019), all other phytohormone 715 
pathways were present in green lineage ancestors. Looking at the number of phytohormone-associated 716 
genes, land plants have more homologs than algae, as expected for their more complex signaling 717 
pathways (Wang et al., 2015), and Zygnematophyceae are overall similar to other streptophyte algae 718 
(Figure 5). We therefore explored how phytohormone-related genes are woven into Zygnema´s co-719 
expression networks. It must be noted that the identification of homologs known to be involved in 720 
phytohormone biosynthesis and signaling in land plants cannot account for pathway variations that might 721 
happen in algae.  722 
 723 
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 724 
Figure 5. Phylogenetic distribution of (A) proteins involved in phytohormone biosynthesis, signaling, and 725 
phenylpropanoid biosynthesis. and (B) transcription factors. CK, cytokinin; ETH, ethylene; ABA, abscisic acid; AUX, auxin; 726 
SL, strigolactone; JA, jasmonic acid; GB, gibberellic acid; SA, salicylic acid; BR, brassinosteroids; PPP, phenylpropanoid; TF 727 
transcription factors; TR transcriptional regulators; PT putative transcription-associated proteins. For phytohormone-related 728 
proteins, homolog numbers were inferred from maximum likelihood gene family trees estimated from significant BLASTP hits 729 
(E-value<1e-6) using Arabidopsis queries. Note that the high number of homologs found in Penium margaritaceum are likely 730 
due to the large genome of 3.6 Gb and >50K annotated proteins. Transcription factors were identified by TAPscan. 731 
 732 
Cytokinin. Cytokinin is involved in plant growth and stress. In Zygnema, one out of four co-orthologs of 733 
the A. thaliana cytokinin receptor AHK2-4 contains the CHASE domain required for binding cytokinin 734 
(Zci_13126.1). Other CHASE-domain-containing histidine kinase (CHK) homologs result from more 735 
ancient duplications in streptophytes, where homologs previously identified Spirogyra and Mougeotia 736 
likely belong (de Vries et al. 2020). Two Zygnema CHKs were found to co-express with cell division and 737 
development genes such as cell cycle regulators, plate maturation factors, cell wall-relevant cellulose 738 
synthase, DNA replication factors and the only identified MADS-box gene (cluster 22, 76). Among 739 
response regulators, we found that the Zygnema strains lack Type-A Arabidopsis response regulators 740 
(RRA) and have only two Type-B Arabidopsis response regulators (RRB), and their involvement in 741 
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cytokinin signaling of Zygnematophyceae is unclear; in fact RRA showed low responsiveness to 742 
exogenous cytokinin in Spirogyra pratensis (de Vries et al. 2020). Moreover, the paucity of RRA/RRB 743 
genes in non-vascular plants supports the notion that this cytokinin-mediated induction of response 744 
regulators might be a feature of seed plants (Brenner and Schmülling 2015). Yet, RRB homologs are co-745 
expressed with genes involved in cell division (cluster 151) and stress response (cluster 79).  746 
  747 
Ethylene. In accordance with its deep evolutionary roots (Ju et al., 2015; Bowman et al., 2019), the 748 
chassis for ethylene biosynthesis and signaling is present in Zygnematophyceae. EBF1, which binds EIN3 749 
and is responsible for the last step in the signaling cascade, shows an almost land-plant specific 750 
distribution, with the exceptions of EBF1, which is not found in Zygnema but homologs are found in 751 
Penium and Klebsormidium. It is not yet known whether these algal homologs bind EIN3 in physiological 752 
conditions. In land plants, ethylene triggers cell wall matrix modification, reduces chlorophyll 753 
biosynthesis and photosynthesis, and activates abiotic stress responses. Exogenous ethylene treatment in 754 
the zygnematophyte Spirogyra triggered similar transcriptomic responses and cell elongation (Van de 755 
Poel et al., 2016) and Spirogyra genes can complement Arabidopsis ethylene signaling KO lines (Ju et al., 756 
2015). Several abiotic stress conditions have been shown to stimulate cell elongation in an ethylene-757 
dependent manner. Congruently, cluster 110, deployed under stress (high light, osmotic stress, UV, high 758 
pH), shows ACS—a key regulator of ethylene biosynthesis—co-expressed with cell division and 759 
circadian clock genes, genes related to photosystem II assembly, starch metabolism, and immunity. Two 760 
homologs of ethylene receptor ETR1 co-express with genes involved in cell and plastid division, the PIN 761 
auxin effector transporter, calcium signaling SIEL, a regulator of plasmodesmata intercellular trafficking 762 
(cluster 119). Cluster 31, deployed largely under darker growing conditions (2h and 6h) and to a lesser 763 
extent under high salt or high pH, shows co-expression of an ethylene-responsive factor with genes 764 
involved in cell wall remodeling (transferases and beta-glucosidases), photosynthesis, and stress 765 
responses (calcium signaling genes, subtilisin-like protease). These clusters illustrate well the effects of 766 
ethylene in modifying the cell wall matrix, downregulating photosynthesis, and activating abiotic stress 767 
responses as known from land plants. 768 
 769 
Abscisic acid. Major aspects of the ABA signaling network are conserved across land plants (Cuming et 770 
al., 2007; Umezawa et al., 2010; Eklund et al., 2018). The four new Zygnema genomes contain a complete 771 
set of homologous genes to the ABA signaling cascade, including Pyrabactin Resistance 1 /PYR1-like 772 
/Regulatory Component of ABA Receptor (PYR/PYL/RCAR) receptors, as previously identified (de Vries 773 
et al. 2018; Cheng et al., 2019). Functional data showed that Zygnematophyceae PYL regulates 774 
downstream phosphatases in an ABA-independent manner (Sun et al., 2019). Among ABA biosynthetic 775 
genes, two key A. thaliana enzymes lacked homologs outside of land plants (NCED3, Nine-cis-776 
Epoxycarotenoid dioxygenase 3 and ABA2, SHORT-CHAIN DEHYDROGENASE/ REDUCTASE 1). 777 
Yet, we detected about 1.01±0.13 ng/g ABA in SAG 698-1b cultures by LC-MS (Figure S13), suggesting 778 
that these reactions occur by alternative routes, perhaps via an ABA1-independent biosynthetic pathway 779 
starting upstream of zeaxanthin as suggested by Jia et al. (2022). An interesting observation is the 780 
expansion of clade A PP2Cs in Zygnema (5 homologs), akin to the 9 homologs found in Arabidopsis. The 781 
expansion of PP2Cs was also detected by orthogroup expansion analyses (OG 548 and OG 830), but it 782 
must be noted that the high PP2C numbers in Arabidopsis and Zygnema derive from independent 783 
duplications. 784 
 785 
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Auxin. Auxin is the major morphogenic phytohormone. Its polar distribution—largely based on the PIN 786 
proteins (Adamowski and Friml, 2015)—leads to gradients along plant bodies, shaping various 787 
developmental processes in all land plants (e.g., Friml et al., 2003; Weijers and Wagner, 2016). While all 788 
components of the canonical auxin signaling pathway likely first came together in land plants (Flores-789 
Sandoval et al., 2018; Mutte et al., 2018; Martin-Arevalillo et al., 2019), PIN-mediated polar auxin 790 
transport might have emerged earlier ( abka et al., 2016); that said, not all streptophyte algal PINs 791 
localize polarly (Skokan et al., 2019; Vosolsob  et al. 2020). While TAA homologs involved in auxin 792 
biosynthesis are found in several streptophyte algae including Zygnema, no YUCCA homologs were 793 
found in any Zygnematophyceae. In fact, embryophyte YUCCAs might have been acquired by HGT from 794 
bacteria (Yue et al. 2014). Similarly, several signaling proteins (e.g., TIR, AUX, GH) are also absent from 795 
Zygnema and distant homologs (never co-orthologs) are sometimes present in other streptophyte algae. 796 
These patterns suggests that auxin signaling might be land plant specific. 797 
 798 
Strigolactones. Strigolactone biosynthesis has been well established in land plants (Proust et al. 2011, 799 
Delaux et al. 2012, Waters et al; 2017, Kodama et al. 2022). The streptophyte alga Nitella has been shown 800 
to produce and respond to strigolactone although the actual biosynthetic pathway might differ from the 801 
canonical one of embryophytes (Bowman et al. 2019, Nishiyama et al. 2018). Indeed, no clear orthologs 802 
of carotenoid cleavage dioxygenases (CCD7 and CCD8; Figure S10), key biosynthetic enzymes, were 803 
found in its transcriptome nor in the genome of the close relative Chara braunii (Nishiyama et al. 2018). 804 
Strigolactones were also detected in some chlorophyte algal species for which no genomes data are 805 
available (Smýkalová, I. et al. 2017). We find close homologs of strigolactone biosynthesis genes in all 806 
Zygnema genomes (including CCD7 orthologs) as well as across the whole Chloroplastida. Yet, all 807 
CCD7-8 homologs outside of embryophytes do not show conserved amino acid motifs proposed to be 808 
important for substrate specificity (Messing, et al. 2010; Figures S11, S12). The angiosperm strigolactone 809 
sensor D14 has likely evolved in the seed or vascular plant ancestors through neofunctionalization of 810 
karrikin-sensing F-box proteins (Kodama et al. 2022) and thus no homologs are found in any algae. Our 811 
results consolidate the hypothesis that strigolactone biosynthesis and signaling differ between 812 
embryophytes and streptophyte algae.  813 
 814 
Microexons have evolved during plant terrestrialization 815 
Microexons are very short (1~15 basepairs (bp)) exons that can be evolutionarily conserved and crucial 816 
for gene functions in plants (Yu et al., 2022). To study how microexons have evolved in streptophytes, we 817 
predicted 45 microexon-tags in 16 plant genomes using MEPmodeler (https://github.com/yuhuihui2011). 818 
Land plants typically have more than 20 of 45 microexon-tag clusters. In Zygnematophyceae genomes, 819 
we found 10-20 microexon-tag clusters (only 6 clusters in P. margaritaceum probably due to the 820 
fragmented genome assembly, Table 1), <5 in other streptophytes, and none in Chlorophyta (Figure 6). 821 
Zygnematophyceae and land plants have the highest number of microexons. For example, a 1 bp 822 
microexon of cluster 2 was found in Vps55 (Vacuolar protein sorting-associated protein 55, Zci_4861) 823 
(Figure 6B), and two adjacent microexons (5 and 12 bp) of cluster 7 were found in a Peptidase M1 family 824 
gene (Zci_04270) (Figure 6C), which are all supported by RNA-seq read mapping. Aligning the 825 
orthologous genes of the Peptidase M1 family gene (Zci_04270) across multiple genomes, we found that 826 
the two adjacent microexons are in the context of a 108 bp coding region spanning five exons in the 827 
Arabidopsis gene (AT1G63770.5). The five-exon structure of this coding region is only conserved in land 828 
plants and Zygnema (Figure 6D). In M. endlicherianum the last two exons (including the 112 bp) are 829 
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fused, while in earlier branching algae the five-exon structure exists as two or three exons with the two 830 
adjacent microexons (5 and 12 bp) of cluster 7 are always fused. It appears that during terrestrialization, 831 
at least for this Peptidase M1 family gene, there is a gradual intronization process that creates the higher 832 
abundance of microexons in land plants.  833 
 834 

 835 
Figure 6: Microexon prediction in 16 plant and algae genomes. (A) Heatmap of 45 conserved microexon-tags predicted by 836 
MEPmodeler with default parameters. Microexon rate is the rate of true microexons among all predicted results in the cluster, 837 
e.g., green cell indicates that 100% microexons with both two flanking introns are present, red indicates all microexon sequences 838 
are parts of large exons and none of them could be considered as microexons, and the others are between 0 and 1. A gray cell 839 
indicates missing data (a microexon-tag could not be found). Numbers on the right column indicate the predicted clusters 840 
containing at least one true microexon (see Yu et al., 2022 for more detail). (B) RNA-seq evidence of the 1 bp microexon in 841 
Cluster 2. (C) RNA-seq evidence of 1 bp microexon in Cluster 2 two adjacent microexons (5 and 12 bp) in Cluster 7. In B and C, 842 
the RNA-seq of condition p881sControl2 was used; RNA-seq read depth and gene annotation are shown; the number in each 843 
intron indicates the junction reads and the arrows point to microexons. (D) Exon-intron structures of microexon-tag Cluster 7 in 844 
14 plant genomes. The structure was predicted by relaxing the stringency in M. viride genome and by doing TBLASTX search in 845 
S. muscicola genome (all the three copies are intronless in this microexon-tag), respectively. The others are predicted with default 846 
parameters. 847 
 848 
Conclusion 849 
One of the defining features of land plants is the plastic development of their multicellular bodies, ever 850 
adjusting to altered environmental conditions. We here generated chromosome-level genome assemblies 851 
for a representative of the filamentous algal sister lineage to land plants and performed exhaustive co-852 
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expression network analyses. Our data underscore earlier notions of a deep evolutionary origin of 853 
important plant signaling cascades for acclimation to environmental cues and suggest a deep conservation 854 
of interconnections with regulation of growth. The plant perceptron connected environmental input with 855 
development before embryophytes began their conquest of land. 856 
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METHODS 922 
 923 
Resource table 924 

REAGENT or 
RESOURCE 

SOURCE IDENTIFIER 

Critical Commercial Assays 
DNeasy Plant Pro Kit QIAGEN, Hilden, Germany  Cat# 69204 

DNeasy PowerClean 
Cleanup Kit 

QIAGEN, Hilden, Germany 
 

Cat# 12877 

Nanopore Ligation 
Sequencing Kit 

Oxford Nanopore, Oxford, UK Cat# SQK-LSK109 

DNAse I Thermo Fisher, Waltham, MA, 
USA 

  

NEB mRNA stranded 
Library preparation kit 

New England Biolabs, 
Beverly, MA, USA 

  

Trizol Thermo Fisher, Waltham, MA, 
USA 

  

Deposited Data 
Amborella trichopoda 
genome 

Amborella genome project, 2013  https://phytozome.jgi.doe.gov/pz/portal.html#!info?alias=Org
_Atrichopoda 

Arabidopsis thaliana 
genome TAIR V10 

TAIR http://www.arabidopsis.org 

Azolla filiculoides genome Li et al., 2018 https://www.fernbase.org 
Bathycococcus prasinos 
genome 

Moreau et al., 2012 https://phycocosm.jgi.doe.gov/Batpra1/Batpra1.info.html 

Brachypodium distachyon The International Brachypodium 
Initiative 2010 

https://phytozome-next.jgi.doe.gov/info/Bdistachyon_v3_1 

Chara braunii S276 
genome 

Nishiyama et al., 2018 https://bioinformatics.psb.ugent.be/orcae/overview/Chbra 

Chlamydomonas 
reinhardtii genome v5.5 

Merchant et al., 2007; Blaby et al., 
2014 

https://phytozome.jgi.doe.gov/pz/portal.html#!info?alias=Org
_Creinhardtii 

Chlorokybus atmophyticus 
genome 

Wang et al., 2020 
 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/assembly/GCA_009103225.1/ 

Coccomyxa subellipsoidea 
genome v2.0 

Blanc et al., 2012 https://phytozome.jgi.doe.gov/pz/portal.html#!info?alias=Org
_CsubellipsoideaC_169 

Coleochaete scutata SAG 
50.90 transcriptome 

de Vries et al., 2018 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Traces/wgs/wgsviewer.cgi?val
=GFXZ00000000 

Klebsormidium nitens 
genome v1.1  

Hori et al., 2014 http://www.plantmorphogenesis.bio.titech.ac.jp/~algae_geno
me_project/klebsormidium/ 

Klebsormidium nitens 
SAG2307 transcriptome 

de Vries et al., 2018 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Traces/wgs/wgsviewer.cgi?val
=GFXY00000000 

Marchantia polymorpha 
genome v3.1 

Bowman et al., 2017 https://phytozome.jgi.doe.gov/pz/portal.html#!info?alias=Org
_Mpolymorpha 

Mesostigma viride genome Wang et al., 2020  https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/assembly/GCA_009103195.1/ 
Mesotaenium 
endlicherianu genome 

Cheng et al., 2019 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/assembly/GCA_009602735.1/ 

Oryza sativa Nipponbare 
genome v7.0 

Kawahara et al., 2013 https://phytozome.jgi.doe.gov/pz/portal.html#!info?alias=Org
_Osativa 

Ostreococcus lucimarinus 
genome v2.0 

Palenik et al., 2007 https://phytozome.jgi.doe.gov/pz/portal.html#!info?alias=Org
_Olucimarinus 

Penium margaritaceum 
genome  

Jiao et al., 2020 http://bioinfo.bti.cornell.edu/cgi-bin/Penium/home.cgi 

Physcomitrium patens 
genome v3.3 

Lang et al., 2018  https://phytozome.jgi.doe.gov/pz/portal.html#!info?alias=Org
_Ppatens 
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Picea abies genome Nystedt et al., 2013  https://plantgenie.org/FTP?dir=Data%2FConGenIE%2FPicea
_abies%2Fv1.0 

Salvinia cucullata genome Li et al., 2018  https://www.fernbase.org 
Selaginella moellendorffii 
genome 

Banks et al., 2011 https://phytozome-next.jgi.doe.gov/info/Smoellendorffii_v1_0 

Sphagnum fallax v0.5 
genome 

Obtained from Phytozome with 
permission 

https://phytozome-next.jgi.doe.gov/info/Sfallax_v0_5 

Spirogloea muscicola 
genome 

Cheng et al., 2019 
 

 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/assembly/GCA_009602725.1 

Ulva mutabilis genome De Clerck et al., 2018 https://bioinformatics.psb.ugent.be/orcae/overview/Ulvmu 
Volvox carteri genome 
v2.1 

Prochnik et al., 2010 https://phytozome.jgi.doe.gov/pz/portal.html#!info?alias=Org
_Vcarteri 

Zygnema cf. cylindricum 
SAG 698-1a transcriptome 

de Vries et al., 2018 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/bioproject/PRJNA399177 

Zygnema circumcarinatum 
UTEX 1559 transcriptome 

Fitzek et al., 2019 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra/?term=SRX5449751 

Zygnema cf. cylindricum 
SAG 698-1a genome 

This study https://phycocosm.jgi.doe.gov/SAG698-1a 

Zygnema circumcarinatum 
SAG 698-1b genome 

This study https://phycocosm.jgi.doe.gov/SAG698-1b 

Zygnema circumcarinatum 
SAG 1559 genome 

This study https://phycocosm.jgi.doe.gov/UTEX1559 

Zygnema circumcarinatum 
SAG 1560 genome 

This study https://phycocosm.jgi.doe.gov/UTEX1560 

Zygnema circumcarinatum 
SAG 698-1b co-expression 
networks 

This study https://zygnema.sbs.ntu.edu.sg/ 

Experimental Models: Organisms/Strains 

Zygnema circumcarinatum  

SAG 698-1b 
Bohemia, ditch at meadow 
Poselteich (Poselský rybnik) near 
Hirschberg (Doksy), 
 50.552702 / 14.669362 (800m), 
isolated by V. Czurda in 1929. 
Obtained from the Culture 
Collection of Algae at the 
University of Göttingen, Germany 
(SAG) 

Maintained at the Culture Collection of Algae at the 
University of Göttingen, Germany (SAG) (https://sagdb.uni-
goettingen.de/detailedList.php?str_number=698-1b) 

Zygnema circumcarinatum  

UTEX 1559 
Spontaneous mutant of IUCC 42 
(UTEX B 42) with increased size 
and numbers of chloroplasts per 
cell, generated by H. Gauch, 
deposited in 1966. Obtained from 
the Culture Collection of Algae at 
University of Texas Austin 

Maintained at the Culture Collection of Algae at the 
University of Texas at Austin (UTEX).  
(https://utex.org/products/utex-
1559?variant=30991929671770) 

Zygnema circumcarinatum  

UTEX 1560 
Spontaneous mutant of IUCC 43 
(UTEX B 43) with increased size 
and numbers of chloroplasts per 
cell, generated by H. Gauch, 
deposited in 1966. Obtained from 
the Culture Collection of Algae at 
University of Texas Austin 

Maintained at the Culture Collection of Algae at the 
University of Texas at Austin (UTEX).  
(https://utex.org/products/utex-
1560?variant=30991202058330) 
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Zygnema cf. cylindricum 

SAG 698-1a 

Bohemia, ditch at meadow 
Poselteich (Poselský rybnik) 
near Hirschberg (Doksy), 
 50.552702 / 14.669362 (800m), 
isolated by V. Czurda in 1929. 
Obtained from the Culture 
Collection of Algae at the 
University of Göttingen, 
Germany (SAG) 

Maintained at the Culture Collection of Algae at the 
University of Göttingen, Germany (SAG) (https://sagdb.uni-
goettingen.de/detailedList.php?str_number=698-1a) 

Software and Algorithms 

ARWEN v1.2.3 Laslett and Canbäck, 2008  http://www.mybiosoftware.com/arwen-1-2-3- trna-detection-
in-metazoan-mitochondrial- sequences.html  

Bowtie2 Langmead and Salzberg, 2012 http://bowtie-bio.sourceforge.net/bowtie2/index.shtml 

BUSCO v.5.2.2 Seppey et al. 2019 https://busco.ezlab.org 

CAFE v5.0 Mendes et al., 2021 https://github.com/hahnlab/CAFE 
canu Koren et al., 2017 https://github.com/marbl/canu 

dbCAN2 Zhang et al., 2018 https://github.com/linnabrown/run_dbcan 

FASTQC Babraham Institute www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc 

FastTree 2.1 Price et al., 2009 http://www.microbesonline.org/fasttree/ 

Gblocks v0.91b Castresana, 2000 http://molevol.cmima.csic.es/castresana/Gblocks_server.html 

Geneious Kearse et al., 2012 https://www.geneious.com/ 

Geqseq Tillich et al., 2017  https://chlorobox.mpimp-golm.mpg.de/geseq.html 

GenomeScope Vurture et al, 2017 http://qb.cshl.edu/genomescope/ 

HISAT2 Kim et al., 2019 https://daehwankimlab.github.io/hisat2/ 

hmmer Finn et al., 2011 http://hmmer.org/ 

IQ-Tree v1.5.5 Nguyen et al., 2015  http://www.iqtree.org 

iTOL v4.2.3 Letunic and Bork, 2021  https://itol.embl.de/ 

kakscalculator2 Wang et al., 2010 https://github.com/hahnlab/CAFE 
kmergenie Chikhi and Medvedev, 2014 http://kmergenie.bx.psu.edu/ 

MAFFT v7.3.10 Katoh and Standley, 2013 https://mafft.cbrc.jp/alignment/software/source.html 

MAKER-P v3.01.03 Campbell et al., 2014  http://www.yandell-lab.org/software/maker-p.html 

MCScanX Wang et al., 2012 https://github.com/wyp1125/MCScanX 
MITE-tracker Crescente et al., 2018 https://github.com/INTABiotechMJ/MITE-Tracker 

minimap2 Li, 2018 https://github.com/lh3/minimap2 

MUMmer v4.0.0 Marçais et al., 2018 https://github.com/mummer4/mummer 
NOVOPlasty 3.8.2 Dierckxsens et al., 2017 https://github.com/ndierckx/NOVOPlasty 

OGDRAW Greiner et al., 2019 https://chlorobox.mpimp-golm.mpg.de/OGDraw.html 

Orthofinder v2.5.2 Emms and Kelly, 2019 https://github.com/davidemms/OrthoFinder 

PAML v4.10.0j Yang, 2007 http://abacus.gene.ucl.ac.uk/software/paml.html 
PASA v2.4.1 Haas et al., 2003 https://github.com/PASApipeline/PASApipeline 

Pilon Walker et al., 2014 https://github.com/broadinstitute/pilon 

Phytools Revell 2012 https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/phytools/index.html 

Platanus_allele Kajitani et al., 2019  http://platanus.bio.titech.ac.jp 

Posterior Mean Site Wang et al. 2018 Implemented in IQ-Tree http://www.iqtree.org 
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Frequency Profiles 

Spades Antipov et al., 2016 https://github.com/ablab/spades 

Racon Vaser et al., 2017 https://gith--ub.com/isovic/racon 

RAxML v8 Stamatakis, 2014 https://cme.hits.org/exelixis/web/software/raxml/index.html 

RepeatMasker 4.0.9 Bergman and Quesneville, 2007  http://www.repeatmasker.org/ 

RepeatModeler v2.0.1 Robert Hubley & Arian Smit https://www.repeatmasker.org/RepeatModeler/ 
Re-routing method 
according to Yang 1995 

Yang (1995) n/a 

Rfam 13.0 Kalvari et al., 2018 https://rfam.org/ 

StringTie Pertea et al., 2016 https://ccb.jhu.edu/software/stringtie/ 

Transcdecoder v.5.5.0 Brian J. Haas https://github.com/TransDecoder/TransDecoder/releases 

Trimal v1.4.rev15 Capella-Gutierrez et al. (2009) http://trimal.cgenomics.org 

Trimmomatic v0.36 Bolger et al., 2014 http://www.usadellab.org/cms/?page=trimmomatic 

Trinity v2.9.0 Grabherr et al., 2011 https://github.com/trinityrnaseq/trinityrnaseq 

tRNAscan-SE v2.0  Lowe and Chan, 2016  http://lowelab.ucsc.edu/tRNAscan-SE/  

WENGAN v0.2 Di Genova et al., 2021 https://github.com/adigenova/wengan 
wtdbg2 Ruan and Li (2020) https://github.com/ruanjue/wtdbg2 

 925 

Resource availability 926 

Lead contact 927 

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by 928 

the lead contacts, Jan de Vries (devries.jan@uni-goettingen.de) and Yanbin Yin (yyin@unl.edu). 929 

 930 

Materials availability 931 

This study did not generate new unique reagents. 932 

  933 

Data and code availability 934 

The four Zygnema genomes, raw DNA reads of all four strains, and rRNA-depleted RNA-seq of 935 

SAG 689-1b can be accessed through NCBI BioProject PRJNA917633. The raw DNA read data 936 

of UTEX1559 and UTEX1560 sequenced by the Joint Genome Institute can be accessed through 937 

BioProjects PRJNA566554 and PRJNA519006, respectively. RNA-seq data of UTEX1559 can 938 

be accessed through BioProject PRJNA524229. Poly-A enriched RNA-seq data of SAG 689-1b 939 

can be accessed through BioProject PRJNA890248 and the Sequence Read Archive (SRA) under 940 

the accession SRR21891679 to SRR21891705. Zygnema genomes are also available through the 941 

PhycoCosm portal (Grigoriev et al., 2021; https://phycocosm.jgi.doe.gov/SAG698-1a; 942 
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https://phycocosm.jgi.doe.gov/SAG698-1b; https://phycocosm.jgi.doe.gov/UTEX1559; 943 

https://phycocosm.jgi.doe.gov/UTEX1560). No original code was used; all computational 944 

analyses were performed with published tools and are cited in the Methods section. 945 

 946 
Organisms 947 

Algal strains 948 

Z. circumcarinatum SAG 698-1b and Z. cf. cylindricum SAG 698-1a were obtained from the 949 

Culture Collection of Algae at Göttingen University (SAG) (https://sagdb.uni-goettingen.de). Z. 950 

circumcarinatum UTEX 1559 and UTEX 1560 were obtained from the UTEX Culture 951 

Collection of Algae at UT-Austin (https://utex.org/). The algae were cultured with Bold’s basal 952 

media (BBM) or modified Bold’s basal media (MBBM), supplemented with 0.02% L-arginine, 953 

0.1% peptone and 0.5% sucrose (Feng et al., 2021). The filaments were grown for two or three 954 

weeks on a rotary shaker platform (Fermentation Design, 125 rpm) in Plant Growth Chambers 955 

(Conviron PGR15) with conditions: 16:8 of light: dark cycle, 20°C, ~50 µmol of quanta m-2 ·s-1 956 

(Feng et al., 2021). Some cultures were also maintained on 1% agar or liquid MBBM in the same 957 

conditions.  958 

 959 

Chromosome staining 960 

Zygnema circumcarinatum SAG 698-1b were collected at the end of the light phase and pre-961 

fixed in 2 mM 8-hyroxyquinoline (Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany) for 1h at room temperature (RT) 962 

and 1h at 4°C and then fixed in Carnoy’s fluid (3 parts 100% ethanol, 1 part 100% acetic acid) 963 

for 12h at 4°C. Then, the totally bleached cells were stained in 1% acetocarmine (in 99% acetic 964 

acid, Morphisto, Offenbach, Germany) by boiling for 5 min over open flame. Samples were then 965 

transferred to microscope slides in 1% acetocarmine and examined at a Zeiss Axiovert 200 M 966 

microscope (Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany) and images captured with an Axiovision HRc camera 967 

(Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany). Stacked models of 100-150 images were rendered by Helicon 968 

Focus software (HeliconSoft Ltd., Kharkiv, Ukraine) and further processed with ImageJ software 969 

(Fiji, open source).   970 

 971 
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Chromosome counting of Z. cricumcarinatum SAG 698-1b 972 

Z. strain SAG 698-1b was grown in liquid Bold’s basal medium (BBM) in axenic culture under 973 

controlled conditions (20°C, ~50 µmol photons m-2 s-1). Exposition to a 10:14 h light-dark 974 

cycle led to synchronization of the cell cycle. The period where most cell divisions took place 975 

was from the last hour of the light cycle to the first 5 h of the dark cycle, as previously reported 976 

cell division occurs almost solely in the dark phase in Zygnema (Staker, 1971). After a two-week 977 

incubation,  algal filaments were harvested and pretreated for 1 h at RT, followed by 1 h at 4°C 978 

in 2 mM 8-hydroxychinolin (Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany) in darkness, resulting in 979 

depolymerization of microtubules and an increased condensation of chromosomes. Cells were 980 

fixed in 1:3 glacial acetic acid - ethanol solution (Carnoy’s fluid) for 12 h until all chlorophyll 981 

was extracted. Fixed cells were stored in 70% ethanol at -20°C until staining, which was 982 

performed by boiling in acetocarmine (99% acetic acid, 1% carmine; Morphisto, Offenbach, 983 

Germany) for 5 min. To maximize the visualization of the chromosomes the filaments on the 984 

prepared slides were slightly crushed, and stacks of 50 to 100 images per filaments with well 985 

stained chromosomes were taken at a Zeiss Axiovert 200 M microscope (100x, 1.3 NA, 986 

objective lens) with a Zeiss Axiocam HRm Rev.3 camera (Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany). Stacked 987 

models were rendered by the software Helicon Focus (HeliconSoft Ltd.). Final count of 988 

chromosomes was done with ImageJ. 989 

 990 

DNA extraction 991 

Detailed protocols have been published elsewhere (Fitzek et al., 2019) (Orton et al., 2020) (Feng 992 

et al., 2021). Briefly, algae were grown for two weeks and harvested using a vacuum filtration 993 

with Whatman #2 paper (GE Healthcare 47 mm), washed with distilled water (three times), 994 

frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored in -80°C. Frozen algae were lyophilized overnight and total 995 

genomic DNA was extracted with DNeasy PowerPlant Pro Kit (Qiagen, Germany) using the 996 

following workflow: lyophilized algae were first chopped with a spatula into fine powder and 997 

mixed well with beads solution and RNase A. The mixture was homogenized on a vortex adapter 998 

at maximum speed for 5 min. Then the DNeasy PowerPlant Pro Kit protocol was followed and 999 
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the extracted DNA was further purified with DNeasy PowerClean CleanUp Kit (Qiagen, 1000 

Germany).  1001 

Before DNA extraction, to reduce chloroplast and mitochondria derived DNA (up to > 60% 1002 

of total DNA), a modified nucleus isolation method was used (Zhang et al., 2012). Briefly, fresh 1003 

algae tissues were grinded into fine powder in liquid nitrogen with precooled mortar and pestle. 1004 

After that, the powder was transferred into a beaker containing nucleus isolation buffer. This 1005 

mixture was homogenized well on ice, and then were vacuum filtered with two layers of 1006 

miracloth (Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA). The remained nuclei were pelleted by centrifugation 1007 

with speed of x 800 g at 4 °C for 10 min, and extracted with DNeasy PowerPlant Pro Kit 1008 

(Qiagen, Germany).  1009 

After DNA extraction, quality and quantity of purified DNA was evaluated by using 1% agarose 1010 

gel electrophoresis, NanoDrop 2000/2000c Spectrophotometers, and Qubit 3.0 Fluorometer 1011 

(Thermo Fisher Scientific). 1012 

 1013 

Stress treatments and RNA-seq 1014 

We subjected Z. circumcarinatum SAG 698-1b to 19 growing and stress conditions, after which 1015 

RNA-seq was obtained for the construction of a gene co-expression network. Stress and RNA-1016 

seq experiments were done in three baches. The first batch followed Pichrtová et al. (2014) and 1017 

de Vries et al. (2018) with modifications. Three-week algae were sub-cultured in 12 flasks of 1018 

liquid BBM with 0.02% L-arginine and grown for two weeks under standard conditions: 16/8 of 1019 

light/dark cycle at 20°C and ~50 µmol of quanta m-2 ·s-1. Then the algae were treated for 24 h 1020 

under four conditions: (i) 20°C in liquid medium (standard control); (ii) 4°C in liquid medium, 1021 

(iii) desiccation at 20°C, and (iv) desiccation at 4°C. Four treatments each with three replicates 1022 

were performed. For desiccation treatments, algae were harvested using a vacuum filtration with 1023 

Glass Microfiber Filter paper (GE Healthcare, 47 mm) and 20 µl of MBBM was added on the 1024 

filter paper. Papers with algae were then transferred onto a glass desiccator containing saturated 1025 

KCl solution (Pichrtová et al., 2014) and the desiccator was sealed with petroleum jelly and 1026 

placed in the growth chamber under standard culture conditions. Cultures grown in liquid 1027 

conditions were harvested using a vacuum filtration with Whatman #2 paper (GE Healthcare, 47 1028 
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mm). After 24 h of treatment, the twelve samples were transferred into 1.5 ml Eppendorf tubes 1029 

and immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored in -80°C. For the second batch (6 diurnal 1030 

experiments), the algae were grown with the same control conditions as the above mentioned 1031 

(16/8 of light/dark cycle, 20°C, ~50 µmol of quanta m-2 ·s-1), and samples were collected every 1032 

4 hours: (v) diurnal dark 2h, (vi) diurnal dark 6h, (vii) durnal light 2h, (viii) diurnal light 6h, (ix) 1033 

diurnal light 10h, (x) diurnal light 14h.  For the third batch (9 stress experiments): SAG 698-1b 1034 

was pre-cultivated at 20°C, 16:8 hrs light:dark cycle at 90 µmol photons/m2s on a cellophane 1035 

discs (folia Bringmann, Germany) for 8 days. For certain treatments (NaCl, Mannitol, 1036 

CadmiumCl) the culture was transferred to a new petri dish where the medium was 1037 

supplemented with the substances mentioned above. Algae where then subjected to: (xi) 150 µM 1038 

NaCl (Roth, Germany) for 24h, (xii) 300 mM Mannitol (Roth, Germany) for 24h, (xiii) 250 µM 1039 

CadmiumCl (Riedel-de Haën AG, Germany) for 24 h, (xiv) dark treatment for 24h, (xv) high 1040 

light (HL) treatment at 900 µmol photons/m2s for 1h, (xvi) UV-A at 385 nm, 1400 µW/cm2 for 1041 

1h, (xvii) high light at 4°C (HL4) at 900 µmol photons/m2s for 1h, (xviii) pH=9 for 24h, and 1042 

(xix) a corresponding control growth at 20°C on a plate. 1043 

 1044 

RNA extraction 1045 

Frozen algae were lyophilized overnight for RNA extraction with a modified CTAB method 1046 

described in Chang et al. (1993) and Bekesiova et al. (1999). Specifically, the tissue was 1047 

chopped with spatula into fine powder, and then 500 µl of CTAB buffer (2% CTAB, 100 mM 1048 

Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 25 mM EDTA, 2 M NaCl, 2% Polyvinylpyrrolidone, 1% -mercaptoethanol) 1049 

was added and mixed well. The mixture was incubated in heating block at 65°C for 15 min. 1050 

After the tubes cooled down, the solution was extracted with Chlorophorm: Isoamyl alcohol 24:1 1051 

twice. The supernatant was precipitated with 0.3 volume of 10 M LiCl that was incubated in -1052 

20°C for 30 min. The pellet was washed with 75% ethanol twice and vacuum dried for 15 min. 1053 

RNA was resuspended in 50 µl of 0.1% DEPC (diethylpyrocarbonate) water. RNA samples were 1054 

treated with RNase-Free DNase I (Promega) at 37 °C for 30 min to remove any DNA residue. 1055 

Quality and quantity of purified RNA was evaluated by using 1% agarose gel electrophoresis, 1056 
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NanoDrop 2000/2000c Spectrophotometers, Qubit 3.0 Fluorometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific) 1057 

and RNA Integrity Number (RIN) (Agilent). 1058 

  1059 

Library preparation and sequencing 1060 

DNA samples were sequenced at Roy J. Carver Biotechnology Center at University of Illinois at 1061 

Urbana-Champaign, using Oxford Nanopore and Illumina technologies (Table S1A). Oxford 1062 

Nanopore DNA libraries were prepared with 1D library kit SQK-LSK109 and sequenced with 1063 

SpotON R9.4.1 FLO-MIN106 flowcells for 48h on a GridIONx5 sequencer. Base calling was 1064 

performed with Guppy v1.5 (https://community.nanoporetech.com). Illumina shotgun genomic 1065 

libraries were prepared with the Hyper Library construction kit (Kapa Biosystems, Roche). 1066 

Libraries had an average fragment size of 450 bp, from 250 to 500 bp, and sequenced with 2x250 1067 

bp pair-end on HiSeq 2500. Additional DNA samples were sequenced at the Genome Research 1068 

Core in University of Illinois at Chicago and JGI. The Illumina shotgun genomic libraries were 1069 

prepared with Nextera DNA Flex Library Prep Kit. The libraries had an average fragment size of 1070 

403bp and sequenced with 2x150 bp pair-end on HiSeq 4000 (Table S1A). RNA samples were 1071 

sequenced at the Genome Research Core in University of Illinois at Chicago. The libraries were 1072 

prepared by rRNA depletion with Illumina Stranded Total RNA kit plus Ribo-Zero Plant 1073 

(https://www.illumina.com/products/by-type/sequencing-kits/library-prep-kits/truseq-stranded-1074 

total-rna-plant.html), and 2x150 bp pair-end sequencing was performed on HiSeq 4000. RNA 1075 

from the third batch of stress experiments were sequenced at the NGS-Integrative Genomics 1076 

Core Unit of the University Medical Center Göttingen, Germany. Stranded mRNA libraries were 1077 

prepared with the Illumina stranded mRNA kit and paired-end sequencing of 2x150 bp reads was 1078 

carried out on an Illumina HiSeq4000 platform. 1079 

RNA-seq data for SAG 698-1a and UTEX 1559 have been previously published (Table 1080 

S1A). 1081 

 1082 

Transcriptome assembly 1083 

Raw RNA-seq reads (Table S1A) were quality checked with FastQC v.0.11.9 1084 

(http://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc/) (Andrews, 2010), trimmed with 1085 
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TrimGalore (https://github.com/FelixKrueger/TrimGalore), and were inspected again with 1086 

FastQC. All reads were combined, and de novo assembled with Trinity version 2.9.0 (Grabherr et 1087 

al., 2011; Haas et al., 2013). 1088 

 1089 

K-mer frequency analysis 1090 

The trimmed DNA Illumina reads were filtered out with BLASTP using plastomes and 1091 

mitogenomes from Zygnema as references. Remaining (putatively nuclear) were used to predict 1092 

the best k-mer size by kmergenie (http://kmergenie.bx.psu.edu/) (Chikhi and Medvedev, 2014). 1093 

The histogram of the best k-mer was then uploaded to GenomeScope for viewing the genome 1094 

plot (http://qb.cshl.edu/genomescope/) (Vurture et al., 2017) (Table S1B and Figure S2). 1095 

 1096 

Genome assembly and scaffolding 1097 

To assemble the genome of SAG 698-1b, a total of 5.4 Gb (82x) of Oxford Nanopore nuclei 1098 

DNA reads were assembled with wtdbg (Ruan and Li, 2020) (https://github.com/ruanjue/wtdbg). 1099 

Assembled contigs were polished by Racon (Vaser et al., 2017) and three iterations of pilon 1100 

(Walker et al., 2014) with Illumina paired-end reads. The polished genome was scaffolded by 1101 

Dovetail Genomics HiRise software with Hi-C sequencing data (https://dovetailgenomics.com/). 1102 

Genome contamination was examined by BLASTX against NCBI’s NR database and 1103 

contaminated scaffolds were removed. 1104 

To assemble the UTEX 1559 genome, an initial assembly was done with SPAdes (Antipov 1105 

et al., 2016) using Illumina paired-end reads (2x150), three mate-pair libraries (insert size: 3-5 1106 

kb; 5-7 kb and 8-10 kb) and Oxford Nanopore reads (Table S1A). Assembled contigs were 1107 

further scaffolded by two rounds of Platanus (Kajitani et al., 2019) with Illumina paired-end 1108 

reads (2x 250), three mate-pair libraries (insert size 3-5 kb; 5-7 kb and 8-10 kb) and Oxford 1109 

Nanopore reads. For the UTEX 1560 genome, Illumina paired-end (2x150 bp) and PacBio HiFi 1110 

reads were used for assembly with SPAdes and further scaffolded with Platanus. Scaffolds with 1111 

contaminations were identified by BLASTX against NR and removed. The genomes of 1112 

UTEX1559 and UTEX1560 were scaffolded by Dovetail Genomics HiRise software with Hi-C 1113 

sequencing data from SAG 698-1b. 1114 
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The genome of SAG 698-1a was sequenced with PacBio HiFi long reads (40Gb), Nanopore 1115 

long reads (4Gb), and Illumina short reads (>100Gb). The k-mer analysis using Illumina reads 1116 

revealed two peaks in the k-mer distribution, suggesting that SAG 698-1a exists as a diploid 1117 

organism with an estimated heterozygosity rate of 2.22% (Figure S2). All Illumina short reads 1118 

and the Nanopore reads were first assembled into contigs using SPAdes. Then, WENGAN was 1119 

used to assemble HiFi long reads and Illumina paired-end reads (2x150bp) using the SPAdes 1120 

contigs as the reference. Lastly, the resulting WENGAN contigs were scaffolded and gaps were 1121 

closed with Platanus-allee using all the Nanopore, HiFi, and Illumina reads to derive a consensus 1122 

pseudo-haploid genome. 1123 

To evaluate the quality of assembled genomes (Table S1D), raw RNA-seq reads, Oxford 1124 

Nanopore and Illumina DNA reads were mapped to the assembly with hisat2 (Kim et al., 2019), 1125 

minimap2 (Li, 2018), and bowtie2 (Langmead and Salzberg, 2012), respectively. To assess 1126 

genome completeness, a BUSCO (Seppey et al., 2019) analysis was performed with the 1127 

‘Eukaryota odb10’ and ‘Viridiplantae odb10’ reference sets. 1128 

 1129 

Repeat annotation 1130 

Repetitive DNA was annotated using the homology strategy with repeat libraries generated with 1131 

RepeatModeler. RepeatModeler integrates RepeatScout, RECON, LTRharvest and 1132 

LTR_retriever tools (version 2.0.1; http://www.repeatmasker.org/RepeatModeler/) (Flynn et al., 1133 

2020). The MITE (Miniature inverted-repeat transposable elements) library was identified with 1134 

MITE-tracker (Crescente et al., 2018) software. These two identified libraries were combined 1135 

and incorporated into RepeatMasker (version 4.0.9; http://www.repeatmasker.org/) for repeat 1136 

annotation. 1137 

 1138 

Genome annotation 1139 

In all four genomes, protein coding genes were predicted by the MAKER-P pipeline (Campbell 1140 

et al., 2014) which integrates multiple gene prediction resources, including ab initio prediction, 1141 

protein homology-based gene prediction and transcripts-based evidence. First, repetitive 1142 

elements were masked by RepeatMasker with a custom repeat library generated by 1143 
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RepeatModeler. Rfam with infernal and tRNA-Scan2 were used to analyze non-coding RNA and 1144 

tRNA. For the transcripts evidence, total of 103,967 transcripts were assembled by Trinity 1145 

(reference-free) and StringTie (reference-based) with RNA-seq reads. Transcriptome assembly 1146 

were used for generating a complete protein-coding gene models using PASA. Proteins from M. 1147 

endlicherianum, S. muscicola and A. thaliana (TAIR10) were used as homology-based evidence. 1148 

Then, the resulting protein-coding gene models from the first iteration of MAKER-P pipeline 1149 

were used as training date set for SNAP and Augustus models, which were fed into MAKER for 1150 

the second iteration of annotation. After three rounds of gene prediction, MAKER-P combined 1151 

all the protein-coding genes as the final annotated gene sets. 1152 

 1153 

Plastome and mitogenome assembly and annotation 1154 

NOVOPlasty 3.8.2 (https://github.com/ndierckx/NOVOPlasty) (Dierckxsens et al., 2017) was 1155 

used to assemble plastomes. The contiguity of assembled plastomes was examined in Geneious 1156 

software (https://www.geneious.com/) (Kearse et al., 2012) with read mapping. For SAG 698-1b 1157 

mitogenome assembly, Oxford Nanopore reads were assembled with Canu (Koren et al., 2017), 1158 

where one long mitogenome contig of 238,378 bp was assembled. This contig was circularized 1159 

and polished with three rounds of pilon (Walker et al., 2014), that was further corrected with 1160 

Illumina raw reads and compared with mitogenome of UTEX 1559 (MT040698; Orton et al., 1161 

2020) in Geneious. For SAG 698-1a, PacBio HiFi reads were used for the assembly of its 1162 

mitogenome. 1163 

Plastome and mitogenome annotation was performed with GeSeq (Tillich et al., 2017) 1164 

(https://chlorobox.mpimp-golm.mpg.de/geseq.html). For plastome annotation, BLAT search and 1165 

HMMER profile search (Embryophyta chloroplast) were used for coding sequence, rRNA and 1166 

tRNA prediction; ARAGORN v1.2.38, ARWEN v1.2.3 and tRNAscan-SE v2.0.5 were used for 1167 

tRNA annotion. For mitogenome annotation, Viridiplantae was use for BLAT Reference 1168 

Sequences. The annotated gff files were uploaded for drawing circular organelle genome maps 1169 

on OGDRAW (https://chlorobox.mpimp-golm.mpg.de/OGDraw.html) (Greiner et al., 2019). 1170 

 1171 

Comparison of Z. circumcarinatum genomes (SAG 698-1b, UTEX 1559, UTEX 1560) 1172 
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Two approaches were used to compare the three genomes (Figure S8). The first approach was 1173 

based on the whole genome alignment (WGA) by using MUMMER. The parameters “--1174 

maxmatch -c 90 -l 40” were set to align the three genomes and then “-i 90 -l 1000” were set to 1175 

filter out the smaller fragments. The second approach focused on the gene content comparisons. 1176 

Orthofinder was used to obtain ortholog groups (orthogroups) from genomes’ annotated proteins. 1177 

Orthofinder results led to a Venn diagram with unique genes (orthogroups with genes from only 1178 

1 genome), cloud genes (orthogroups with genes from only 2 genomes), and core genes 1179 

(orthogroups with genes from all 3 genomes), which collectively form the pan-genome. 1180 

Orthofinder could have failed to detect homology between very rapidly evolved orthologous 1181 

genes, which leads to an under-estimation of core genes. Also, gene prediction may have missed 1182 

genes in one genome but found them in other genomes. To address these issues, the raw DNA 1183 

reads of each genome were mapped to the unique genes and cloud genes using BWA. This step 1184 

was able to push more unique genes and cloud genes to core genes or push some unique genes to 1185 

cloud genes. The following criteria were used to determine if an orthogroup needed to be re-1186 

assigned: (i) the number of reads and coverage calculated by bedtools are >10 and >0.8 for a 1187 

gene, respectively, and (ii) >60% coverage of genes in the orthogroup find sequencing reads 1188 

from the other genomes. After this step the final Venn diagram was made (Figure S8F), showing 1189 

the counts of the final core genes, cloud genes, and unique genes.  1190 

 1191 

Whole genome duplication (WGD) analysis 1192 

To identify possible WGDs, Ks and 4dtv values were calculated for each genome. First, all 1193 

paralog pairs were identified using RBBH (Reciprocal Best BLAST Hit) method using protein 1194 

sequences (E-value < 1e-6), following the method described by Bowman et al. (2017). RBBH 1195 

paralog pairs were aligned with MAFFT (Katoh and Standley, 2013) and the corresponding 1196 

nucleotide alignments were generated. Using RBBH alignments of paralog pairs, 1197 

KaKs_Calculator2.0 (Wang et al., 2010b) with the YN model and the 1198 

calculate_4DTV_correction.pl script were run to calculate Ks and 4dtv values for each 1199 

alignment, respectively. Ks = 0 and 4dtv = 0 values were filtered. The Ks and 4dtv distributions 1200 

were fitted with a gaussian kernel density model using the seaborn package. For the SAG 698-1b 1201 
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chromosome-level genome, MCscan (Wang et al., 2012) was run to identify syntenic block 1202 

regions with default parameters. 1203 

 1204 

Species phylogeny and divergence time analysis 1205 

Sixteen representative genomes were selected, including two chlorophytes (Volvox carteri, 1206 

Chlamydomonas reinhardtii), seven Zygnematophyceae (Zygnema circumcarinatum SAG 698-1207 

1b, UTEX 1559, UTEX 1560, Z. cf. cylindricum SAG 698-1a, Mesotaenium endlicherianum, 1208 

Penium margaritaceum, Spirogloea muscicola), four additional streptophyte algae (Chara 1209 

braunii, Klebsormidium nitens, Chlorokybus melkonianii, Mesostigma viride), two bryophytes 1210 

(Marchantia polymorpha, Physcomitrium patens) and a vascular plant (Arabidopsis thaliana). 1211 

Orthogroups were generated by OrthoFinder version 2.5.2 (Emms and Kelly, 2019) and  493 1212 

low-copy orthogroups containing  3 gene copies per genome were aligned with MAFFT v7.310 1213 

(Katoh and Standley, 2013). Gene alignments were concatenated and gaps were removed by 1214 

Gblocks version 0.91b (Castresana, 2000). Phylogenetic tree was built using RAxML v.8 1215 

(Stamatakis, 2014) with the “-f a” method and the PROTGAMMAJTT model, and support with 1216 

100 pseudoreplicates of non-parametric bootstrap. The tree was rooted on Chlorophyta. 1217 

Using the above methodology, additional phylogenetic analyses were performed with (i) the 1218 

four Zygnema strains and (ii) the seven Zygnematophyceae genomes, in order to obtain a higher 1219 

number of single-copy loci, 5,042 and 204, respectively (Figure S7). 1220 

Divergence time estimation was carried out with MCMCTree implemented in the PAML 1221 

package version 4.10.0j (Yang, 2007). The 493 low-copy orthogroup protein sequence alignment 1222 

was converted to the corresponding nucleotide alignment for MCMCTree, in which 10 MCMC 1223 

(Markov Chain Monte Carlo) chains were run, each for 1,000,000 generations (Table S1F). 1224 

Three calibration were set in the reference tree according to (Morris et al., 2018) on the nodes 1225 

Viridiplantae (972.4~669.9 Ma), Streptophyta (890.9~629.1 Ma) and Embrophyta (514.8~473.5 1226 

Ma).  1227 

 1228 

Gene family phylogenetic analysis 1229 
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CAZyme families were identified with dbCAN2 (Zhang et al., 2018) with default parameters (E-1230 

value < 1e-10 and coverage > 0.35). Whenever needed, dbCAN2 was rerun by using more 1231 

relaxed parameters. The experimentally characterized cell wall enzymes were manually curated 1232 

from the literature (Data S1 and Table S1L). Reference genes were included into the phylogenies 1233 

to infer the presence of orthologs across the 16 genomes and guide the split of large families into 1234 

subfamilies. Phylogenetic trees were built by using FastTree (Price et al., 2009) initially, and for 1235 

some selected families, RAxML (Price et al., 2009) and IQ-Tree (Nguyen et al., 2015) were used 1236 

to rebuild phylogenies to verify topologies. 1237 

 1238 

Orthogrup expansion and contraction analysis 1239 

We inferred expanded and contracted gene families with CAFE v.5 using orthogroups inferred 1240 

with Orthofinder v.2.4.0 and the previously inferred time-calibrated species phylogeny. CAFE 1241 

v.5 was run with default settings (base) using the inferred orthogroups and a calibrated species 1242 

phylogeny. Two independent runs arrived to the same final likelihood and lambda values. The 1243 

first eight orthogroups (OG0-7) were excluded from the analysis due to too drastic size changes 1244 

between branches that hampered likelihood calculation; excluded orthogroups were mostly 1245 

exclusive to a single Zygnema or Chara genome and likely represented transposable elements, as 1246 

judged by results of BLASTP against NR. 1247 

 1248 

Phytohormones 1249 

Proteins involved in phytohormone biosynthesis and signaling were identified by BLASTP 1250 

against annotated proteomes (e-value<1e-6) using Arabidopsis genes as queries. For genes with 1251 

ubiquitous domains (e.g. CIPK, CPK3, SNRK2, CDG1, BAK1), hits were filtered by requiring 1252 

BLASTP coverage 50% of the query. Significant hits were then aligned (MAFFT auto) and 1253 

maximum likelihood gene trees were inferred in IQ-Tree using best-fit models and 1000 1254 

replicates of SH-like aLRT branch support (‘-m TEST -msub nuclear -alrt 1000’). The final sets 1255 

of homologs were identified by visually inspecting gene trees and identifying the most 1256 

taxonomically diverse clade (with high support of SH-aLRT>0.85) that included the 1257 

characterized Arabidopsis proteins. Bubble plot was generated with ggplot2 in R. 1258 
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 1259 

Screening for symbiotic genes and phylogenetic analysis 1260 

Symbiotic genes were screened against a database of 211 plant species across Viridiplantae 1261 

lineage (see Table) using proteins of the model plant Medicago truncatula as queries in BLASTP 1262 

v2.11.0+ (Camacho et al., 2009) searches with default parameters and an e-value < 1e-10. Initial 1263 

alignments of all identified homologs was performed using the DECIPHER package (Wright, 1264 

2015) in R v4.1.2 (R Core Team). Positions with >60% gaps were removed with trimAl v1.4 1265 

(Capella-Gutiérrez et al., 2009) and a phylogenetic analysis was performed with FastTree 1266 

v2.1.11 (Price et al., 2009). Clades corresponding to M. truncatula orthologs queries were 1267 

extracted and a second phylogeny was performed. Proteins were aligned using MUSCLE 1268 

v3.8.1551 (Edgar, 2004) with default parameters and alignments cleaned as described above. 1269 

Tree reconstruction was performed using IQ-TRee v2.1.2 (Minh et al., 2020) based on BIC-1270 

selected model determined by ModelFinder (Kalyaanamoorthy et al., 2017). Branch supports 1271 

was estimated with 10,000 replicates each of both SH-aLRT (Guindon et al., 2010) and UltraFast 1272 

Bootstraps (Hoang et al., 2017). Trees were visualized and annotated with iTOL v6 (Letunic and 1273 

Bork, 2021). For the GRAS family, a subset of 42 species representing the main lineages of 1274 

Viridiplantae was selected (see Table) and GRAS putative proteins screened using the 1275 

HMMSEARCH program with default parameters and the PFAM domain PF03514 from 1276 

HMMER3.3 (Johnson et al., 2010) package. Phylogenetic analysis was then conducted as 1277 

described above. 1278 

 1279 

Screening for CCD homologs and phylogenetic analysis 1280 

Annotated proteins from 21 land plant genomes (Amborella trichopoda, Anthoceros agrestis, 1281 

Anthoceros punctatus, Arabidopsis lyrata, Arabidopsis thaliana, Azolla filiculoides, 1282 

Brachypodium distachyon, Brassica rapa, Lotus japonicus, Marchantia polymorpha, Medicago 1283 

truncatula, Oryza sativa, Physcomitrium patens, Picea abies, Pisum sativum, Salvinia cucullata, 1284 

Selaginella moellendorffii, Sphagnum fallax, Spinacia oleracea, Gnetum montanum, Crocus 1285 

sativus), 7 streptophyte algal genomes (Spirogloea muscicola, Penium_margaritaceum, 1286 

Mesotaenium ‘endlicherianum’, Mesostigma viride, Klebsormidium nitens, Chlorokybus 1287 
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melkonianii, Chara braunii, Zygnema circumcarinatum), 6 chlorophyte genomes (Ulva 1288 

mutabilis, Ostreococcus lucimarinus, Micromonas pusilla, Micromonas sp., Chlamydomonas 1289 

reinhardtii, Coccomyxa subellipsoidea, Chlorella_variabilis), 5 cyanobacterial genomes 1290 

(Trichormus azollae, Oscillatoria acuminata, Nostoc punctiforme, Gloeomargarita lithophora, 1291 

Fischerella thermalis), as well as the transcriptome of Coleochaete scutata (de Vries et al., 1292 

2018). The representative A. thaliana protein was used as query for BLASTP searches against 1293 

the above annotated proteins (E-value < 1e-5). Homologs were aligned with MAFFTv7.453 L-1294 

INS-I approach (Katoh and Standley, 2013) and maximum likelihood phylogenies computed 1295 

with IQ-Tree v.1.5.5 (Nguyen et al., 2015), with 100 bootstrap replicates and BIC-selected 1296 

model (WAG+R9) with ModelFinder (Kalyaanamoorthy et al., 2017). Functional residue 1297 

analyses were done based on published structural analysis (Messing et al., 2010), and the 1298 

alignments were plotted with ETE3 (Huerta-Cepas et al., 2016). 1299 

 1300 

Phylogeny of MADS-box genes 1301 

MADS-domain proteins were identified by Hidden Markov Model (HMM) searches (Eddy, 1302 

1998) on annotated protein collections. MADS-domain sequences of land plants and 1303 

opisthokonts were taken from previous publications (Marchant et al., 2022; Gramzow et al., 1304 

2010). MADS domain proteins of other streptophyte algae were obtained from the corresponding 1305 

genome annotations and transcriptomic data (OneThousandPlantTranscriptomesInitiative, 2019). 1306 

Additional MADS-domain proteins of Zygnematophyceae were identified by BLAST against 1307 

transcriptome data available at NCBI’s sequence read archive (SRA) (Sayers et al., 2021). 1308 

MADS-domain-protein sequences were aligned using MAFFTv7.310 (Katoh and Standley, 1309 

2013) with default options. Sequences with bad fit to the MADS domain were excluded and the 1310 

remaining sequences realigned, and trimmed using trimAl (Capella-Gutierrez et al., 2009) with 1311 

options “-gt .9 -st .0001”. A maximum likelihood phylogeny was reconstructed using 1312 

RAxMLv8.2.12 (Stamatakis 2014) on the CIPRES Science Gateway (Miller et al., 2011). 1313 

 1314 

LC-MS/MS analysis of abscisic acid 1315 
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Abscisic acid was determined in Physcomitrium patens samples using the LC-MS/MS system 1316 

which consisted of Nexera X2 UPLC (Shimadzu) coupled QTRAP 6500+ mass spectrometer 1317 

(Sciex). Chromatographic separations were carried out using the Acclaim RSLC C18 column 1318 

(150×2.1 mm, 2.2µm, Thermo Scientific) employing acetonitrile/water+0.1% acetic acid linear 1319 

gradient. The mass spectrometer was operated in negative ESI mode. Data was acquired in MRM 1320 

mode using following transitions: 1) ABA 263.2->153.1 (-14 eV), 263.2->219.1 (-18 eV); 2) 1321 

ABA -D6 (IS) 269.2->159.1 (-14 eV), 269.2->225.1 (-18 eV); declustering potential was -45 V. 1322 

Freeze-dried moss samples were ground using the metal beads in homogenizer (Bioprep-24) to a 1323 

fine powder. Accurately weighted (about 20mg) samples were spiked with isotopically labeled 1324 

ABA -D6 (total added amount was 2 ng) and extracted with 1.5 ml acetonitrile/water (1:1) 1325 

solution acidified with 0.1% formic acid. Extraction was assisted by sonication (Elma S 40 H, 15 1326 

min, two cycles) and solution was left overnight for completion of extraction. Liquid was filtered 1327 

through 0.2 µm regenerated cellulose membrane filters, evaporated to dryness upon a stream of 1328 

dry nitrogen and redissolved in 100 µl extraction solution. 1329 

 1330 
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4.5 Publication VIII: Unexpected cryptic species among streptophyte algae 

most distant to land plants 

 

This research paper was published in the Journal “Proceedings of the Royal Society B: Biological 

Sciences” in November 2021. The full article as well as all supplementary figures and supplementary 

datasets can be found online: 
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Streptophytes are one of the major groups of the green lineage (Chloroplas-
tida or Viridiplantae). During one billion years of evolution, streptophytes
have radiated into an astounding diversity of uni- and multicellular green
algae as well as land plants. Most divergent from land plants is a clade
formed by Mesostigmatophyceae, Spirotaenia spp. and Chlorokybophyceae.
All three lineages are species-poor and the Chlorokybophyceae consist of a
single described species, Chlorokybus atmophyticus. In this study, we used
phylogenomic analyses to shed light into the diversity within Chlorokybus
using a sampling of isolates across its known distribution. We uncovered
a consistent deep genetic structure within the Chlorokybus isolates, which
prompted us to formally extend the Chlorokybophyceae by describing
four new species. Gene expression differences among Chlorokybus species
suggest certain constitutive variability that might influence their response
to environmental factors. Failure to account for this diversity can hamper
comparative genomic studies aiming to understand the evolution of stress
response across streptophytes. Our data highlight that future studies on
the evolution of plant form and function can tap into an unknown diversity
at key deep branches of the streptophytes.

1. Background
Green algae and land plants (Chloroplastida or Viridiplantae) consist of three
major lineages: the recently pinpointed Prasinodermophyta [1], Chlorophyta
and Streptophyta [2]. Streptophyta are about a billion years old [3,4] and
encompass the main constituents of the land flora, the Embryophyta (land
plants). In addition, Streptophyta include the algal relatives of land plants,
known as streptophyte algae. In the past few years, the phylogenetic backbone
of the green lineage has been brushed up. This was largely thanks to both an
increased effort in sequencing streptophyte algae [5–13] and the use of these
data in phylogenomic analyses to infer a robust green tree of life [2,14,15].
The new phylogenetic framework marked a milestone; it clarified the phylo-
genetic relationships among land plants and their streptophyte algal relatives.
Within streptophytes, the position of Zygnematophyceae as closest relatives
to land plants made quite a splash. However, equally important was the

© 2021 The Authors. Published by the Royal Society under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution
License http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/, which permits unrestricted use, provided the original
author and source are credited.
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recovery of Mesostigmatophyceae, Spirotaenia spp. [2] and
Chlorokybophyceae as sister to all other Streptophyta [16].
Both Chlorokybophyceae and Mesostigmatophyceae are
thought to encompass, respectively, one or few extant species.
The apparent low diversity in these key lineages complicates
macroevolutionary studies that aim to reconstruct the early
evolution of key traits in the streptophyte ancestor. Recent
genomic and phylogenomic investigations have honed in on
freshwater and terrestrial streptophyte algae because they pro-
vide important insights into the origin of land plants and the
evolution of response mechanisms to terrestrial stressors
[2,5,7,10,12,13,17].

Here, we investigate the diversity within the Chlorokybo-
phyceae using a phylotranscriptomic approach with broad
sampling of isolates across its known distribution (Eurasia,
Central and South America). We pinpoint that the Chloroky-
bophyceae consist of a cryptic species complex of at least five
extant members.

2. Results and discussion
(a) Chlorokybophyceae is an oligotypic class
Chlorokybophyceae is thought to be a monotypic class with a
single described species, Chlorokybus atmophyticusGeitler 1942.
Chlorokybus is a subaerial alga inhabiting soil and rock surfaces
and cracks [18–21]; it has been isolated from Europe and Cen-
tral and South America, although it is thought to have a
cosmopolitan distribution, despite being rare (electronic sup-
plementary material, ‘Portrait and history of Chlorokybus’). To
further explore the distribution and diversity of Chlorokybus,
we searched four large soil environmental sequencing datasets
(Neotropical forest, Swiss Alps, meadow and agricultural soils
from the UK and Tibet, and a set of globally distributed soils;
approximately 128 Mio. reads total). Only a single amplicon
sequence variant (ASV) of Chlorokybus was obtained, which
was composed of 32 reads total (less than 0.01% abundance;
electronic supplementary material, table S1). This ASV origi-
nated from a high-altitude Swiss Alpine soil sample [22].
Phylogenetic analyses confirmed the identity of this ASV as
Chlorokybus, but its precise phylogenetic position could not

be determined because the SSUV4 region has limited phyloge-
netic signal [23] (electronic supplementary material, figure S1).
None of the primer sets used in the above studies were biased
against Chlorokybus and DNA extraction methods are unlikely
to be so, but the lack of rocky outcrop samples in the above
studies could have exacerbated the reported low abundance.
Currently, 11 strains of Chlorokybus are available in public cul-
ture collections, none of them were isolated from the type
locality and therefore no authentic strain is available (electronic
supplementary material, table S2). We performed a phyloge-
netic analysis including all available Chlorokybus strains with
two commonly used nuclear markers (SSU and ITS rDNA).
This phylogeny suggested a deep genetic structure within
Chlorokybus (figure 1a). Extensive observations under light
microscope revealed no obvious morphological differences
among the studied isolates, despite marked genetic diver-
gences: all studied Chlorokybus isolates form sarcinoid,
cubical packets of two to eight cells with a gelatinous matrix;
cells are spherical or broadly ellipsoidal and contain a parietal
slightly lobated chloroplast with two types of pyrenoids
(figures 1 and 2; electronic supplementary material, figure
S3; full description is provided below). The life cycle is haploid
and was studied by Rieth [21] (figure 2). Since the phenotype
did not give away hints as to the differences among the
Chlorokybus strains, we garnered more sequence data.

(b) A phylotranscriptomic framework for Chlorokybus
Using the Illumina NovaSeq6000 platform, we generated
224 million paired-end reads (greater than 47 Gbp of raw
sequence information) on four isolates of Chlorokybus from
across its known distribution range. Combining these data
with published genomic and transcriptomic information
from other algae and land plants (electronic supplementary
material, table S3), we inferred a robust phylogenomic tree
based on 529 densely sampled loci (17% missing data). The
maximum-likelihood tree, which was inferred with IQ-TREE
under the LG + F+ I + Γ4 + C60 mixture model, unambigu-
ously recapitulated the accepted phylogeny of the green
lineage (Chloroplastida), including the position of Chlorokybus
(Chlorokybophyceae), Mesostigma (Mesostigmatophyceae)
and Spirotaenia minuta as the sister group to all other

C. riethii sp. nov.

C. cerffii sp. nov.

C. bremeri sp. nov.

C. atmophyticus

SAG 48.80 = UTEX 2591 (Italy) MW696190

100/100/100/1.0

74/100/100/1.0

99/100/100/1.0

99/100/100/1.0

99/100/100/1.0

SAG 2610 (Ukraine) MW696192

0.002

NIES-160 (Japan) MW696195

SAG 34.98 (Costa Rica) MW696191

ACOI 491 (Portugal) MW696197

SAG 2611 (Chile) MW696196

CCAC 0220 (genome sequence)

SAG 2609 (Ukraine) MW696189

ACOI 1086 (Portugal) MW696194

CAUP H7601 (Czech Republic) MW696193

ACOI 458 (Portugal) MW696198

C. melkonianii sp. nov.

(e)

(f)

(b)(a)

(c)

(d )

Figure 1. Cryptic diversity in Chlorokybus. (a) Maximum-likelihood phylogeny of SSU + ITS rDNA from all eleven isolates currently available in culture (root sensu
figure 3). Branch support are respectively non-parametric bootstrap proportions from neighbour-joining, maximum parsimony, maximum likelihood and Bayesian
posterior probabilities and branch lengths are in expected substitutions per site. Light micrographs correspond to: (b) C. atmophyticus ACOI 1086, (c) C. melkonianii
sp. nov. SAG 2609, (d ) C. bremeri sp. nov. SAG 2611, (e) C. riethii sp. nov. NIES-160, ( f ) C. cerffii SAG 34.98. Scale bar = 10 µm. (Online version in colour.)
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streptophytes [1,13,14] (figure 3a). A summary coalescent
analysis recovered an almost identical tree topology, except
the interrelationships between SAG 34.98 (C. cerffii sp. nov.)
and NIES-160 and UTEX 2591 (C. riethii sp. nov.) could not
be resolved with certainty (electronic supplementary material,
figure S2). Our phylotranscriptomic trees show unmistakable
deep genetic structure within Chlorokybus, represented here
by eight isolates. The genetic distances among Chlorokybus
isolates are often more than twice as those recovered among
three different species of Arabidopsis (figure 3a). The inferred
patristic (maximum-likelihood) distances among Chlorokybus
species are between 0.0254 and 0.0874 substitutions per site
(p-uncorrected distances: 0.0245–0.0730), whereas the dis-
tances among the three Arabidopsis species are between
0.0149 and 0.0346 (p-uncorrected distances: 0.0147–0.0332)
(table 1). A Bayesian relaxed molecular clock analysis
calibrated with eight fossils (uniform priors) found that diver-
gences within Chlorokybus could be as old as 76 Ma (95% HPD
interval: 54–102 Ma) and thedivergencebetween the twoclosest
isolates described here as species—C. atmophyticus and
C. melkonianii sp. nov., see below—was 24 Ma (95% HPD
15–34 Ma) (electronic supplementary material, figure S4). The
use ofmore informative prior distributions for fossil calibrations
(t-cauchy and skew-t) produced slightly younger divergences,
as expected, but differenceswere not substantial (average differ-
ences within Chlorokybus were 0.47 and 1.47 Ma, respectively)
(electronic supplementary material, figure S4). In contrast to
Chlorokybus, the divergences among Arabidopsis species were
13 Ma (95% HPD 7–19 Ma) and 28 Ma (95% HPD 18–39 Ma).

To further scrutinize the deep genetic structure within
Chlorokybus, we performed a maximum-likelihood analysis of
75 plastid proteins using IQ-TREE and the best-fit cpREV +
F + I + Γ4 + C60 mixture model. The plastid phylogeny

was moderately resolved and statistically supported; it further
confirmed the deep divergences among Chlorokybus isolates,
even though internal relationships in Chlorokybus differed
from the nuclear tree (electronic supplementary material,
figure S5). Similar plastid-nuclear incongruences are often
observed in algae, for example in Volvocales [24], and might
be due to eithermethodological or biological reasons (e.g. intro-
gression), or both. While biological confounding factors cannot
be excluded, the failure to recoverAmborella as sister to all other
flowering plants suggests the presence of biases and/or limited
phylogenetic signal in the plastid dataset. At any rate, both plas-
tid and nuclear marker phylogenies agreed on the presence of
deep divergences among Chlorokybus isolates.

The final assessment of the genetic diversity within
Chlorokybus is based on themore robust nuclear phylotranscrip-
tomic dataset. On the basis of the inferred deep divergences, we
propose a new taxonomic arrangement by describing four
new species and assigning a lectotype and an epitype for
C. atmophyticus, for which no authentic strain is available in
public culture collections (see ‘Systematic botany’).

Taking advantage of the fact that the new isolates were
grown simultaneously under the same experimental con-
ditions, we explored whether the genetic distances among
species are reflected in differences in global gene expression pat-
terns. Clean Illumina readsweremapped against the annotated
Chlorokybus genome using STAR [25] and expression quantified
with RSEM [26], followed by TMM (trimmed mean of M-
values) cross-sample normalization.While the lack of biological
replicates prevented us from inferring differential gene
expression, we observed marked differences in steady-state
gene expression levels among the four new isolates (figure 3b,
c). The clustering of expression valuesmirrored the species phy-
logeny, with NIES-160 (C. riethii sp. nov.) showing the most

pyrenoid

chloroplast

pseudopyrenoid

pseudopyrenoid

pyrenoid

chloroplast

nucleus

nucleus

contractile
vacuole

flagella

starch grain

remnant
of cell wall

remnant
of cell wall

vacuole

mucilage

(e)

( f )

(b)(a)
(c)

(d )

(g)(h)

(i)

Figure 2. Life cycle of Chlorokybus. (a) Zoospore with two unilaterally inserted flagella in slightly under apical position. (b) A young vegetative cell is formed after
the zoospore is settled and (c) cell division can begin. (d ) Two-cell stage of daughter cells are contained within the same gelatinous matrix and (e) cubic cell
packages can contain groups of two to eight cells each. ( f ) Mature packages produce mucilage and (g) cell cycle can proceed through the production of autospores
for asexual reproduction (g to e). (h) Zoospores might be formed by differentiation from autospores (g to h) or directly from mature packages ( f to h). (i) Zoospores
can form groups of up to 32 cells called ‘Maulbeerstadium’. Cell cycle based on Rieth [21]. (Online version in colour.)
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different expression profile, followed by SAG 2611 (C. bremeri
sp. nov.), and the more similar profiles shown by ACOI 1086
(C. atmophyticus) and SAG 2609 (C. melkonianii sp. nov.). Yet,
even the two latter isolates showed marked differences in
gene expression, which together with the reported genetic dis-
tances support the notion that they are not only different species
but might also exhibit different cell physiologies.

3. Conclusion
Here, we report on the presence of consistent deep structure
within Chlorokybus after analysing all currently available iso-
lates. These divergences might date back to approximately
76 Ma and are twice as large as those among some flowering
plant species (e.g. Arabidopsis). Deep genetic divergences
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Figure 3. Transcriptomic evidence for deep phylogenetic divergences and expression differences within Chlorokybus. (a) Maximum-likelihood phylogeny based on
529 densely sampled loci, inferred with IQ-TREE under LG + F + I + Γ4 + C60 and support values from 1000 pseudoreplicates of UFBoot2 and SH-aLRT (all branches
received 100% support). Branch lengths are in expected substitutions per site. (b,c) Gene expression differences (TMM, trimmed mean of M-values) among four
isolates grown simultaneously under the same experimental conditions. Heatmaps correspond to (b) the 9300 annotated proteins in the C. melkonianii genome (no
filtering) and (c) the top 200 proteins with the highest expression differences. (Online version in colour.)

Table 1. Genetic distances among Chlorokybus isolates and Arabidopsis species measured from concatenated amino acid alignments of 529 loci (178 397 aligned
amino acids). p-uncorrected (upper triangle) and maximum-likelihood distances (lower triangle; figure 1) are shown, with intra-specific comparisons in italics.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1 C. cerffii (SAG 34.98) 0.0573 0.0619 0.0781 0.0690 0.0718 0.0730 0.0722

2 C. riethii (NIES-160) 0.0621 0.0133 0.0646 0.0507 0.0482 0.0539 0.0522

3 C. riethii (UTEX 2591) 0.0677 0.0135 0.0648 0.0501 0.0501 0.0529 0.0517

4 C. bremeri (SAG 2611) 0.0874 0.0710 0.0713 0.0424 0.0446 0.0497 0.0486

5 C. atmophyticus (ACOI 1086) 0.0762 0.0543 0.0536 0.0452 0.0245 0.0289 0.0277

6 C. melkonianii (ERR364371) 0.0798 0.0514 0.0536 0.0479 0.0254 0.0044 0.0002

7 C. melkonianii (SAG 2609) 0.0811 0.0580 0.0569 0.0537 0.0302 0.0045 0.0037

8 C. melkonianii (CCAC 0220) 0.0801 0.0559 0.0553 0.0523 0.0288 0.0002 0.0037

1 2 3

1 A. halleri 0.0332 0.0147

2 A. thaliana 0.0346 0.0288

3 A. lyrata 0.0149 0.0296
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among Chlorokybus isolates are further supported by substan-
tial gene expression variation when grown under the same
experimental conditions. Yet, these genetic differences
are not reflected in appreciable morphological differences,
which suggest the presence of undescribed cryptic diversity
within this lineage. All this genetic diversity has remained
unnoticed under the umbrella name Chlorokybus atmophyticus,
the only validly described species so far. To remedy this, we
describe four new species of Chlorokybus and designate
a cryopreserved culture as epitype for C. atmophyticus.
Chlorokybus species are probably cosmopolitan but rare, as
further supported byour search across global soil metabarcod-
ing datasets that identified a single sequence of this genus.
Properly recognizing the existing diversity within Chlorokybus
is paramount, given the key phylogenetic position of Chloro-
kybophyceae, which together with Spirotaenia spp. [27] and
Mesostigmatophyceae are the sister lineage to all other
streptophytes. This diversity has to be taken into account for
the adequate comparison of current and future data fromdiffer-
ent Chlorokybus strains [2,8,13]. In fact, the reported gene
expression differences might even suggest certain interspecific
variability in responding to environmental factors and ade-
quately accounting for this will be essential in comparative
genomic studies that aim to understand the evolution of key
traits (such as phytohormone or stress response pathways
[17]) along the backbone phylogeny of streptophytes. Our
phylogenetic analysis of genomic data can aid in uncovering
key cryptic diversity, which together with the discovery of
new deep-branching lineages [28–30], are revealing important
pieces in the puzzle that is the Eukaryotic Tree of Life.

4. Systematic botany
In the following, we describe four new species of Chlorokybus
and designate a lectotype and an epitype for C. atmophyticus,
given that no cultured material is available from the different
locations studied by Geitler [18–20]. We further provide a
formal description of the class Chlorokybophyceae, which
was originally proposed by Bremer [31] without formal
description nor page numbers, and thus being invalid
under articles 38.1 and 41.5 of the International Code of
Nomenclature (ICN) for algae, fungi and plants [32].

Class Chlorokybophyceae class. nov. (figure 2)
Description: Green algae forming sarcinoid, cubical pack-

ets. Single chloroplast containing two pyrenoids. First
pyrenoid located in the middle of the chloroplast and sur-
rounded by starch grains. Second naked pyrenoid (or called
pseudopyrenoid) located at the edge of the chloroplast.
Reproduction can occur asexually by breaking cell packages
into separate cells or by zoospores (figure 2). Zoospores are
produced one per cell and possess two laterally inserted
flagella. The flagella and body are covered with square
scales. The flagellar apparatus is non-cruciate unilateral and
contains multi-layered structures (MLS). After settling of
the zoospores, the flagella are retracted at the point of their
insertion. Cell division type phragmoplast-like, presence of
advanced cleavage furrow and VII type of mitosis (sensu
van den Hoek et al. [33]). Sexual reproduction is not observed.
The class is supported by SSU rDNA, plastid and nuclear
transcriptomic data.

Type order (designated here): Chlorokybales ordo nov.

Order Chlorokybales ordo nov.
Description: With features of the class.
Type family (designated here): Chlorokybophyceae fam.

nov.

Family Chlorokybaceae fam. nov.
Description: With features of the class.
Type genus (designated here): Chlorokybus Geitler 1942,

Österr. Bot. Z. 91: 51.
Comment: Rogers et al. (1980) proposed the order Chlor-

okybales and the family Chlorokybaceae without Latin
diagnosis. They referred to the Latin diagnosis of Geitler
(1942/43), but he published the Latin diagnosis in 1942 (see
detailed citation below).

Type species: Chlorokybus atmophyticus Geitler 1942,
Österr. Bot. Z. 91: 51; Geitler 1942/43, Flora 136, fig. 2 (lecto-
type designated here).

Emended description: Cell size 16.9–20.0 µm length ×
12.0–16.5 µm wide. Other features are identical to the class
description. SSU-ITS sequence (MW696194) and NCBI
BioSample accession SAMN18221336 (RNA-Seq), ITS-2
Barcode: BC-1 in electronic supplementary material, figure S6.

Diagnosis: Differs from other species of Chlorokybus by
SSU-ITS and transcriptome sequence.

Epitype (designated here): Strain ACOI 1086 cryopre-
served in metabolically inactive state at the Culture
Collection of Algae (SAG), Georg-August-University Göttin-
gen, Germany (figure 1c; electronic supplementary material,
figure S3a–d ).

Chlorokybus melkonianii sp. nov.
Description: Cell size 10.3–13.5 µm length × 7.7–10.6 µm

wide. Other features are identical to the class description.
SSU-ITS sequence (MW696189), NCBI BioSample accession
SAMN18221334 (RNAseq), ITS-2 Barcode: BC-2 in electronic
supplementary material, figure S6.

Diagnosis: Differs from other species of Chlorokybus by
SSU-ITS and transcriptome sequence.

Holotype (designatedhere): Strain SAG2609 cryopreserved
in metabolically inactive state at the Culture Collection of
Algae (SAG), Georg-August-University Göttingen, Germany
(figure 1b; electronic supplementary material, figure S3e–h).

Type locality: Europe, Ukraine, regional landscape park
‘Trakhtemyriv’, sandstone outcrops, in crack.

Etymology: The species epithet honours Prof. Dr Michael
Melkonian (University of Cologne, Germany) for his impor-
tant contributions to understanding the diversity and
evolution of algae.

Comment: The strain CCAC 0220 represents another isolate
of this species and the SSU-ITS sequence and NCBI BioSample
accession are available under SAMEA2242428 (RNAseq) and
SAMN10351691 (genome assembly), respectively.

Chlorokybus bremeri sp. nov.
Description: Cell size 13.1–16.8 µm length × 9.7–11.5 µm

wide. Other features are identical to the class description.
SSU-ITS sequence (MW696196) and NCBI BioSample acces-
sion SAMN18221335 (RNA-Seq), ITS-2 Barcode: BC-3 in
electronic supplementary material, figure S6.

Diagnosis: Differs from other species of Chlorokybus by
SSU-ITS and transcriptome sequence.

Holotype (designated here): Strain SAG 2611 cryopreserved
inmetabolically inactive state at the Culture Collection of Algae
(SAG), Georg-August-University Göttingen, Germany
(figure 1d; electronic supplementary material, figure S3i–l ).
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Type locality: South America, Chile, national park ‘La
Campana’, granite outcrops, in crack.

Etymology: The species epithet honours Prof. Dr Kåre
Bremer (University of Stockholm, Sweden), who first
proposed the class name Chlorokybophyceae.

Chlorokybus riethii sp. nov.
Description: Cell size 13.1–16.8 µm length × 9.7–11.5 µm

wide. Other features are identical to the class description.
SSU-ITS sequence (MW696190) and NCBI accession
SRX025846 (RNA-Seq), ITS-2 Barcode: BC-4a/b in electronic
supplementary material, figure S6.

Diagnosis: Differs from other species of Chlorokybus by
SSU-ITS and transcriptome sequence.

Holotype (designatedhere): Strain SAG48.80 cryopreserved
inmetabolically inactive state at the Culture Collection of Algae
(SAG), Georg-August-University Göttingen, Germany
(figure 1e; electronic supplementary material, figure S3m–r).

Type locality: Europe, Italy, Neaples, in enrichment cul-
ture of Porphyridium purpureum from the Mediterranean Sea.

Etymology: The species epithet honours Prof. Dr Alfred
Rieth (Institute for Genetics and Crop Plant Research Gate-
rsleben) for his detailed observations of Chlorokybus.

Comment: The strain NIES-160 represents another isolate
of this species and the SSU-ITS sequence and NCBI Bio-
Sample accession are available under MW696195 and
SAMN18221337 (RNA-Seq), respectively.

Chlorokybus cerffii sp. nov.
Description: Cell size 13.1–16.8 µm length × 9.7–11.5 µm

wide. Other features are identical to the class description.
SSU-ITS sequence (MW696191) and NCBI BioSample acces-
sion SAMN07525888 (RNA-Seq), ITS-2 Barcode: BC-5 in
electronic supplementary material, figure S6.

Diagnosis: Differs from other species of Chlorokybus by
SSU-ITS and transcriptome sequence.

Holotype (designatedhere): Strain SAG34.98 cryopreserved
inmetabolically inactive state at the Culture Collection of Algae
(SAG),Georg-August-UniversityGöttingen,Germany(figure1f
and electronic supplementary material, figure S3s–v).

Type locality: Central America, Costa Rica, Province
Heredia, Barreal coffee plantation, soil.

Etymology: The species epithet honours Prof. Dr Rüdiger
Cerff (Braunschweig University of Technology, Germany) for
his contributions on endosymbiosis research and plant
evolutionary biology.

5. Material and methods
(a) Culturing conditions
Details about isolate origins are available in electronic sup-
plementary material, table S2. Four isolates (NIES-160, SAG
2611, ACOI 1086, SAG 2609) were cultivated on 3N-BBM+V
medium (medium 26a in Schlösser [34]) at 18°C, with 20 µmol
photons m−2 s−1 provided by daylight fluorescent tubes (TL-D
18 W 640, Osram, Munich, Germany), and light : dark cycle of
16 : 8 h. Data for the strain SAG 34.98 were obtained from de
Vries et al. [8], cultured in ES (medium 1 in Schlösser [35]) at
20°C with 50 µmol of photons m−2 s−1 from LED light source
and light : dark cycle of 12 : 12 h. Three-week-old cultures were
used for morphological identification, comparing them to the
original species descriptions. Light microscopy used an Olympus
BX-60 microscope (Olympus, Tokyo, Japan), a ProgRes C14plus
camera, and the ProgRes CapturePro imaging system (v2.9.0.1)
(Jenoptik, Jena, Germany).

(b) rDNA phylogeny
DNA was extracted with the DNeasy Plant Mini kit (Qiagen,
Hilden, Germany) following the manufacturer’s instructions.
The SSU and ITS were amplified using the Taq PCR MasterMix
Kit (Qiagen) with primers EAF3 and ITS055R [36]. PCR reactions
had initial denaturation at 95°C for 5 min followed by 30 cycles of
1 min at 95°C, 2 min at 55°C and 3 min at 68°C, and a final step at
68°C for 10 min. PCR products were purified and sequenced as in
Darienko et al. [37]. A multiple sequence alignment of SSU was
performed according to the predicted secondary structures (elec-
tronic supplementary material, figure S6). ITS-1 and ITS-2 were
folded according to Darienko et al. [38]. SSU/ITS sequences
were concatenated into a dataset containing 11 OTUs (2,424 bp).
We used PAUP 4.0a build 169 [39] to select the best-fit evolution-
ary model (GTR + I) according to the Akaike information criterion
(AICc). Neighbour-joining, maximum parsimony, maximum like-
lihood and Bayesian inference were conducted following
Darienko et al. [34], using PAUP v4.0a build 169 [39], RAxML
v8.2.12 [40], MrBayes v3.2.7a using the doublet approach [41]
and PHASE package v2.0 [42].

(c) Metabarcoding
Environmental eukaryotic SSU amplicon sequences were obtained
from previous studies [22,43–45] (electronic supplementary
material, table S1). Short-read data were cleaned and denoized
into Amplicon Sequence Variants (ASV) using DADA2 [46]. SSU
of the C. mekonianii genome (RHPI01002076.1:1257-3060) was
used to search the datasets with BLASTN v2.11.0+ [47] using a
95% sequence similarity threshold. Primers from the original
studies were tested in silico with the TestPrime function in SILVA
[48] to discard biases against Chlorokybus. The identified Chloroky-
bus ASV was aligned to other Chlorokybus rDNA using MAFFT
v7.304b [49] (default settings) and a phylogeny was inferred
with IQ-TREE v1.6.12 [50] using the BIC-selected model and
1000 non-parametric bootstrapping pseudoreplicates.

(d) RNAseq and transcriptome assembly
Algae were scraped off the agar and transferred into 1 ml Trizol
(Thermo Fisher, Carlsbad, CA, USA), ground using a Tenbroek
tissue homogenizer and RNA isolated according the manufac-
turer’s instructions. RNA samples were treated with DNAse I
(Thermo Fisher, Waltham, MA, USA) and quality and quantity
assessed with a formamide agarose gel and Nanodrop (Thermo
Fisher), respectively. RNA was shipped on dry ice to Genome
Québec (Montreal, Canada). After Bioanalyzer (Agilent Technol-
ogies Inc., Santa Clara, CA, USA) quality check, libraries were
built using the NEBNext mRNA stranded library preparation
kit (New England Biolabs, Beverly, MA, USA). Libraries were
checked with Bioanalyzer and sequenced using NovaSeq 6000
(Illumina) with NEBNext dual adapters: 5’-AGATCGGAAGAGC
ACACGTCTGAACTCCAGTCAC-30 for read 1 and 5’-AGATCGG
AAGAGCGTCGTGTAGGGAAAGAGTGT-30 for read 2. FastQC
(www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/) reports are
available in Dryad.

We downloaded RNAseq data for Chlorokybus atmophyticus
SAG 34.98 [8] (SRX3107749-SRX3107751), Chlorokybus melkonianii
[2] (ERR364371), Chaetosphaeridium globosum [2] (ERR364369),
and Coleochaete orbicularis [51] (SRR1594679). For all samples, tran-
scriptomes were assembled de novo using Trinity v2.11.0 [52] after
adapter trimming (—trimmomatic). SuperTranscripts [53] were
inferred by collapsing splicing isoforms, as implemented in
Trinity. Transcriptome completeness was assessed with BUSCO
v4.1.0 [54] with the ‘chlorophyta_odb100 reference set. All new
assemblies recovered greater than 75% complete BUSCOs (elec-
tronic supplementary material, table S4). Protein-coding genes
were identified with Transdecoder v5.5.0 using Chlorokybus’s
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annotated proteins (CCAC 0220) as reference in BLASTP searches
and retaining only the longest open reading frame (ORF) per tran-
script (—single_best_only).A total of 19 147 transcripts forC. riethii
UTEX 2591 (published as C. atmophyticus [55]) were downloaded
from GenBank, assembled from GS FLX Titanium 454.

(e) Phylotranscriptomic dataset construction
Likely contaminants were removed by sequence similarity
searches against a database containing proteins from (i) Chloroky-
bus melkonianii (CCAC 0220) [13] and possible contaminants
including (ii) RefSeq representative bacterial genomes (11 318
genomes) and (iii) fungi (2397), (iv) all available viruses (125),
(downloaded from GenBank on 17/08/2020), (v) Chlamydomonas
reinhardtii, and (vi) a Vermamoeba vermiformis transcriptome [56].
Vermamoeba and Chlamydomonas were identified as likely con-
taminants in some cultures. MMseqs2 [57] was used with an
iterative search with increasing sensitivities, real sequence iden-
tity, and keeping 10 hits maximum (--start-sens 1 --sens-steps
3 -s 7 --alignment-mode 3 --max-seqs 10). As strict decontamina-
tion criterion, only sequences whose best hit corresponded to a
predicted Chlorokybus nuclear proteins were kept for phyloge-
netic analyses (4817–19 566 proteins per species; 8690–10 917
for new transcriptomes).

( f ) Phylotranscriptomic phylogeny
A representation of chlorophytes and streptophytes were used as
outgroups (electronic supplementary material, table S3). Orthofin-
der v2.4.0 [58] was used to infer orthogroups using a species
tree following Leebens-Mack et al. [2] with unresolved relation-
ships within Chlorokybus. We selected phylogenetic hierarchical
orthogroups at the tree root [58]. In total, 2386 orthogroups con-
tained data for all major lineages (in practice, at least one
sequence each for Chlorokybus, Mesostigma or Spirotaenia minuta,
Coleochaete or Chaetosphaeridium, Chara or Klebsormidium, Zygne-
matophyceae, chlorophytes, bryophytes, and vascular plants).
Homologous sets were aligned with MAFFT v7.304b [49] (default
settings) and subjected to maximum-likelihood inference with
IQ-TREE v1.6.12 [50] using fast searches, BIC-selected best-fit
nuclear models, and SH-like aLRT branch support (-m TEST
-msub nuclear -fast -alrt 1000). Phylopyrpruner v1.2.3 (Thalen
et al., https://pypi.org/project/phylopypruner/) was used to
prune orthologue sets (--prune MI --mask pdist --trim-lb 5
--trim-freq-paralogues 4 --trim-divergent 1.25 --min-pdist 1 ×
10−8 --min-support 0.75 --min-taxa 10 --min-gene-occupancy 0.1
--min-otu-occupancy 0.1), resulting in 946 orthologue sets. After
applying the above taxonomic filter, we selected 529 final loci,
which were masked with PREQUAL v1.02 [59], aligned with
MAFFT ginsi v7.304b with a variable scoring matrix (‘--allowshift
--unalignlevel 0.80) [60], and columns greater than 75% gaps
removedwith ClipKIT v0.1 [61]. Trimmed alignments were conca-
tenated into a matrix containing 32 taxa and 529 loci (17%missing
sequences) and 178 397 aligned amino acid positions. Maximum-
likelihood trees were inferred using IQ-TREE under BIC-selected
homogeneous (LG + F + I + Γ4) and mixture (LG + F + I + Γ4 +
C60) models and branch support assessed with 1000 pseudorepli-
cates of UFBoot2 [62] and SH-like aLRT [63]. ASTRAL v5.7.5 [64]
was run on gene trees inferred by IQ-TREE with BIC-selected
models (branches with less than 10% bootstrap were collapsed).
P-uncorrected distances were calculated with MEGAX v10.2.4
[65] on the phylotranscriptomic dataset, whereas patristic
distances were obtained from the LG + F + I + Γ4 + C60 tree.

(g) Relaxed molecular clock
Bayesian molecular dating was performed with MCMCTree [66]
within the PAML package v4.9 h [67]. We used the phylotran-
scriptomic tree (figure 3) and eight fossil calibrations with

uniform, t-cauchy and skew-t prior distributions, following para-
metrizations in Morris et al. [3] (their electronic ssupplementary
material, table S8). We assumed relaxed uncorrelated lognormal
molecular clocks (clock = 2) and birth–death tree priors. Analyses
used approximate-likelihood calculations [68] on the phylotran-
scriptomic dataset (single partition) under the LG + Γ model.
A diffuse gamma Dirichlet prior was used for the prior on mean
rates as 0.1407 replacements site−1 108 Myr−1 (‘rgene_gamma’;
α = 2, β = 14.21). The rate drift parameter reflected considerable
rate heterogeneity across lineages (‘sigma2_gamma’; α = 2, β = 2).
A 100 Ma time unit was assumed. Two independent MCMC
chains were run for each analysis, consisting of 22 million gener-
ations and the first 2 000 000 were excluded as burnin.
Convergence was checked using Tracer v1.7.1 [69]; all parameters
reached effective sample size (ESS) > 1000.

(h) Plastid phylogeny
A plastid dataset of 75 proteins [70] was extended by adding the
22 missing species to mimic the phylotranscriptomic nuclear tree
(different species of the same genus were sometimes used). Hom-
ologous proteins were identified by BLASTP (e-value < 1 × 106)
from available plastomes or transcriptomes. Genes were aligned
with default MAFFT options and trees inferred with IQ-TREE
under BIC-selected models and 1000 SH-aLRT. Alignments and
gene trees were visualized with FigTree (https://github.com/
rambaut/figtree) and SeaView [71] to remove paralogues and
contaminants. Cleaned gene sequences were masked with PREQ-
UAL, aligned with MAFFT (--allowshift --unalignlevel 0.8), and
positions greater than 33% gaps removed with ClipKIT so that
final alignments had lengths similar to Ruhfel et al. [70]. After
concatenation, the plastid dataset consisted of 28 taxa and
16 085 aligned amino acid positions (32% missing data). Maxi-
mum-likelihood trees were inferred using IQ-TREE under BIC-
selected homogeneous (cpREV + F + I + Γ4) and mixture
(cpREV + F + I + Γ4 + C60) models and branch support assessed
with 1000 UFBoot2 [62] and SH-like aLRT [63] pseudoreplicates.

(i) Quantification of gene expression
Filtered and trimmed reads were mapped against the Chlorokybus
genome (CCAC 0220) [13] using STAR v2.7.3a [25] (--runMode
alignReads --outFilterMultimapNmax 20 --alignSJoverhangMin
8 --alignSJDBoverhangMin 1 --outFilterMismatchNmax 999
--outFilterMismatchNoverLmax 0.05 --alignIntronMin 20
--alignIntronMax 1 000 000 --alignMatesGapMax 1 000 000
--twopassMode Basic --sjdbScore 1 --quantMode Transcriptome-
SAM --quantTranscriptomeBan IndelSoftclipSingleend). Gene
expression was quantified with RSEM [26] (default parameters),
followed by cross-sample normalization (TMM) using edgeR as
implemented in Trinity (abundance_estimates_to_matrix.pl).
Heatmaps were plotted ComplexHeatmap v2.6.2 in R v4.0.3 [72].
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PRJNA708203). RNAseq FastQC reports, transcriptome assemblies,
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5 Discussion 
The study of plant terrestrialization is multifaceted — and many facets remain obscure. One way to 

shed light on which factors allowed for the success of this fateful event is to look at the conserved 

stress response mechanisms land plants share with their closest algal relatives, the streptophyte algae. 

Through comparative studies it is possible to infer the molecular traits that the earliest land plant 

might have possessed that ultimately aided in the conquest of land. The aim of this thesis was to 

understand parts of the conserved molecular stress response toolkit that land plants share with 

streptophyte algae. To investigate into this there have been two top-down approaches, one top-down 

approach on stress response in two Zygnematophyceae, Mougeotia and Mesotaenium (Chapter I). 

The second approach relies on comparative studies of gene sets, building on comparative genomes 

(Chapter II). The results of both approaches will be discussed in the sections below.  

5.1 On Chapter I: A broad view of abiotic stress response in streptophyte algae 

One way to explore this toolkit is to screen for stress response in a large-scale setup. Abiotic stress 

treatments were chosen for all conducted studies. First, these stress environments are easier to setup 

and to regulate in laboratory conditions than biotic stress applications. Second, when performing a 

broad and untargeted screen of general algal stress response an objective approach is essential, it is 

relatively straightforward to apply abiotic stressors in an uniform manner. Finally, deciphering 

evolutionary conserved traits under biotic stress conditions might be nearly impossible as the 

interaction between a host and a parasite/pathogen is highly dynamic and characterized by constantly 

evolving competitive traits.  

 Various studies have been conducted in land plants as well as some algal systems to probe 

their response to abiotic stress. Yet, for streptophyte algae, the molecular underpinnings of their 

stress responses are not well understood. This scarcity in molecular data notwithstanding, 

streptophyte algae are compelling organisms not only because of their evolutionary connection to the 

emergence of the first land plants but also because of the remarkable stress resistance of some 

specimens like Klebsormidium or Zygnema (e.g., Hartmann et al., 2020; Holzinger et al., 2011; 

Holzinger et al., 2018; Rippin et al., 2017). The following two chapters of this thesis will shed light on 

some of these molecular traits that come forth upon a change in environmental conditions and 

possibly play a role in the conserved stress response mechanism of algae and land plants. 
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5.1.1 Environmental changes reveal fast-responding adjustment of photosynthetic 

mechanisms in Mougeotia (Publication II) 

The earliest land plants likely lived in an everchanging environment. Next to other biotic and abiotic 

environmental factors, this also included a frequent cycle of wet to dry periods which ultimately also 

helped in the transition from water to land. But to thrive on land, a flexible and quick response to 

these environmental changes was crucial for the plant.  

 Investigating the response to prolonged dry periods (drought/desiccation stress) is the focus 

of many physiological studies on streptophyte algae (e.g., Holzinger et al., 2011; Karsten et al., 2014; 

Karsten and Holzinger, 2012). The reverse process, the submergence in water, is however barely 

investigated. In this study the different species of the Zgynematophyceae Mougeotia were submerged 

in liquid culture medium after growing on solid medium. The focus here was not only on the photo-

physiological and morphological response to this change but also on the underlying differential gene 

expression compared to a control that was not submerged. The results suggest a flexible acclimation 

of photosynthetic mechanisms in filamentous Mougeotia within a short timeframe and will be 

discussed in the following. For this thesis the center of discussion will be on the observed changes in 

the Mougeotia sp. strain MZCH 240 as most data in Publication II was collected on this strain.  

 After Mougeotia sp. MZCH 240 was grown for 7 days on solid or in liquid medium respectively, 

the cultures on solid medium were submerged in 10 ml liquid medium for a maximum of 24 hours. 

Additional Chlorophyll-a-fluorescence measurements of dark-acclimated algae were taken at specific 

time points from which the maximum quantum efficiency of PSII photochemistry (Fv /Fm) was 

calculated. This served a double purpose. PSII maximum quantum efficiency can be used as a proxy 

for the physiological status of plant and algal cells (Baker, 2008); concomitantly, this photophysiology 

in Mougeotia was also a focus of this discussed study. 

 Already after 2 hours the Fv /Fm-values in the submerged cultures were significantly lower than 

in the control cultures on solid medium, arguing for a fast response to an environmental change in the 

photosynthetic machinery. A decline in maximal photochemical performance can be interpreted in 

different ways. If this decrease relates to photoprotective measures like non-photochemical 

quenching (NPQ) as this process is in direct competition for excitation energy with photochemical 

quenching remains to be investigated. Fv /Fm values of submerged Mougeotia cultures were 

significantly lower than the control values for up to 8 hours. Then, after 24 hours of submergence, the 

values adjusted to the control values again, speaking to a recovered photophysiology in submerged 

Mougeotia.  
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 The photo-physiological observations were also reflected in the global differential gene 

expression profile of submerged Mougeotia sp. MZCH 240. Here, RNAseq analyses of Mougeotia 

samples that were submerged for 4 hours as well as control samples only grown on solid medium 

were carried out and the transcriptome profiles were compared. To gain an overview of the overall 

gene expression changes, the obtained transcripts were mapped onto the KEGG database (Kyoto 

Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes). KEGG pathway maps are particularly apt for capturing 

photosynthesis-associated alterations in gene expression data. This is due to the high number of the 

highly conserved set of genes contributing to photosynthesis. In total, 118 KEGG pathways with 347 

responsive KEGG orthologs that had a 2-fold change in gene expression level compared to the control 

could be identified in submerged Mougeotia samples (Figure 1 in Publication II). The pathways with 

the highest count in KEGG orthologs included “oxidative phosphorylation [PATH:ko00190]”, “citrate 

cycle [PATH:ko00020]” and “amino sugar and nucleotide metabolism [PATH:ko00520]”. In these 

pathways the majority of KEGG orthologs were significantly downregulated, while the pathway 

“ribosome [PATH:ko03010]” counted the most upregulated KEGG orthologs. The upregulation of the 

ribosome metabolism, along with the downregulation of amino acid and sugar metabolism, can be 

interpreted as a general regulatory response as the plant cell has to prepare new/different proteins 

and therefore needs to produce and transport RNA (see also Pai and Luca, 2019). On the other hand, 

respiratory processes like oxidative phosphorylation are among the first processes to be 

downregulated in Mougeotia. This speaks of the key role of the mitochondrion in the response to 

environmental stressors and its retrograde signaling characteristics as one of two organelles that are 

the main key players for energy balance in the plant cell (Crawford et al., 2018).  

 On the other hand, the chloroplast is a cornerstone in the overall cell biological status of plant 

cells (Gläßer et al., 2014) — and thus likely of algal cells, too. This is reflected in the fast upregulation 

of photosynthesis-related pathways in Mougeotia. Here, pathways relating to photosynthetic 

processes (“Porphyrin and chlorophyll metabolism [PATH:ko00860”; “Photosynthesis 

[PATH:ko00195]”) were among the pathways with the most differentially expressed KEGG orthologs. 

In the “Porphyrin and chlorophyll metabolism” pathway, mainly orthologs from genes that are 

involved in the biosynthesis of protoporphyrin IX, a precursor for chlorophyll biosynthesis (gene 

names in KEGG: hemE, hemC, hemA, hemeL) (see also Sachar et al., 2016) are upregulated, speaking 

to a possible adjustment of chlorophyll content in Mougeotia. Interestingly, such chlorophyll 

precursors have been suggested to be integral to retrograde signaling (Koussevitzky et al., 2007); 

however, this notion is not without controversies (Mochizuki et al., 2008).  
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The “Photosynthesis” KEGG pathway mainly showed a differential regulation of PSI and PSII genes (17 

photosystem I and photosystem II subunits out of 23 KEGG identifiers for this pathway, see Figure 1, 

Publication II). This readjustment of core genes of the photosynthetic apparatus as well as chlorophyll 

biosynthesis, is reasonable considering Mougeotia is confronted with a sudden change of light 

availability and light quality due to submergence. This adjustment could therefore also explain the 

significant drop of the photosynthetic yield that was already observed after 2 hours of submergence.  

 To address specific gene expression changes upon submergence, a BLAST-based homology 

(BLAST: Basic Local Alignment Search Tool) search against the Arabidopsis thaliana genome obtained 

from TAIR was performed. This search revealed 120 significantly (Benjamini-Hochberg corrected p ≤ 

0.001, differential gene expression changes of at least 2-fold) and 171 significantly downregulated 

genes. Upregulated genes reflected the results previously obtained through analysis using KEGG 

orthologs and revealed a response in photosynthesis-related processes upon submergence. Several 

genes responsible for chlorophyll a/b-binding proteins and were upregulated (see Table 2 or Figure 

S2, Publication II). Furthermore, the upregulation of genes responsible for pigment synthesis, 

especially carotenoids, was observed. These include a homolog of ABA3, coding for the cytosolic 

molybdenum cofactor sulfurase, involved in the biosynthesis of the phytohormone ABA by converting 

carotenoid-derived abscisic aldehyde in land plants (Bittner et al., 2001). Whether Mougeotia ABA3 is 

involved in ABA biosynthesis remains obscure, yet it is likely that this gene acts in the framework of 

the highly conserved carotenoid biosynthesis pathway. Additionally, a violaxanthin de-epoxidase and 

a carotenoid cleavage dioxygenase (a homolog of CCD1) were upregulated. These changes in 

expression of genes for pigment metabolism underline again that a photosynthetic organism needs to 

quickly readjust structures involved in light harvesting when light quality and quantity suddenly 

change to uphold vital photosynthetic performance.  

 After 24 hours of submergence, the morphology of Mougeotia sp. MZCH240 was assessed 

through light micrographs (Figure 3, Publication II). Here, the liquid-grown control samples showed 

the most notable phenotypes compared to the submerged culture and the solid control. Rhizoid 

formation could be observed here, which had been observed before for Mougeotia scalaris 

(Buschmann, 2020) and has been described multiple times for the Zygnematophyceae Spirogyra 

(Yoshida et al., 2003; Yoshida and Shimmen, 2009). Additionally, the liquid-grown Mougeotia 

filaments showed inclusions with brownish pigment. Whether this pigment is a phenolic compound is 

unclear, although phenolic compounds have been reported in other Zygnematophyceae multiple 

times (Holzinger et al., 2018; Aigner et al., 2013; Pichtrová et al., 2013).   
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Additionally, phenolic compound was detected in Mougeotia before where they originate from 

vesicles near the chloroplast and were hypothesized to play a role in light-oriented chloroplast 

movements (Schönbohm and Schönbohm, 1984). The chloroplast movement in Mougeotia is a 

phytochrome-mediated photo-modulated process that is especially observed under high irradiance 

(Grolig and Wagner, 1988) and was also observed in the discussed study (Figure 3, Publication II). The 

formation of these brown inclusions, together with the reorientation of chloroplasts, could possibly 

be part of a response mechanism to the environmental conditions, but this must be investigated 

further to give a clear statement.  

 Lastly, the formation of storage granules could be observed in the control cultures as well as 

the submerged Mougeotia filaments. Whether these structures are land plant like lipid droplets is, for 

now, unknown. But the obtained global gene expression profile of Mougeotia can give a first insight 

into this question. Indeed, transcripts coding for land plant hallmark lipid droplet associated proteins 

like PUX10, LDAP3 or HSD1 could be recovered from the transcriptome data set of Mougeotia sp. 

MZCH240 (suppl. Table 2, attached supplement at the end of this thesis). Here the BLAST search was 

not only conducted against known data from the land plant Arabidopsis thaliana, but from the 

Zygnematophyceae Mesotaenium endlicherianum strain SAG 12.97 as well, resulting in a recovery of 

more lipid droplet associated gene IDs than in the BLAST search against A.thaliana. As a lot of global 

gene expression data, including a proteomic profile, was created for Mesotaenium SAG 12.97, 

detecting also orthologs for lipid droplet associated proteins (more on this in the next chapter, 

Publication III), this dataset was chosen as an additional reference here. To scrutinize if the structures 

observed in Mougeotia sp. MZCH240 are indeed land plant like lipid droplets, an analysis on TAG 

content or/and a proteomic analysis must be conducted in the future.  

 
5.1.2 In-depth multifaceted analysis reveals plastid-derived molecular programs in 

Mesotaenium (Publication III) 

Terrestrialization went hand in hand with a combination of different stressors. To survive, plants must 

possess an elaborate and fast-responding molecular network. In land plants underlying genetic 

networks that act under a combination of (i) different abiotic stressors as well as (ii) abiotic co-

occurring with biotic stressors are well studied (see e.g., Desaint et al., 2021). To understand how this 

conserved stress responsive toolkit might have facilitated plant terrestrialization, it is important to not 

only look at stress response in land plants. One needs to turn to the genetic capacities of land plants’ 

closest algal relatives (the Zygnematophyceae) and infer the toolkit that is shared between them; this 

sheds light on the molecular chassis that was present in the last common ancestor of land plants and 

zygnematophyceaen algae.   
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In recent years there have been advances in understanding the stress-responsive networks in 

streptophyte algae (e.g., Jiao et al., 2020). Nevertheless, a lot still needs to be uncovered. Therefore, 

we conducted a large-scale study with the aim of giving insight into the molecular mechanisms that 

play a role under an assault of combinatory abiotic stressors in one representative of the 

Zygnematophyceae.  

 In Dadras et al. (2023; Publication III), a unique laboratory setup (a ‘gradient table’) was used 

to create a bifactorial gradient of temperature and irradiance, two major terrestrial stressors. These 

stressors were applied to the Zygnematophyceae Mesotaenium endlicherianum (strain SAG 12.97). 

This freshwater/subaerial dwelling alga was chosen for multiple reasons, the foremost reason being 

the availability of its genome (Cheng et al., 2019). Using the genome data as a backbone facilitated 

robust analysis of the obtained transcriptome data in this study which was then mapped on the 

published genome. Furthermore, Mesotaenium is mostly unicellular and therefore easy to keep in a 

homogenous culture, which is favorable when performing (photo-) physiological analyses as it 

increases their accuracy by allowing for an equal distribution of environmental cues such as light to all 

cells. Another advantage is that the strain SAG 12.97 is axenic, meaning there are no bacterial and/or 

fungal contaminations. Lastly, for this large-scale setup a generous amount of culture was needed, 

which is easy to implement as Mesotaenium grows fast to an adequate cell density—it took, on 

average, 12 days in liquid culture with a carbon source. Starting with the right number of cells is crucial 

for stress analysis, especially involving high irradiance, as a high number of cells can lead to self-

shading, thereby protecting lower layers of cells from the irradiance and introducing an unwanted 

factor in stress response analysis. On the other hand, a low number of cells can equally impede further 

analyses as, depending on the intensity and the duration of stress, too few cells will be available for 

downstream analyses. Thus, pre-studies were performed with the aim of fine-tuning the experimental 

setup. 

 Every organism responds to stress differently. Therefore, for this study the conditions chosen 

were entirely adjusted to induce a stress response in Mesotaenium SAG 12.97 that was still analyzable. 

This adjustment included setting the temperature gradient from 11.6 °C to 34.7 °C to a new gradient 

ranging from 8.6 °C to 29.2 °C. Here two parts of the analysis were considered a bottleneck and 

therefore taken as a reference to adjust culturing as well as stress conditions. For one, this was the 

photo-physiological assessment of stress-treated cultures using pulse-amplitude modulation (PAM). 

Here chlorophyll-a-fluorescence is only measurable if a certain number of cells is still vital, or at least 

still contain detectable chlorophyll a. The other factor is the isolation of RNA for down-stream analysis 

of the transcriptome and is also strongly determined by the cell density and cell vitality at the end of 

the stress treatment.   
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The experimental setup tailored to the Mesotaenium strain SAG 12.97 resulted in a fine grid of a 

gradient consisting of two terrestrial stressors, irradiance (ranging from 21.0 to 527.9 μmol photons 

m-2 s-1) and temperature (ranging from 8.6 °C to 29.2 °C), on a 2D gradient table (see Figure 1b, 

Extended Data Figure 4a, b, c in Publication III). 42 twelve-well plates containing liquid Mesotaenium 

cultures were put on this table for 65 hours and were afterwards analyzed regarding their morphology, 

(photo-) physiology and global gene expression profile, which was the prime focus of this study. Three 

successive biological replicates of this setup resulted in the multi-faceted analysis of 126 samples, the 

results of which will be discussed below.  

 The physiological phenotype the Mestoaenium cultures displayed was strongly dependent on 

the temperature and irradiance conditions. With rising light intensities Fv /Fm as well as absorption 

values (at 480, 680 and 750 nm) decreased with Fv /Fm-values reaching down to zero at the highest 

irradiance on the gradient (527.9 μmol photons m-2 s-1) coupled with either the lowest temperature 

(8.6 °C) or the highest temperature (29. 2 °C). Low temperature coupled with rising irradiance had a 

significantly (p ≤ 0.001) stronger negative impact on growth and photo-physiology than high 

temperature. Here Fv /Fm-values measured at low temperature form a large significant group that 

differs (p ≤ 0.001) from the significant group under the same light but high-temperature conditions 

(see Figure 1d, Publication III). The additional clustering of the physiological data against either 

measured irradiance or temperature values reveals a less broad distribution if clustered by irradiance 

then by temperature (Figure 1e, 1f, Publication III). This, along with the observed patterns 

independent of clustered values (Figure 1c, Publication III), could imply a broader tolerance for 

temperature (euryothermy) which in turn then facilitates a tolerance for high irradiance conditions 

(euryphoty).  

 For global gene expression profiling, RNA was isolated out of 114 Mesotaenium samples, 

representing 38 conditions. After data processing, a broad overview of the general gene expression 

profile of the samples was obtained by using principal component analysis (PCA) as well as Euclidean 

distance analysis and Spearman correlation (Figure 2a, 2b, 2c, Publication III). While the PCA revealed 

that independent biological replicates cluster together in proximity, the distance analyses could 

separate the clusters in three main categories: 1) high irradiance and/or high-temperature samples, 

2) low-temperature samples from 8-17°C and 3) a large “steady state” sample cluster. The term 

“steady state” is here defined as the environment in which optimal growth conditions and low 

observable stress for Mesotaenium dominate, which we assessed based on high absorption as well as 

photosynthetic performance values of the alga. A cluster representing high irradiance coupled with 

low temperature samples is missing here (and in the data sets discussed below) because RNA 

extraction was not successful for samples exposed to these conditions.  
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 To get an overview over differential gene expression patterns between the samples they were 

divided into nine sectors plus one cohort with samples that showed Fv /Fm-values below 0.5, which 

was defined as a stressed set of algal samples ,and were compared against each other. Differentially 

expressed genes of the 36 performed comparisons (see Figure 2g, Publication III) were only 

considered at a fold change ≥ 2 and were Benjamini-Hochberg corrected (p ≤ 0.001). Overall 

comparisons with the highest number of differentially expressed genes were also characterized by 

opposite environmental conditions like low light coupled with low temperature (LLI_LT) versus high 

light and high temperature (HLI_HT), which is reasonable since it is conceivable that a genetic response 

adapted to the prevailing condition is to be expected for the alga to survive. To understand which 

genes were significantly upregulated collectively in all/most of the sectors where the samples were 

considered “stressed”, an enriched biological theme comparison coupled with a GO-term enrichment 

analysis was performed, using the low light, middle temperature sector, the “steady state” condition, 

as a control to compare the other conditions against, which resulted in 9 comparisons (Extended Data 

Figure 1, Publication III). These analyses revealed the enrichment of plastid-biology related genes in 

all sectors compared to the “steady state” condition. Furthermore 30 genes that were upregulated in 

all 9 comparisons revealed GO-terms for multiple genes coding for chlorophyll A/B binding proteins 

and photosystem II light harvesting complex proteins (Extended Data Figure 7b, Publication III). These 

results are not surprising as plastids are major players in the initial cellular response to environmental 

changes in land plants and recapitulate observations made for other stressed streptophyte algae, 

including Mougeotia.  

 The screen of differential gene expression between the nine environmental sectors revealed 

a shared response among analyzed sectors speaking of underlying genetic programs that operate 

under a broad range of environmental conditions in Mesotaenium SAG 12.97. To investigate these 

genetical programs a weighted gene co-expression network analysis (WGCNA), an unsupervised 

clustering method that clusters genes based on their expression profiles, was chosen. The strength of 

the unsupervised clustering in this context was that the analysis is objective and independent from 

homology verifications to land plant genes, informing us about the molecular programs that operate 

in the alga without bias or preconceptions. The result of the WGCNA were 26 clustered modules, for 

which different colors were assigned for orientation, and which encompass 17,905 analyzed genes in 

total (Figure 4, Publication III). These modules were then correlated with physiological as well as 

environmental conditions (Figure 4a, b, c, Publication III). The first observation is that physiological 

values tend to correlate negatively with rising light intensities, while this negative correlation was not 

as strongly pronounced when correlating these values with varying temperatures (Figure 4b, 

Publication III).   
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This discovery reflects the finding of the photo-physiological analysis and undermines the theory, that 

this Mesotaenium strain might be indeed eurythermic. How the clustered modules might play into 

that and what other underlying genetic programs they can reveal is discussed in the following 

paragraphs.  

  An established and efficient plastid-to-nucleus communication is essential for survival under 

fast changing environmental conditions in land plants (Cheng et al., 2016; Zhao et al., 2019). Even 

though there is an ongoing debate about the evolutionary conservation of retrograde signalling 

cascades in streptophytes (Honkanen and Small, 2022), patterns of retrograde signalling and a variety 

of plastid-derived signals were found in the light of this study. The blue cluster module (see Figure 4, 

Publication III), correlates negatively with increasing light and positive with high photo-physiological 

values (Fv /Fm, absorption at 480 and 680 nm) and belongs to the modules with the highest genes 

counts. A GO-term enrichment analysis of this module showed a high number of GO-terms for cellular 

signalling, plastid-related processes combined with signalling processes, speaking to signalling coming 

from the chloroplast (Extended Data Figure 3d, Publication III). Among the most connected hubs in 

this cluster were genes for transcriptional factors (TFs) involved in retrograde signalling in land plants 

(see Figure 5a, Publication III). These included a homolog of GLK1 (Golden-like 1) which is the second 

most connected hub in blue, and most connected TF. GLK1 plays a role in chloroplast biogenesis, 

supporting chloroplast-nucleus communication in the expression of photosynthetic machinery related 

compounds (Waters et al., 2009; Rossini et al., 2001). Damaged chloroplasts inhibit GLK1 expression 

in Arabidopsis (Martin et al., 2016), therefore the negative correlation with rising light intensities of 

the blue module in this study seems reasonable. Furthermore, a significant change in expression of 

GLK1 under high temperatures was observed in Mougeotia before (de Vries et al., 2020) and therefore 

seems to be present not only in Mesotaenium but in other Zygnematophyceae like Zygnema (see 

preprint VII), Mougeotia and Spirogyra as well, speaking of a possible conserved mechanism in 

Streptophyta that deserves further attention in the future. Furthermore, a homolog of COL3 

(CONSTANS-like 3), which in land plants is also involved in plastid-nucleus-communication was found 

in the blue cluster as well (4th most connected TF). COL3 is a positive regulator of red light signalling 

during early photomorphogenesis (Liu et al., 2021). The MeCOL homologs (MeCOL a,b,c,d) fall into a 

phragmoplastophyte clade with the A.thaliana COLs (see Figure 5a, Publication III). Another homolog 

that was present in the blue module is COP1 (CONSTITUTIVE PHOTOMORPHOGENIC 1). COP1 codes 

for a E3 ubiquitin ligase which degrades both COL3 and GLK1 and is a negative regulator for 

photomorphogenesis in Arabidopsis (Osterlund et al., 2000; Saijo et al., 2003). Therefore, it is 

reasonable that this hub shows up in the blue cluster, which correlates negatively with rising light 

intensities.  
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 Other clustered modules that fall under the umbrella of plastid-derived signals are e.g., the 

green module, the yellow module, or the light cyan module. While the green and light cyan modules 

contain GO-terms related to stress response under ROS influence, the yellow cluster contains GO-

terms related to protease responses, which are possibly also plastid-related (Extended Data Figure 3a, 

Publication III). All three modules correlate positive with rising light intensities while at the same time 

showing a negative correlation to photo-physiological values. Notable highly connected hubs in the 

yellow cluster are involved in chloroplast development and chloroplast protein homeostasis like 

CLPPs/CLPRs (caseinolytic proteases / caseinolytic proteases-related) (among the most connected 

hubs are CLPP3, 4, 6), GUN2 (GENOMES UNCOUPLED2) and pTAC6 (PLASTID TRANSCRIPTIONALLY 

ACTIVE 6) (see Figure 5b, Publication III). CLPP/CLPR serine proteases are highly conserved proteases 

that are involved in plastid protein maintenance in plants (Adam et al., 2006). In Arabidopsis no short-

term expression level change could be detected for chloroplast Clp proteins, however, long-term high 

light and cold exposure led to an increase in mRNA and protein content for ClpD and ClpP (Zheng et 

al., 2002). A phylogenetic analysis revealed that individual MeCLPPs and MeCLPRs fall into one clade 

with A.thaliana CLPP and CLPRs. GUN genes are major players in retrograde signaling with GUN2 being 

directly involved in the tetrapyrrole biosynthesis pathway (Wu and Bock, 2021). An homolog of GUN1, 

which participates in multiple plastid signaling pathways (see e.g. Shimizu and Masuda, 2021), was 

also detected. MeGUN1 falls into one phragmoplastophyte clade with A. thaliana GUN1. pTAC6 is 

responsible for plastid gene expression in A.thaliana and mediates phytochrome signaling (Liebers et 

al., 2020). Worth mentioning is also the presence of a Mesotaenium homolog of HY5 (ELONGATED 

HYPOCOTYL 5) in the yellow cluster, a transcription factor that is a master regulator of light signalling 

in land plants (Ang et al., 1998) and gets activated under rising light intensities reasoning well with the 

positive correlation of the yellow cluster with rising light intensities.  

 The green module additionally revealed a strongly connected hub was CGI-58 which also fell 

into one clade including Streptophyte CGI-58 (see Figure 5c, Publication III). This enzyme plays an 

important role in lipid homeostasis in land plants and Lipid droplet accumulation was observed in 

Arabidopsis plants deficient in this enzyme (James et al., 2010). This is especially intriguing considering 

that lipid droplet formation was also observed in this study in Mesotaenium under conditions that 

correlate also with low photo-physiological values (varying temperatures in combination with high 

irradiance). This important finding will be discussed at a later point.  

 Besides modules strongly relating to plastid-derived signalling, two more modules are worth 

mentioning here: the purple and the pink module. The purple module compromises enriched GO-

terms that describe cell division processes. This module correlates with low irradiance intensities and 

simultaneously high photo-physiological values. Mesotaenium samples in these conditions therefore 
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seem to perform well, and underlying molecular programs seem to facilitate growth. An interesting 

hub that was found through the network analysis was a kinesin homolog of proteins such as POK2 

(PHRAGMOPLAST ORIENTING KINESIN 2) (Figure 5e, Publication III) which is involved in correct cell 

wall positioning in Arabidopsis (Chugh et al., 2018) and is likely conserved across Phragmoplastophyta 

(see Figure 5e, Publication III). The gene expressed in the pink module on the other hand, are involved 

in cell wall-derived signals as the analysed GO-terms suggest. This module correlates as the purple 

model negative with light and positive with physiological values but the difference to the purple 

cluster is that gene expression of this module is more pronounced in high temperatures. 

 Lastly, this study uncovered also an intriguing morphological observation in Mesotaenium SAG 

12.97: an accumulation of structures that resemble land plant-like lipid droplets (LDs) (Figure 6, 

Publication III). The formation of lipid droplets is common as an answer to a variety of stressors in 

land plants, with the formation of LDs in seed being among the most researched topics in that field 

because of economic relevance (e.g., Gasulla et al., 2013). On the other hand, there are, as of today, 

no studies that investigated land plant-like lipid droplet formation in streptophyte algal classes in 

greater molecular detail, even though the underlying genetic repertoire for those structures seems to 

be conserved among streptophytes (de Vries and Ischebeck, 2020). Often, these structures are 

morphologically observed in streptophyte algae and dubbed as storage granules or lipid bodies but 

are neither stained, nor isolated to investigate components (Publication II; de Vries et al., 2020; 

Pichrtová et al., 2016). As part of this study, the identity of these structures in long-term stressed, 

possible nitrogen-starved Mesotaenium SAG 12.97 cells, was confirmed via confocal microscopy as 

well as proteomic analysis (Figure 6a, b, d, Publication III).  

 For confocal micrographs lipid droplet-like structures in Mesotaenium were successfully 

stained with the neutral lipid stain BODIPY™ 493/503 (EM/EX). Additionally, a lipid enriched fraction 

was isolated from the same stressed cultures the confocal analysis was performed on. The proteomic 

analysis of these isolates compared to a total extract revealed homologs of hallmark lipid droplet 

proteins known in land plants that were significantly enriched in the lipid fraction of the isolates, like 

the cycloartenol synthase (CAS), three putative hydroxysteroid dehydrogenases (HSD) homologs, two 

oleosin (OLE7) homologs and a homolog for a LD-associated protein (LDAP3). For LDAP3 a 

phylogenetic analysis revealed that Mesotaenium LDAP3 homolog (new gene model: 

Me1v20056100.1, gene model from Cheng et al., 2019: MesotaeniumME000109S10929) falls into one 

clade together with other streptophyte algae candidate genes like Klesormidium nitens, Spirogyra 

pratensis, Zygnema circumcarinatum (more on the genetic landscape of Zygnema in preprint VII) or 

Chara braunii (Supplementary Figure 28, Publication III), an observation that deserves further 

investigation in future studies. Another interesting observation is the volcano plot analysis of the 
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proteomic data that revealed significantly enriched Mesotaenium protein identifiers 

(Me1_v2_0114060.1, Me1_v2_0204200.1 and Me1_v2_0185210.1, see also Figure 6d, Publication III) 

for which no Arabidopsis BLASTp hit could be found. Interestingly for one Mesotaenium identifier a 

BLASTp hit for a Klebsormidium nitens identifier that codes for a putative S-adenosyl-L-methionine-

dependent methyltransferase could be identified (suppl. Table 4, for an overview, see also suppl. Table 

3, both attached supplement at the end of this thesis). This type of enzyme can possibly play a role in 

lipid droplet formation (Borrego et al., 2021), but further analyses are needed to make a clear 

statement here. To further strengthen these proteomic analyses the triacylglycerol (TAG) content 

should be analyzed in future studies, as TAG content is another important characteristic for land plant-

like lipid droplets. 

 Tying back to the environmental gradients applied to Mesotaenium in this study, transcripts 

for lipid droplet-associated genes showed differential expression profiles under the various 

environmental conditions (Figure 6c, Publication III). This reveals a fine-tuned regulation of these 

components as their expression profiles are unique for all 38 analysed environmental conditions. 

While genes like HSD1 or OLE7 mainly showed an upregulated expression under higher temperatures, 

LIME1and LDPS (lipid droplet methyltransferase, lipid droplet protein of seeds) were upregulated in 

both high and low-temperature conditions. The expression of some of these genes was further 

enhanced under high temperatures in combination with high irradiance (for PUX10 homologs, HSD1, 

OLE7, LIME2). If that same phenomenon applies to low temperatures as well remains to be 

investigated, as the gene expression profile of samples exposed to low temperature combined with 

high irradiance could not be analyzed. Some genes also showed differential expression profiles under 

“steady state” conditions [CAS, LDIP (LDAP interacting protein), LDAH1(lipid droplet-associated 

hydrolase)], hinting at a general regulatory program independent on stress-inducing conditions in 

Mesotaenium.  

 All in all, these intriguing latest findings in Mesotanium open up several routes for future 

investigations as new questions keep emerging. Lipid droplet formation in streptophyte algae remains 

mysterious and an interesting topic especially considering their evolutionary conservation and 

possible role during the conquest of land as a general stress response mechanism.   
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5.1.3 Concluding remarks on Chapter I  

The two studies discussed above show that plastid-derived signals are at the heart of abiotic algal 

responses to abiotic stress. As photosynthesis plays a vital part in every plastid-bearing organism, this 

finding does not come as a surprise. A change in environmental conditions often has a direct and rapid 

influence on photosynthetic performance. Since the plant cell is highly dependent on the 

photosynthetic apparatus a fast response is only reasonable. The first study showed exactly that: a 

fast adjustment of photo-physiological components in the filamentous Mougeotia as response to a 

change in light quantity and quality. This included changes in differential gene expression of light 

harvesting properties, first and foremost chlorophyll biogenesis and carotenoid metabolism. 

Furthermore, Mougeotia showed promising morphological phenotypes upon an environmental 

change which deserve further investigation in the future.  

 The second study confirmed the importance of plastid-derived signals as an answer to 

changing conditions and added onto the findings of the first study by providing deeper insights into 

underlying co-expression networks of molecular programs in the unicellular alga Mesotaenium which 

also hinted at evolutionary conserved plastid- and cell wall-derived signaling cascades being part of 

the adjustment to a change in environmental conditions in Zygnematophyceae. The presence of land-

plant like lipid droplets in Mesotaenium along with the underlying genetic repertoire coding for 

hallmark land plant LD-associated proteins hints at a possible role of this conserved stress response 

mechanism in the conquest of land.  

 

5.2 On Chapter II: Comparative genomics can uncover conserved genetical features 

facilitating terrestrialization 

Comparative genomics are crucial to understand molecular plant responses that aided in plant 

terrestrialization. They can give insights on conserved molecular mechanisms that are present across 

the green lineage, shedding light on underlying crucial signaling cascades and the biosynthesis of 

compounds that are relevant for plant survival (see Publication I, Publication IV, and Publication VI). 

While individual stress screens on organisms of interest can give novel insights, only comparative 

genomics can set these findings in an evolutionary context.  

 A comparative, often purely bioinformatic, approach can rely on a transcriptomic, stress 

responsive analysis. Unique gene expression profiles induced under diverse conditions help to further 

enhance the genetic landscape of the organism of interest, especially if there is a limited amount of 

genetic information accessible. For non-model plant organisms like the ones analyzed in this thesis, 

this approach is a powerful method to garner a breadth of insights and create the foundation for 

comparative analyses-based inferences.   
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Figure 8: Unraveling conserved mechanisms with comparative genomics. This simplified scheme shows how 
the two approaches of this thesis (Chapter I, Chapter II) are intertwined and can improve data analysis when 
used together. The overall aim is to understand conserved mechanisms that play a role in terrestrialization. The 
point of reference for both approaches are the data sets revealing conserved traits that are known in land plants. 
Only a comparison with these data sets can infer the conserved traits that streptophyte algae and land plants 
share and that were therefore present in the earliest land plants (see also Figure 6). 
 
On the other hand, untargeted stress response analyses like they were performed in the light of this 

thesis can profit greatly from previously performed comparative genomic analyses as well (Figure 8).  

 How untargeted stress response analyses in streptophyte algae profit from a comparative 

approach was shown in Publication III. The presence of a published Mesotaenium SAG12.97 genome 

(Cheng et al., 2019) was one of the reasons why this strain was chosen for this large-scale setup. 

Mapping to an already present genome provided a significant boost in quality of per-gene inferences 

and global stress induced transcriptomic profile. At the same time, it could be illustrated how these 

data from transcriptome dynamics feed back onto the static genome; based on the RNAseq data we 

have updated the gene models. The advance of de-novo sequencing of other streptophyte algae 

genomes in recent years has been a huge help in understanding streptophyte algae genetics and 

pinpointing mechanisms, that are shared across the individual classes and across the whole clade of 

Streptophyta.   
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The three studies discussed below will now give an insight on how a comparative approach can be 

applied in different biological contexts. These studies all have a different focus, from investigating a 

specific set of stress responsive gene families, to uncovering the evolution of signaling networks, to 

deciphering streptophyte algae diversity, but the overall aim of all these studies is to understand 

streptophyte evolution and further unravel the mystery of plant terrestrialization. The next discussed 

study will be of special interest for the latter. Here comparative phylogenomics decipher the mysteries 

of the evolutionary conservation of a large set of gene families, that play a major role in land plant 

stress response and are hypothesized to be major players in plant terrestrialization.  

 

5.2.1 The deep evolutionary roots of the phenylpropanoid pathway (Publication V) 

Specialized metabolites define the biology of land plants by influencing growth, development, and 

physiology, especially regarding a response to changing environments. In light of plant 

terrestrialization it is therefore even more fascinating that streptophyte algae already possess 

homologs of enzymes that constitute the routes of these special metabolic pathways (Publication IV). 

One of these important land plant-characteristic pathways is the phenylpropanoid pathway.   

 The tight involvement of this specialized pathway in diverse stress response mechanisms 

across the streptophyte lineage makes it an intriguing candidate for studies on the underlying 

molecular chassis that enabled the earliest land plants to conquer land. It might have provided the 

earliest land plant with an acclimated set of stress-relevant compounds (Rensing, 2018). The reason 

for this major role in plant terrestrialization lies in the underlying enzymatic capacity, the driving force 

behind the highly specialized array of compounds that ward of environmental stressors.  

 Specialized metabolism is shaped by the environment and is more prone to changes than the 

evolutionary constricted primary metabolism (Publication IV). Aside from environment-specific 

products, the underlying enzymatic network producing those compounds can be adapted, allowing 

for high flexibility and an enormous variation of, possible stress-relevant, product formation under 

specific conditions. Enzymes of the phenylpropanoid-core pathway show this lineage-specific 

promiscuity which is shaped by the environment. Enzymatic promiscuity describes the ability to 

catalyze side reactions besides the main reaction. This catalytic reaction happens under continuous 

selective pressure, for instance, environmental changes, and can provide a fitness advantage (see also 

Khersonsky and Tawfik, 2010; Copley, 2017). Promiscuity can hence tell us something about how 

complex pathways with myriads of reactions can evolve over time.   
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The study discussed below highlights the evolution of some of the major enzyme families that 

characterize the phenylpropanoid pathway by applying phylogenetic and sequence analyses. This 

thesis will hereby focus mainly on the enzyme that catalyzes the first step leading into the 

phenylpropanoid pathway, PAL (Phenylalanine ammonia lysase), and discuss examples of the 

evolution of other important enzyme families included in phenylpropanoid synthesis briefly. 

 The L-phenylalanine ammonia lysase (PAL) converts phenylalanine into cinnamate. Next to 

PAL there is also the bifunctional PTAL (L-tyrosine ammonia-lysase) which converts L-tyrosine into p-

coumarate and which is present in monocots (Barros and Dixon, 2020). Genes coding for this enzyme 

were long thought to be land plant-specific (Emiliani et al., 2009), but the recent advances in 

streptophyte algae de-novo genome sequencing revealed promising candidates for this enzyme, first 

and foremost in the alga Klebsormidium nitens (de Vries et al., 2017). The screen performed in this 

study, which compromises taking Arabidopsis PAL (AtPAL1) as bait and screening via BLAST analysis 

for homologous genes across the green lineage, confirmed the K. nitens genes as a promising PAL 

candidate (Gene Id: kfl00104_0290_v1.1, 479 aa (amino acids) long) (Figure 2, Publication V). Next to 

the Klebsormidium PAL candidate, two PAL homologs in Chara braunii were also found (g57646_t1 

and g34530_t1, 527 aa). Maximum likelihood phylogenetic analyses however revealed that these 

C.braunii PAL homologs grouped with diverse prokaryotic and eukaryotic HALs.  

 Predictions of protein structures via I-TASSER were performed for the putative K.nitens PAL 

(kfl00104_0290_v1.1) as well as the putative C.braunii HAL (g34530_t1); the best structural hits were 

Petroselinum crispum PAL and Pseudomonas putida HAL, respectively. For the putative Chara HAL 

even though the best structural hit was Pseudomonas putida HAL, the predicted ligand was tyrosine 

(C-score 0.80). The reported active side chain residues from structural analyses of Sorghum bicolor 

PAL (SbPAL, Jun et al., 2018) and Petroselium crispum PAL (PcPAL, Nagy et al., 2019) were compared 

with the predicted residues from the I-TASSER analysis as well as from the performed alignment of all 

analyzed sequences (Data S1, Publication V). Here residues from the short putative PAL sequence in 

Mesotaenium matched with the SbPAL and PcPAL in 6 residues (Y9, L35, S38, H39, K150 and I154). The 

putative Klebsormidium PAL matched in all residues that are involved in forming the binding pocket, 

except for Phe, which is substituted by Gly (position 114, Data S1, Figure 2, Publication V). This 

exchange can determine PAL and PTAL function (Jun et al., 2018). In the putative Chara braunii PALs 

Phe is still present.  PAL activity hinges on the prosthetic electrophilic group 4-

methylideneimidazole-5-one is formed post-translationally (MIO; Schwede et al., 1999). It is a critical 

and characteristic catalytic group in the binding pocket of PAL. This amino acid triad that becomes the 

MIO group was conserved in both Chara and Klebsormiodium.   
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The phylogenomic analysis confirmed the K.nitens sequence kfl00104_0290_v1.1 as a putative PAL 

sequence as it was in accordance with earlier analysis (de Vries et al., 2017) among bacterial PALs 

(Figure 2, Publication V). All in all, there must be further analysis to scrutinize the origin of 

streptophyte PAL as the phylogenetic analysis reveals a split between embryophyte PALs and the 

putative Klebsormidium PAL, which is nestled in the bacterial PAL clade. Explanations for this scattered 

evolutionary pattern can be gene losses or specific domain acquisitions, or a horizontal gene transfer 

that happened in the ancestor of land plants during symbioses with soil bacteria (Emiliani et al., 2009). 

 Next, the evolution of the cinnamate 4-hydroxylase (C4H), which converts cinnamate to p-

coumarate, was investigated through a phylogenomic analysis. C4H belongs to a subfamily of of 

CYP450 enzymes (CYP73). No clear homolog coding for the monooxygenases, to which also C4H 

belongs, could be found in the streptophyte algae genome/transcriptome data available. A C4H-

independent route to the synthesis of p-coumarate is therefore suggested since p-coumarate could 

already be detected in core chlorophytes (Goiris et al., 2014).  

 Besides the conversation to p-coumarate, cinnamate can also be converted into cinnamoyl-

CoA by the 4-Coumarate-CoA ligase (4CL) and potentially other enzymes annotated as acyl-CoA 

synthases (ACS/ACoS, Shockey et al., 2003). Here the phylogenetic analysis revealed that the common 

ancestor of land plants likely possessed one ACOS5-like and one 4CL-like gene, as both families 

expanded later during land plant evolution in for instance Physcomitrium or Arabidopsis (Figure 3, 

Publication V). Several potential streptophyte algal 4CL homologs could be recovered and confirmed 

by I-TASSER for Klebsoromidium nitens and the Zygnematophyceae Spirogrya and Zygnema indeed 

suggesting the presence of a 4CL/ACOS5-like encoding gene in the last common ancestor (LCA) of 

streptophytes.  

 A last excerpt of the discussed study is the evolutionary trajectory of two enzymes involved in 

lignin-biosynthesis. The biogenesis of the structural polymer lignin involves two successive steps 

catalyzed by CCR (Cinnamoyl-CoA reductase) and CAD (cinnamyol alcohol dehydrogenase). The 

evolution of CCR/CCRL (Cinnamoyl-CoA reductase-like) is quite patchy in streptophyte algae. The 

diversity of this enzyme family increased independently in several cases in land plants (Figure 4, 

Publication V). The LCA of land plants likely had two homologs of CCR/CCRLs. The evolution of CAD on 

the other hand, is much clearer: CAD homologs are present throughout the green lineage and the 

common ancestor of Zygnematophyceae and land plants likely possessed two CAD-like genes. In land 

plant the CAD family then underwent lineage-specific radiation. 

 This study discussed the evolutionary history of genes coding for enzyme families that act in 

early steps of the phenylpropanoid pathway.   
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For most of the analyzed enzymes, phylogenies hint back at the presence of these enzymes in the last 

common ancestor of land plants (Figure 10, Publication V) or even in the last common ancestor of 

streptophytes. Furthermore, the performed comparative phylogenomics suggest radiations occurred 

in several of the enzyme families in an independent lineage-specific manner. To further elucidate the 

purpose of these genes and if the corresponding enzymes indeed hold similar roles like in land plant 

phenylpropanoid metabolism has to be resolved with functional studies (see Outlook). 

 
5.2.2 Chromosome-scale genome reveal co-option networks connected to programs for 

multicellularity (Preprint VII) 

Streptophyte algae are organisms that we just begin to understand. In contrast the situation in land 

plants, where model organisms exist, including the angiosperm Arabidopsis thaliana, the moss 

Physcomitrium patens, and the liverwort Marchantia polymorpha, there are no fully established 

model organisms in the grade of streptophyte algae even though as sisters to land plants they are of 

special interest regarding evolutionary questions. Therefore, the study behind preprint VII aimed to 

give more insight into an emerging model system of Zygnematophyceae, the filamentous alga 

Zygnema circumcarinatum.  

 Comparative genomic analyses were performed by generating de novo genome data on 

different strains of filamentous algae from the genus Zygnema: three strains of the species Z. 

circumcarinatum (SAG 698-1b, UTEX 1559, UTEX 1560) and one strain, SAG 698-1a, that most likely 

represents Z. cylindricum (see Feng et al., 2021) underlying gene networks for multicellularity as well 

as cell wall synthesis could be uncovered. This study is also the first to generate chromosome-level 

genome assemblies for any streptophyte algal species. Here, 20 chromosomes could be assembled in 

Z.circumcarinatum SAG 698-1b via Hi-C. This agrees with cytological staining that captured prophase 

chromosomes (Figure 1b, preprint VII). By analyzing further chromatin conformation data, 

chromosome assemblies of the other two Z. circumcarinatum strains were obtained as well. The 

nuclear genome of SAG 698-1a hints at polyploidy which is not uncommon in Zygnematophyceae 

(Allen, 1958), whereas the three nuclear genomes of Z.circumcarinatum are, as of today, the smallest 

sequenced genomes in the streptophyte algal grade—while at the same time having the highest 

protein coding gene density (Figure 1e, preprint VII). 

 Comparative genomics were used to perform an analysis on significantly enriched conserved 

orthogroups that are shared by the common ancestors of different clades and grades throughout the 

green lineage (Figure 2a, preprint VII).  
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Orthogroups in the last common ancestor of Zygnematophyceae and land plants reveal GO-terms 

related to phytohormones, lipids and glucan (Figure 2c, preprint VII).  

While conserved orthogroups originating in class of Zygnematophyceae underline the stress-related 

resilience that certain representatives of Zygnema represent (see also Pichrtová et al., 2018; Rippin et 

al., 2017; Rippin et al., 2019; de Vries et al., 2018). The next paragraphs will give a deeper insight into 

some important molecular findings unraveled by comparative genomics applied in this study. The 

reconstruction of the evolution of 38 cell wall-related enzyme families revealed that 

Zygnematophyceae and Embryophyta share all major enzymes for cell-wall-related polysaccharide 

biogenesis (Figure 3b, preprint VII).  

 Additionally, a gene expansion for subfamilies for polysaccharide backbone synthesis was 

found in Zygnematophyceae compared to other streptophyte algal classes. A deeper analysis of cell-

wall innovation-related enzymes showed the upregulation of CesA/Csl (CELLULOSE SYNTHASE, CS-

LIKE) homologs in Zygnema under a variety of environmental conditions. Especially CesA1 and CslL1 

showed a significant upregulation under 14 hours diurnal light (L-14), cultivation in liquid medium at 

4 °C (LQ_4), desiccation stress at 4 °C (Desi_4) for CesA1, and desiccation stress at 4 °C and heavy 

metal (cadmium chloride, CdCl2) stress for CslL1 respectively (Figure 3e, preprint VII). The differential 

gene expression in response to this variety of stressors (19 stress conditions) speaks of a very fine-

tuned gene-regulatory system adjusting cell-wall-related components in response to specific 

stressors. A response of cell wall-related genes to osmotic stress was already confirmed for Zygnema 

strain UTEX 1559 (Fitzek et al., 2019). The primary cell wall can absorb heavy metals like cadmium 

therefore, the upregulation of core components of the cellulose synthase complex in Zygnema seems 

only reasonable (see also stimulating review by Parrotta et al., 2015). Intriguingly it was CsIL1 that 

showed the most upregulation upon heavy metal stress. In the light of this study new Csl families were 

identified with CsIL being one of them, specific only to Zygnematophyceae. Therefore, the stress 

response here seems to be very specific to this algal class, as land plants cope with this stress by 

upregulating other components of the cellulose synthase complex (Chen et al., 2019). Lastly, a co-

expression analysis (Figure 3c, preprint VII) revealed the co-expression with other core genes of the 

cellulose synthase complex, supporting earlier analyses (Qiao et al., 2021) and revealing an 

evolutionary conservation of these co-expression networks.  

 The inference of gene co-expression networks from the RNA-seq data of the Zygnema cultures 

placed in the 19 environmental conditions revealed functional gene modules. Homologs of genes 

related to (i) cell division and development, (ii) multicellularity, (iii) stress response, (iv) transporters, 

(v) phytohormones were searched and out of the 406 obtained clusters 150 showed co-occurrence in 

at least two of these five categories.   
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This thesis will briefly focus on the findings of related genes belonging to the categories (iii) stress 

response and (v) phytohormones. The high co-occurrence of the identified clusters in the five different 

categories hints at a highly connected signaling network in Zygnema. Corresponding to this is also the 

concept of the plant perceptron (Scheres and van der Putten 2017). This concept describes plant 

biology as a molecular information-processing network of genes. These genes are interwoven on 

multiple levels. The biochemical interactions that they regulate which respond to changing input cues 

adequately but also modulate each other, reflecting e.g. the cross-talk between phytohormones. 

A highly connected network, as conceptually described in the plant percepton, can lay the foundation 

of a biological system that has multicellular characteristics (like filamentous Zygnema) and, therefore 

must act on changing environmental conditions accordingly. Gene homologs for hallmark land plant 

stress response, including phytohormone signaling, were already present before the origin of land 

plants (see also Publication I, Publication IV, Publication VI). A broad analysis of phytohormone 

biogenesis and signaling-related genes confirms their deep evolutionary roots across the green lineage 

(Figure 5, preprint VII). An intriguing example for a land plant phytohormone signaling pathway in 

streptophyte algae is the ABA-signaling cascade. This cascade along with the other water-related land-

plant innovations is well studied (Publication VI, see also Bowles et al., 2022). The underlying cascade 

for ABA-signaling is already present in streptophyte algae (see also overview in Publication IV), but 

the inhibition of downstream PP2C-phosphatase by the PYL-receptor occurs in an ABA-independent 

manner (Sun et al., 2019). Homologous genes for the underlying chassis for ABA signaling could be 

recovered in all for Zygnema strains which conforms with previous studies on Zygnema and 

Zygnematophyeae respectively (de Vries et al., 2018, Cheng et al., 2019); interestingly, the PP2C were 

found among the expanded gene family in Zygnema. Additionally, ABA could be detected in Zygnema 

by LS-MS even though two ABA biosynthesis, coding for key enzymes in A.thaliana, were missing 

(Figure 5, preprint VII), which suggests an alternative ABA synthesis route in Zygnema.  

 Other important findings of the study that were also of relevance to this thesis include the 

screening of phenylpropanoid enzyme homologs in the Zygnema strains. Indeed, previous analyses 

could be confirmed for the enzymes like 4CL, CAD, and OMT (Figure 5, Figure S14, preprint VIII). The 

co-expression analysis revealed the presence of stress-responsive homologs like ELIP (early light-

inducible proteins), which are upregulated in high light stress as well as dehydration stress (Bartels et 

al., 1992; Pötter and Kloppstech, 1993) and were present in various clusters (Figure 4b, 4g, preprint 

VII), which speaks of their significance in different stress-responsive signaling pathways.   
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ELIP homologs were also found in the significantly expanded orthogroups of the common ancestor of 

all four Zygnema strains (Table S3b, preprint VII). Interestingly, co-expression analysis also revealed a 

highly connected homolog coding for lipid-droplet-associated protein Oleosin (Zci 13615.1 OLEOSIN) 

(Figure 4b, preprint VII). The expression of OLEOSIN was here observed under osmotic and cold stress 

conditions, which is reasonable for the LD-related response to various stress conditions. It fits with 

other studies (Publication III) but deserves further insight.  

 All in all, the comparative analyses in this study unveil deep land-plant-like signaling cascades 

in Zygnema and provide an insight into evolutionary conserved traits. Zygnema remains an intriguing 

model organism to study terrestrialization related questions.  

 
5.2.3 Comparative analyses unravel diversity in Chlorokybophyceae (Publication VIII) 

Investigating diversity among the six streptophyte algal classes is a key factor to understand conserved 

functions aiding plant terrestrialization. In this regard recent advances have been made on the closest 

algal relatives to land plants, the Zygnematophyceae. This class is the most diverse class with at least 

45 genera and over 4000 described species (Guiry and Guiry, 2021), also displaying different 

morphologies from filamentous to unicellular. This diversity makes the investigation of conserved 

traits throughout streptophyte evolution not an easy task. Now, Hess and colleges established a five-

order-system for the Zygnematophyceae using comprehensive phylogenomic analyses (Hess et al., 

2022). While there are noteworthy advances in the field of Zygnematophyceae trait evolution, many 

of which have been studied in this thesis, other streptophyte alga classes also deserve further 

investigation, as these are key lineages for macroevolutionary studies on the streptophyte ancestor. 

One of those classes will be the focus of discussion in the following paragraph. 

 Compared to the diversity of the Zygnematophyceae, the diversity of the two most distant 

streptophyte algae classes to land plants, the Chlorokybophyceae and their sister class (see Lemieux 

et al., 2007), the Mesotigmatophyceae, was barely investigated. Although genomes for 

representatives of these two classes were already published (Wang et al., 2020), there was only one 

genus for both classes, each with two described species for the Mesostigmatophyceae and one 

described species for the Chlorokybophyceae. This study (Publication VIII) now revealed four new 

species belonging to the Chlorokybophyceae which could be recovered through phylogenomic 

comparative analyses, adding together with Chlorokybus atmophyticus, the genome-sequenced 

strain, to a total of five species for this streptophyte alga class. C. atmophyticus was described by 

Geitler in 1942 and dwells on terrestrial surfaces like rock surfaces and cracks and is probably 

cosmopolitan (Geitler, 1942; Rieth, 1972).   
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Even though Chlorokybus is a rare species, eleven isolates could be recovered from all around the 

world for this study. The construction of a phylogenetic tree with all available strains based on SSU 

and ITS rDNA analysis (SSU: small subunit, ITS: internal transcribed spacer), two commonly nuclear 

markers, confirmed deep genetic divergences, even though no apparent morphological differences 

were found among the eleven isolates (Figure 1, Publication VIII).  

 To validate and gain a deeper insight into these genetic differences, an additional large 

phylotranscriptomic approach was pursued. RNA was extracted from the isolates, which were all 

cultured under the same conditions prior to extraction. From the sequenced RNA, de novo assemblies 

of transcriptomes were generated, a set of 529 genes was defined and used for reconstructing a 

phylogenomic tree; this tree confirmed the deep genetic differences of the Chlorokybus isolates 

(Figure 3a, Publication VIII). Interestingly a genetic distance analysis of the isolates turned out to be 

more than 2-fold larger than the genetic differences among Arabidopsis species. Indeed, the Bayesian 

relaxed molecular clock analysis showed the divergence between Chlorokybus could be approx. 76 

million years old while the divergence between the Arabidopsis species is only between 13 and 28 

million years old. Differential gene expression analyses additionally confirmed that there are 

differences between the isolates (Figure 3b and 3c, Publication VIII). Here, protein-coding genes 

showed high differences among the eight analyzed strains. The newly described C. riethii NIES-160 

showed the most distinct gene expression profile followed by C. bremeri SAG 2611. This could hint at 

not only deep genetic divergence but at an underlying divergent molecular physiology as well. To 

scrutinize this notion, further differential gene expression analyses, also in combination with large-

scale data from stress-treated isolates, must be performed in the future.  

 
5.2.4 Concluding remarks on Chapter II  

Comparative genomics allow deeper insights into conserved underlying molecular mechanisms across 

the green lineage. This approach sheds light on specific stress-relevant evolutionary conserved gene 

families by performing phylogenetic screens on a large group of organisms. Comparative studies 

helped to establish a new algal model organism with intriguing signaling networks and test and 

formulate new hypotheses regarding plant diversity. Therefore, comparative genomics remain an 

inherent part of modern research regarding evolutionary questions, especially regarding plant 

terrestrialization.  
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6 Outlook 
The findings of this thesis contributed to our understanding of streptophyte algal stress response, 

diversity, and the role of this fascinating group of algae in scientific research questions relating to plant 

terrestrialization. Yet, many of the topics touched upon herein deserve further attention. Therefore, 

the following paragraphs will give a brief insight into examples of promising future research topics in 

the field of streptophyte algal stress response.  

 In-depth analyses of co-expression networks brought forth the central role of plastid-derived 

signaling in representatives of Zygenmatophyceae (Publication III and VII). One of the most connected 

hubs in the weighted gene co-expression network performed in Publication III was a homolog of 

GOLDEN-LIKE1 (GLK1), a transcription factor that is deeply involved in plastid-to-nucleus 

communication and is hypothesized to coregulate the expression of nuclear photosynthetic genes in 

Arabidopsis, thereby fine-tuning photosynthetic processes upon a change in environmental conditions 

(Waters et al., 2009). GLK1 homologs in Zygnematophyceae showed differential gene expression 

patterns under a diverse set of environmental stress conditions in Mesotaenium (Publication III), 

Zygnema (Preprint VII) and Mougeotia (de Vries et al., 2020). Therefore, elucidating the function of 

GLK genes in streptophyte algae seems reasonable. Studies performed on Physcomitrium patens and 

Arabidopsis thaliana suggest a conserved function of GLK throughout Embryophyta (Yasumura et al., 

2005). Whether this conservation reaches further back and was already present in the earliest land 

plants remains to be investigated. 

 Representatives of the six classes of streptophyte algae already possess the genetic repertoire 

for the large enzyme families that orchestrate the specialized compound-bearing phenylpropanoid 

pathway in land plants (Publication V). A powerful step towards scrutinizing these phylogenetic 

findings would be an untargeted metabolomic approach with promising representatives of the 

streptophyte algae grade. Published mass spectrometric analyses show that compounds like p-

coumarate, ferulate and phenylpropanoid-derived flavonoids like Naringenin, Kampferol or Genistein 

occur in representatives of the Chlorophyta (Goiris et al., 2014). Furthermore, in the 

Zygnematophyceae Penium margaritacaeum, flavonoid could be detected through mass 

spectrometry (Jiao et al., 2020). Indeed, Penium, also possesses a homolog of the gene coding for the 

enzyme leading into the flavonoid pathway, the chalcone synthase (CHS) (Jiao et al., 2020). In other 

streptophyte algae the distribution of genes coding for enzymes involved in this pathway is still quite 

patchy (see Publication IV, de Vries et al., 2017) and deserves further insight.  

 Some phenylpropanoid-derived compounds are very hard to detect as their production can, 

as it is the case for other specialized metabolites, fluctuate with the environmental conditions and/or 

are only transiently present. Therefore, inducing metabolite production through stress treatment can 
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greatly help to detect certain, possible then enriched compounds. For this, UV-B radiation would be 

an apt stress treatment: various studies show that UV induces the production of phenylpropanoid-

derived compounds like flavonoids throughout the green lineage (e.g., Clayton et al., 2018; Li et al., 

1993; Beggs et al., 1985; Apoorva et al., 2021) as well as the production of phenolic compounds in 

zygnematophycean algae that act as sunscreens (Aigner et al., 2013; Pichrtová et al., 2013).  

 Phenylalanine ammonia-lyase is the entry enzyme of the phenylpropanoid pathway. As a 

promising PAL candidate could be found in Klebsormidium nitens (Publication V, kfl00104_0290_v1.1, 

479), an additional homology screen revealed another promising putative PAL candidate in sister 

species, Klebsormidium flaccidum (Figure 9). A first quick alignment of the K. flaccidum gene sequence 

(in Figure 9 TRINITYDN63905-c0-g5-i1) derived from an available transcriptome (co), showed a 

similarity to the conserved binding sides of the putative K.nitens candidate as well as to Arabidopsis 

and Physcomitrium PAL sequences.  

 

 
Figure 9: Conserved residues in different putative algae and known A.thaliana PAL-candidates. Shown is an 
alignment of the key residues for substrate binding and function of the phenylalanine ammonia-lyase as 
reported by Jun et al. (2018) and Nagy et al. (2019). Next to sequences derived from the alignment file in 
Publication V (Data S1), protein sequence alignments of interest like the K.nitens sequence kfl00104_0290_v1.1 
as well as the K. flaccidum sequence TRINITYDN63905-c0-g5-i1are shown. 
 
If the promising putative PAL candidates in K. nitens and K. flaccidum function in the same way as 

known PALs/PTALs from land plants or possible HALs (meaning binding and converting the substrates 

L-phenylalanine/L-tyrosine/L-histidine) remains to be investigated by, e.g., heterologous cloning 

experiments followed by enzyme kinetic analyses.  

 The genome of Klebsormidium nitens already contributed greatly to analyses conducted in 

this study, especially in Publication V. Considering the recent findings this thesis brought forth, as well 

as the findings from various studies conducted in recent years regarding stress response in 

Klebsormidiophyceae (e.g., Hartmann et al., 2020; Holzinger and Karsten, 2013), the de-novo genome 

sequencing of Klebsormidium flaccidum seems reasonable.   
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Unraveling the genetic repertoire of this alga might bring forth other promising genes coding for stress 

responsive enzymes. Another goal in this project is to account for the proper diversity and phylogeny 

of Klebsormidiophyceae, which is not fully solved as of today—also owning to the broad distribution 

of Klebsormidiophyceae around the world. Because of this, the sister genus Interfilum, which also 

shows remarkable stress response features (Hartmann et al., 2020; Karsten et al., 2014), is included 

in this analysis as well. Here, understanding the evolution of diverse morphologies inside the 

Klebsormidiophyceae through analysis of the underlying genetic repertoire is another overall goal of 

the study. All in all, adding another de-novo genome of a filamentous streptophyte alga, in this case, 

Klebsormidium, can greatly contribute to the understanding of underlying molecular traits facilitating 

multicellularity throughout streptophyte evolution.  
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Table 2: An overview of Mougeotia sp. identifiers with a BLASTp hit for A. thaliana Lipid droplet identifiers. Additionally, Mougeotia sp. identifiers showed BLASTp hits 
for Mesotaenium identifiers, for which a good BLASTp hits with LD identifier from A. thaliana (p < 0.05) could be shown in Puplication II.  

LD protein A.t. Gene
indentifier

M.sp. Single Gene Ids BLAST hit (p-
value), 
edgR_FDR 

M.e. Gene
indentifier

M.sp. Single Gene Ids BLAST hit (p-
value) 

OLE7 AT2G25890 - - Me1_v2_0235030 - - 
- - Me1_v2_0235140 - - 

CLO3 At2g33380 - - Me1_v2_0054690 - - 

HSD1 AT5G50700 

- - Me1_v2_0117020 TRINITY_DN15941_c0_g1_i2 1.11E-16 
- - Me1_v2_0085960 TRINITY_DN15941_c0_g1_i2 1.64E-24 
- - Me1_v2_0181840 TRINITY_DN15941_c0_g1_i2 2.46E-13 
- - Me1_v2_0202980 TRINITY_DN16084_c0_g2_i3 9E-12 

LDAP3 AT3G05500 - - Me1_v2_0056100 TRINITY_DN13329_c0_g1_i1 7.24E-28 
LDIP AT5G16550 - - Me1_v2_0179900 - - 

PUX10 AT4G10790 TRINITY_DN16099_c2_g1_i3 

0.8139 Me1_v2_0178080 TRINITY_DN16099_c2_g1_i3 1.03E-30 
- Me1_v2_0162420 TRINITY_DN16099_c2_g1_i3 1.78E-55 
- Me1_v2_0111840 TRINITY_DN16099_c2_g1_i3 5.81E-10 
- Me1_v2_0162410 TRINITY_DN16099_c2_g1_i3 1.02E-34 
- Me1_v2_0018250 TRINITY_DN16099_c2_g1_i3 0.00000766 

SMT1 AT5G13710 TRINITY_DN12861_c0_g1_i3 0.9599 Me1_v2_0156570 TRINITY_DN12861_c0_g1_i3 3.86E-09 
- Me1_v2_0214480 TRINITY_DN12861_c0_g1_i3 4.67E-140 

CAS AT2G07050 TRINITY_DN17680_c0_g1_i7 0.8001 Me1_v2_0139020 TRINITY_DN17680_c0_g1_i7 0 
LIDL2 AT1G73920 - - Me1_v2_0173300 - - 
LDPS AT3G19920 - - Me1_v2_0156150 - - 
LIME1 AT4G33110 TRINITY_DN12667_c0_g1_i3 0.0924 Me1_v2_0053000 TRINITY_DN12667_c0_g1_i3 3.15E-96 
LIME2 AT4G33120 - - Me1_v2_0052990 TRINITY_DN12667_c0_g1_i3 2.21E-33 

LDAH1 AT1G10740 - - Me1_v2_0140080 - - 
- - Me1_v2_0140090 - - 

LDDH2 AT1G19400 - - Me1_v2_0207420 - - 



Table 3: An overview over Mesotaenium identifiers that showed BLASTp hits for hallmark lipid-droplet associated proteins in Arabidpopsis thaliana. Bast hit p-values 
are indicated as well as single protein IDs that were detected through proteomics. (Me IDs source: Publication III, Figure 6) 

LD protein A.t. Gene indentifier M.e. Single Gene Ids Blast hit (p-value) M.e. Single Protein Ids

OLE7 AT2G25890 Me1_v2_0235030 8.09E-08 Me1_v2_0235030.1 
Me1_v2_0235140 3.79E-11 Me1_v2_0235140.1 

CLO3 AT2G33380 Me1_v2_0054690 5.85E-85 Me1_v2_0054690.2 

HSD1 AT5G50700 

Me1_v2_0117020 2.80E-22 Me1_v2_0117020.4 
Me1_v2_0085960 6.65E-68 Me1_v2_0085960.1 
Me1_v2_0181840 4.69E-82 - 
Me1_v2_0202980 3.72E-17 - 

LDAP3 AT3G05500 Me1_v2_0056100 1.06E-32 Me1_v2_0056100.1 
LDIP AT5G16550 Me1_v2_0179900 6.54E-08 - 

PUX10 AT4G10790 

Me1_v2_0178080 1.14E-29 - 
Me1_v2_0162420 5.66E-57 - 
Me1_v2_0111840 7.59E-08 - 
Me1_v2_0162410 4.09E-32 Me1_v2_0162410.1 
Me1_v2_0018250 1.10E-13 - 

SMT1 AT5G13710 Me1_v2_0156570 1.81E-08 - 
Me1_v2_0214480 5.69E-132 - 

CAS AT2G07050 Me1_v2_0139020 0 Me1_v2_0139020.1 
LIDL2 AT1G73920 Me1_v2_0173300 1.03E-81 - 
LDPS AT3G19920 Me1_v2_0156150 1.52E-40 - 
LIME1 AT4G33110 Me1_v2_0053000 4.76E-79 Me1_v2_0053000.1 
LIME2 AT4G33120 Me1_v2_0052990 3.33E-32 - 

LDAH1 AT1G10740 Me1_v2_0140080 8.77E-116 - 
Me1_v2_0140090 3.78E-139 - 

LDDH2 AT1G19400 Me1_v2_0207420 1.87E-63 -



Mesotaenium 
ID 

Hit ID Refseq 
Viridiplantae 

Description 
Viridiplantae 

Nies-2285 [K. 
nitens SAG 355-
1a] 

Description Nies-
2285 

TAIR Description Tair 

Me1_v2_0199850.1 PTQ28030.1 Hypothetical protein 
MARPO_0176s0014 
[Marchantia polymorpha] 

A0A1Y1ID96 S-adenosyl-L-methionine-
dependent 
methyltransferases

- - 

Me1_v2_0114060.1 PTQ30724.1 Hypothetical protein 
MARPO_0120s0007 
[Marchantia polymorpha] 

GWHPBHAQ010243 Hypothetical Proteins AT1G07380.2 Encodes a neutral ceramidase that is involved in sphingolipid homeostasis and 
responses to oxidative stress 

Me1_v2_0204200.1 KAH9548326.1 Hypothetical protein 
CY35_11G082700 [Sphagnum 
magellanicum] 

GWHPBHAQ001084 Hypothetical Proteins AT1G52280.1 Other Names: ATRABG3D, RAB GTPASE HOMOLOG G3D, RABG3D. 
Description: RAB GTPase homolog G3D;(source:Araport11) 

Me1_v2_0185210.1 PNR51064.1 Hypothetical protein 
PHYPA_010250 
[Physcomitrium patens] 

GWHPBHAQ012591 Hypothetical Proteins AT2G21280.2 A nuclear-encoded, plastid-targeted protein (AtSulA) whose overexpression 
causes severe yet stochastic plastid (shown in chloroplasts and leucoplasts) 
division defects. The protein does not appear to interact with either AtFtsZ 
proteins when studied in a yeast two-hybrid system. 

Me1_v2_0056100.1 GBG83101.1 Hypothetical protein 
CBR_g36719 [Chara braunii] 

GWHPBHAQ009722 Hypothetical Proteins AT3G05500.1 LDAP3 

Me1_v2_0166810.1 KAG6556138.1 Hypothetical protein 
Mapa_002079 [Marchantia 
paleacea] 

A0A1Y1HSK5 DNA damage-binding 
protein  

AT4G05420.1 damaged DNA binding protein 1A (DDB1A) 

Me1_v2_0139020.1 KAG0504631.1 Hypothetical protein 
KC19_N011500 [Ceratodon 
purpureus] 

GWHPBHAQ007691 Hypothetical Proteins AT2G07050.1 CAS 

Me1_v2_0144170.1 XP_024374024.1 Uncharacterized protein 
LOC112281605 isoform X1 
[Physcomitrella patens] 

A0A1Y1HNW9 Hypothetical Proteins AT3G19340.1 Aminopeptidase (DUF3754) 

Me1_v2_0146940.1 KAH9539032.1 Hypothetical protein 
CY35_15G038100 [Sphagnum 
magellanicum] 

A0A1Y1I5B0 Hypothetical Proteins AT5G04830.1 Nuclear transport factor 2 (NTF2) family protein 

Me1_v2_0235030.1 KAH9300285.1 Hypothetical protein 
KI387_011868, partial [Taxus 
chinensis] 

GWHPBHAQ005812 Hypothetical Proteins AT2G25890.2 OLE7 

Me1_v2_0204790.3 KAH8944311.1 Hypothetical protein 
BDL97_13G104100 
[Sphagnum fallax] 

GWHPBAVF008490 Hypothetical Proteins - - 

Me1_v2_0172760.1 KAH7440458.1 Hypothetical protein 
KP509_04G108500 
[Ceratopteris richardii] 

GWHPBHAQ001239 Hypothetical Proteins AT5G50700.1 HSD1 

Me1_v2_0115750.1 KAH9570058.1 Hypothetical protein 
CY35_02G020200 [Sphagnum 
magellanicum] 

GWHPBHAQ007861 Hypothetical Proteins AT5G16880.1 TOL1, TOM1-Like 1; Encodes a member of the Arabidopsis TOL (TOM1-LIKE) 
family of ubiquitin binding proteins that acts redundantly in the recognition 
and further endocytic sorting of a PIN-FORMED (PIN)-type auxin carrier 
protein at the plasma membrane, modulating dynamic auxin distribution and 
associated growth responses. 

Me1_v2_0113070.1 - - - - - - 

Table 4: BLASTp hits for Mesotaenium identifiers shown in the volcano plot in Puplication III, Figure 6d. 
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